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STEREO CASSETTE DECK
DOLBY B & C

A4star rating when reviewed by New HI-FI Sound magazine in July 89
endorses the quality of this performance product. The magazine summarised
its review by stating: Its quite outstanding. At this price (£ 120 when reviewed)
there are very few decks that achieve any sort of fidelity, let alone high
fidelity.

2MOTOR STEREO CASSETTE DECK
DOLBY B & C
This well engineered product typifies Rotel's no nonsense approach to the
pursuit of musical enjoyment. The RD855 will hold its own in any
performance system and its Automatic Tape Bias and Equalisation circuits
simplify tape matching for optimum sound quality.

RD855

RD865

2MOTOR STEREO CASSETTE DECK
DOLBY B, C & HX-PRO

1.11,1

el

For the discerning audiophile seeking high standards of recording and
playback quality with the added benefits of HX-PRO and adjustable bias. The
RD865 sets new performance standards for its class. What Hi Fi? Awards 1490
Winner Best Cassette Deck Under £300
These fine components are but asmall selection from Rotel's award winning
range of performance Hi Fi Products which offer very high standards of
technical excellence and musical enjoyment. The RD855 and RD865 are
remote compatible with Rotel's new RTC850L Tuner- Preamplifier. Phone or
fax Rotel UK for further information and nationwide dealerlist.
UK
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Photo: Susesch Bayat/DG.
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39 THE HI-FI NEWS AWARDS: for
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we presented our annual Awards for a
lifetime of achievement in Audio. The
recipients were: Paul Klipsch, originator
of the IClipschom; and John Crabbe, audio
consultant and author
41 ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT: Roy
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room problems suggests some practical
ways of improving an unsatisfactory
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rom the 'Views' pages, it is evident
that ' scoring' subjective review findings remains controversial. We have
received many letters on Martin Colloms'
percentage ratings for sound quality:
some correspondents have expressed
enthusiasm for MC's rating scheme, finding that it makes his reviews uniquely
valuable to the hi-fi enthusiast; others
have expressed disbelief at the mere idea
of trying to quantify the subjective results
of listening tests on an objective numeric
scale. Some have also found it hard to
believe that the perceptions of Martin and
his listening-panel could be discriminating enough to justify the publication of
ratings in which products were ranked by
differences of a few points.
Until the advent of the currentlyemerging ' new generation' players
designed around noise- shaping- based
PDM and PWM conversion systems ( of
which more in a montent), there was a
period in which the direction of CD
player sound quality improvement was
apparently fixed, and the increments by
which it improved from model- range to
model- range were undoubtedly small.
During this phase. I believe that NW's
reviews, based on his disciplined and
internally- consistent listening test
method, provided the most accurate, useful and consumer-friendly guide to the
performance of competing machines. I
think it not unfair to contrast this with the
listening- based reviews in other magazines during the same period, which
provided no point of reference or relative
scaling by which to judge audible qualities. but sank into asubjective morass of
loosely-descriptive verbiage.
With the new approaches to (
21) player
design ( both in ' low-hit' conversion and
in the exploration of other aspects), it
seems to me that the development of Cl)
sound has become a more complex process, since the application of new techniques has brought the likelihood of new
and different trade-offs. The spectre of
musicality rears its head: the possibility
that acomponent may have some underlying virtue of musical communication
which needs to he balanced against faults
identified when assessed under traditionally ' hi-fi' headings such as bass precision and extension, treble clarity, detail,
transient attack, image size and so on.
Acceptance of such trade-offs tends in the
end, to be a matter of taste.
As a player which undoubtedly broke
all barriers in terms of subjective performance, the 208 is acrucial example when it
comes to the question of numeric scoring,
particularly as it followed so hard on the
heels of the favourable Wadia review.
As regular readers will know, Martin
Colloms' percentage ratings for CD players have, since the February '88 issue,
been given on a scale on which the
Accuphase DP8O/DC81 combination represented a 100% score. With the arrival of
such machines as the Meridian 206

STEVE

HARRIS

(November ' 89), the Wadia processors
and finally the Meridian 208, MC felt that
there must now be a re-scaling. Accordingly, he carne up with a ' post Wadia'
scale, on which the Wadia 1000 Frenchcurve would be a reference point at
90%; the Meridian 208 at around 94%;
the old Accuphase would come out at
around 65% on this new scale, as would
the Meridian 206 This ' post Wadia' percentage scale, it should be noted, is really
just a new presentation of the same
listening test data, the essential listening
test scores themselves being mark.s ' out of
10' on a standardised panellist's score
sheet. As Martin points out, there is now
some coherence between the assessment
of amplifiers and that of CD players in
terms of the 'out of 10' reference levels.
As regular ( and thorough ) readers will
already be aware, MC's ' post Wadia' scoring did not appear in the Wadia or
Meridian 208 reviews; it was felt that such
manipulation of the existing scale, the
relation with amplifier scoring and indeed
the use of percentages in this manner
(seeming to convert an essentially ' open
ended' scale of goodness to a 'closed' one )
really
called for
more
discussion :
and that perhaps what was most needed
was an explanatory article by MC covering the whole issue of listening test
methodology. This is now promised! +

Next month
For March we have planned another
special edition of The High End. While
Martin Colloms will be reviewing the
brand-new Audio Research IS Iline- levelonly pre-amplifier and the Martin Logan
Sequel electrostic loudspeaker.
March will include a report from the
Winter CES, and the fourth part of Ben
Duncan's construction project. On the
music side, we will lead on an interview
with Kyung Wha Chung, and there'll be
more CD and I.P reviews than ever — plus
a free-entry £ 2000 competition and the
launch of a money- saving mail order CD
scheme, so don't miss it! The March issue
goes on sale on Friday 16th February.

AUDIO RESEARCH
atrue classic

High on any list of all-time amplifier greats is the original Audio Research 150, alegendary
device much sought after by music lovers around the globe. Designer William ZJohnson has
returned to this exceptional product for inspiration, the result being anew line of all-triode
amplifiers headed by the Classic 150. Already recognised for setting new standards in
transparency and the retrieval of inner detail, the Classic 150 lifts valve technology to ahigher
plane. To complete the range, Johnson has introduced — to come alongside the already
legendary D125 — two lower- power versions, the Classic 30 and Classic 60, for
less-demanding applications.
Such amplification warrants anew level of preamplifier performance. To meet these needs,
Audio Research is proud to announce the SP 9and SP 14, the first beneficiary of the technology
introduced in the SP- I1 and SP- I5 — the world's reference preamplifiers.
Audio Research: the only choice for the connoisseur.

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.

Absolute Sounds 318 Worple Road Wimbledon London SW20 8QU
Tel: 01-947 5047 Telex: 894800 Absol G.

Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
California Audio Laboratories,
Counterpoint, DMP, Duntech, Entec, Goldmund,
Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal,
Mandrake, Magneplanar, Martin Logan, Micro-Seiki,
PS Audio, Randall Research, Wilson Audio, Sonus Faber

'I have the simplest of tastes ...
1am always satisfied with the hest'
Oscar Wilde

ACCESSORIES

CLUB

Use this form to order accessories.
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Two GOLDEN
The best sounds don't have to come from audiophile
labels. Ken Kessler puts to the test two sonic
spectaculars from amid-price label

I

n 1988, C-5 Records ( asubsidiary of See For Miles) reissued
two ' novelty' titles expected to appeal only to asmall core of
collectors. The material on Billy Cotton's Wakey Wilke.)
,Show
is well-performed, high- camp vaudeville retro. It captures for
posterity atypical performance from 1961 and its nostalgia value is
only of interest to aBritish audience with aminimum age of, say,
35. The Saints Meet The Sinners, performed by The Saints Jazz Band
and Mick Mulligan and Ilis Band with George Melly in 1959, has an
appeal similar to that ofiazz At ' Me Pawnshop. Its traditional jazz.
with the added appeal of George Mell) . who must be one of the
country's best- loved off-the-wall entertainers.
What makes these so special to me is that the sound quality is
among the most natural and realistic I've ever experienced from a
commercially available recording. I
icre, at last, are two affordable
I.Ps with the sonic excellence of such high-priced collector's items
as Bang. Baroom and Harp, the ( musically ) risible Casino Royale
and any of the Shaded Dogs and Mercurys you care to name.
Colin Miles went hack to the true stereo masters for these ' live'
releases, originally available from FAIL Not having heard first
editions, Idon't know if thus: (. xceed or even match them. What I
do know is that The Saints . 11ect The Sinners is the most convincing
'in anightclub' jazz set yet to feed my system, while the big hand,
stage-spectacular feel produced by The Wakey \X.akey Show is
nothing short of dazzling. Both can serve as definitive test discs for
assessing space, ambience, three- dimensionality, dynamics, midband neutrality and ahost of other characteristics. And when you
hear that applause .. .
I've now had something like adozen copies of each, because
every time somebody visits me with equipment for review. Iplay
selections from both as a ' test' and - invariably - my guests salivate
for copies of their own. I've now opened an account with See For
Miles. as it's easier than mopping up spittle from the carpet.
If you've ever wanted recordings to help you assess or even
show off your system, and you didn't want to damage your brain
with Japanese drummers or steam trains or church organs or
!larders in flight, look no further. ,4
4
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HFNIRR OUI Fluxdumper: black- ash box £22.00 Ill
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: m-cstep-up transformer; £59.95
HFNIRR 005 spikes: timber O steel D. inc fixing kit, set of 8. £ 10.00
HFNIRR 006 Flutterhuster: 33.3/45rpm. 220/240 only, OK for most
synchronous t/t ( specify type); black-ash case £ 79.95
HFNIRR 007 Carrydise: 14 CD's in a40mm travel pack! £ 11.95 0
HFNIRR 009 Heacicase: headphone amplifier. 40mW Class A unit
allows use of headphones; black-ash case; 220/240V-only £79.95 C
HFNIRR 010 News Stand: 19in/430mm housing, 36in high. complete
with 5shelves ( 3adjustable) black finish £ 139.95
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains filter. 5A rating £ 24.95 O
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System: satin black timber ( Medite).
stackable, supplied in kit form. LP unit ( 120 capacity) £45.00
CD/cassette unit ( 40/25) £25.00 D singles unit ( 2(8)) £35.00. 111
HFNIRR 013 Wallnut: wall mounting two- level turntable support
complete with two shelves; finish, black £49.95 O
HFNIRR 014 Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner; £ 14.95
HFNIRR 015 Test CD 11:99 tracks. 75mins £ 11.95
Tweek: contact enhancer: clean all signal connections £ 15.95 D
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 £6.95 O
High Performance Loudspeakers: Martin Colloms book £ 18.00 O
Tape head de- magnetizer: electronic cassette de- magnetizer £ 12.95 DI
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones. Small £5.45 0 Large £8.45 D
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier £47.50 El
Sicomin CD damper: hest CD damper we have come across £ 27.50 O
Extra rings for Sicomin. pack of 20. £2.50 D
Audioquist vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 11.95 0
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane, bin xbin self-adhesive £ 11.95
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback £ 10.95 O
VPI HW16.5 record cleaning machine: £375.00
HFN/RR self- build loudspeakers: details available for DCI & Bassett
Audiophile records: Cantate Domino £6.95 0 Jazz at the Pawnshop £ 13.95 .7]
Saint-Saëns £6.95 Li Close-ups: Kabi Larelei. piano. £6.95 0 Datos ( 45rpm) £ 12.95
Chesky Scheherazade £ 11.95 Ci Marni Nixon/Geistmin £13.50 Appalachian
Spring £ 13.50 U Beethoven Appassionata ( RD('E4) £ 7.50 CI Vintage Tenor ( RDCE
11) £7.50 Cl

Aureum gold-plated mains plug/socket: twin unswitched socket, flush
mounting, complete with two 13Amp plugs. £25.00 O
Harrison Cassette Alignment Tape wow! or not wow? 0£18.50
Last Formula 1 £ 11.95 DFormula 2 £ 16.50 1:Formula 3
£7.50 DStarter pack £ 12.50 O
Alphason Tonearm Lifter: Yes, it really does! £ 13.95 0
PAS-01: Passive control unit kit £86.50 C
Blacktak: £2.00 D
Recut Records: Beethoven Symphony 5 £7.99 [ 1Ravel 8: Bartok Concertos
£7.99 El Beethoven Piano Concerto 1/Choral Fantasy ( 2LP) £ 11.99 L]

CD Feet: Audioquest Sorhothane. Pack of 4 £24.95

Michell Surelock -imm locking speaker plugs. set of 4. £ 18.95 O
Breakfast Plugs, phonos. pair. £5.95 D
Stax binaural CDs: Space Sound, £ 16.95 0; Glenn Miller. £ 16.95 11;
Warsaw Baroque Soloists. £ 16.95 C; Supercharge. £ 16.95 D
Decca record cleaning brush: £9.45
Vecteur spaced banana plugs: two twin plugs £9.45 O
CD Jewel Cases (
packs of 1(l): standard, Sin complete O £6.50;
standard Sin, outer only 11 £5.00; slimline Sin 11 £6.50; 3i n11 £6.50.
Double Jewel Case. complete ( each) O £ 1.75. 5in clear protective
sleeve ( pack of 5) 0 75p. CD single adaptor. silvered ( each) D 60p.
Toppers: stick-on spikes; set of 6D £5.95; set of 8 £ 7.95
Kevlon damping rings: for small valves £33.50 per pair O
Mission Isoplat: 17in x13in Medite isolation platform; £28.00 O
Billy Cotton/Russ Conway and George Melly: £9.45 for the 2LPs
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VIEWS
Ben's power complex?
Dear Sir, Ihave been following Ben
Duncan's papers with increasing awe, and
bemusement, particularly in his last
section on power supplies. The
complexity which grows in the search for
perfection brings to mind the old adage
that when atheory needs convolutions
beyond acertain point to explain new
facts, it is time for afresh start.
Ben Duncan dismisses battery power
supplies on three counts: a ) peak
performance lifespan; b ) ecology; and c )
perhaps, ' it's too easy'.
There cannot be much case for NiCd
cells where currents are so low, and
charging times are not limited ( surely
even hi-fi reviewers sleep four hours a
night?). But is not alead-acid battery still
the best regulated power source
available? Its useful life is two years or
more. Neither is the ecological problem a
real one. The lead in accumulators is
already routinely recycled. Perhaps
batteries are just too easy?
Another puzzle in high-end circuitry is
the infrequent interest in head- amplifiers,
or in balanced inputs. When dealing with
microvolt signals, the use of aheadamplifier with balanced input, as close to
the signal source as possible, has been
standard practice in biological research
for at least forty years, and one would
think amoving-coil cartridge the perfect
place for this technique. A head-amplifier
close to the turntable, with equalizing and
line- matching stages, might still fit in a
box the size of two cigarette packs ( one
for each channel ) if its power supply were
back with the pre- amp. And Iwonder if
ADEQ would need its regulators, one to
six, if its power came from alead- acid
battery. After all, the current drain should
not vary with signal in abalanced circuit.
Such ahead-amplifier would leave the
pre- amp to do its essential job as a
signal-switching and control unit in a
much more straightforward way.
But perhaps 1am being naive. Isaw at
The HiFi Show ( 1988)a battery-powered
head-amplifier, from Oxford, whose
circuit-board was about fifteen inches
square, and seemed to contain about a
dozen cells.
While on the subject of power supplies,
may Iask another naive question? What
has happened to our old friend the choke?
The higher currents in transistor circuits
may cause problems, and perhaps one
must not limit the speed of recharging the
capacitors for ordinary transistor output
circuits which stray from Class A, but
might not the choke reappear in Class A
circuits, where the current drain should
be stable, even in powerful transients?
The third theme excited by Ben
Duncan's paper, the effect of radiofrequency interference on ultimate sound
quality, must be of very general
importance. It could be at the root of
qualitative differences between many hi-fi
systems, as in outboard power supplies for
111-F1 NEWS & REA : ORD REVIEW
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turntables and pre-amps, the otherwise
illogical differences between apparently
similar digital circuits, and the effect of
shorting spare digital outputs. And, oh joy!
RF interference should be measurable. It
was nailed down as the cause of trouble in
one recent review. Could you ask your
reviewers to measure it more often?
M PWright, Stroud, Glos.

If the cap fits...
Dear Sir, On reading the latest of Ben
Duncan's invariably interesting articles in
the November issue of HFNIRR, Iwas
pleased to see that he had chosen the
Cinderella subject of power supplies.
However, Ido feel he may have sold we
poor commercial designers rather short
by his inference that we just shove afew
regulators into place and live with the
inevitably poor results.
Ile may well be right, when you look at
the offerings of many manufacturers, but
nonetheless much good work has been
done in the past. Obviously I'm aware of
my own work, but Tim de Paravicini of
EAR has also come out with some original
and clever power supply designs. For a
time we both worked on parallel paths,
with the use of feedback regulators which
sense the noise and rubbish virtually at
the supply nodes of the amplifier stage
and then, using feedback and phase
cancellation, act to eliminate the lot,
leaving pure DC. Just as an amplifier stage
using negative feedback can have an
output distortion on load of 0.001%, so a
similarly designed regulator can be clean
down to — 100dB or so. The only problem
is that you need avery low output
impedance and awide open- loop
response so you usually finish up with a
regulator which looks like the amplifier
stage, probably works better than the
amplifier stage and invariably uses more
bits than the amplifier stage. You then
have the distinctly non- technical task of
persuading aclient that it makes sense to
go ahead with adesign that allocates 80%
of the board real-estate to the powersupply circuits and 20% to the amplifier
circuits. There are natural limits to the
powers of persuasion!
Next, the matter of ` tuning' the powersupply: this is an old dodge which has
been much adopted ( but rarely admitted )
by the more canny designers. Some years
ago, Iadmitted in these very pages to
adopting this commercial ' trick' in the
design of the original Rote! RA-820
amplifier. Imanaged to get the supply to
work most effectively ( in terms of
charging and discharging ) at afrequency
bang in the middle of the bass guitar
region. The result? A strong driving bass
line whenever reproducing rock music.
The rest, as they say, is history.
Since one can never have aperfect
power supply at an affordable cost, it is
important to balance carefully the choice
of transformer, rectifiers, capacitors and
any other circuit components. So many

designers believe that performance can
only get better if you put bigger and
bigger reservior capacitors into the power
supply. Sometimes you can, but certainly
not always. With many real- world supplies
using real-world components. I've found
optimum values, with little benefit to be
had from increases. I've discovered that
one of my own loved designs has been
ruined ( to my ears) in part by the
misguided redesign of the power supply
with great banks of big capacitors.
It can be hard to analyse the operation
of apower supply but much help is
available from literature. For many years I
used some Texas Instruments application
notes dating from the early days of silicon
rectifiers when it was assumed that
engineers didn't understand the diode.
These days it is assumed that every
engineer understands the humble diode
but, unfortunately, few do!
In recent times I've used ' Micro Cap II'
software. It has revealed things to me that
Iheard but couldn't put down on paper.
To pick up Ben Duncan's point again. I'm
not sure how many mega- bytes of
memory it uses 'cos my computers have
lots to play with, but Ido know that I
often have to go and make coffee during
some heavy number- crunching. Isuppose
that if the beast could talk it would only
confirm the theme of Ben's article. There's
more to power supply design than a
handful of big capacitors.
Stan Curtis, St Ives, Cambridge
lien Duncan responds. in pill next month— Ed

Cambridge blues
Dear Sir, Once again Martin Colloms
reveals his bias against Cambridge Audio
products in his review of the CD3
compact disc player ( December edition ),
giving it only his ' cautious
recommendation'.
For amagazine that changed direction
in the eighties from reviewing on alargely
'measured response' basis to reviewing
subjectively, the Colloms' Cambridge
reviews seem to take aperverse delight in
going back to amainly technical review,
just to show up supposed deficiencies in
Cambridge equipment!
Ipurchased aCD2 nearly ayear ago
9
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hibui. It is amaple leaf growing through
aplain bamboo fence; some small rusty rivets
on asimple wooden door; an unmelted patch of
snow upon adark, thatched roof.
It is a bare, elegant beauty that the Japanese
appreciate; a long- held belief that less really
is more.
This is one reason why you'll find no surplus
dials or LEDs on the Aiwa XA-007 amplifier.
It makes for apleasant, uncluttered appearance,
but the purpose is more than aesthetic.
Here's the logic: the simpler you can make an
amplifier's circuits, the purer the signal, the
cleaner the sound.
Not only does the XA-007 have aminimum
of buttons and dials, but Aiwa have gone one
stage further. A ' Direct' switch allows you to
eliminate the Balance, Bass and Treble controls,
when appropriate.
And the XA-007 features twin power supplies,
which reduce interference between the preand power-amplifier stages and bring agreater
sense of 'precision' to your music.
But, predictably, you won't find these mentioned
on the outside of the unit.
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VIEWS
now, and can honestly say that it makes
music; Iam not conscious of the source
being CD, except for one or two dreadful
recordings. Iauditioned it against a
Marantz CD65 SEII, and despite the fact
that Mr Colloms waxed lyrical about the
Marantz in the October '88 edition with
such accolades as... 'so good that it will
stand comparison with anumber of highend references at two or even three times
the price' or... 'The high subjective rating
of 75% was exceptional for the price', it
lost hands down to the Cambridge when I
auditioned them. And yes, the Cambridge
beat it in every conceivable area, quite
easily justifying its price tag. [ Rogue
6511SE perhaps? - News Ed]
The CD2 has timing, amore open,
unforced delivery, and most importantly, I
just sit back and enjoy the music. With the
Marantz Igot bored, started looking
around the room, looking at the facia
display. In other words, for me it just was
not musically involving. Iremarked to the
dealer that if that player ( yes the same
one the Mr Colloms found so good!) was
the present standard of CD reproduction,
then Iwould not have bothered to buy a
CD player at all! Can Mr Colloms have
been listening to the same player that t
listened to?
The system of percentage ' merit rating'
Ido not rate at all! How can anyone give a
subjective and arbitrary rating without
saying what ancillary equipment was
used, and whether that equipment was
used in all the other tests as well! Initially
Iwas aCD sceptic, but now Ienjoy the
medium, and get as fully immersed and
involved in the music as if it were coming
from my moving-coil source. Yes, it does
sound different, but sounding different
does not mean inferior. CD tends to
ruthlessly show up bad recordings for
what they are ( new digital and older
analogue alike ).
Ihave owned an original P35 amp, a
new P35, an Integer integrated amp, and
now aC75/A75 pre-power amp
combination. Ican honestly say that
Cambridge products have always given
me immense musical pleasure. and the
firm has always offered avery fast and
efficient repair service ( when Ihave been
stupid enough to accidently short the
speaker outputs). So Iadvise your readers
not to believe everything that they read in
any review, but to go and listen for
themselves with some known and
cherished performances ( whatever the
storage medium used ). Make up your own
minds whether, like me, you consider
Cambrige products to offer exceptional
value and musical enjoyment for the
money or, like Mr Colloms, you consider
products such as the CD2 ` to be
unexceptional for the money'. I'll tell you
one thing, Iwon't be changing my CD2
for one of the latest PDM machines. At
least not until someone comes up with
one that substantially betters the CD2 on
audition.
And just in case you're wondering, I
have absolutely no connection with the
company at all. Iam just sick and tired of
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the same old prejudices being repeated
over and over again in what purports to
be arespectable hi-fi magazine, and would
urge your readers not to allow any
reviewer's word to ever make achoice for
them, but to go and find out for
themselves. Idon't expect that you will
publish this letter since it dares to take on
the revered Mr Colloms, but in my book
it's about time that someone did. We can't
all afford the over-priced esoterica that
the magazine and its reviewers seem so
fond of these days.
H FSpendlove, Derby

Scores to settle
Dear Sir, Ihave just finished reading the
December issue and have thoroughly
enjoyed the magazine. It is your review of
the Wadia DIA converters that has spurred
me to put pen to paper. The Wadia
components seem truly superb, but at
their present asking price, are something I
can only dream of. Ido think that it would
be useful for Martin Colloms to ' devalue'
his sound quality scores and so put them
into perspective against his personal
preference of hi-fi sound quality ( his own
system?) by scoring his own replay system
as the 100% reference, if he believes it
better. Iwould also appreciate aCD
player update in the form of atable giving
all previously reviewed players and their
'devalued' scorings avaluable reference,
do you not agree?
Overall, Ifind HFNIRR delves deeper in
its reviews of equipment, but Istill like to
read reviews where music is mentioned.
We all have favourite recordings, pop and
classical. Why not mention them when
describing the quality of replay? W ccan
then see for ourselves the type of sound
any component is offering. Also, no
mention of sound quality is mentioned in
the record reviews, other than '
A', ' 13' etc.
Surely, there is more to it than that?
Iespecially like reading Martin
Colloms's reviews because he scores the
products. Why not apply that to all
reviewed products? After all, you, as hi-fi
reviewers, have heard avast range of
equipment and so must be able to find
some way of ranking them. We all know
Audio Research build some great.
sounding power amps, but then so does
Krell, Counterpoint, Musical Fidelity, etc.
A scoring system, in percentage terms,
would Ifeel give more depth to your
reviews, as would commenting on the
music used.
G Peirce, Chessington, Surrey
Dear Sir, It would help to clarify the
controversy over amplifier sound if Martin
Colloms would explain his system of
scoring. Is it based on giving marks for
various aspects of performance, a
refinement of the system he used in Hi Fi
Choice in the early eighties when he
tabulated his judgement of amplifier
sound under headings like ' stereo focus
and precision', ' midband tonal balance',
'treble quality'? If so, please may we be
given the detailed results?
'I'hose tables used to be invaluable.

When midband was characterized as
'slightly hard', as with most popular
British amplifiers ( except Quad ), Ilearnt
that Iwould find it intolerable, however
highly the amplifier was recommended.
Different listeners have different priorities
from one another and from reviewers, and
it is far from easy to interpret generalized
descriptions of sound quality. A
differentiated system of scoring would at
least enable one to apply one's own
weighting to the figures.
Ishould add that while Igenerally
disagree with MC at the lower end of the
market, Itrust his judgement much more
at the high end. This confirms my idea that
when compromises have to be made on
grounds of cost, personal taste becomes
even more important; the choice of
loudspeaker ( and cables?) will also be a
cruicial factor. Whatever the virtues of the
Celestion 700, Idon't find it has the
neutrality and overall transparency of a
good electrostatic - like the Quads.
David Foxon. Oxford
Martin's CD rating system is being revised. Afull
explanation is promised shortly - Ed.

Compression and the Proms
Dear Sir, In welcoming hack Angus
McKenzie to your pages Ihave to say that
his remarks regarding dynamic range of
The Proms broadcasts gets my
wholehearted support. No one would
doubt the need for some form of control
on AM transmissions but to apply the
same techniques to our only source of
high- quality live classical music both
disappoints and aggravates, and robs the
music of impact and excitement.
Could the BBC explain why it is not
possible to separate the VHF and AM line
links between Broadcasting I
louse and
the transmitters and apply electronic
compression to only the AM outlets?
In sharp contrast, some record
companies ( notably EMI ) seem to record
anatural dynamic range and whilst this
may be uncomfortable for some domestic
situations the results are undoubtably
very exciting. It is probably unreasonable
to expect the BBC to adopt asimilar
policy, due to particular constraints but
there surely must be acompromise
solution which satisfies the demands of
the transmission system without
antagonizing those of us who have
invested heavily in hi- ti equipment and,
rightly or wrongly, tend to draw
comparisons between the various sources
available.
FW Street, Rayleigh, Essex

Tape measures?
Dear Sir, Iwould like to address two
points relevant to current issues in hi-fi.
Firstly, the situation re tape media. It
would seem that several developments
are ' just over the horizon', namely digital
audio on both VHS and Video 8formats,
DAT and ` Dolby-S' encoded Compact
Cassette. Iwould be pleased if someone
like Barry Fox would write ashort article
on the likely future for tape format, to
help us try and ' back the winning horse'.
I

Nigel Kennedy listens to Nigel Kennedy on Stax headphones
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Of course, alot will depend on availability
of pre-recorded software. What, for
example will come of the marriage of
Sony with CBS?
Secondly, Iread in HFNIRR that the
BBC was applying compression to radio
(FM) broadcasts at certain times of the
day, in order to suit car radio users.
Would not abetter solution to be for car
radios to incorporate a ( switchable)
compression ' chip', and leave the
broadcast uncompressed?
David Cooper-Smith, Milton Keynes

Too far from inexpensive
Dear Sir, l
lave you gone mad? Can it be
possible that one of your reviewers
should say ( December, page 47) that a
pre-amplifier costing four thousand nine
hundred and ninety five pounds is ' far
from inexpensive but hardly outrageous'?
This kind of thing brings hi-fi sound
reproduction and your magazine into
disrepute.
Dr 0 G Brooke, London sw

Blowing the Farkas bubbles
Dear Sir, 1have tried the Farkas ' bubbles'
on an Oracle Alexandria Mk II turntable
fitted with aKoetsu Red cartridge and
mounted with large spikes on aTorlyte
stand. The sound quality was definitely
improved but, unfortunately after using it
for ashort time the bubbles became
punctured, which might have been partly
due to the use of the Sota reflex clamp.
An improved system can be
constructed with the aid of arecord
clamp, using a9cm diameter disc cut from
aSorbothane self stick sheet and mounted
on the turntable spindle with sticky side
facing the turntable isolator mat. Smaller
pieces of this material were also tried but
this caused the record to partially stick to
them, aresult exacerbated no doubt by
the continued use of the Sota clamp.
It was initially found that the sound
reproduction from the Oracle turntable
was improved by the addition of athin felt
mat placed below the isolator mat and it
was expected that this would not serve
any useful purpose when the record was
'floating' and not in contact with the
isolator mat. However, it turned out that
its presence was still essential since the
sound quality was inferior without it.
Further consideration suggested that
the effect of the felt was to improve the
interface between the Isolator mat and
the metallic platter, thus helping to damp
out resonances in the latter. This was
confirmed when, by replacing the felt mat
with asuede leather mat with the smooth
side facing the platter, afurther
improvement in sound quality was
achieved.
Dr G SBrayshaw, Welwyn Garden City

Relativity theories
Dear Sir, Although Ihave long ago
deserted the turntable for the dreaded
compact disc, Iwas still most interested in
Ken Kessler's article on the Farkas
experiments with the plastic bubble. Any
tweak which costs nothing in this mad,
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mad, no-expense spared world of hi-fi has
got to be worth atry.
I
lowever, when Iread the story for a
second time Inoticed that the equipment
used, where stated, fell into the expensive
to exotic bracket, and here we had one
man saying that his bass was rendered
significantly less muddy. Now, as the
operative phrase here is 'still muddy', one
must assume that prior to the experiment
it was very muddy.
Yet another contributor states that his
sound has been sharpened and the
previous edginess lessened. Now this
bothered me, because Ihad been given to
understand, by dedicated and often irate
turntable users, and by various members
of the hi-fi Press ( including Ken ) that this
only happened on CDs.
Someone else had achieved amore
stable image, this implies surely that
before the bubbles, the stereo image
wandered. The correspondent with the
very expensive I.inn combination found
that the height of his pickup arm was
incorrect. As the correct alignment of
turntable and arm is continually being
stressed, one must wonder about his
sound prior to the experiment. Again we
had a ' reduction' in smearing, so it seems
that he still has that problem. There was
also acouple of mentions of warped discs,
obviously CDs.
Of course the whole point of this, if you
hadn't already guessed, is that the great
god black vinyl does seem to have feet of
clay, and that most of the above, nearlycorrected faults should only happen on
the silver disc!
Ido sincerely hope that this hasn't burst
the bubbles.
JRussell, Nantwich

Aftermarket mods...
Dear Sir, Your editorial warning about
ham-fisted modifiers of hi-fi equipment
('Comment', November) alarmed me. Had
Ijust sent my Naim 135a plus pre- amp
and power supply to one of them? After
all, there are not that many' to choose
from. My questions to Les Wolstenholme
of Avondale Audio had been: could he ( i)
repair thunderstorm damage; ( i)gct rid of
radio interference without sonic
compromise - something both my dealer
and Naim had given up on; ( iii)eliminate
IIF glare; ( iv) improve resolution; ( v)
eliminate transformer buzz, and ( ri)
reduce background noise. lie had
answered 'Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes and yes'.
Well, now that I've had chance to
compare claims with results. Iwant to
balance your caution against more
positive experience; for, whilst your
editorial was no doubt timely, it was a
little hard on bona fide specialists.
The fact is, the only area where Mr
Wolstenholme has been less than 100%
successful is in eliminating transformer
hum: he has only reduced it. Otherwise,
his work has not only been effective in the
areas listed, it has brought abouncy
mellowness to my system, which Ihave
since learned is his ' trademark' - and all at
avery reasonable price.

David Rushy of Lynwood is another
specialist whom 1have found impeccable
in his dealings. And, while handing out
praise, Phil Jones of AE has shown endless
patience and enthusiasm with advice
about the setting up my AE4s. Ican see
why Martin Colloms gave these speakers a
less than glowing review; it's hard to get
them right. But when you do, it's rather
like having driven acar miss firing on two
cylinders which suddenly clears and
surges forward. Now that my AE-is are
properly on-song, there's nothing I've
heard that touches them.
AJ Whieldon, Devon
We'd like to hear from as many readers as possible
with experience of modifications, good or bad - Ed.

... and aDIY plea
Dear Sir, As amember of the detested
Audio DIY underground and therefore not
worthy of attention from the
manufacturer-orientated audio press. I
nevertheless crave asmall boon. This is to
do for valve amps what you often do for
transistor ones - that is, to let us have a
look at the guts. The occasional half- page
spread would do nicely. After all, KK
reviews them all the time and Idid take
this up with him recently, but he is so
busy contributing to all these journals,
that he must he pushed for time. Another
point Ihave taken up with KK and also
Glass Audio ( his alter ego mag! ): what
about apiece on who is making valves,
how and where? We have dense technical
articles, albeit of high quality ( and in
immaculate prose ) on everything else, so
why not give the valve nuts abreak?
Iexpect to finish shortly an active filter
(combined with amplifiers ) in twin units
to power the great Bailey 'Its noted in my
letter of May '88. My intention also is to
remodel the Baileys, with the smaller KEE
drivers in BBC cases and the I39s in a I4
foot line, by taking aslim case up to room
height and then doubling back, to see if I
can get the alleged 2011z bottom end out
of them. Icannot imagine using ' faked'
bass speakers ( such as reflex designs ) as
an alternative to transmission line, as I
humbly consider the design to be amore
natural way of dissipating the hack wave.
Small units are, as Ialways say, for people
whose fidelity is conjugal, rather than
auditory.
Such apity that we have no full time
DIY journals in the UK and have to import
them from elsewhere. What's the matter
with I. ¶ K publishers? There are too many
hi-fi magazines for ready-made gear at
present, all trying to make something out
of arather narrow field.
Hugh Maines, Sunderland
Readers' Letters
Letters for publication should be addressed to the
Editor and must contain no other material or
enquiries. We reserve the right to edit or shorten
readers' letters. Letters seeking advice on technical
matters will be answered, resources permitting, at
our discretion but we regret that we are unable to
answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi
and cannot answer queries over the telephone.
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Accurate, powerful and load tolerant. The Audiolab

when you're faced with areal Hi Fi system! That's why

8000P is everything you'd expect from asophisticated
modern design and a perfect match for the new
generation of bi-wired and bi-amped speakers. Play it
gently and you'll appreciate the natural, detailed sound.
Turn up the volume, and with over 100 watts per

with minimal facilities, but that can be rather awkward
the Audiolab 8000C pre-amplifier includes correctly
matched inputs for your CD player, MC and MM phono
cartridges, tuner and tape decks. With the 8000C you
have flexibility plus outstanding sound quality. There are
even two sets of pre-amp outputs in case you decide to

channel of real power, you'll notice how the 8000P

connect more than one power amplifier.

always remains totally in command with exceptional
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dynamics and asuperb stereo image.
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RECORD PIRATE HAUL
"Fhe largest ever capture of illicit
sound recordings resulted from a
raid

in

the

Enschede

Dutch

on

town

November

ot

1-4th.

Over one million illegal cassette
tapes and CDs with an estimated
value of £ 3m were seized and five
people

arrested.

Twelve

lorries

had to be used to remove the haul
which highlights the growth in the
international

problem

of

Cl)

piracy. This historic raid was carried out by officers from the Dutch
authors society

and

the

Dutch

National Group of the IFPI trade
body after many months of investigation in Denmark, Belgium, and

PHILIPS GOES AUDIOPHILE

Germany.
According to

the

IFPI. which

sees this latest raid as an enormous
boost to the recording industry's
anti-piracy initiative, the suspected
countries of manufacture of the
discs

are

Belgium

and

Greece

where enquiries will centre.
action

in

Enschede

demonstrates

the

high

Me

certainly
level

of

Hot on the heels of its announcement of a new audiophile
loudspeaker (' Headroom', Jan '90), Philips has launched athreehead cassette deck to sell for £149.88 and intended to complement aline-up which includes the CD880 CD player, FT880 tuner,
and DFA888 amplifier. The FC870 has hard pennalloy heads,
off-tape monitoring facility and adirect source/tape comparison
ability. Separate capstan and reel motors are included in the

co-operation within the industry

solenoid electronic tape transport, with the precision ground

and resulted from the close work-

capstan featuring alarge flywheel in an effort to eliminate wow

ing

and flutter. Dolby FIX- Pro, B, and C are all catered for, while

relationship

between

UPI

established

and

authors'

societies who, though encouraged

features include quick music search (QMS), auto music scan,

by the operation's success are dis-

record mute, and blank skip. Philips, Consumer Electronics, City

mayed by the extent of the haul.

House, London Road, Croydon, Surrey CR9 3QR.

WORM IN THE FLESH
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SPEAKER COMPLETES ARCAM ALPHA SYSTEM
A fitting addition to the ARCAM

wall, or even shelf mounted, an

Alpha system, this loudspeaker

8in polypropylene coned mid-bass

(seen at the Scottish HiFi and

unit (custom-made in the UK for

Video Show) has been designed to

A&R) is combined with a high-

complement the Alpha CD player,

dome dust cap to minimize cross-

Alpha 2 amp, and tuner, both in

cone reflections. The tweeter used

sound quality and appearance.

is a lin soft domed unit, crossed

The result is acomplete system of

over at 2.5kHz via a 6 element

separates which retails for £895. A

network attached to the rear-

key element in the £199.90 speaker

mounted 4mm binding posts. The

design concept was the need to

20 litre cabinet is constructed of

unsightly screws,

15mm board with internal bracing

exposed fixing studs and crudely

and an 18mm Medite front baffle

eliminate

Two enterprising individuals in the
UK have commissioned what may
be the first commercial release of a
title manufactured using the Sony/
Taiyo Yuden CD-R custom disc
recording service. Each disc will be
individually 'cut' as part ola limited
edition.
Behind the release are Ernie Eban
and Ray Beckett, who supplied
START Lab ( the Sony/Taiyo Yuden
joint venture) with aDAT recording
of ' natural sounds' including waves
breaking at Aldeburgh Beach. This
use of CD- R makes possible the
release of very limited numbers of
CDs without having to incur the
mastering costs required to make
even one CD using conventional

,
pressing Thechniques. CD- R's ability
to yield one copy of adigitallyencoded title for under £20 will cut
the cost of producing such items as
as record company promotional
copies and syndicated radio
programmes.
The Beckett/Eban recording ( also
on standard CD and cassette)
sounds incredibly realistic. The disc
resembles astandard CD in all but
colour, with gold on the label side
and pale green on the play ing side.
As this three- track, 51 minute disc
will doubtless become acollector's
item, parties interested shoud
contact Ernie Eban at 166
Gloucester Terrace, London W2
(,11R or Tel: 01-402 7201. KK

CRAFTED BY SUGDEN
Latest hand-crafted product from
Yorkshire-based audio designer JE
Sugden is the Au41 Series pre-/
power amp combination. The
emphasis is, says the company, on
craftmanship, with each unit
assembled from start to finish by
one engineer. The Au4lc pre-amp
has five inputs plus the option of a
dedicated phono input. A line-only
111 F1 NEWS & RE(1( \ RI) REVIEV1

Electronics manufacturer QED has
attempted to provide affordable,
separate pre- and power amplifiers,
aiming to achieve adefinite sonic
improvement over an integrated
design. With its C300 and P300
units, QED believes it has created a
very attractive upgrade route by
equipping its integrated models
with asocket to enable them to be
used as pre-amps only. By then
adding the new P300 power
amplifier for an outlay of £300, a
simple, but effective upgrade has
been achieved without disposing of
the original amp. A further
enhancement is then possible by
the addition of aC300 pre-amplifier
whose inputs allow for the
connection of m-m or m-cphono,
video, tuner, and CD player, while
there is provision for two tape
decks.
The power amp has gold-plated
phono sockets throughout with
polypropylene capacitors used
internally, and may be switched to
operate for dual-mono biampliication. QED. Unit 12, Ashford
Industrial Estate, Shield Road,
Ashford, Middx. Tel: ( 0784) 246236.

version is available at £325. The
matching power amplifier,
designated Au4ip, sells for £489
and offers 100W/ch and will operate
down to a2ohm load.
Durable cases with an attractive
finish are the order of the day.
Audio Synergy Ltd, Valley Works,
Station Lane, Heckmondwike, West
Yorkshire. Tel: (0924) 406016.
FEHItt'AR\ 1990

screened baffle boards which, says

resulting in atotal weight of 9kg.

the company, are prevalent in

A&R Cambridge Ltd, Pembroke

many speakers.

Avenue, Denny Industrial Centre,

An

infinite

baffle

design

intended to be used near the back

Waterbeach, Cambridge CBS 9PB
Tel: (0223) 861550.
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NALTY'S NEW BANNER
Renowned electronics designer
Graham Nalty has teamed up
with Gainsford Holness to produce arange of products under the
Sonic Link banner.

Graham,

who's been involved in the study
of audio amplifier design for over
ten years,

has combined his

talents with the expertise and

Sony's evaporation system: the key to sate metal
tape technology

craftsmanship of Holness who has

METAL TAPE LEADS THE WAY

been making his cases for five

Metal cassette tape is the way
forward for the specialist tape
division of Sony, which has released
details of its latest research
programme. In 1985 the company
introduced its first metal tape in the
shape of the MC-90 tape for micro
cassette players, adevelopment
which led to the current Metal-ES
tape range, showing asignificant
improvement over previous types.
Last year the improved Metal-S
product from Sony reached the
shops, and now the Metal-XR variant
is the latest edition in the metal
audio tape line-up.
A lower bias noise level, and thus
increased dynamic range from a
metal tape was the crux to Sony's
research which found that the
smaller the metal magnetic
particles, the lower the bias noise
becomes. The Metal- ES tapes
comprised two magnetic layers,
with asecond layer of sammer,
finer metal particles where the
recording and playback of high
frequencies takes place. The new
Metal-XR cassettes use ametal
powder in asingle layer tape.
However, the smaller the magnetic
particles, the more difficult it is to
evenly disperse them. The answer
to this. Sony found, lay in its unique
analyser from which it has acquired
adeeper understanding of the
surface properties of metal
magnetic properties.
A special cassette housing design
from Sony has resulted in anew
shell which has three-times higher
rigidity than previously
experienced, and therefore lower
modulation noise which is caused
by the vibration of the cassette.

years. Each one has a ' trademark
of quality' with no visible screws
on the front or top plates.
The DM20 dual mono integrated amplifier rated at over
20W/ch into 8ohms is the first
Sonic Link product. A key element of the design is the power
supply — current fed to each channel comes from completely separate windings of a large 725 VA
low-noise mains transformer. Star
earthing is employed, along with
high tolerance Holco precision
resistors.

Housed in a 430mm

MOTH PILOTS
Perhaps best known for its range of accessories, audiophile
records, and a budget turntable, the Moth Group has just
launched two very distinctive new product ranges. The modular
Series Thirty has been designed by Stan Curtis for the purist. The
heart of the system is the 30PCU: aslim- line passive control unit at
£129. It provides a four into one line- level input/output configuration. Front panel controls are minimal, incorporating only
an Alps volume pot and a source selector, while socketry is all
gold-plated with high purity copper/silver plated wiring deployed
in the signal paths. The facia consists of a un thick slab of solid
oak covering the whole of the 2x4in frontage.
An RIAA pre-amp is available ( at £ 169) in matching design, to
allow m-m or m-cphonostage inputs. The accompanying power
amp is rated at 30W/ch although provision for bridged mono
operation to give some 60W has been made.
The

aesthetic

quality

of

this

inputs

including

m- mm- c and

£199 design has not been ignored

tone

because the units, manufactured

mono power amps with 60amp

for

Moth

Group

by

Kelec

defeat

control.

and

125W

peak output rating which retail at

black rectangular box, the f299

Engineering

are

£750 per pair. 'Iwo pairs of out-

DM20 is intended to complement

available in a choice of finishes

puts and a discrete Class A head-

the widest possible range of CD

including Santos rosewood.

players, tuners and cassette decks.

For

its

of

Cambridge.

series

One

phone amp are built into the new

Hundred'

Moth has adopted rack- mounted

Sonic Link, 6Mill Close, Borro-

chassis.

wash, Derby Tel: (0332) 674929.

£600 control pre- amp with seven

The

range

comprises

a

First prize winner in our September
competition was Doug Price,
pictured ( centre) receiving his
Technics SL- P555 Cl) player and
SE- M100 digital' amplified from
MN/RR' sEditor Steve Harris ( left)
and Technics marketing boss Alan
Ainslie. Mr Price correctly
identified 1:1): 2:13: 3:13: 4:13: and 5:C
as the correct answers. Technics

pre- amplifier design.
Details of availability from Moth
Marketing,
stead,

10

Bedford.

Dane

Lane,

MK-15

Wil-

3HT.

also accepted answer B to question
1. Our second prize winner, who
received an SE- M100 amplifier, was
D Eves of Swindon, while third was
Michael ffinatenko from Cheshire
who walked away with an SL- P555
CD player. The competition
attracted arecord response and our
commiserations to those whose
names were not drawn.

SHOPTALK
ACTIONGATE AUDIO of

and now become afully fledged

£3933 VP! TNT turntable

closing down because of aspate

Ruabon Road, Wrexham, has

AT Labs outlet.

and lines from Arcam,

of thefts: it seems the

been appointed distributor of

AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE is a

Celestion, jPW, Maranta,

information became confused

the Radford range of valve

new hi-fi dealership on the

QED, Revox and SME.

after aThames Valley Police
press briefing. The paper has

amps, pre-amps and CD player

Norfolk/Suffolk borders,

The CORNFLAKE SHOP in

from Woodside Electronics.

which will concentrate on

London's West End has been

now published acorrection.

ASTON AUDIO was visited

brands previously unobtainable

appointed an Esoteric Audio

THE SOUND STAGE is a

by pre-Christmas ' bargain

in the area. The Diss showroom

Research franchised dealer.

new dealership in Nantwich

hunters' who smashed down the

will be able to offer personal

FANE ACOUSTICS has

Road, Crewe, formed by

shop's front door and stole

attention in the customer's

recently appointed dealerships

David Sprake and Kenneth

equipment valued at £3000.

home. Tel: (0379)740227.

for its Court speaker systems:

Senior who both left Peters

The burglars had mixed tastes:

AUDIO SHOP,

BAKER STREET

HiFi in Chester. The new

they left the very expensive

Bournemouth's latest hi-fi

STUDIOS of South Shields,

shop boasts two single speaker

Cello items and took instead an

outlet, aims to provide the best

CARLSBRO SOUND

demo rooms, and will stock

Audiolab 8000A amp, three

possible surroundings for

SERVICES in Mansfield,

Linn, Arcam, Nad, Royd,

Quad amps, three Denon

auditioning products such as the

Manchester's CONCERT

Denon, etc.

cassette decks and aQuad

SYSTEMS, L.S.D. at

STUDIO ACOUSTICS of

FM4 tuner. Any information

Croydon, and the ORANGE

Newton Abbot has been

should be passed on to

DISCO CENTRE at

appointed importer and

Wilmslow CID on (0625)

Reading all offer ademo and

distributor for Lector Audio

522215.

installation service.

amplifiers. These Italian

AUDIO Tat Hampstead, one

READING HI-Fl is alive and

designs include the UP04 stereo

of the capital's oldest hi-fi

well and despite press reports in

tube pre-amp and UM150

stores, has changed its name

the Reading Chronicle, is not

hybrid stereo power amp.
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Mordaunt-Short
CLOSER TO PERFECTION

The remarkable new Series 3speaker systems from Mordaunt-Short.
Write or phone tor a brochure and details of your nearest dealer.

Dudortl Mill, Peiersheld, Hornpshwe GU31 SAZ,
Greol EIHIoln Telephone. ( 073 080) 711
Telex 86443 MS HIFI Fax 1073 080) 854

NEWS
INCATECH RE-VAMPED

PUCCINI

A new amplifier manufacturing
company has been set up under
the Incatech name by Colin Won fer, who has now teamed up with
John Ogden and Russell Kauffman
of Studio Power to form Incatech
Limited. Two new amplifiers are
expected from the brand: an integrated and apre- power amp combination. Work on some interesting loudspeakers will also result in
product launches to complement
the electronics. Studio Power is to
continue as a separate company,
although it will share the sales.
marketing and administration
offices in Guiseley, Leeds. Service
enquiries about former Incatech
products should be addressed to
28 East Street. Rochford, Essex.
The design rights of previous
Incatech amplifiers were bought
by Oxford Acoustics when Colin
Wonfer joined Oxford last year
and began work on a new
amplifier, the Mistral, a model
which the team at Oxford has
since refined and is now poised to
release. The Mistral will shortly be
joined by a lower priced integrated amplifier, the Storm. Ibis,
like other future products from
OAC, will be designed entirely
within the Oxford group, and built
in the company's 6000sq.ft factory
in Witney. Oxfordshire, which is
said to be equipped with the latest
production facilities.

Aiming at the design- conscious
music lover looking for an
alternative to traditional
loudspeaker cabinets, Twist
Acoustics has created Puccini: a
free-standing omni-directional
speaker. Intended to co-ordinate
rather than clash with the decor.
this 2- way design, with its thirteen
element crossover, and a special
sand-cast aluminium deflector is
available from £460 per pair.
Having exhibited at interior
design shows, over one hundred
and fifty homes have Puccini

DENON BUDGET ELECTRONICS

installed. The model can be

In amove which may be seen to reflect the current state of the
market, Denon has announced four new products in acomplete
budget line-up of electronics. A cassette deck, amplifier, tuner,
and a CD player are each priced below £200 under a 'value for
money' banner. The products are aimed specifically at the British
market and have been the subject of extensive UK listening tests

supplied in a variety of special
finishes, including high- gloss
polyester lacquer and selected
wood veneers. A range of grille.
cloth colours is available to match
any environment. Details from
Robert Webb at Twist Acoustics, 21
Culverden Road, Balham, London.
SWI2 9LT. Tel: 01-675 0335.

during the research and development programme.
Denon's British distributors,

full- logic,

twin- motor cassette

Hayden Labs, says that while

deck with auto tape selection and

keeping the final price low it has

a fine bias control. Making CD

been able to maintain quality and

more affordable seems to be the

employ audio grade components

key behind the introduction of the

at all key circuit points. Special

DCD 520: a 16-bit 4-times over-

attention has been paid to earth

sampling player selling for

paths in the PMA 250111 inte- £169.95 complete with remote.
grated amplifier, available for
£139.95. It also incorporates a

At £129.95 the TU 460L is a
budget tuner although it incorpo-

source-direct switch to bypass tone

rates

and balance controls.

Hayden Labs,

Replacing the Denon DRAI07 is
the new DRAI 400 at £129.95, a

a MOS FET front-end.
Chiltern Hill,

Chalfont St Peter, Bucks. SL9
9UG Tel: (0753) 888447.

BRIEFING
ALPHASON has had to enlarge its

have read £219, while the Denon

KOSS has unveiled three

has acquired California-based

factory to accommodate anew

DRM800 cassette deck is £299 and

new headphone models

Discovision in a $200m deal aimed

woodwork facility in readiness for

not as stated on page 89. Our

for the UK. All use

at ensuring it can: ' take advantage

its range offlat-pack hi-fi furniture.

apologies for any inconvenience.

Titanium Nitride

of the anticipated growth in the use

FINIAL laser turntable enquiries in

coated driver

of audio and video discs'.

the UK are being handled by Denis

elements to reduce

REFERENCE RECORDINGS of

Wratten on 01-941 6737.
MAX GRUNDIG, the West

weight and provide

San Francisco joined forces with

greater mid-range reliability

Kimball International and

German hi-fi pioneer, has died aged

and clarity through amore rigid

Disctronics Manufacturing to

81. Grundig, who set up his own

diaphragm membrane. Mini and

successfully make the world's first

radio shop at the age of 22, formed

4 in.
/
1

his company in 1947. In 1984 the

on the TNT range, whose three

Music waveforms converted to a

gold-plated plugs are provided

'direct-to-CD' recording session.

Alphason Designs Ltd, Unit 2,

Dutch Philips group took over the

models span the £48 to f97 bracket.

digital bitstream were transmitted as

Linstock Way, Wigan Road,

management and he retired.

HW International, 3Eden Grove,

microwave to the CD master of

Atherton, Greater Manchester

HARBETH ACOUSTICS is

London N7 Tel: 01-607 2717.

Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller.

M29 ORL. Tel: (0942)897308.

acquiring additional larger

Konosuke MATSUSHITA (
dApril,

SENNHEISER has introduced a

BEARD Audio's P1000 power

manufacturing premises because of

1989), the name behind Technics

new headphone to the UK featuring

amplifier was illustrated in the

the increased demand for its

and Panasonic, left ataxable estate

washable, furry suedette ear

December issue's report on The

speakers, especially from export

valued at Y244.9b, equivalent to

cushions. Its HD-560 is an open

HiFi Show — not the BB100

markets such as Taiwan, and

$1.8b. He was Japan's top

dynamic design technically based on
the company's HD-530 with a

line-level integrated amp from Bill

Japan where the company's HL

taxpayer and left his estate (which

Beard's new company British Built

Compact was awarded the title

attracted an Y8.5.46 inheritance

number of improvements, and

Audiophile Products. The P1000 is

'Component of the Year'.

tax), to his seven family members

priced at £99.95. Distributor:
Hayden Labs, Chiltern Hill,

shortly to be superseder by the

JBL has made available dedicated

including his 93-year-old widow

M1000 Monoblocks. Further

sub-bass units to improve the low-

Mumeno.

Chalfont St Peter, SL9 9UG.

information from Beard Audio

end performance of the Control'

PIONEER claims to have

WHARFEDALE has rescued Audio

International Ltd, Home Farm,

and Control 5models. The passive

developed the first re-recordable

Fidelity in adeal worth £3 . 16m: a

Diddington, Cambs PE18 9XU.
Tel: (0480)811811.

SB1ISB5 units (selling for £179

laser video disc system, taking 30

rights issue is expected to raise a

and £239) feature jBL's Triple

minutes of sound and pictures in

further £2.3m. Audio Fidelity,

ERRATA: In the December issue of

Chamber Band Pass Technology.

analogue format. A production

which announced aloss after tax of

HFN/RR the price of the Ariston

Hannan UK, Mill Street, Slough,

target of two years has been

£5.68m, has disposed of three

integrated amplifier (pp96) should

Berks SL2 5DD.

announced by the company, which

subsidiaries for anominal £ 1each.
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
(,()I

THE

l)R I \

EXCEL

The either salient feature of the Excel is the way it
combines two often cunt raeli ors . qualities. () n t
he one
hand it has ex( ellent
ba ( k11.1111i1 5. and in the other
it conveys t
hest. in such an unfenced way. Viti hardly notice.
•I'i me and time again I found myself hearing previously
unnotie eel instruments or ( triads in rye e
tick I thought I
knew well. and imp esseel b‘ t
he Merritt was in which the
Exil e ' insistently pulled the taIOW from the hat.
1 he lira sentence in the Excel leaflet states that it is
'designed tot ennpute wit h the sel ybest tilos ing toil models
but at a sot -pi ' singly modest cost.' loi once situ can
believe it: ti snothing le, thall the truth.
WHAT HI FI, .
1/erreh 19,Y,

The Goldring Cartridge Range comprises the Excel,
Eroica, 1042, 1022, 1012, Epic II and Elan. If you
would like more technical information, or details of
stockists, please telephone JOHN RUDMAN on
0284-701101 — he will be pleased to hear from you.

You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

GALAXIL CIRCULAR 17 L,L mL tv:
EkE
GAIN 15 9dB F to B 33 7dB L 74''

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete "Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

AERIALS
98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day

Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve

Luton 29560 after 730 pm

Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
CARTRIDGES DESIGNED AND HAND BUILT
BY BRITISH CRAFTSMEN

5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

PRECISION MADE CONNECTORS FOR THE
/
,-DISCERNING USER

f

e

ee.

•tie

Send SAE for catalogue and list of dealers

Absolute Sounds, 318, Worple Road, Wimbledon, London, SW20 8QU Tel: 947 5047 Telex: 894800 Absol G.
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NEWS
LISBON SHOW REPORT

EVENTS
31JANUARY 1990: Aston
Audio KEF and Meridian
evening in Wilmslow. Call
(0625)582704 for tickets.
2-4 FEBRUARY 1990: Audio
'90: The London HiFi Show
at Gloucester Hotel London

CINEMA IN THE HOME

SW7. Contact AT Labs on

Audio in the home became a large-as- life reality as Lexicon

01-366 8820.

announced the availability in the UK of its CP2 Dolby surround

13-16 FEBRUARY 1990:

Pro- Logic audio processor. For £755 it is possible to use Dolby

Domotechnica, Cologne.

encoded video tapes or NICAM television broadcasts with the unit

Contact German Trade Fairs

to create a surround sound environment in the living room with

on 01-930 7251.

the addition of amplification and two pairs of speakers. The

16-18 FEBRUARY 1990: Hi-

distributor, FW 0 Bauch, says that the CP2 will make mono sound

Fi ' 90, Holiday Inn, Bristol.

like stereo, while stereo will take on a real life image. Further

Tel (0865)60844.

details from them at 49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Herb

25 MARCH 1990: 10am-

WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01-953 0091.

6pm, Audio Designers open

MAJORS FORGE AHEAD ON CD-I

day at Chesterfield. For tickets
call (0246) 200096.
23-26 APRIL 1990: Fiarex
professional electronics
exhibition. Amsterdam.

DIGITAL BRAINS GATHER
'l'op

bosses from

the world of

digital communications gathered
for the fifth Digital Information
Exchange. Presentations gave an
opportunity to assess current
digital developments.
Billed as Digital Audio in Broadcast and Video- post', day two of
the symposium featured material
relevant to the recording industry
with topics ranging from DAT
timecode and console design.
Recording studio digital technology took up much of the third day
including an amusing send-up of a
DAT question- and-answer session
by leading producer Gary Langan.
He contrasted the idiosyncrasies
and limitations of analogue recording with the clinical limitations
imposed by digital options.
Drawing on examples of his own
recording methods. I.angan
emphasized the fundamental difference between the two disciplines and, while he came Out
firmly in favour of digital as a
recording medium, he reflected on
the record companies frequentlyvoiced concern that digital is a
mere indulgence'.
Analogue hardliner Dolby
Laboratories demonstrated its
involvement in digital technok)gy.
Tony Spath outlined the company's advancements in datacompression techniques as an
alternative to more traditional
PCM encoding. The criteria for
successful A to D conversion were
outlined by Peter Gingold of Data
Conversion Systems who made
particular reference to headroom.
distortion, and signal processing
problems encountered with some
16- bit systems. ' Even though 16-

Interactive compact disc is becoming a joint venture as major companies combine their initiatives in
the development of this new
medium which combines, in
digital form, audio, video, text,
graphics, and computer data on a
single Sin optical disc. Following
the announcement that Matsushita. Sony. and Philips are.
together, promoting and marketing CD- I, their joint effort is also
aimed at further enhancing the
technical capabilities of the system
including high quality full motion
video. Such full motion video on
CD was previewed at the recent
CD- I licensee meeting.
A further development occurred
in mid November when Motorola
Incorporated and Philips Interna -

GREEN SPEAKERS IN WHITE
Aimed primarily at kitchen and
bathroom surroundings, the metal.
bodied Alexander range of
speakers, together with dedicated
floor stands, is now available in
white at no extra charge. The SE2
model comes with matching wall
bracket for £ 179 and is an ideal
choice for these special
applications, says the company.
Conscious of an environmentally.
friendly approach. Bristol based
Alexander is quick to point out that
its metal speakers save further
destruction of the rain forests for
wood, while the spot-welding
process used by the company
actually produces ozone!
Distributor:
Presence Audio,
The
Old Posthouse,
Plummers Plain,
West Sussex.
RH13 GNU
Tel: (0403)
891777.

bits of Cl) might suggest a " brick
wall" for conveision technology',

tional agreed to co-operate on
VLSI ICs for um and to work
together on the development of a
new chip to provide full- screen
full- motion video, thus completing
maximum audio/visual capabilities
of Interactive CD. Philips, which
chose this partner because of its
advanced IC technology, feels the
move will provide a broader base
for future development in CD- I
given Motorola's full global 'support capabilities. Nlean-lile Motorola described the agreement
as being able to 'spawn anew age
of creativity in the consumer,
education, and business sectors'.
Although professional CD- Iplayers are already available. consumer
introduction looks to be dependent on software availability.

NEW AGE DAWNS
Having made important product
announcements at The Hi Fi Show,
Lindley Audio is now hoping to
appeal to a wider audience with
the creation of its latest two-way
speaker dubbed New Age. With a
retail price under £800, the model
saw its debut at the Northern
Ireland Show where, according to
Peter I.indley, there was considerable interest in the design. He has
incorporated a hard-wired crossover network using inductors
wound with 1.3mm copper wire
alongside top-quality components.
The New Age is a floor- standing
model, and the area normally
associated with stands has been
cunningly used to enhance bass
extension to around 30Hz.
Variations in room shapes and
sizes have been catered for with
the New Age's in- build high frequency attenuator - each pair may
be aligned with its acoustic
environment. According to the
company, this latest project combines the advantages of reflex and
transmission line designs. 1.indley
Audio Applications 91 Spalding
Road, Pinchbeck, Spalding. PEI I
3L1E Tel: ( 0775) 722346.

explained Mr Gingold.
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Although there were less visitors
this year, ambient- noise was much
the same despite the fact that only
Video and hi-fi components were
allowed - the 'brown' goods like
vacuum cleaners having been
excluded. The more audiophileorientated distributors — and that, of
course, includes the distributors of
the best British and American
brands — chose to demonstrate in
booths which nevertheless didn't
stop noise from creeping in; others
have judiciously opted for the static
approach, while sending the more
renitent to our own auditorium
where you could sit down and relax
listening to any component we had
managed to put our hands on in a
venue which compared to the one
below sounded more like an
anechoic chamber.
The good news is that the list of
brands included some new entries
since TDL, Roksan, Revoker BB
(Definitive Audio) and Threshold
have finally found adistributor in
Portugal, their superb Class A
power amps having been
demonstrated driving the awesome
Infinity Betas in such asmall
fiberglass booth they could hardly
breath, which didn't stop someone
from buying the lot the very next
day! Beauty seems to be in the eye
of the beholder — not the ear, which
leads me to think that this is more
like a 'eye-El-show'. That's why most
of the exhibitors don't mind
spending huge amounts of money
to impress the visitors: people buy
by eye not by ear. Isaw someone
ready to buy the new megabuck
Class Aamplifier from Sony— a
Krell-killer, so they say, just by the
technical description in the
catalogue. Very impressive.
Video systems are so important
here that their sound-only
counterparts are demonstrated as a
complement. Asalesman tried to
persuade me that CD-Vwill wipe CD
off the face of earth because it has
pictures in it. When Itold him I'd
rather listen to Monserrat Caballe
than see her he didn't get the
point .1
,
José Vitor Henriques,
Editor iodic) International
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THE CUTTING EDGE OF AUDIO
INTRODUCES THE BEST CUT OF ALL.

The amazing little APOGEE STAGE brings the extraordinary sound of the famous Apogee full range ribbons within
your grasp. Size and price are a cut below other designs on
the market, but sound quality is a truly riveting cut above
the competition. Need convincing?
Phone for a demonstration.
OGEL flCOLJSTICS

The Pinewood Music Company, ' Martins',
Church Lane, Gooch% orth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SPI 17HL. ( 0264) 57536

Agents for:
Apogee, Audio Research, Classé Audio, Goldmund, Koetsu, Krell, Krell
Reference, Magneplanar, Mandrake, Micro-Seiki, Sicomin, Son us Faber,
Theta Digital, Well Tempered Lab, W BT.

r-

Pinewood Music is aspecialist dealer for ABSOLUTE SOUNDS Ltd

FINLAND SHOW REPORT
7

inland's first high- end audio
show was held two years ago

-4

in Tampere. Folhiwing a larmore successful show the

ger.

next year in the Grand Hotel,
Organizer Kosonen mounted his
largest enterprise yet, this time in
the capital. GRAND Ill- F1 Ill '89
represeted the biggest

event

in Finland, with nearly fifty exhibitors over four floors.
The range of products on show
represented the whole world of
manufacturers and many Scandinavian designs vied with the
Japanese and US giants.

Illusion Monogram valve
amplifiers. When Iwas first introduced to these impressive beasts I
was told

that

they could drive

short mast rising from the centre

pany name was that of the Heil,-

conventional looking two- was budget design is highly innovative

rook malt who had called himself

Apogee Scintillas with ease. This

by IIX standards. Perhaps the most

Original Devices Oy! Among the
more impressive devices on show

year they were driving a ribbon
speaker in the shape of the Yankee

exciting product

were

dient subwoofer designed to part•

FPR- - 2s. They were not playing
very loud but

sounded delicate

the new Gra-

was

tier the (
Mad EIS63s. Shaped to
seat neatly beneath the 63. this is a

and musical, if a little light in the

bi-polar

bass. The rest of the system was
the Illusion Mk 11 valve pre-amp.

around

VP/ turntable, Fond! air bearing

one of the most interesting new

tone- arm
tridge.
One

and

of

the

Cbinon
most

Red

design

coming

in

car-

Finnish designs. the Active Stone

impressive

loudspeakers, floor standing
designs, made from a soapstone,
found only in Finland. These active

old hotel. Son t' had set up a huge

duced by one of the most success-

speakers were certainly impressive
to look at, and sounded pretty

colour television with a hiLi video

ful loudspeaker manufacturers in

good too. They make clever use of

connected

Finland,

the

Their

range

Integra

power

Two

big

German

names

gin

100Hz.

the most civilized ) was being pro-

Gradient.

Grand

Speaking of stone brings me to

sounds at the show ( also one of

one of its bigger

the

amp from Onkyo and the Carver
Silver Seven.

at

The large importers had taken
magnificent rooms in this grand,

ti

best tK product importer's com-

of this structure. Even the most

cold

systems, which could be heard
through the Ikon.at times! Most of

includes some very unusual
designs with the mid- range unit

the demonstration rooms were of
a reasonable size and the sound

mounted in free space on top of
the bass cabinet and a group of

quality generally good.

tweeters vertically aligned on a

designs

The high-end was represented
by a mixture of importers and

Show organwer Maw Karmen

stone

Interestingly.

as

a heatsink.

the

loudspeaker

company is owned by the owners
of the quarry!
loudspeaker

show

an

excellent

Schneider. Grundid was demon-

small, two-way from Genelee, who
is well known in pridessional cir-

strating its Fine Arts range which
includes a turntable that is either

One of the big names,

cles hir its studio monitors. 'Elle

Suomen Tavaratuonti, was playing
the new Magncpan I.-is through

studio designs are worth looking

made by John Michell or a close
copy.

dealers.

the

Krell

power

KSP- - 11/KSA8011

combination

Finnish
included

up. The bigger models use a ribbon tweeter which goes loud and
the most streamlined front bailles 1

pre/

from

Other

hr 1
inntsh budr Gradient range

an

were

Grundig

and

One of the best demonstrations
at the show was that provided by
the Sound Corner dealership. play-

0.VOrd Acoustics fitted with the
Air Tangent and aKoeIsu. Another

have seen.

big name, Oy Santuu Engineering

shared a magnificent setting with a

fitted

Ltd was showing Ensentbk speak-

headshell from Clearaudio.

Tandberg ylectro-

pair of Quad 11 amplifiers mounted
in the most superb wooden cases.

nics and the pretty Oracle '
Paris'

Another fascinating range of speak-

turntable. The ' Paris' was new to

ers on

duced to 'rein Koykka, one of
Finland's foremost electronic

ers, driven I)(

The Mirage range from Canada

me and looked elegantly simple

show were the Magnai

with its white composite plinth

range
Dakits
which
with look
their not
single
mini
unlike
eye- like

and smooth styling.

tweeters mounted atop triangular
bass cabinets.

One of the main exhibitors at
that very first show in 198 — was

All the usual big naines were

here ill tbrce with the fabulous

ing the Go/dmand Dialogue
speakers. The ST--i turntable was
with

an

amazing ceramic

I was privileged

to be intro-

engineers. He first postulated the
concept of Transient Intermodulation Distortion back in I95 — ,
before the measurement

techni-

ques existed to prove his theory.

there front Japan and the l'K. '11le

Paul Crook

SIDELINES
HAVING A PHILOSOPHIC turn of mind,

in superficially unattractive posi-

less

always

tions behind the players. From a

have never heard a live concert

The reverbrant artefacts repre-

and asking for evidence. Ibecame

strictly musical viewpoint, facing

with ambience around the listener,

senting the latter are simply part of

known by friends as 'Clarification
Crabbe'. In my regular half-page I

an expressive conductor is a sti-

and, conditioned by stereo. may

the stereo signal. and provided a

mulating

the

not like it if they did. Anyway, turn

device preserves the smallest per-

will concentrate on clearing up

sonics

unbalanced

down the treble, reverse channels.

ceptible nuances in I/R differen-

misunderstandings and teasing ( tut
the implications of topics.

back there. The brass faces away.

play at a highish level, and there

tials and in the decaying ambience.

the horns direct their bells toward

you have it, a concert as heard

nothing will be lost. Regarding that

(Inc.

from the choir.

ambience, even if one listens to

questioning

assumptions

Being in the wings rather than

experience,

can

be

woodwind

very

but

instruments are

sitting in the audience could be

obscured by their players, upper

seen

hearing

strings

to

distant, and soloists at the front get
hopelessly lost.

as

analogous

reproduced

as

to

opposed

live

music. With the latter, assuming a
good concert- hall seat, the orchestra is set ( tut across abroad frontal

tend

to sound

Nevertheless,

dint

I found

and

myself

hi fi bred

music- lovers who

studio's far boundaries.

Reverting front choir seats to

music peaking at I00dlia, a quiet

the stereo seat. 1have often pondered how it is that some equip-

domestic background will mask
any decaying reverberation well

ment

before it reaches 20tili, so that a
dynamic range of 80d13 is adequ-

reviewers

find

the

repro-

duced soundstage so variable. We

thinking luny familiar it scented,
how relaxing ( apart from that busy

are told that amplifier X presents a

angle while the hall's supporting
acoustic acts front all directions,

conductor ): like putting on agood

amplifier y. even though both have

both this and the nuttiest 5(kill of

often largely from one's rear. Con-

recording at home or listening to a

versely, although a stereo sound-

Prom via Radio 3. 'Ellen Irealized

plentiful channel separation and
their respective channel pairs are

separation needed for retention of
the full stage width.

accurately matched. Anything may
happen with loudspeakers in

ports this, as 1llave yet to hear the

stage

can

be

just

as wide ( in

that this reaction was probably a

degrees ), we now hear the perfor-

conditioned reflex. So much of my

mers

and

picture

than

ate. All power amplifiers and most
CD players comfortably exceed

My

listening

experience

sup-

setting

music has conte for so long from

rooms, of course. while pickup

differences

loudspeakers that the hall- behind-

cartridges

erratic,

rtvorted by golden-cured critics.

tion, with the auditorium mostly

the-players syndrome is the norm,

and only the very best cassette

With loudspeakers, yes. but from

beyond

not

is

players completely avoid image-

amplifiers? Idoubt it! Perhaps

this

exactly what I was hearing ( and

I'm getting deaf, although Isuspect

occa-

sionally live music can ape the

finding unexpectedly . pleasant ) in
the RAII. lull all in favour of

shift effects. But when it comes to
amplifiers or CD players. I feel

reproduced

I was

Ambisonics, etc, in order to place

fronted, for instance. with claims

very struck at a couple of Prom

the listener out in the audience.

that a model allows one to sense
more clearly the full width of a

the

ambient

stereo

each from the sante general direc-

there's

their

narrower

orchestra.

nothing

observation,

new

except
variety.

in

that
Thus

Now,

concerts last season, while seated
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the

exception.

and

that

but there could by now be countFEBRI An

i(exp

are

relatively

inclined to scepticism when con-

in

stereo

depth'

drat the real explanation lies with
the variables arising when assessments are made via loudspeakers.
But my space has run Out, so more
on that next numth.+ John Crabbe
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The summer sounds of village cricket. Auntie Beeb's
measured tones. Both indisputably British. But Sony?
In actual fact, Sony's ES separates range sounds equally
Anglo-Saxon. If only because it's produced with the help of
the world's best audio specialists.
Us. That is, ateam of distinctly British consultants,
attuned to the precise demands of the British ear. ( And,
seemingly. to the preferences of the British hi-fi media.)

sampling digital filtering to Britain for the first time.
As the designer would have it, this transcends engineering.
What's left is pure musicality.
In each model, interference has been all but eradicated.
The CDPX7, for instance, sports ten times over- powered
transformers, reducing magnetic leakage, fluctuations and
hum to the unmeasurable.
(In fact, the obsession with obliterating spurious noise is

What of the pedigree of the equipment itself?

carried over to every ES component. Thus all tape heads are

The range of CD players brings 45 bit eight times over-

laser welded. avoiding magnetization during manufacture.)

LEATHER ON WILLOW. THE BBC. SONY.

SONY: ES
Among the amps, you'll discover another catchily named
first: Pulse Density Modulation Digital Analogue Conversion.

the APM 141s, for example, is an education in ice- like
dynamic control.

It's enough for some critics to swear by, but the choice,

And every one of the ES tuners features Sony's unique

should you prefer 'conventional DAC allied to a CD player,

Direct Comparator circuit, specifically designed to combat

is yours.

FM station 'drift' and ensure crystal-clear reception.

Whichever, all ES amplifiers have a 'source direct' facility.
Bypassing tone controls and filters, the net resuft is a 'piece
of wire with gain' for the purists.
The range of speakers for the ES system is as
impressive as its broad. A listen to the twin drivers of

All said, the entire ES range sets punishing standards
for hi-fi separates.
After visiting a dealer listed overleaf, perhaps you'll
ask the same question Sony engineers ask each day.
Why compromise?

THEY MAKE YOU PROUD TO BE BRITISH.

COVENT GARDEN REC (
" >p\
S
CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON WC2H OJA
Tel: 01-379 7635 7427
FAX: 01-836-1345
Open Mon - Sat 10 00 am - 7 30 pm 2 mins from Leicester Sq Tube

THE COMPLETE SERVICE TO ALL MUSIC LOVERS
AT LONDON'S FINEST COMPACT DISC CENTRE
QUALITY AUDIO

NEW RELEASES
Classical full price new releases only £9.95 and mid price £6.95
per CD for the first 30 days after issue: Decca, DG, Philips, EMI,
CBS, RCA and selected others.

LISTENING FACILITIES
Not only the cheapest new releases in town but also full
individual listening facilities — listen before you buy.

8,000 CDs IN STOCK
A continually updated and growing stock of the best classical
compact discs.
SECONDHAND
Secondhand CDs bought and sold, on sale from £ 1.99.

TOKEN SCHEME
Unique scheme of one token for each CD you buy ( value £ 10.95
and over) entitles you to afree CD when you have collected ten
to the value of £ 10.95.

SPECIALISTS IN CD PLAYERS
Over 45 CD Players in stock and on demonstration.
From £ 149 to £5,000.

CDV

We stock an excellent range of some of the best audio
equipment and loudspeakers available from famous names
such as Arcam, Audiolab, B&W, Celestion, Denon, Ma-antz,
Meridian, Mission Cyrus, Monster Cable, NAD Monitor, Nakamichi, Philips, Pioneer, Proac, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Sennheiser, Sony, Technics, Van den Hul, Yamaha and more.

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION
Free delivery within London area on selected Hi Fi systems.
Installation service provided. Orders actioned within 24 hours
subject to stock availability.

DEMONSTRATION
Two private demonstration rooms to audition your future
purchase. Demonstration room can be pre- booked. Just phone
to make an appointment.

SERVICING
Full up-to-date department for servicing and CD Player upgrading by qualified technicians.

'/ DAT
Digital Audio Tape on demonstration.

Pioneer CLD 1450 ( universal) compact disc video player on demonstration and in stock complete range of 5", 8" and 12" CDV in stock
and alist of universal CDV and LV available to order.

COVENT GARDEN RECORDS
PRESENT
NOW IN STOCK AND ON DEMONSTRATION

moon
LECTROrlICI

Complete range of Mission Cyrus products, Cyrus 1, Cyrus 2, DSX Power Supply Tuner,
PCM2 CD Player and Mission Cyrus 781 & 782 Loudspeakers now on demonstration and
in stock. Also stockists of full range Mission Speakers from 761-765.
HFN 2/90

£50
OFF
DISC

L

WHEN YOU BUY A
CD PLAYER
(OR AUDIO COMPONENTS
OVER £ 5001
Bring this coupon in during
JAN/FEB
and get El off your next

" p ove,V I. 9St
this.Feb
year 1
990
Sale & Special offer goodsexCelused

£6
OFF

1

ON PURCHASE OF
5CDs OVER £ 9.95

ON PURCHASE OF

84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
No Tokens Given Valid to end Feb 1990
HFN/2/90

ES SEPARATE STOCKISTS
AVON
Bristol Sony Centre,
8-10 Bond Street,
Broadmead, Bristol,
Paul Green Hi-fi.
Harpers Stores,
London Road, Bath.
Weston Sony Centre,
4Waterloo Street,
Weston-Super-Mare.

Holmans,
1-4 King Street,
Wimborne.
DURHAM
Lintone Audio,
71 North Road,
Durham City

BERKSHIRE
Audio Systems Components,
1Comet House,
Calleva Park,
Aldermaston.

Loughton Photographie,
Unit 3,
62-70 Fowler Road,
Hainault, Ilford,

Merrow Sound,
Stafforton Way,
Maidenhead.

GLAMORGAN

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
High Wycombe Sony Centre,
5 High Street,
High Wycombe.

Cwmbran Sony Centre,
6The Parade.
Town Centre, Cwmbran.
Newport Sony Centre,
(Viewminster Ltd)
77 Commercial Street.
Newport.

ESSEX
Chelmsford Sony Centre.
1-4 West Square.
High Chelmer, Chelmsford.

Reading Hi-fi,
4 Queens Walk,
Broad St. Mall,
Reading.

GWENT

Radiocraft Sonus Ltd,
231 Cowbridge Road Estate,
Canton. Cardiff
GLOUCESTER SHIRE
Cheltenham Sony Centre.
1st Floor Colonade,
Regent Arcade,
Cheltenham.

HAMPSHIRE
Southampton Sony Centre,
29 London Road.
Southampton.
Tru-Fi Sound 8, Vision,
10-12 Grosvenor Road.
Aldershot

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
University Audio,
Peas Hill, Cambridge.
CHESHIRE

Kings Radio Ltd,
35 Widemarsh Street,
Hereford.

Hull Sony Centre
ENL
42 Parragon Street, Hull

Berrys of Holborn,
37-39 High Holborn, WCI.

KENT

CUMBRIA

Harrods Ltd,
Radio & TV Dept.
Brompton Road, SW1.

Carlisle Sony Centre,
46A Scotch Street, Carlisle.

HH B.
73-75 Scrubs Lane, NW10.

Searle Audio,
223-225 Rawlinson Street,
Barrow-in-Furness.

Massey Radio Ltd,
117 Chiswick High Road,
Chiswick.W4.

DERBYSHIRE

Nicholls Hi-fi,
430-434 Lee High Road, $ E12.

Derby Sony Centre,
Stuart Westmoreland,
2C Albert Street, Derby

PNR,
28 Tottenham Court Road, W1.

DEVON

HL Smith,
287-289 Edgware Road, W2.

Barnstaple Sony Centre,
Holland Walk,
Barnstaple

Sona Electronics,
34 Pembridge Road,
Notting Hill Gate, W11.

Exeter Sony Centre,
High Street. Exeter

Sound Sense.
350 Edgware Road, W2.

Plymouth Sony Centre,
20 Armada Centre,
Armada Way, Plymouth.

Welbeck,
26 Tottenham Court Road. W1

DORSET
Bournemouth Sony Centre,
18 Westover Road,
Bournemouth.
Dawsons Radio Ltd.
23 Seamoor Road,
Westbourne, Bournemouth.

GREATER MANCHESTER
Ashton Sony Centre,
38 Warrington Street,
Ashton-Under-Lyne.
Manchester Sony Centre,
R N Cleartone Ltd,
66-88 Bridge Street.
Manchester.

Lintone Audio Ltd.
242 Park View. Whitley Bay

Zeus Audio,
Hope Street, Belfast

Babber Electronics,
158 Uxbridge Road,
West Ealing, W13.

Altos Sony Centre,
9 Mill Street, Alba

Northampton Sony Centre.
77A Abington Street,
Northampton.

Lintone Audio Ltd.
7-11 Park Lane,
Gateshead

HERTFORDSHIRE

HUMBERSIDE

CLACKMANNANSHIRE

Hi- Grade Hi-fi,
Wellingborough Road,
Northampton

Bennets Superstore,
Shields Road,
Byker, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Leamington Spa Sony Centre,
3 Regent Grove,
Leamington Spa

GREATER LONDON

Goodwins,
7The Broadway,
Wood Green, N22.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

TYNE AND WEAR

NORTHERN IRELAND

Hi-fi Centre,
Green Lane,Wilmslow.

Galaxy,
230 Tottenham Court Road,W1.

NORFOLK

Merrow Sound,
34 West Street,
Horsham.

WARWICKSHIRE

W Darby & Co.
The High Street,
St Albans.

Stockport Sony Centre,
EW Hewitt Ltd,
104 Princes Street,
Stockport.

Sight'n' Sound,
553 lvybridge Shopping
Centre, Isleworth

Jeffries Hi-fi,
4 Albert Parade,
Green Street, Eastbourne.

Sound Quality,
8The Mall, Kettering

Robbs of Gloucester.
15 Worcester Street.
Gloucester

Finchley Sony Centre,
100 Ballards Lane.
Finchley, N3.

MIDDLESEX

Bowers & Wilkins,
1Beckett Building,
Littlehampton Road.
Worthing.

West Midlands Audio.
Ombersley Road.
Worcester.

Doug Brady Hi-fi,
Kingsway Studios,
15A Kingsway.Warrington

Peters Hi- fl,
24 St. Michael's Square,
Chester.

Peters Hi-fi,
8 High Street.
Bromborough,Wirral.

Norwich Sony Centre,
37 St Stephen's Street,
Norwich

R Lewis & Co Ltd,
The Green, Stonehouse

Covent Garden Records.
84 Charing Cross Road, WC2.

SUSSEX

Kidderminster Sony Centre,
Rowland Hill Shopping Centre,
Vicar Street,
Kidderminster

The Audiofile,
27A Hockerhill Street.
Bishops Stortford.

Macclesfield Sony Centre,
8 Mill Street,
Macclesfield.

P 8. A Audio,
98 Liverpool Road,
Crosby, Liverpool.

Gerald FGiles,
32-36 Rose Lens!, Norwich.

Altrincham Sony Centre,
91A George Street,
Altrincham.

Doug Brady Hi-fi,
18 Monmouth Street, WC2.

Lindet Products,
Compton House,
35 High Street,
New Malden

HEREFORDSHIRE &
WORCESTERSHIRE

Redditch Sony Centre,
58 Evesham Walk,
Kingfisher Centre.
Redditch.

Sound Gallery,
High Wycombe.

Liverpool Sony Centre,
46-47 Houghton Way,
St John's Centre,
Liverpool.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Mansfield Sony Centre,
14 Queen Street,
Mansfield

WEST MIDLANDS

Nottingham Sony Centre.
3 Mansfield Road,
Nottingham

Beatties,
Victoria Street.
Wolverhampton

OXFORDSHIRE

Birmingham Sony Centre.
160-162 Corporation Street,
Birmingham.

Horns,
6South Parade. Oxford.

Tonbridge Hi-fi,
High Street,
Tunbridge Wells
LANCASHIRE
Ball Bros Ltd,
15 Becup Road.
Rawtenstall.
Bolton Sony Centre,
39 The Upper Mail,
Market Place, Bolton.
Preston Sony Centre,
98-100 Fishergate Walk,
St. Georges Centre.
Preston.

STAFFORDSHIRE

Hi-fi Excellence,
163 Spon Street,
Coventry

TA Rowney & Son Ltd,
8 Bridge Street, Stafford

YORKSHIRE

STIRLINGSHIRE

Audio Projects,
45 Headingley Lane,
Leeds.

Bridge of Allan Sony Centre,
Graham Robertson Ltd.
5Fountain Road,
Bridge of Allan.
Stirling Sony Centre,
23-27 Upper Craigs.
Stirling.
STRATHCLYDE
David Steven Hi-fi,
1-3 Main Street,
The Village, East Kilbride.

Warrington Sony Centre,
EW Hewitt Ltd,
48 The Mall,
Golden Square,
Warrington.

The Music Room,
221 St Vincent. Glasgow.

LEICESTERSHIRE

Kingston Sony Centre,
40 Fife Road,
Kingston-upon-Thames.

Mays,
27 Churchgate,
Leicester.

Alternative Audio.
Solihull, Birmingham.

Coventry Sony Centre,
73 Lower Precinct,
Coventry.

Ashford Audio.
34 Tufton Walk,
Ashford.
Barretts of Canterbury,
1Rose Lane,
Canterbury.

Sounds Expensive,
12 Regent Street, Rugby

Bradford Sony Centre,
Rawson Square, Bradford.
Leeds Sony Centre,
Jones of Oakwood Ltd,
103 Vicar Lane, Leeds,
Sheffield Sony Centre,
955 Ecclesall Road,
Banner Cross, Sheffield.
Wakefield Sony Centre,
3-5 Cross Square,
Wakefield.
York Sony Centre.
7Goodramgate, York

SURREY
Camberley Sony Centre,
42 High Street, Camberley.

Merrow Sound,
5 High Street. Epsom.

WILTSHIRE
Salisbury Hi-fi,
15 Catherine Street.
Salisbury.
Swindon Sony Centre,
39B Havelock Street,
Swindon.

Merrow Sound,
22 Tunsgate, Guildford.
LOTHIAN
ln Hi-fi,
63 George Street,
Edinburgh, Scotland.
MERSEYSIDE
Beaver Hi-fi,
20-22 Whitechapel,
Liverpool.

Merrow Sound,
45 Commercial Way,
Woking.
Spaldings,
35214 Lower Addiscombe
Road, Croydon.
Tru-Fi Sound & Vision,
2Central Parade,
Warwick Quadrant,
London Hill, Redhill.

SONIC ES

aragon

HISTORIC PRE

When the impossible becomes reality, history is made. The Aragon 24K preamplifier
don't take our word for it - try it for yourself.

UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBOROUGH PARK ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS HP12 38G TEL 0494 459981/2/3 FAX 0494 461209

TECHNOLOGY
spend so much of my time fighting
fantasy- merchants, for instance in the
satellite and computer industries, for
hard facts, that it is always a refreshing
change to go to aDolby news conference.
At a Dolby do' you can be sure of hard
facts, honest demonstrations and qualified
claims. And Ray Dolby doesn't tell you
what will happen, he just offers up a
solution to a problem.
For my money his new S- type noise
reduction might just be the right system
at the right time. It comes as the hardware
companies have to try and launch DAT,
after the first hype stirred rabid public
interest which went off the boil when the
record industry put the boot in. And
S- type comes as the record companies
realize that they were sold down the river
by the IFPI on the SC:MS one-copy system.
If the record industry was now to adopt
S- type, the very real advantages of DAT
(longer playing time per cassette, digital
dubbing convenience, on- tape indexing,
etc) might get lost. Compatibility with
existing analogue cassette hardware and
software. And compatibility is the key.
That is how B- type won over Philips'
resistance to become the de facto standard for the analogue musicassette. Over
270 million B- type decks have now been
sold. B- type is here to stay ('probably for
ever' to quote Dolby's Vice President Ed
Schummer) because recordings are compatible with the 750 million recorders
which have no noise reduction circuitry.
The advantage of S- type is not that it
gives 24dB of hiss reduction and mimics
digital performance, but that an S- type
recording sounds fine on C- type decks,
pretty good on B- type and not half as bad
as you would expect with no decoding.

The sound is compressed. Quiet passages sound louder, like apiano with the
sustaining pedal on. The two key points
here are that there is none of that nasty
'pumping' sound heard when dbx recordings are replayed in the raw or attempted
through other decoding types. Also the
compression may be an advantage, where
there is loud ambient noise.
Of course there is also some compression when S-type recordings are played
back on B- type equipment. There is little
audible effect on C- type playback.
Expect S- type decks next year I
Denon
is already boasting its — News Ed 1. Sony
had made chip sets. They started with 6
IC's, now there are 3. A single chip should
be ready in the Spring.
The first chip sets need 10 volts; alow
voltage version for portables is along way
down the line. It took 6years to produce a
low voltage version of the C- type circuit.
The single chip IC will have at least 48
pins — currently it has 52.
Manufacturers taking alicence to manufacture S- type recorders will pay nothing
extra in royalty fees but will have to meet
new, higher standards for decks incorporating S- type. Schummer admits that ' the
most difficult job is to agree astandard for
azimuth — how to measure it, where to
measure it — on the pancake, or in finished
cassette shell?'
l'he existing licence, which allows use
of Dolby circuitry and — most important —
use of the Dolby trademark, is indexed to
the cost of living, but currently varies
between 25 cents per channel for high
volume producers and SIfor low volume.
The likely price of the 3IC S- type chip set
will be between three and five times the
cost of C- type chips, and the likely cost of

To recap only very briefly: Dolby Sis a
domestic version of the professional studio system SR. I.ike SR it monitors the
sound over a wide band of frequencies
and doctors the signal at only those
frequencies where it is weak and needs

the single IC between two or three times
C- type. C- type chips include the B- system.
They cost around 1000 yen, which is
between £ 4 and £ 5.

help. Where the signal is stronger, at other
frequencies, it is left untouched. Inventor
Ray Dolby describes this as the ' principle
of least treatment'.
SR relies on ten stages of signal processing, six acting on high frequencies and
four on low frequencies. S- type has five
stages, one acting on low frequencies, two
working on afixed band of high frequencies and two working on variable bands of
high frequency.
At the London tests we heard S- type
dubs from CD monitored off- tape with

Broadcasters such as the BBC obviously
need an accurate loudspeaker for monitoring. Nearly twenty years ago the BBC
designed its ' LS' range of speakers for
in-house use. Since then several manufacturers have been licensed to make and sell
LS speakers to the public. The BBC also
buys its units from these firms.
But there is a carefully controlled system of cherry picking.
Why you may ask, is this cherry picking
necessary? Because even the most strictly
controlled factory production process is
at the mercy of the firms supplying the

blind switching between S- type decoding,
B- decoding. C-decoding, and no decoding
at all. The latter is the worst possible case,
and at first it was demonstrated only
through acheap stack system. But, when
asked, Ed Schummer played the undecoded sound through a good system
(Quad amps and B&W speakers). 'Ibis is
directly comparable to listening through
headphones to S- type tapes played on a
portable stereo without any Dolby.
11111 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Rock pickers

raw materials. If for instance the plastics
from which the loudspeaker cones arc
moulded changes, then the glue for the
surround may have to be changed too.
And this can completely alter the sound
unless the manufacturer tweaks other
parameters to compensate.
To stay within the terms of the BBC
licence, the manufacturers must do their
hest to keep the final sound stable. But, as

BARRY

FOX

the BBC has found out over the years,
even different speakers from the same
batch can end up sounding slightly different. As long as speakers are matched in
pairs, the difference is unlikely to he of
any consequence to the public. But it
does matter to the BBC because engineers
mixing and balancing radio and 'IV sound
for transmission are relying on the fact
that all speakers in all studios, and at all
outside broadcasts all round the country,
sound the same.
The BBC checks batches before purchase for in-house use by a simple, but
well- tried test. Pairs of the original first
batch reference loudspeakers are held in
store for testing. When a new batch of
speakers arrives, they- are first checked by
engineers who weed out any with obvious
audible differences. Then BBC sound
engineers are invited, one by- one, to sit in
a room and listen to astandard tape of a
BBC announcer reading prose. 'I'he sound
is switched between an old reference
speaker and a new and supposedly identical unit alongside it. If the two sound the
same, the speaker under test is okayed and
accepted by the BBC.
If there are audible differences, the
speaker is rejected — it goes back to the
maker. A dozen or so speakers are brought
in during each test session. Sometimes the
new and reference speakers sound virtually identical; other times difkrences
stick out like asore thumb. None of this
makes reassuring reading for
anyone who is planning to buy a speaker
on the strength of an ageing review.
Incidentally, expect the BBC soon to
break a lifetime rule and start buying
speakers which were not designed and
licensed by BBC engineers. For years the
BBC has been looking for a loudspeaker
which, like Tannoys or lifis, can handle
very high levels of sound for rock music
monitoring, but have the accuracy of the
BBC's own LS design. The word from
inside the BBC is that they have at last
found what they are looking for in the
ATC speakers made by Loudspeaker Technology of Stroud. These will be bought for
TV and radio studios which monitor rock
music.
3I
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studio 1
The Studio 1speaker is an unprecedented addition to the range of
TDL transmission-line speakers, easily accommodated within the domestic
environment. The TDL Studio 1is asmaller, more affordable speaker that
occupies no more floor space than aconventional speaker placed on astand;
yet its bass performance extends through the bottom octaves with the ease and
authority for which the transmission-line is renowned. Similarly, the treble
employs the same metal dome tweeter technology as in the professional
TDL Reference Standard transmission-line speaker. Providing an aural illusion
of afar larger sound source, the TDL Studio 1places within reach,
an authentic transmission-line speaker.

TDL
ELECTRONICS

transmission line speakers

Transducer Developments Limited
PO Box 98 High Wycombe Bucks HP13 6LN England

Tel: ( 0494) 441191

652 Glenbrook Road Stamford Connecticut CT 06906 USA

Fax ( 0494) 461803

Tel: ( 203) 324 7269

Fax: ( 203) 324 7027

A PHILIPS
BIT STREAM
Er Pt AYE
• • •

We are celebrating the start of anew decade by giving away,
yes giving away, three brand-new Philips CD players. From
the pioneers of PDM technology, these are very special
machines — the first to accommodate Bit Stream DACs. And
this is an exclusive opportunity to win and be amongst the
first to own aCD840 — these players will not be in the shops
for another six to eight weeks.
I) : What clock rate does Philips
decoding method?
El a) 1.128MHz
b) 11.289MHz
D c) 20:45 Hm

2) : Bit Stream is based around
stand for?
a) Precision Digital Metering

employ in its Bit Stream

PDM: what do the initials

Philips' innovative alternative
CD player decoding technique
incorporates noise shaping while
no output deglitching or switching
is required and the final audio
signal is linear-phase and well
correlated between channels.
Ultrasonic and alias filtering are
both accomplished in the digital
domain meaning that only asimple
analogue filter is required thus
simplifying the audio chain.
Bit Stream technology. with its
256- times oversampling. is already
becoming a major new force and
has shown its worth in the Meridian 208 (HEV/RR jan 90) and
early on in prototypes examined
for HFN/RR by Martin Colloms and
Paul Miller. This one- bit creation
has an elegance and practical sim-

plicity all of its own.
The Philips CD840

is a full-

width player able to handle 8cm
and 12cm discs while incorporating programme functions, indexing capabilities, and a display
brightness control. Nice:ring the
new EC radio interference requirements in this machine. Philips has
included a headphone socket, and
its unique Favourite Track Selection ( FTS).

Treble chance
As the name implies, there are
three exciting opportunities of
winning, just three easy- to- answer
questions to tackle, and achoice of
three answers to each question. It
couldn't be simpler...

To enter this exciting competition, just answer these brainteasers, and complete the sentence in not more than fourteen
words. Over one thousand pounds worth of prizes must be
won. .. send your entry form to: Treble Chance, HiFi News &
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, CROYDON,
Surrey CR9 2TA to arrive by first post on 28th February 1990.

The Rules
1 ) The competition is ', pen to I.K readers only. All entries must be on the entry form
provided, photocopies will he accepted hut only one entry per reader will he
considered.
other ,, ,rrespondence must be included with entries.

D b) Perfect Decoding Method
Ic) Pulse Density Modulation

2)There will he no ca.11 or other alternative to any of the prizes otterett.hie
winner's choice of CD. is offered subject to availability.

3) : What is Bit Stream's main advantage over I6- bit
decoding?
,a, numotonwity

3) Employees of Link House Magazines or associated companies, or of Philips or its
agents, will not be eligible.
)All entries must lye received by first post in 28th February. 1990. when judging
will be carried out. ' 11H: Editor's decision will he final and binding, no correspond-

b) improved conversion accuracy
c) no glitches

ence of any kind will be entered into regarding the competition.

Using your skill and judgment complete the following
senternce in the most imaginative and original way: (not
than fourteen urirdst.
Feurr bits and afaster clock- rate are the udy to go in ('I) technology

5 ) The prize winners will he notified by post and the results will be published in the
June 1990 edition of
RH.
more

(i)Entry to the competition is taken to indicate acceptance of the rifles.

Name and Address

because.

Daytime tel no
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Where can you listen to
10 different speakers each
with a price tag over £2,000?
KJ Where else!
At KJ you have an incredible
choice. Not only many of the
world's best speakers but the
amplification necessary to make
them perform to the best of their
ability. After all, you wouldn't
expect a Rolls Royce to be
powered by a 1.6 litre engine
would you?
Part exchange of your old
speakers can be arranged.
Ring today and arrange adem'.

_

t
s

(All prices quoted were correct at tune of going to
press, but may be subject to variation in the
meantime)

WHERE TO

The brands we stock:

FIND US
Spend a minimum of £550 at our
normal prices. Pay adeposit of 10%
and the balance in six monthly
instalments without any charge for
interest.
HALF PRICE CREDIT PLAN
Spend a minimum of £550 at our

normal prices. Pay adeposit of 10%
and the balance in 12 monthly
instalments.
FLAT RATE 8% - APR 15.4%
FULL TERM CREDIT
Also available at competitive rates with
18-36 months to pay.
(Full written details on request KJ Leisuresound
are licensed credit brokers)

elf

MAPYl EBONE

ROAD

D

KJ WEST ONE
SHOWROOMS
NEW

CAVENDISH ST

E12:\
WiGMORE STREET

O X i oR D

STREET

26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET.
LONDON W1M 7LH

TEL: 01-486 8262/8263
Fax: 01-487 3452
Open: Mon-Sat 10am-6pm
Thurs until 7pm
"Worldwide Export"

vmAJ

Acoustic Energy, Alexander, Apogee,
Arcam, AudioLab, Audioplan, Audio
Research. Cambridge, Celestion,
Counterpoint, Creek, Croft, Denon,
DNM, Epos, Harbeth, KEF Kiseki,
Koetsu, Krell, Linn, Linx, Magneplanár.
Marantz, Martin Logan, Meridian,
Michell, Micromega, Mission,
Mod Squad. Musical Fidelity,
Nakamichi3Oracle, Pink Triangle,
Pro Ac, PS. Audio, QED, Quad. Revox,
Rogers, Rotel, S.D. Acoustics, SME.
Sonus Faber, S.P. Audio, Spendor,
Spica, Stax, Systemdek. Tannoy, Voyd,
Yamaha, Zeta.

RADIO
uch has already been written
about RDS, a system which is
gradually

being

introduced

across Europe to make it easier for listeners to find radio services on the VI IF/ENI
band through special receivers which

on the display — no more fiddling about
with the dial as the car drifts all over the
road. GM has a reporter based at New
Scotland Yard with access to all the police
traffic information — computer, teleprin-

automatically select the strongest signal

ters and remote cameras — and can give
the very latest information on the capital's

from the desired station. RDS radios are
now widely available, with in-car, domestic, and even portable sets now appearing.

traffic: no fog- bound flying- eye spotterplanes here!
By activating the ' mute' facility Ican be

They feature a display which shows the

spared Janice Long's choice of music, hut
once the GI.R travel jingle is fired the
Philips DC682 radio/cassette player acti-

frequency and name of the tuned station
by using digital information broadcast as a
low-level, inaudible 57k1 lz subcarrier to

vates in just I1/2 seconds, and off again on
the closing words ' twenty-twenty travel'

the stereo multiplex at arate of I2,000bps
at a deviation of just ± 2k1 lz. The subcarrier itself is amplitude modulated with a

before the next record begins. From the

hi-phased coded data signal. a form of

to determine the station name so when

two-phase phase-shift keying.
In practice RDS technology is in its

Radio Four decides to cam- schools on
VHF, the legend changes to ' R4 FM ED' to
indicate education programme.
Under the EON scheme, the travel

infancy: the ' first generation' sets currently available do not ofkr many of the
features we were promised in the early
RDS promotion. BBC Engineers have
already pioneered the ' second generation'
which will bring many added facilities.
Equipment manufacturers have yet to
produce the new sets, but with 13 makers
of first- generation RDS radios this will
only be a matter of time. Perhaps by then
the current service area will have been
expanded beyond Birmingham and the
South-east.
At present the BBC experiment
involves just five local radio stations
(Bedfordshire,

Essex,

WM) using RDS
announcements.

GI.R,

Kent,

and

to ' flag' their travel
The current in- car

receivers may exploit these flags to enter
a muted or cassette condition until an
announcement is made. Despite the statement in the BBC's RDS booklet On the
Button, it is not possible at the moment to
instruct the radio to re- tune from one
station to another to hear all the available
traffic broadcasts.
Second-generation RDS sets, which will
not be available for another year, will
exploit

EON

or

the

Enhanced

Other

Networks feature to permit the receiver
to be tuned to any BBC service in agiven
area, and automatically re- tuned to any
other receivable BBC services when these
carry travel news or an announcement
which has been determined as of ' national
importance'.
Philips is already climbing this ' next
step' up the RDS ladder, having taken the
concept seriously from the start. I am

encoded RDS information the set is able

status flags ( TP — travel programme, and
TA — travel announcement) of a local
radio station will be manipulated using
received signals from the nationwide and
24- hour Radio Two transmitter chain. The
local station's travel jingle will send a
packet of data to Broadcasting House to
inform the central RDS computer of the
announcement. The computer verifies the
data and updates all the main transmitters
in the vicinity of the announcement. The

TREVOR

BUTLER

RDS. Thus a listener tuned to a BBC
service will be deprived of information
broadcast by any commercial service, and
vice versa. But despite this minor
engineering anomaly, the main hold-up to
any serious advancement in RDS looks to
be fairly and squarely on the editorial side.
One might have thought that by now all
the BBC services would be equipped to
send RDS TP and ' l'A flags: after all it was
back in September 1988 that the system
was officially launched.
Eventually. RDS will offer messages on

EON data radiated by all these National

large LCD screens to give a radio version
of Teletext ( CARFAX all over again,

Network transmitters will signal the start
of the message which will enable a

perhaps?), finie checks and channel selection by type of music or speech, such as

second- generation set to vector to the

jazz, folk, or news.

announcing local station.
EON data from Radio Two will

Beeb's cricket feast

be

received off- air at local transmitter sites in
the area and used to update the EON data
they radiate. Thus, one local radio station
is able to flag the travel announcements of
another in the same area, and vice versa,
without the need and expense of a network of tic- lines. The clever part, though,
is that Radio Two is also received at the
transmitter site of the local service
actually making the announcement. EON
data on R2 is used to set the TP and ' l'A
flags of the service itself, with the data
connection from studio to transmitter

BBC Radio has promised afeast of cricket
from the West Indies this Spring with live,
hall-by-ball coverage of the five tests and
all five one-day internationals on Radio 3
MW. It is the first time that every international ball of an England tour to the
Caribbean will be heard in Britain. The
commentary team, headed by Tony
Cozier, will be joined by

(
Au.

New watchdog
'I'he biggest shake-up in television and
radio since the introduction of lEV

is

again made without lines, instead making
use of the existing NICAM chain.

proposed in the Broadcasting Bill paves

What even second generation sets will
not do, however, is switch between the
BBC equipped transmitters covering 85

service, and up to three national commercial radio stations. A new Radio Authority

per cent of the LK population. and the -t8
VHF 11.R transmitters capable of carrying

currently using a Philips DC682 first
generation combined radio/cassette

the

way

for

a fifth

ground- based

TV

will change the way independent broadcasting is regulated, lifting many of its
Public Service obligations. The Bill, which
suggests the creation of over 200 community radio stations, contains stronger

player and, just a few weeks after install-

powers to deter pirate broadcasters, and a
provision to eventually privatize the independent transmission system. The Broad-

ing it in the car, Ihave reached the stage
where Icouldn't live without it. Not only
does it automatically re- tune between the

casting Standards Council, which has
drawn up a code of practice on taste and

three transmitters of my local radio station to maintain the best reception but, as
Iapproach the capital. Ican simply recall

decency, will be put on a statutory foot-

GLR from the automatic memory ( which

will mean more choice tor viewers and

has pre- selected the five strongest signals )
without having to remember the station's
frequency. Ijust look for ' GLR' to appear
11E1'1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ing. The Government says the proposals
The Philips DC682 (front panel) shows IP flag and
station name plus an ability to give traffic information during cassette playback or from ' mute'.

listeners, although the new system could
simply mean companies will be motivated
by profit rather than programme quality.+
35

CDX-301i is a fine
example of the much
acclaimed Sansui
digital technology
and even has two d/a

TRADE UP
TO ASAS1,1
CDX•301i
CD PLAYER
TODAY!

Mil welt__

converters for low
crosstalk and even
better separation.
Giving superb sound
quality and
exceptional
performance, the
CDX-301i comes
complete with a
headphone socket
with volume control
and a full function
remote control
including numeric
keypad — all this and
so much more for just
f249.99 RRP.

GIVE YOU
c
t
7
5
(Ttit\Tuu.v.
);,‘ INs)ou)ri:1
SIMPLY TAKE YOUR
OLD TURNTABLE TO ANY
SANSUI DEALER WHEN
YOU BUY YOUR CDX-3011
CD PLAYER AND HE WILL
GIVE YOU f75 FOR IT*

SANSUI
S..tNtill'l UK. (
South). 73 75 Grove Road.
London F.18 2JY. Tel: 01-530 6425
SANSIVI UK. (North 8/ Scotland). h Telford Place.
Lenzeimil, Cumberland. Tel: 02367 3766.1
S.tNS1 .1l'k. ( Northern Ireland). :
3Trench Road.
N-Iallusk. Newton Abbey. ' Eel: 0232 3•1232.1

'Offer applies in UK only

HEADROOM
ains cables — now there's atopic
to set an objectivist's teeth on
•edge. I can almost hear the
rustling of stationery as less-open-minded
readers prepare venomous missives about
what's required to connect acomponent
to the National Grid. Fine, Ican handle
that. Just mark those letters which talk
about wire gauges. BSI numbers and
insulation thicknesses with a big ' X' SO I
can tile them unopened. This column isn't
for you anyway...
Having rewired my system from front
to back with Master Link and Master Cable
and being almost totally satisfied. I'm now
at a stage where Ican worry about far
more important things. Elephants and the
ivory trade, the slaughter of whales and
baby seals, a unified Germany — you get
the picture. Makes mains cable seem
kinda trivial, eh? But this is ahi-fi — no, the
hi-fi magazine rather than National
Geographic, so I'd better return to more
parochial matters. I replaced the noncaptive leads on the Aragons with Master
Link's Power Master mains cable, and I
regret to inform you that 1heard something which Idid not want to hear.
This stuff is criminally expensive,
unmanageable, thick and ungainly. It
looks like fat Master Link, complete with
the loose black webbing ( Aeroquip hoses.
remember?) which is the company's signature. Power Master is supplied in threecore form for the UK, but it's not colourcoded in blue/brown/green-yellow, so
you have to take the lid off the IEC mains
connector to see what the company used
for live, neutral and earth. It's then up to
you to squeeze the fat, stiff, multiple
thick-strand wires into a British 13-amp
mains plug designed to accommodate far
less hefty leads.
Exactly what a ' superior' mains cable is
supposed to do for the flow of electrons I
don't know, but I'd suspect that the
argument's bottom line is not that far
removed from the justifications for fancy
speaker leads and interconnects. If Isee
one more iconic drawing of water taps
and reservoirs I'll go nuts, so let's leave it
at ' creating an unobstructed path'. As it
turns out, you'd have to be deaf not to
hear the difference these cables make.
No, they will not turn a bad product
into a good'un. But what they can do.
consistently and repeatedly, is firm up the
lower registers and increase the sense of
unrestrained dynamic capability. This
worked with the Aragons, the Radford
STA25 Mk IV and my aged Beard monoblocks, while each also showed individual
gains which weren't repeated from product to product. Unfortunately, there's no
parallel to this; it's not like the improvements I'd expect from installing better
speaker stands or spikes or even interconnects. The only tweak I've tried which
offers gains of an even remotely similar
nature is adding a Flutterbuster or other
quality power supply to aturntable lacking such a device.
Word from the manufacturer is that this
NEVI'S & RECA)R1) REVIEW
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stuff is now being supplied as standard
equipment with a number of high- end
products, including Goldmund and Elec.
trocompaniet. These manufacturers are
not loonies; they're high- enders making
costly goodies for use in high- resolution
systems. Find out if they're right. Dial
(0234) 741152. Ask for Mike. See if he'll
sell you sonic leads with a money- back
guarantee in case you think that Kessler's
OD'd on decaffeinated instant coffee. Let
me know if I'm starting to hear things
which just aren't there.

Telli git like it is
The blame for the following rests with
Sam Tellig of Stereophik. All you need to
know about Tellig is that he's called the
audio cheapskate, and that living up to his
sobriquet is his primary weakness. You
get the impression that he'd prefer a
disposable camera to aI.eica just because
of the price — even if he were offered both
free of charge. The reason I'm telling you
this is so you'll know what inspires a
grown man to seek out low-cost tweaks
with the tenacity of pigs after truffles
(who don't, after all, pay apenny for the
over priced mould).
What Sam discovered is a dirt-cheap
treatment for CDs, using Armor All Protectant. Available for £ 2.99 for a 250m1
spray bottle — from every Halfords in the
land — Armor All is a substance ( siliconbased, Ithink) used to treat car interiors.
rubber window surrounds, tyre sidcwalls
(not the treads, because this stuff makes
things slippery), dashboards and all manner of objects made from synthetic materials. The label suggests that Armor All
will protect the surfaces from the effects
of ozone, oxygen and ultra-violet rays
which cause hardening and cracking.
weathering and colour fading. So far, so
good: even if you think that the following
is a load of guano, you can justify the
£2.99 expenditure by tarting up your car,
kitchen, workshop, eyeglass frames, turntable dust cover or what have you.
What you do is take a Cl), place it
label- side down, and spray the playing
side with Armor All. Let it soak in for
about 30 minutes. Carefully remove the
excess and polish the surface. The sonic
gains of this treatment were described,
across 3000 miles worth of aether, as
1expletive deleted jamazing.
The magic fluid intended to 'protect and beautify' plastics

KEN
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Eyes rolled skyward, a sigh of resignation and a mental conversation which
began 'Why me?'. I've been using Armor
All for years anyway, so Iknew it wouldn't
go to waste. Itook two identical CDs — the
freebie off the October issue to save
buying any — treated one and marked it.
With Chris Breunig. Steve I
larris. Simon
Taylor and myself as guinea pigs. blind
tests were conducted. The victims were
played the same excerpt on both CDs. the
two discs being identified only by A or B.
Fact: every one of us, unprompted, preferred the treated CD. The sound was
described, variously, as ' smoother', ' more
open', ' softer', ' less edgy', ' less aggressive'
and ' more transparent'.
If Iunderstand my Armor All, what I
think happened is this: Armor All is a
treatment which soaks into the surfaces
being treated ( not, Ishould add. recommended for glass, because it can't be
absorbed and will cause smears). If you
assume that its action on the playing side
of a CD improves the way that the laser
will read the pits by making the protective
coating clearer, then it means — quite
simply and without any hints of black
magic — that we're hearing better sound
only because we're hearing less error
correction. I haven't a clue as to the
effects of static on Cl), but the static
removal may also help the playback as
well. What's undeniable is that the results
were audible to all four of us, and without
any wavering or doubts. SH, in fact, was
quite shocked that he had heard the
difference so readily, especially as he'd
just arrived at the office having completed
a lap of the M25 in a noisy diesel.
Look for a plastic spray bottle with a
black label and orange printing. There's a
cartoon figure of aViking on the label. Try
it on a disc of which you have a spare
copy. Compare the two. If you don't hear
any improvement, don't feel bad: it's still
the best dust-cover cleaner you can buy.
Now, who's got the nerve to try it on an
LP? But seriously, use this stuff at your
own risk. Ihave heard nothing to suggest
that Armor All can damage CDs, but I'm
covering myself with this disclaimer. +
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For our new colour brochure giving details of our entire
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Units 3 & 4Townsend Centre,
Blackburn Road, Houghton Regis,
Dunstable LU5 5BG
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FOR ACHIEVEMENTS IN AUDIO
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naugurated in 1984, the Hi Fi News
Award for Achievement in Audio was
conceived as HFNIRR's tribute to the
pioneering spirits of the audio world, to
honour each year some of those figures
whose great endeavours have somehow
played a part in helping us all to enjoy the
priceless blessing of music in the home.
While the old Audio Awards of earlier years
had gone to major figures in music, the
HFNIRR Award would relate strictly to
audio, but on astrongly international basis,
and could be given for outstanding audio
criticism as well as audio design. For the
year just ended, we are proud to announce
that Paul Klipsch and our own John Crabbe
join the illustrious roll of Award winners.

PAUL KLIPSCH
'I didn't invent the horn loudspeaker. Ijust
folded it so you could get in the same room
with it!' says Paul Klipsch. At 85, Klipsch
retains his dry humour and readiness to give
credit to others where due: Klipsch names
Paul Voigt and WB Snow of Bell Labs as two
major influences in his own development of
afull- range horn loaded loudspeaker. Yet for
all his modesty, it is Klipsch who remains in
production with a successful corner-horn
enclosure, still true to the design principles
he worked out in the 1930s and 1940s.
There can be very few hi-fi companies
with alonger record of continuous production and unchanged ownership than one
founded in 1946 by Klipsch.

built his first woofer and squawker ( midrange) horn units in his own back-room ' lab',
and learned how to make more accurate
measurements of frequency response and
impedance. But his development work was
interrupted when America entered the war
in 1941: he was sent to the Southwest
Proving Grounds in Hope, Arkansas. When
the war ended, Klipsch had already decided
to go into business building his horn loudspeaker, and founded Klipsch & Associates in
Hope, starting series production in 1948.
By 1952, Klipsch had moved into his first
real factory, and the Klipschorn corner
speaker was well established. Bass unit
suppliers were first Magnavox, then Jensen
and then Stephens, Electro Voice, CTS and
finally Eminence, still used in today's models. Klipsch continues to use Electro Voice
midrange and treble units.
In the mid 1950s, pursuing the idea of a
centre channel set-up for stereo, Klipsch
came up with the Heresy, which, as Klipsch
gleefully recounts, often sold to churches.
We were greatly honoured that Mr
Klipsch and Mrs Klipsch made the long trip
from Hope Arkansas, to be at the HFNIRR
Reviewers' Christmas Dinner for our Awards
presentation. Mr Klipsch, a keen pilot himself until forced for health reasons to give up
his licence seven years ago, still enjoys
travelling and seeing new faces. Among
those at our dinner were several past or
present horn speaker fanatics, including one
enthusiast who has owned and used Klipschorns for 33 years!
SH

the hobbyist, HiFi in the Home (1968).
Now out of print, this ran to four editions,
30,000 copies. It dealt with the setting- up of
a record playing system: correct earthing,
tonearm and pickup adjustments, speaker
positioning, amplifier requirements, and so
on. But, characteristically, it included a
section on the theory of sound itself — and
offered a check-list of high quality classical
recordings. Apart from his technical expertise, John Crabbe's enthusiasm for music ( he
is author of individual, even controversial
studies on Beethoven and Berlioz) invariably has kept the reader aware that the
purpose of 'audio' is to reproduce music.
From the start, HiFi News drew attention to
the best software available, month by month.
And, of course, when it absorbed Audio Be
Record Review at the end of 1970 the
magazine increased its music content to
almost 50%. Under JC's editorship, record
reviews were complemented by the more
searching feature ' Quality Monitor', where
the best LPs were re-examined for technical
production merit.
John's own written contributions — apart
from his monthly editorials — were as much
theoretical as practical. His reviews, especially of pickup cartridges, were objective
and models in their day. ( Many will recall
the classic sequences of Shure, Ortofon, and
Empire cartridge reviews, much devoted to
'trackability' on difficult material.)
Speaker positioning, and all kinds of
acoustic anomalies have long been asource
for John. But Isuspect he would be equally
pleased to have stirred controversy in 'socio-

JOHN CRABBE

Born in Elkhart, Indiana, on March 9 1904,
Klipsch started building radios and loudspeakers while still at school, then went to
New Mexico State college to study Electrical
Engineering. His first job was in radio, with
General Electric, but his enthusiasm for
electrified railroads took him to Chile,
where he worked for three years on a
mining railroad. He returned to the US to
take an Engineer's Degree course at Stanford, where he began to get more seriously
interested in loudspeaker design. At that
time, the early 1930s, the idea that a
loudspeaker drive unit should be mounted
on a baffle was only just beginning to take
hold: Klipsch added his own boards to a12in
Jensen driver.
In 1934, Klipsch moved to Houston to
work in oil exploration, and while there
fen NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Meticulous in his use of the language, John
Crabbe Isuspect has reservations over his
nomination for the 1989 'Achievement in
Audio' award. He sees his past achievements
primarily as in his HFN/RR Editorship ( up to
1982) — although when stereo LPs arrived
he conceived a tonearm improvement
( ' never patentee'. he rues) taken up by
manufacturers world wide. Side- thrust, as a
radical arm traverses a record, was of little
consequence with mono; but with information cut for vertical, as well as lateral motion
of the stylus, some compensation was desirable to minimize distortion in one channel.
John discussed this with Percy Wilson the
Gramophone's former audio expert] and
published in Wireless World a weight and
thread rigging which pulled the arm- tube in
the opposite direction from the inward
thrust caused by the rotating platter.
One of John's interests was the horn
loudspeaker. Again, an early design was
published in W W, but the 19 70s saw the
most elaborate DIY project in HFNIRR, when
John's lounge was dedicated to an elaborate
built-in stereo speaker system, concealed by
afull-width acoustically transparent curtain.
Many will have experienced this, since
charity concerts were given — from records
— regularly at his home.
He wrote one of the most useful books for

musical' areas. He crossed swords with those
pretentious demands for 'evening dress',
both at the Royal Opera House and at Heal's
— who sponsored a series of concerts. And
he challenged the 'atonal brigade', arguing in
favour of traditional composing. He also
oversaw along- running correspondence on
the 'degrading' nature of pop music.
As audio journalists have progressively
moved towards subjectivism, John Crabbe
remains deeply sceptical of claims for 'perceived improvements' wrought by exotic
cables, amplifiers which measure poorly.
Apart from his consultancy and lecturing
work, his non-audio writing, John is about to
assume acritical 'sidelines' position, looking
at matters raised by audio happenings and
conclusions. Knowing John, it will be
intended as the friendliest of correctives. CB
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To get perfect hearing
try this eye test.
Hi Fi Experience is avery
different type of Hi Fi outlet. It's the
very best.
It's designed for people who
want to see and hear the best selection
of the finest equipment technology
has to offer, and who want to hear
expert sound advice, not sales patter.
You'll find demonstration rooms
at your disposal, where you can hear
asystem, or combination of separate
pieces of equipment in total privacy.
When you've made your choice,
we'll offer to install it in your home —
not merely deliver it — free of charge.
In addition we offer a14 day no
quibble exchange period, and afull
two year guarantee.

The best choice
Each of our branches has a
fantastic selection of hi-fi equipment,
with one common factor. Quality.
Take the Mission range of
speakers for example.

OOOOO / I

THE
BEST
ADVICE,
THE

FINEST

SYSTEMS,

Combining state of the art
technology with good design, they
sound as good as they look. But don't
just take our word for it. Hear for
yourself, at your local
Hi Fi Experience.

GREATEST
THE

HI-FI

THE

VALUE.

EXPERIENCE
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HILONDON
Tottenham Court Road. London W1
Lion House. 227 Tottenham Court Road
Tel: 01 580 ISIS

Open as usual during refurbishment.
Our Lion House branch is currently being extensively
refurbished to be the hi'fi store for the nineties.
Don't be put off by the scaffolding, most of the new stock
is already in, and were open for business as usual.

D1M
you'll like tke goalieI
orfüs
Alfred Place. London WC1
32/34 Alfred Place, Store Street Tel: 01 631 4917
Camden, London NW1
2/4 Camden High Street Tel: 01 388 1300 ( round corner
from Mornington Crescent tube)

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

YORKSHIRE
Bradford Rawson Square ( near John St Market)
Tel. 0274 309266
MIDLANDS
Birmingham Superfi. 67 Smallbrook. Queensway.
Tel: 021 631 2675
Leamington Spa 49 Park Street Tel: 0926 881500
SCOTLAND
Glasgow 145 Bath Street Tel: 041 226 4268
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High- and low-Qroom resonances. Fig la (left) shows ahigh Q
resonance, where the maximum pressure is high and the bandwidth
narrow; Fig 1
b (right) shows the ' shape' of aresonance damped to
alower Q by absorptive elements in the room
n Part 1 (
HFN/RR Dec '89) Iinvestigated the resonance modes of domestic music listening rooms. We saw that
the lowest frequency of resonance ( the
lowest normal frequency) typically falls
within the audible bass range; that the
normal frequencies are widely separated
in the low-frequency region but quickly
increase in density as the wavelengths
decrease; and that the uniformity of distribution of these normal frequencies is
dependent on the proportional relationship of the room dimensions.
Even though sound energy must remain
in motion, a room resonance establishes
specific sites within the room where the
sound pressure is always highest, and
other sites where it is always lowest,
whenever the room is driven at that
resonance frequency. The sound pressure
varies smoothly in amplitude between the
locations of minima and maxima. This
phenomenon is called a standing wave.
A standing wave may have a high
maximum pressure and a narrow resonance peak ( Fig la) if neither the room
surfaces involved in that resonance, nor
the room furnishings absorb much sound
energy at each reflection. This is ahigh-Q
resonance mode; tones slightly different
from the normal frequency affect it very
little but, when excited by a tone at the
normal frequency, the amplitude builds to
ahigh level. When the exciting tone stops
the resonance continues to sound. This
'ringing' may be noticeable and objectionable in severe cases, and this is particularly true if there are no normal frequencies nearby or if more than one mode has
the same normal frequency.
In a more favourable circumstance,

The second of three articles
dealing with how listening rooms
modify the performance of
loudspeakers and with the
distribution of radiated sound
energy
by Roy Allison*
absorption by the room surfaces and
furnishings provides damping of the resonance to lower the Q (Fig lb). This has
several beneficial effects. First, of course,
the variation in loudness of this particular
tone, as alistener changes position in the
room, is reduced. Second, as the Q is
reduced, it takes less time for the tone to
build up in amplitude and to stop sounding after the source stops. ( In other
words, the transient response of the room
improves). Thirdly, the band width of the
resonance increases; as a consequence,
tones further from the normal frequency
can excite the resonance, thereby effectively decreasing the gaps between modes
at low frequencies. On the other hand,
damping the resonance reduces the average amplitude of the sound pressure,
which means that for a given amplitude
more power must be supplied.
Bandwidth of a room resonance is
defined as the span between the frequencies above and below the normal frequency. As Fig 1shows, decreasing Q by
increasing absorption results in greater
bandwidth.

A measure of the degree of damping in a
room is its reverberation time — the time
it takes, after the sound source is shut off,
for the sound pressure to decrease 60dB
from its steady-state level. The symbol is
T60 .Because different normal frequencies
involve different room surfaces, and
damping materials in a room are hardly
ever uniformly distributed on the surfaces, and also because damping material
efficacy is not constant for all frequencies,
the reverberation time is not the same for
all resonance modes. Usually it is fairly
constant throughout a broad middle/
frequency region but rises somewhat in
the bass and falls in the treble. A typical
value for domestic listening rooms is 0.3
sec, perhaps 0.4 to 0.5 sec in the lowest
octave, and 0.2 sec in the highest. ( In a
good concert hall these numbers are
higher by a factor or four or five).
At middle and high frequencies, where
resonance modes are closely spaced, any
musical tone will excite several of them.
The average amplitude of the transmission
from speaker to listener will tend to be
relatively constant, as compared with the
uneven response of the room which may
be encountered at low frequencies where
the modes are widely spaced. The transition frequency can be defined as that
where the average separation ( in frequency) between modes is equal to 1
/
3 the
average bandwidth of the modes. Thus,
the Schroeder frequency (
f), is .4=2,000
(T/V) 1/2 ,where T= reverberation time in
sec, and V= room volume in cubic metres.
This equation quantifies the role that
damping plays in extending the region of
resonance- mode overlap bass-ward. The
other way to do it is to increase the room

'Roy Allison was in charge of loudspeaker design at Acoustic Research. before founding the company which bathe hears bis name
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THE ART OF
LISTENING

The summer of '89 will
undoubtedly be remembered for
it's glorious weather but here at
Acoustic Arts we will remember it
for an entirely different reason.
While many of our customers have
been out enjoying the sunshine we
have been surrounded by
decorators, carpet layers and
sound engineers! The building of a
new second studio became
paramount in order to meet the
ever increasing demand on our
listening facilities. The new studio
has been designed to resemble a
typical domestic listening
environment. Such has been the
rise of technical performance of hifi equipment over recent years that
we felt very strongly that our own
facilities should rise with them. We
now feel confident that Acoustic
Arts are one of the country's best
equipped dealers to meet the
challenge of the 90's. If you haven't
been to see us recently please pay
us avisit and we will be delighted
to show you around and
demonstrate the equipment of
your choice in the new studio.

The other exciting news is our
appointment as Martin- Logan
agents. The new Sequel II is lust
amazing. The marriage of
dynamic bass and electrostatic
middle and high frequency has
been expertly done and you
would never know the
loudspeaker employed hybrid
technology. The sound is simply
gorgeous, they are very easy to
drive and accommodate in a
domestic living room — come
along, see and hear them, we are
sure you will be as captivated as
we are.

A 'state of the art' Absolute
Sounds System.

The other significant new
loudspeaker is undoubtedly the
introduction of asmaller and
more affordable Apogee called
"Stage". We have been amazed at
the sound quality from this latest
model and urge anyone who
listens in smaller size rooms to
audition this truly stunning new
model. A true ' state of the art'
product.

The latest offerings from the
Absolute Sounds stable are the
Audio Reserch LS 1line stage
which must be of great interest to
anyone interested in the highest
quality CD replay. No! it isn't a
stripped down SP9 — more like
an SP14 in performance and
therefore awonderful bargain.

Come and hear these and many
other fine new products at our new
showroom. You owe it to yourself to
discover why people continue to
visit us from all over the country in
ever increasing numbers.

New Demonstration Room
Among the equipment we stock and love:
A&R, ATC, Acoustic Energy, Air Tangent, Alexander, Alphason, Apogee, Aragon, Audiolab, Audio Research, Celestion,
Counterpoint, Denon, Dual, Ensemble, Goldmund, Heco, Heybrook, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Linx, Magenplanar, Manticore,
Marantz, Martin-Logan, Meridian, Micromega, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Oxford, Pink Triangle, PS Audio, Quad, Radford,
Revox, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, SD Acoustics, SME, So;en, Sonus Fabus, Spendor, Stax, Sumo, Systemdek, TDL, Tannoy,
Thorens, VDH, WTA, Wadia, Wharfedale, Yamaha.

Acoustic Arts Limited,
101 St. Albans Road,
Watford, Herts.
Telephone:
Watford 245250
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TECHNICAL
size, although this is usually less than
practical. Below the Schroeder frequency
the smoothness of response is influenced
strongly by how evenly spaced the room
modes are ( that is to say, by how good the

CEILING HEIGHT 71/
2'
14 1/
4'

room proportions are ) and by the amount
of damping that can be brought to bear on
these modes. Other corrective measures
are possible also, as we shall see.
Assuming a reverberation time of 0.3
sec, the Schroeder frequency for the
rooms we've used in previous examples —
with volumes of 2800cult — is 12311z. For
a much smaller room ( say, 14x10x8ft,

21'
lii

Fig 2. How aroom-divider may be used to improve the
effective shape of avery badly-proportioned room

frequencies, less at middle and high frequencies. It is therefore useful in achieving a balance over the frequency range.
Most other absorptive materials are not
nearly as effective in the deep bass as they
arc in other frequency regions. lf wood
panelling is applied over only thin furring
strips on a hard wall, however, its bass
absorption is significantly reduced. Upholstered furniture pieces. especially large
ones, are wide- band absorbers. Open
doorways and windows, of course, reflect
no sound at all whose wave length is
appreciably smaller than the dimensions
of the opening. For longer waves the
absorption of room openings varies
because of diffraction effects.
A room with obviously bad proportions
Such a room will, incidentally, have a (for example, one that is virtually square,
or twice as long as wide) can be made to
reverberation time close to 0.3 sec over
behave better by placement of a partial
most of the audible frequency range.
room divider so as to simulate agood set
Walls and ceilings in the real world are
of dimensions. Fig 2 illustrates how this
not made like that. However, we can try,
might be done. The divider needn't be a
within reason, to emulate the model.
solid wall to have abeneficial effect; aset
Surfaces opposite one another shouldn't
of bookshelves, or aheavy folding screen,
be all hard or all soft. A painted or
will do nearly as well. It should be fairly
wallpapered wall should face an opposite
large in area, but it is not required to go all
wall with draped windows or wall hangthe way from floor to ceiling nor all the
ings. Bookcases filled with books are
way across the room.
moderately absorptive, and ( provided the
If a room divider is not practical and
books aren't all the same size) present an
there is an annoying peak in the room
irregular surface that in practice helps
response that will not be tamed, you still
diffuse sound waves.
have ahigh trump left. Remember that a
The canvas of apainting is effective in
standing wave generates sites of low
damping middle and low frequencies
because, like window drapes, it is a sound pressure as well as of high pressure.
flexible material spaced from the wall. A lf you place your speakers in locations of
large group of such paintings can be a nulled pressure, they cannot excite the
resonance effectively. How can you find
significant factor in bass absorption. If the
these locations? The answer is by trial and
ceiling is hard-surfaced plaster, the floor
error, for the most part. To narrow the
(at least a good part of it) should be
odds in your favour, take advantage of the
covered with rugs or carpeting, preferably
law of acoustical reciprocity. Say that a
with underlayment. The other way
sound source is emitting sound at room
around — an uncovered hard-surfaced
location A and asound level meter detects
floor with ' acoustic tiles' on the ceiling —
the sound at room location B. If we move
is less than satisfactory, becasue these tiles
the speaker to location B. and the sound
in general have very low absorption
level meter to location A, the meter
below 400Hz or so, and very high absorpreading will be the same.
tion above.
Here is how to apply this bit of arcana.
Wood panelling mounted directly on
First, disconnect one speaker and move
wall studs is one of the few wall treatthe other ( still connected to the
ments having good absorptivity at low
NEWS & RECOIU) REVIEW
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63/
4'

DIVIDER

1120cu.ft), with the same reverberation
time of 0.3 sec, f, is 195Hz. The difference
is musically significant. Other things being
equal, larger domestic listening rooms are
better than small ones.
It should be kept in mind that the
Schroeder frequency is an arbitrary
indicator of transmission quality; it does
not guarantee excellence. Ihave found
that, more often than not, rooms have
uneven response well above .4.
In the ideal acoustics condition, room
surfaces would have exactly the right
amount of sound absorption uniformly
distributed over their areas. This would
be enough absorption so that, when
added to the absorption provided by
furnishings and the people occupying the
room, a comfortable acoustic ambience
would be created that would make the
room apleasant place in which to sit and
talk. Neither too ' live' nor too dead', such
a room has enough damping to prevent
noticeable ringing and to allow hall reverberation recorded with the music to be
heard clearly, yet not so much damping
that it becomes uncomfortably anechoic.

Is 1.4

amplifier) to your listening chair or sofa,
with the front panel facing toward that
part of the room where the speakers will
be and with the woofer as close to where
your head will be as possible. Put the
pre- amplifier on ' mono'. Play sonic music
with which you are thoroughly familiar
and which you know excites the had
resonance.
Now, using your ears as detectors,
move your head around in the general
area where placement of the right speaker
is feasible. Be sure to keep your head at
the same height above the floor where the
woofer will be. Find and mark a spot
where the music sounds properly
balanced and detailed, and the resonance
is unnoticeable or where its amplitude is
reduced to atolerable level. Do the same
in the area where you wish to located the
left speaker. It is advisable to make certain
during this process that there are no
witnesses present.'
You may find that the speaker locations
chosen this way are unacceptablefor any
of a number of reasons. In that case, the
remaining palliative is to move your
listening self to a null location for the
worst resonance. ,eThe next and final part of this series
will assume that drastic corrective measures for unfortunate room resonances
are unnecessary, and will discuss
speaker placement as it affects performance
References
Allison, RF, Controlling listening-Roorn Acoustics.
IliFi/Stereo Review February. 1961.
Beranek,
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Olson, ¡IF Acoustical Engineering (D Val! Nostrancl,
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'There is an easier way to find null positions if you know
what the troublesome normal frequency is. Set an audio
oscillator at that frequency or make aseries of recordings of
the tone from the Ill N/RR disc. Disconnect one speaker;
move the other, playing the tone. to aroom corner on
the floor ( all room modes are maximally excited at
the eight three-doundary intersections of aroom). It
is then simple to locate null sites for that tone with a
microphone or your cars. However. you'll not know
whether or not these are musically good places to put
the speakers.
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WHY CLEARTON ,HAS MOitE
N HI-FI NE
The best matched systems
housed in totally unsuitable
environments can often
sound worse than your
average rack system.
Consider atypical
customer who's read the
latest rave reviews, knows
more or less what he wants,
but has simply to consider
the practicalities.
A young toddler for
instance who has just
learned that ahammer is for
hitting things, or astudent in
abedsit where the only
sensible place to put ahi-fi
system is between the oven
and the washbasin.
You may laugh, we do
sometimes, but these are
precisely the problems that

EWS ON HI-FI

we get asked to
solve every day
of the week at
our Cleartone stores.
That's why you have
to know more about HiFi
than how it will perform
in anormal domestic
environment. And that
takes years of practice.
At Cleartone we have a
reputation for precisely that.
Come to us with your
ideal system, explain the
problems if there are any,
and we'll take it from there.
Almost certainly we'll ask
you to make an appointment.
And on your return ahighly
skilled expert will escort you
to one of our single speaker

ALTRINCHAAA 15 Ashley Road. Tel 061-928 1610 BOLTON 235 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204-3142

demo rooms.
There you will probably
find the system of your
choice and aCleartone
devised alternative built
to your specifications.
All set up ready for
an A- Bcomparison.
Invariably the customer
goes away satisfied, which
also ensures that you don't
necessarily have to install
the system yourself.
So that when you've sited
the speakers and the pre
and power amps you don't
suddenly discover that
there's nowhere to put
your Linn.

CLEARTONE

Controversial but true

MANCHESTER 54 Bridge Street. Tel: 061-835 1156

ROCHDALE 52 Drake Street. Tel 0706-524652 WIGAN 6Crompton Street. Tel 0942-323897 WOLVERHAMPTON 39 Victoria Street. Tel 0902-772901
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Fig 3: Operation of (N-2) bit quantizer and first-order

Fig 2: First-Order Noise Shaper used
in first stage of Technics MASH converter

The concept of noise shaping is
introduced here in order to
explain how satisfactory audio
performance can be achieved
with low bit' D-A converters.
by Alan Ainslie*
econstruction of analogue from a
digital data stream has the unavoidable consequence of generating
'requantization noise'. In the 16- bit CD
system this simply means that a signal
passing from full + ve to — ve output does
so in 65,000 discreet steps ( 216 ). The
resulting error deviation from the ideal
smooth curve is the requantization error
and is around 90dB below peak level. In
the case of alow-bit system the steps are
fewer and larger and therefore requantization noise is greater. Noise shaping
reduces the audible effect of requantization of the low bit system to below the
j theorectical limit of the 16 bit system,
f
£•• while retaining all the other advantages of
alow bit converter, mainly the avoidance
of an impossibly tricky ladder network.
•
Noise shaping operates by asystem of
digital loops to reduce the number of bits
t in the data, and use digital feedback to
reduce requantization noise. As we shall

noise shaper

than simply using oversampling to spread
the noise spectrum.
In the Technics MASH system the 16-bit
data is presented initially to a four- times
resampling digital filter and then to afirst
order noise shaper, which produces a
signal equivalent to 7 discrete levels, but
with the requatization noise slewed up
towards the higher frequency part of the
spectrum at a 6dB/octave rate.
The essence of noise shaping is to
reduce the number of bits used to represent the input signal and replace information lost from the ` bit' domain with
information in the frequency domain, by
way of increased bit rates. This moves
requantization noise from the audio- band.
The construction of a basic noise
shaper is as shown in Fig 2. Input data to
the noise shaper is 18-bit at 176kliz ( the
preceeding resampling digital filter being
18-bit, 4- times oversampled). Each input
data is therefore present for 5.68µs. In the
quantizer, the 18-bit data is stripped to 7
levels ( approximately equivalent to 3-bit )
and adata rate of 8x176IcHz, so 1.4Mliz is
established. This relates to adata cycle of

r

0.71µs. The 7- level output of the quantizer is delayed by 0.71µs and is then
compared with the input signal in the
adder to expose the error caused by the
truncation of bits. The output of the
quantizer now readjusts, the new output

• see, although the total energy of requan- tization noise remains, it can mostly be
; shifted outside the audio band. Noise
shaping is afar more powerful technique

times in fact for each input data word. In
this way the requantization error caused
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is delayed 0.71µs, is compared again with
the input ( still present is the input clock
rate leaves each data word input for
5.68µs) and the cycle repeats — eight

by the truncation of the input word is
dispersed over the new eight samples.
In more detail we can perhaps follow
more clearly an example of input data
processed by a noise shaper with an
output of 2-bits less resolution than the
input 9, le the output is four- times as
coarse as the input: Fig 3. In this way the
output does not have the ability to follow
precisely the input data, requantization
errors are shaded.
Considering the data in detail, the first
sample T=1 is clearly generated accurately even on the N-2 bits resolution
system. T=2 sample however is inaccurately produced as shown by the shaded
area. However if each sample time T is
divided into quarter samples T/4= t we
can consider the action of the noise
shaper, whose output is shown.
The first four sub-samples ( t144) are
totally accurate. However, the output at
t
5,
when compared with the input to the
noise shaper, is shown to be higher than
required and when the error is subtracted
from the actual value the output of the
quantizer falls at t
6 to compensate. The
correction is remembered in the integrator and when the new output from the
quantizer at t
6 is compared with the input
the error is accumulated again in the
integrator — the net discrepancy so far has
been negative and so the quantizer output
rises for t, and similarly for t
8.
At this stage
the sum total of all quantization errors is
reduced to zero when averaged over time
T7 (+ 1, — 3, + 1, + 1=0).
Similarly for T3,broken down into 4,
the quantizer output is in error by — 1, at
.45
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TECHNICAL
t111 ,by — 1at tih by + 3. and at t, , by — I.
Again the average requantization error
over T5 is zero. Thus in our example we
can generate an additional two bits of
resolution in the time domain.
If we now superimpose on the original
N- bit input the original analogue, we can
identity the requantization errors that
would give rise to audible noise. In the
case of the N-2 bit system without noise
shaping the noise is both lower in frequency and greater in amplitude.
However, in the case of the N-2 bit system
with noise shaping the noise components
are all higher in frequency than the case
with the N- bit system, and the resultant
noise spectrum skews towards high frequencies at 6dB/octave with the simple
noise shaper described. This simple
shaper, with one error integrator and one
loop, is as a First Order Noise Shaper.
By using a second noise shaper, this
time of second order, the requantization
noise of the first shaper can be inverted
(and removed by simple addition ) while
the second shaper generates requantization noise now skewed at 12dB/8Ve
towards high frequencies and operates at
five discrete levels.
Combining the output of the second
noise shaper with that of the first achieves
two things. Firstly the data is now presented as eleven discrete level equivalent
but, more importantly, the requantization
noise now skews at I
8d13/8Ve. The effect
of this is that although the total requantization noise energy ( as explained earlier) remains intact, such a large portion
of thi. noise is now above the audio hand
(and easily removed by simple analogue
filtering) that the total noise energy from
DC to 20k1 lz is now well below the
theoretical limit of performance of a
single 16- bit system.
Having successfully depressed the
requantization noise to below the theoretical performance limitations of the Cl)
system, it is now possible to exploit the
advantages of low bit decoding.
Data output from the combination of
the two noise shapers is aformat equivalent to II discrete levels, or in conventional notation 31
/
2bit ( 23.
3=11). Loosely

CUANTISER(TRUNCATES 2 BITS)

reference at 33Milz and therefore the
pulse widths are absolutely precisely tied
to the incoming data from the disc. With
zero uncertainty in the time domain, the
PWM converter is able to decode linearity
in excess of II5dB below peak level with
anoise performance well below the level
indicated by a 16- bit system.
The benefits are that the superior noise
performance and linearity do not obscure
the low level information that relates to
timbre, or the musicians' intonation. -1
4
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described as ' l- hit' ( perhaps more accurately I level) the IIdiscrete ' steps' are
converted to analogue in a 768fs PWM
(pulse width modulator) converter in
which output level is proportional to the
width of the input pulses. The elegance of
this system is now apparent when it is
realized that the leading edges of the
pulses ( of II widths) are all precisely
quartz clocked from the master quartz
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Fig 6: Combination offirst- and second-order noise
shapers for Technics MASH
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A DIGITAL

DISCOURSE
analogue signal

We examine the fundamentals of
digital audio, looking closely at
the operation of noise-shaping
D/A converters, acategory which
includes the current new wave of
PDM 'Bit Stream' and PWM CD

s(n) i

1
—

*

sampling sequence

4—

players

s

by Malcolm Hawksford

analogue signal

time- sampled

T(n)

signal

Fig IIllustration of the process of sampling in time domain
n this series. I want to explore the
subjects of oversampling, noise shaping and digital filters as these are both
topical and sit at the frontier between the
analogue and digital signals. My interest in
this subject started in 1968 as Iundertook
astudy of deltamodulation as ameans of
encoding colour- television signals. Iwas
immediately impressed by this technique,
both by its relative simplicity and by the
way it represented an almost natural
gateway between analogue and digital
domain. Deltamodulation and the derived
system delta-sigma modulation are members of the family of noise-shaping converters, and will therefore be described as
special cases of these, more general,
structures once we have established
foundations.
Noise shaping has a close affinity with
negative feedback, where techniques of
closed- loop control can be used as a
means of error reduction, since the distortion generated by anon- linearity is distributed .within awide frequency space so as
to yield minimum impairment within the
critical audio band. In understanding this
process, it will be necessary to reconsider
our perception of distortion when
described as afunction of frequency. For
example, when evaluating an amplifier
there is a tendency to concentrate upon
the in-band distortion while the out-ofband distortion is viewed with an out-ofband, out-of- mind attitude. However, the
ensemble of distortion is uniquely linked
and is an expression of the system nonlinearity and frequency dependence for a
given signal excitation. Hence, if acircuit
is internally modified or interacts with an
WTI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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external system so as to reconfigure the
out-of- hand distortion, changes in the
in-band distortion residue should be anticipated.
These comments on distortion are
raised because in order to understand
noise shaping, it is appropriate to apply
analogue analysis techniques particularly
where adigital system is heavily oversampled. Thus, in principle, our investigation
can give insight into both recursive digital
systems (je: those using feedback) and
analogue systems where non- linearity and
negative feedback occur.
The simultaneous application of oversampling and noise shaping enable an
interchange of system complexity
between the analogue and digital
domains, where in asense we can move
towards a more natural conversion that
requires only minimal analogue signal
processing. The attractiveness of this
strategy relates to the numerous distortion mechanisms inherent in analogue
circuitry that include active/passive
device non- ideality, problems of groundrail design and power supplies and the
hostile electromagnetic environment
when shared with digital circuits. The
design and mass implementation of high.
order analogue filters also pose problems
that can compromise asystem's performance, whereas digital filters are robust.
reproducible, can offer linear phase and a
dynamic range definable by the designer.
together with transfer functions that can
approach the ideal.
The aim of digital discourse is to
describe some of the fundamental theory
underlying digital audio with a specific

bias towards ADC and DAC systems using
oversampling and noise shaping, where
the parallels between analogue and digital
circuits will he highlighted. The process
of delta-sigma modulation will also be
included as this offers significant hardware simplification and is particularly
attractive as ameans of digital- to- analogue
conversion.
To commence our study, the three
fundamental processes of digital audio
will be discussed, time sampling, amplitude quantization and dither, as a prelude to a more detailed description of
oversampling and noise shaping. These
three processes enable a continuous signal to be transformed into afunction that
is both discrete in time and amplitude but
where the distortion necessarily incurred
by quantization is decorrelatcd to anoiselike residue. hence, in a correctly functioning ( uniformly quantised and sampled) digital audio system, the only
observable impairments should be attributable to band- limitation and an additive
noise residue and that is our target. Other
impairments are a function of hardware
problems and non- optimal signal processing and not of a fundamental origin.
The first stage of digitization of an
analogue signal is to transform the continuous function into a discrete function
of time by using the process of time
sampling. Fig 1 illustrates the technique
where aband- limited signal
is sampled
by a uniform sequences of impulses s( n)
whose repetition frequence f. Ilz defines
the sampling frequency.

Time sampling
Mathematically, sampling is a process of
multiplication where the sampled waveform T(n) is related to 6 and s( n) as.
T(n) = ife.s(n)
Since the sequence of samples s( n) is
periodic, it can he described by the
Fourier series,
49
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TECHNICAI
s(n) = 1 + 2Z r i cos ( 277rfst)
and by substitution reveal an expression
for the time sampled sequence,
T(n) = + 2

r

i ( d) cos ( 27rrf,t)}

This expression is more readily recognised when described in the frequency
domain as shown in Fig 2, where the
terms di cos (27rrf st)represent amplitude
modulated carriers that give rise to the
familiar replication of the spectrum of di
about fs and its harmonics.
In describing the process of sampling in
the frequency domain, it was assumed
that the input signal was band- limited to
Liz where f,, < fs/2. This strategy is
necessary to prevent adistortion termed
aliasing distortion where the spectrum
of T(n ) shows that had fc > f,/2, then the
lower side band of the first sampling
harmonic would have overlapped with
the baseband spectrum of de; this overlap
is also observed for all adjacent replicated
spectra. If frequency overlapping, or aliasing, occurs it is impossible to discriminate
the individual structure of the overlapping spectra, the distortion is therefore
irreversible. To prevent aliasing distortion
the spectrum of di must be band- limited
such that f,. < f,/2, je: the sampling
frequency must he greater than twice the
highest frequency in the bandlimited signal to be sampled; that is a statement of
Nyquist's sampling theorem. The sampling theorem describes acondition that
guarantees all the detail in a bandlimited
signal. di will be captured without distortion, though the strict requirement of
bandlimitation is fundamental.
The realization of circuits which can
meet this theoretical ideal and match the
specification of digital audio ( 16 bit,
44.1kliz) set a formidable design challenge. To illustrate the magnitude of the
problem, consider the following question:
'how far does a sample have to be
displaced in time to introduce a 1quantum error ( d), when the sample is
close to the zero crossing of a 15kliz, full
amplitude sine wave?'
The question can be answered with
reference to Fig 3, where a sine wave is
shown close to a zero crossing and T. is
the sample timing error. The sine wave of
amplitude A and angular frequency (.0has
azero-crossing slope of Ate Hence for an
error of one quantum d, the corresponding timing error, Tr = d/(Aw ). That is, if A
is the maximum amplitude for a N- bit,
uniform quantizer, then A = d.2 5-1 and
T,. = 21-N /co, where N = 16 bit and f =15kHz, (cci = 27rf), T,. = 0.324n5. This
analysis reveals that extremely small timing errors, as aresult of timing jitter, can
introduce an effective increase in quantization distortion that is more prevalent
for high-frequency signals and illustrates
one of the problems in seeking the full
performance potential of the digital audio
format. This class of problem is also
motivation to investigate oversampled
systems, as by dispersing the coding over
a number of samples, the system is less
susceptible to an error in an individual
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Nyquist sample.
To conclude the first digital discourse
let us take acloser look at the role of the
anti-aliasing, low-pass filter that is
required to bandlimit the input signal
prior to sampling. Although the operation
of a low-pass filter can be described as
offering progressive attenuation of asinewave as the frequency is increased, the
equivalent impulse response is also a

useful descriptor, where the filter is seen
to extend the duration of an impulse by
introducing time dispersion. The more
rapid the attenuation of a low-pass filter,
the greater is the time dispersion.
Our present interest is whether a system using an anti-aliasing filter in association with sampling and asignal recovery
filter to convert the signal back to analogue, introduces observable non-linear
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TECI INK ‘ I,
distortion when processing an impulsive
input signal. The experimental system is
shown in Fig 4, where an impulse signal,
via a delay of T second, is applied to an
anti-aliasing filter, sampler and signal
recovery filter. The anti-aliasing filter has a
transfer function A(f) with a nominal
cut-off frequency of 20kliz while the
recovery filter has an assumed brick- wall
response at 22.05kHz. l'he system enables
the recovered output signal to be
observed as both a function of A(f) and
the input impulse timing as it is varied
with respect to the sampling sequence. As
there is an almost infinite range of A( f)
two representative examples are chosen
to demonstrate optimal and sub- optimal
anti-aliasing filtering:
Example 1: ideal filter: unity gain to
20kHz, infinite attenuation above 201dIz.
Example 2: non- ideal filter with the
following spot gain/frequency response,
representative of a high( ish ) order analogue filter.
Frequency, kHz
f<22.1

Attenuation dB

o

22.1

—10

27.5625

—30

33.075

—60

38.5875

—80

44.1
f>44.1

h(t) = sin ( rtf,t)

(n-ft)

and exhibits a form similar to Fig 5(b).
(b) However, this response cannot be
achieved by apractical filter as the precursive region (le: the response before the
pulse maximum) is infinite. A practical
filter therefore has a truncated response
yielding known but predictable frequency
response error.
(c) The required filter specification for an
analogue filter is difficult to achieve and
designs can suffer a range of degradation
due to circuit and component imperfections that span non-linear distortion, para sities, temperature dependence, aging,
noise, susceptibility to electromagnetic
fields and non- ideal group delay performance.
(d ) Aliasing distortion generates dynamic
distortion where the shape of a signal is
changed as a function of the relative

timing of signal and sampling function.
The system is non-linear as the impulse
response is no longer unique.
(e) However, providing the criteria of
anti-aliasing filters can be met and the
sampler approaches that of the mathematically ideal model, then the sampling
theorem is sufficient to guarantee no
fundamental in-band distortion.
In the early days of digital audio, I
expressed concern about time dispersions: but, providing the filters can
approach the theoretical ideal in order to
minimize in- band errors and do not
degrade the signal other than that defined
by the desired transfer function, then the
sonic performance consequences are
minimal. Nevertheless, the attainment of
this ideal is not straightforward from the
viewpoint of instrumentation, where
there are numerous opportunities for
sound degradation. -*/‘
In Part 2 of this series we shall investigate
amplitude quantization and the estimation of sig•
natto.noise ratio in association with the third
.
fundamental,

Fig 5a T . 0
,
ideal filter

that

of dither

Fig 5e T.0
non- deal filter ,
I

—100

A computer program was written to
calculate the overall system impulse
response as the input impulse timing T
was progressively delayed with respect to
the sampling sequence by 0, 0.25/f,,
0.5/f, and 0.75/f,, where f, equals the
sampling period of 22.68µs.
The results are reproduced in Fig 5
where, for example I. as might be anticipated no differences in output are observable over the range of T, thus demonstrating the effectiveness of the sampling
theorem. However, the results for example 2 do show avariation with T and is a
consequence of aliasing which produces a
dynamic distortion that is dependent
upon the relative timing of the input and
the sampling function, where the following observations should be made:
*Fig 5 ( e), ( f), ( g), (h) show achange in
shape of the impulse response as T is
varied from 0 to 0.75/f,, any waveform
change as afunction of pure time delay is
a non-linear distortion.
*Fig 5 ( f), ( g), ( h), reveal an error in peak
amplitude that is maximum for T = 0.5/f,.
•Fig 5 ( f), ( h), also reveal atiming error
where the pulse maximum is displaced
from the 0.25/f, and 0.75/f, locations.
•All curves pass through the Nyquist
samples where the optimal recovery filter
is responsible for signal interpolation
between samples.
•One should reflect upon the specification for the anti-aliasing filter if the sample
error at T = 0.5/f, is to be held within a
few quanta and the timing error to within
a few nano-second.
From this experiment and earlier discussion, some preliminary observations
and conclusions can be drawn:
(a) Bandlimitation of an impulsive signal
IIIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

causes the response to be time dispersed,
where for an ideal filter of cut-off frequency fc Hz, the impulse response is
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IF JOHANN SEBASTIAN
HAD SEEN OUR DAC WOULD HE HAVE
BEEN CONVERTED?

DAC stands for Digital to Analogue Converter.

from the C.D. via an optical link to the pre- amp

A composer like Johann Sebastian Bach would

and then on to the power-amp.

have

benefited

enormously

froin

having

his

orchestral suites and concertos played through it.
Previously the digital messages from a C.D.
were converted to ordinary analogue sound inside
the C.D. player itself. Because handy as digits are
you can't hear them.
The sound then travelled via phono leads
through the pre- amp to the power amp and event-

This meant that there wasn't even the faintest possibility of outside interference.
(Something

Johann

therefore a sound idea to retain the music from a
C.D. player in digital form for as long as possible.
This has been achieved in the SE- M100 digital
power amplifier ( a 115W
rms per channel Class AA
power amp of twin mono

would have been proud of.

construction).

being

The 4 DAC's are now

that there were quite a

incorporated in the power

few skirmishes with out
side interference on the way.
It therefore made sense to move the DAC's
nearer to the speakers.
So we put them in the pre- amp.
The digital messages then made the short hop

have

Once the principle was established, it was

Ajourney Marco Polo

problem

would

welcomed.)

ually to the speakers.

The

Sebastian

amp itself. As near as possible to the speakers and
closer still to perfection.
If you're hooked on the classic ways of listening
to music the SE- M100 also has two analogue inputs.
One is variable and can be used for either a

tuner or cassette deck.
One is fixed and can be used
with a pre- amp such as the
SU A40 for records as well.
But then you aren't really
taking advantage of our new
technology.
Situating the DAC's in
the power amp means that
every note, every nuance, every
subtle key or chord change can be heard.
Music to Bach's ears.
His "Art of Fugue" and "Chromatic Fantasia"
have been described as " having rhythmic vitality,
instrumental

inventiveness,

emotional

intensity

and amazingly daring harmony':
Shame to waste all that on an ordinary amplifier.

Technics
For Music Lovers
TECHNICS, WILLOUGHBY ROAD. BRACKNELL. BERKSHIRE RCI2 4H'

As acat of some discernment,
Rupert's choice of Chew & Osborne
for the very best audio-visual
equipment — and excellent service —
was most fortuitous.

C-40
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HI-FI LIMITED

Kensington Showrooms
London Road
Bath, Avon.
Tel: Bath 316197

THE COMPLETE AUDIO DEALERSHIP
We would be delighted to demonstrate to
you the brand new Meridian 206 CD machine
and the D600 digital speakers. These two new
fine products must be the stars of British Hi Fi
in 89/90. Wherever possible we will try to
arrange home demonstrations against the
other best products in that field.
Our Clientele do cover an extensive area so
near or far please feel free to give us a call
even if it is only for a chat or advice.

plus all the new best buy budget models
"It's So easy to Park"
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AMPLIFIERS

FINE AND DANDY?

CONRAD-JOT-INSON AND
PS AUDIO
PRE-AMPS
Two American- built preamplifiers of widely differing

philosophy, the Conrad-Johnson
PV10 'tube' model and the
solid-state PS Audio 4.6
by Martin Collons
ithout fuss or fanfare, the Conrad-Johnson insignia is making a
small comeback in the UK
under the wing of Audiofreaks. It is
probably fair to say that with the development and launch of the Premier Seven
under its belt, Conrad-Johnson has
acquired a new and higher level of preamp expertise, and this has been applied
to its latest range of classic all-tube/valve
designs. We have chosen the PVIO for this
review, since at £ 1400 it is a relatively
reasonably priced design in its class.
Appropriately enough, it replaces the old
and much- loved PV5, yet aspires to a
performance well beyond that attained by
the Premier Three.
The PS Audio 4.5 made agood name for
itself acouple of years ago and managed
to compete successfully with known market opposition such as the Musical Fidelity
MVT. Since redesigned, this middlemarket all- transistor pre-amplifier has
reappeared as the PS 4.6. It comes in two
versions, one with the MV250 powersupply module (.998) and the other with
the MV500 power- supply (£ 1360).
Adding an MV500 to anormal PS 4.6 costs
an extra £ 500.

CONRAD-JOHNSON PVI 0
Presented in C-J's traditional livery, this
straightforward one-box unit has ablackenamel case fronted by the usual thick
aluminium-alloy facia anodized in champagne gold. The control layout is simple
enough: from left to right we have input
selection for phono, tuner, CD, video and
auxiliary. Input from the tape monitor
loop is selected by an appropriate button,
while another selects a bypass mode
whereby the balance control is switched
out of circuit. After balance, the final
rotary control ( unstepped) is for volume.
Power input is via a captive cable in US
colour-code — black/white green — corresponding to brown/blue. yellow-green.
111.11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The disc input is uncommonly sensitive, amply so for almost all moving-coil as
well as moving- magnet cartridges; yet the
noise- level is also rather high, necessitating the use of higher output m-c types —
Koetsus, or the van den Hul MC Two.
The outputs are respectably high and
will deliver a good span of levels over a
wide range.

Design and technology
In some respects this model is derived
from the Premier Seven; it has no loop
feedback in either the disc or line circuits.
is all- valve for the active stages, but
employs solid-state regulators. Characteristic of C-J high-end products, no electrolytic capacitors are used in the powersupplies except for the low- voltage DC
line to the valve heaters. The power
reservoir capacitors are high- quality
polypropylene types for pre- and postregulation. Signal coupling capacitors are
also polypropylene, with some polystyrenes used in the critical RIAA stage.
The tube format is single- ended triode
throughout, beginning with a gain input
stage followed by the passive RIAA
equalization network. A second triode
follows, bringing the total gain to a
nominal 48.5dB or about 270 times. With
two conventional stages, the disc
amplifier is non- inverting overall, a
cathode-follower buffer. Elements of this
circuit philosophy have been seen in
Counterpoint and Croft pre-amplifiers,
but have not been executed with the
effectiveness demonstrated here.
High-quality parts are in evidence,
including the use of a top-grade Alps
volume control: the large black-box type.
Internal signal wiring is self-supporting
single- strand, with no dielectric save the
air. Bearing in mind continuing degrees of
microphony experienced with valve
designs, CJ has taken care to bolt down
the PCB at anumber of points in order to
minimize resonant vibration effects.
Looking inside the box, my only criticism concerns the number of unshrouded
mains points.

Sound quality
On audition, the PVIO was found to have
immediate appeal via both line and disc
inputs. Tried with avariety of ancillaries,
there is no doubt that the most complementary performance was achieved
with valve power amplification. Frankly, it
is too good for a Conrad-Johnson MV50.
The MV100 ( Premier Four replacement )
may do the trick, as might one of the
middle range Manley VTI. designs, but my
obvious choice would be Audio Research
Classic 30, which will extract all the PVIO
can provide. Depending on the system.
one might also consider Musical Fidelity
MASO or MA 1 ()O.
Offering aclassic valve sound ( meant in
the nicest possible way), the PVIO was
remarkable if judged by past CJ standards
(Premier Seven excepted). In my opinion
it offers far better bass, defined•any way
you like, and a much faster, more open,
cleaner sound. It has that natural dynamic
quality which is often attributable to
competent, low or zero feedback design.
pleasant in combination with the very
large signal headroom offered by valve
supply voltages. With these sonic advances come greater transparency and
stereo depth, fine stage- width, and
decently sharp image focus. While it is fair
to say that the bass was still by no means
state-of-the-art (vide Krell KSP-7B), lacking some degree of slam, speed and
absolute extension, it was articulate, lively
and highly informative. The excellent
level of mid- range resolution reached into
the upper bass and continued to provide
good retrieval of harmonic texture; it also
'played tunes' well in the bass.
The PV 10's treble did not quite match
its mid performance. Here, detail and
focus were good, vocal articulation, lip
sounds and sibilants were quite believable, and the presentation of detail was
fine. Yet there was a mild flaw — an
admixture of glaze, a lightening and
accentuation of treble energy. The result
was a moderate degree of brightness,
more or less tolerable according to the
tonal balance of the matching system. But
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this mild aberration included no significant grain or edge.
While it was dynamic and lively, with
an ability to resolve complex mid- range
textures, it lacked some degree of rhythm
and pace; some rock enthusiasts might
find the PV 10 slower in this respect than
those few exceptional solid-state performers. On classical material it performed
very well, and excelled in a natural
presentation of the human voice. No
significant performance difference was
established for the disc and line- inputs,
although the line stage ( which handles
both) is inverting. Assuming a noninverting power amp, the speaker polarities will thus need reversal to achieve
absolute- phase correctness.
It was tricky to try and establish a
subjective merit rating with this design,
since a personal view of its performance
will dominate the issue. My best estimate
is that it lies somewhere between a
Premier Three and an Audio Research
SPI 1 II — in fact rather nearer the latter
with a subjective score of 65%: a considerable achievement at this price level.
Areas of mild contention include the disc
input noise and the treble glaze.

Lab report
Basic checks were made to ensure that no
obvious technical anomalies could be
held responsible for the sound quality
characterizations. Via the line- input the
frequency response ( 100 k-ohm loading)
was near perfect from 101Iz to 10k1 lz,
falling a modest 0.3dB by 20kFlz and
showing a sensible — 3dB rolloff by 70
kHz. The RIAA disc equalization was also
very tidy ( fig 1), with a mild 0.25dB
plateau from 1511z to 501Iz. This would
almost certainly be inaudible in the context of the usual room-speaker variation.
These were tine results.
At normal operating levels, harmonic
and intermodulation distortion were negligible. Over 30V rms was available at the
output from a moderate source impedance of typically 270 ohms. 1IF intermodulation was rather poor via the disc input
(fig 2). At II IF moving- magnet input tests
levels ( 50mV peak), the Ikllz differencetone reached — 35dB ( 1.75% ), although
normal signal levels resulted in negligible
distortion. Disc input noise was satisfactory at — 66cIB 111F ( CUR wtd), but if
used for m-cduty the signal-to-noise ratio
would barely reach 45dB.
Input overload margins were ample.
while the line loading was amoderate 47
k-ohm with negligible capacitance. But
only 13mV was required to deliver the
standard II1F 0.5V on the line input,
where 200mV would be a more realistic
sensitivity target; but in recompense, the
fine volume control did operate well at
the low settings which might be needed.
As noted earlier, the disc input level
needed ( for 0.5V output ) is unnecessarily
low at 50mV. A m- csensitivity value, it did
not have a noise- level to match while
channel separation was unexceptional.
AC- coupled, this pre-amp could not and
did not generate any DC-offsets.
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Conclusion
A classic tube design without a modern
moving- coil input, the PVIO showed some
idiosyncrasies. Generally the test results
were good, though there were some
oddities and care should be taken to
ensure agood cartridge match. This done,
the pre- amp can go on to break new
ground in this territory. The fine sound
quality represented a strong move forward by CJ. In absoulte terms, and when
well matched, this design reached
towards models such as the Pink Triangle
PIP, yet held onto that characteristic
richness in the mid- range and that ability
to allow the human voice to focus and
sing naturally. In this context, its sonic
flaws were relatively minor.
Quirks included the phase- inverting
aspect, balanced by the very fine build
quality and finish. I
tearing is believing,
and anyone looking for an outstanding
pre- amp costing less than £ 1800 must
take the PV10 very seriously.

PS AUDIO 4.6
In aslim low-profile case, the PS Audio 4.6
has an all- black finish, and the main power
supplies are remotely connected by a
decently long cable. This was fortunate in
view of the mildly audible hum which
these transformers continue to generate
on the UK mains voltage and frequency.
The 4.6 is a straight-line' design eschewing tone controls or filters, but it is
equipped with adual analogue disc input

with sensitivities catering for awide range
of moving-coil and moving- magnet cartridges. A continuing aspect of its design is
the inclusion of adual-function line stage
which can be easily switched from active
to passive operation. In passive mode, it
simply acts as a volume control with no
voltage gain, as preferred by many CD
users. Using our test amplifiers, there was
actually sufficient gain in the analogue
disc amplifier to run the line output
passively for this source also, while active
or passive modes could be used for any
input sources.
Removal of three crosshead screws
provides access to the m-rn/m-c facilities.
An on- board switch allows selection of
either sensitivity, while the input loading
is controlled by the user's prefered selection of one of agroup of plug-in resistors,
with 47k-ohm as standard.

Design and technology
The choice of large remote transformers
has been noted, the type numbers referring to a generous oversize of 250 and
500 VA. Although the benefits are not all
that great, larger transformers do seem to
aid sonic clarity and may be a costeffective upgrade. The main reservoirs are
2200 mF, while discrete, split- rail regulators are used. Save for the low- noise input
array, all the active devices are discrete,
using traditional circuit techniques. All
relevant electolrytics are bypassed with
mylar film capacitors, while the critical
RIAA equalization capacitors are passive

CONRAD-JOHNSON

PVIO

Test results

Fig I. Conrad-Johnson PVIO: frequency response via
RIAA replay correction
I

I
I II
11

Distordon
IIID
at 0.W output, aux input
Intermod 19 ,20Idiz
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Residual. unvv'ted ( vol control
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Disc input
Aux input
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aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during
our 11 years here we have been told many times by importers,
manufacturers and customers, that we are "The best little shop in the country."
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of alarge, flashy
shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to ensure our customers get the
best for their money, whether it's £5or £5,000. Futhermore, we are all
knowledgeable enthusiasts ( not salesmen on commission) with no need to push
the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or waffle— we like to keep
our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting room, but stocked with one
of the finest ranges of HiFi in the country, including the largest selection of valve
amps anywhere. Each and every item is ruthlessly chosen for it ssound quality,
performance, reliability and value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it and
would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give us aring or drop in— you'll be
very glad you did.
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polypropylenes from Rel-cap. The 10 kohm volume control is made by Noble; ( a
PS tradition), chosen to give passive line
drive ability at amaximum impedance of
2.5k-ohms in the worst case.
While this seems to be an ideal value
from the output feed point of view, it
reflects of necessity an input impedance
of 10k or less, and results gathered over
the past two years suggest that avariety of
line sources ( including CD) would prefer
a loading higher than 15k, a finding
confirmed by Mod Squad, specialists in
passive control units. Thus some sourcedependence may well be noted with this
10k line- input.

Sound quality
Despite considerable care taken with a
variety of ancillaries, the 4.6 never
seemed quite at home in my system.
While there was obviously improvement
over the earlier 4.5 in terms of superior
clarity and transparency, plus a more
neutral tone quality, this pre-amplifier did
not rise to the level of the better pre-amps
in its market territory. At UK prices it
seemed out of place - an MF Pre-amp 3
can do more musically for rather less
money, and Iwas sufficiently concerned
to request and audition asecond sample.
Predictably, only in passive mode did
the line section rise to a reference level,
and taking into account typical loading
effects it scored 67% on my usual subjective sealing. Aside from a mild veiling of
detail and transparency, the passive line
section sounded tidy and nautral, adding
litle of itself, just as it is supposed to
perform. In active ' high level' mode the
line input scored 54%, which was creditable but not exceptional. Depth was
clearly reduced, soundstages were
flattened, and there was also a loss in
speed and definition. But focus was good

Lab report
Distortion was negligible apart from the
two-tone HF intermodulation products
when measured via the m-c input at the
usual IHF 5mV peak ( Fig 3). Here, the
input is clearly in overload, the corresponding figure for 20kHz overload margin
also compromised at just 16dB. Some
more development on the moving-coil
input might prove rewarding. Disc input
noise was fine at - 72dB m- m and satisfactory at - 62dB for m-c.
In passive mode the line frequency
response was virtually flat. Examining the
RIAA disc equalization, it was extremely
flat for moving- magnet, + 0.1dB 1()Hz and
just 0.6dB down by 100kHz. Perhaps
some bandwidth filtering would have
been desirable here below 10Hz and
above 30kHz. Via m-c, the RIAA repsonse
(Fig 4) shows just a hint of broadband
treble lift of around 0.15dB over several
octaves before rolling off at 60kHz
towards ahigh 110kHz - 3dB point. A very
mild LF rolloff can be seen, an inaudible
-0.5dB by 1011z.
Channel balance was within 0.5dB at
1kHz on disc, and 0.05dB on line, while
volume tracking was fine. However, channel separation was unspectacular and this
parameter was clearly not regarded as a
design priority. Via line, it had fallen to 3.6
dB at 20kHz ( though nearly 80dB was
measured at 20Hz) and separation aver-

PS

and a decent measure of lively pace was
maintained.
Moving onto the LP disc input, with the
passive line setting 52% was achieved, but

Focus was unexceptional. On less demanding material the transparency was judged
promising, but complex orchestral textures were muddled and rather disappointing. Older, rougher recordings
were not kindly treated by the 4.6.
Going passive helped to clean up the
sound, though the analogue disc bass
remained on the soft and vague side
compared with the references. When
switched to moving-magnet and used
with a correspondingly higher output
cartridge, the background became virtually silent, while the bass was tauter and
treble significantly sweeter.
HUN NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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minimum value of 8.6k-ohms in the passive mode. Quite high input capacitance
levels of 350pF were set for the disc input
(high for moving-magnet that is), but
sensitivities were ample at 114mV for line
and just under 1mV for m- m disc. The
0.05mV for m-c is suited to the healthier
moving-coil cartridges, having regard to
signal-to-noise ratio.

Conclusion
This versatile PS pre- amplifier can be used
in a variety of ways with a number of
sources, ultimately as asimple passive line
controller of respectable quality - if
rather heavy source- loading. The sound
quality varied according to the operating
mode and type of input selected. Build
quality and finish were fine, and the
standard transformer probably represents
better value than the more expensive
'500' option. Taken as a whole, this is a
difficult product to value. Iam left with a
feeling of being rather less impressed
overall with the 4.6 than Iwas with the
4.5 in its day. But is good enough to be
worth considering, depending on the
particular signal- handling
may require. +

Test

•?,
Fig 3. Audio 4.6: intertnodulation spuriae from 91
20kHz tones at 5mV peak on m-cinput

AO.

if

options you

AUDI04.6

'high level' line degraded the score to
44%, the latter being representative of the
better grade of budget integrated
amplifier. In this worst-case setting, the PS
could manage only amoderate degree of
stage depth. Image width was fine in the
frontal plane, but was noticeably narrowed towards the back. Vocals and
violins sounded thinner and sharper than
they should, while percussive transients
sounded atouch exaggerated, even edgy.

aged a modest 45dB on analogue disc.
As discussed in the technical section,
the line- input impedance was rather low
at 10k-ohms ( shunted by amodest capacitance of 90pF), falling to a possible

ii

I

il .

„
Fig 4. PS Audio 4.6: frequency response via RIM
replay correction on m-cinput

Supplier:
Absolute Sounds, 318 Worple Road, London
SW20. Tel: 01-947 5047.

results

PS Audio 4.6

Power output
Distortion
THD
20Hz
11tHz
20kHz
At 0.5V output, aux input - 89dB - 90dB - 86dB
Interrn(xl 19/20kHz
0.5V output, aux input
- 81 dB
Intermod 19/20kHz
at 50mV input, disc ( mm
)
- 78dB
Intermod 19/20kHz
at 5mV input, disc ( mc
)
- 20dB
Noise
Disc ( m- m ) input ( IIIF. Ct:IR
w'ted
)
- 72dB
Disc ( m- c) input ( INF, CCIR
vied)
- 62dB
Aux/CI) input ( IHF, CCIR vied)
-87dB
Residual, unwled
(vol con at min
)
- 90dB
DC output offset
I.: OmV; R: 3m5'
Input overload
20Hz
IltHz
20kHz
Disc ( mil)) input ( 11IF) dB
32.3
32.2
27.5
Disc ( m..c ) input ( IIIF)
27.4dB 27.2dB
16dB
Awc/CD input ( IliF)
> 28 > 28 > 28
Stereo Separation
Disc input
50dB
47dB
37dB
Aux/CI)
79dB
62d11
36dB
Channel balance disc at ikliz
0.5dB
Volume/balance tracking.
Aux input
(0dIr - 20dB/ - 60dB )
0
0.41
I °Input data
sensitivity
Loading
Disc ( m-rn )
0.93m‘'
49kohms
550151
Disc ( m-c)
53µV
49kohms
35013F
Aux
17 .5V
Max output
tape 175V
main 17.5V
Output impedance:
Active 980 ohms
Passive 2.5k-ohms max
Typical price, inc VAT
with MV250, £998
with INV500, £ 1360
•see test
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REAL HI-FI COMES TO
SOUTH KENSINGTON . . .

ARCAM • MERIDIAN

The Listening Rooms is London's newest specialist
HiFi shop, with the principal staff, John Oliver and Paul
Tam, having over thirty years' experience between
them. Whether you are thinking of spending £300 or £30,000,
our aim is always to give the best possible sound within
your budget.
We have two comfortable Listening Rooms where you
can audition HiFi in arelaxed and friendly atmosphere.
We offer afull installation service and all equipment
comes with atwo year guarantee.
The Listeniu Rooms is London's leading multi -room
Hi -Fi specialist and provides afull planning and installation service.

MARTIN LOGAN • SME

listening

MUSICAL FIDELITY
MISSION • TANNOY
AUDIO RESEARCH
MARANTZ • YAMAHA
DENON • NAKAMICHI
ACOUSTIC ENERGY
SONUS FABER • DUAL
REVOX • GOLDMUND
CREEK • KISEKI • VDH
ROGERS • KOETSU
MAGNEPAN • TOPTAPE
THE

LISTENING. ROOMS

LTD.,

161 OLD BROMPTON RD, LONDON,

sw5

TEL:01-244 7750/59. FAX: 01-370 0192.
VISA

ACCESS • AMERICAN EXPR ESS

EXPORT AND CREDIT FACILITIES
Monday- Saturday —

10am- 6pm

Nearest Tube: Sib Kensington or Gloucester Rd
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new RADFORD CD PLAYER is available
now from selected dealers. See it, hear it,
I desire it!
I

Tel

cefflfekraêle
Oct bee- playee
litZ
eveiGil people say b441-eal- as- a/pensive...
heard
ai ifte Peelle Show. • . aelaseme,
Well,oralered ace
spal-

THE GOOD NEWS

THE BAD NEWS
Please send full details of the new Radford CO Player to

(44), RacVree
1heete developecia
piayer.. a44a/ saii44cis ,

•

•

Woodside Electronics, Kimberley Road, Clevedon, Avon BS21 MU Tel: 0272 877611.
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MONITOR
AUDIO
STUDIO 10
Monitor Audio now has ametal

woofer to match its familiar metaldome tweeters. We listen to its
debut in the Studio 10
by Ken Kessler
both sides with aspecial ceramic coating.
This differs from other, spun- formed
metal woofers because the press forming
(in one piece, as per polypropylene (1rivers) ensures the consistency of the thick-

A

ll- metal drivers are nothing new.
..Anyone possessing old copies of
the missing- in- action Hi Fi Yearbook can rattle off a list of forgotten
manufacturers who offered metal woofers
and tweeters of all shapes and sizes. The
current revival in metal as a driver material, concentrated so far on dome twee-

ness from the centre out to the edges and
with no tolerance variations. The cone is
strengthened on the outside rim through
the

formation

of an

integral

lip.

The

manufacturing process ensures that the
cone opening is perfectly circular for
superior coupling to the 32mm hightemperature voice coil; this also improves

ters, has been made possible because of

heat transfer. Other benefits of both the
forming process and the ceramic anodiz-

advances in metallurgy and manufacturing
techniques, but few makers have been

ing include greater cone stiffness as well
as superior scratch and corrosion resist-

tempted to create modern-day metal
woofers. With only Acoustic Energy
springing readily to mind, I'm here to tell
you that the number of makers had
doubled with the introduction of Monitor
Audio's Studio 10. Like the Acoustic
Energy models, acouple of Celestions and
legends like the IS3/5A, the Studio lo is a

ance. The finished cone weights in at 5g,
which MA boss Mo lqbal reckons is the

classic example of a British speciality:
costly, top quality compacts.
Monitor Audio's candidate features the
now ( painfully) familiar 26mm gold metal
dome which has already appeared in at
least five ` MA' prefixed models. Briefly,
then, the tweeter consists of a magnesiurrilaluminium dome with an anodized
layer of gold ( hence the colour), fitted to
an ABS-plastics plate. The anodizing
improves the rigidity and pushes the first
breakup mode to beyond 28kIlz, in contrast with breakup modes occurring at
around 2lkllz in earlier metal dome
designs. For high power handling ( Moni•
tor Audio eschews protection circuits),

I fully comprehend the

of niche

marketing and

am

in

favour of judging products in context. I
have assessed the Studio 10 only in terms
of other quality ' minis'. To judge them in
terms of dipoles or virtual floor- standing
phone kiosks is a useless exercise.
The Studio 10 was auditioned with
amplifiers ranging from the solid-state
Aragon 200-watter to 50W valve amps to
the 50W Solen Tiger tube tranny hybrid.
The Studio IOs proved relatively easy to
drive. hut the prospective user is advised
to go for more rather than less power.
While reasonable levels could he obtained
from small amplifiers, in keeping with an
88.5dB sensitivity at 8ohms, the Studio
10's real virtues were only apparent with
ample reserves of power. Smallish
amplifiers with even the most minute
traces of clipping will he shown up by the
Studio 10s. and I'd find it quite tragic if
you misjudged these speakers because of
the amplifier.
Like all world- class minis the Studio lOs
have the capability of fooling you into
thinking that they're huge boxes. 'Ibis is
done in one of two ways, and you can
guess which most of them employ. The
first is to deliver hags of bass, which the
Studio 1Os cannot do. The second is to
create a soundfield in three dimensions.
with scale which dwarfs the speakers
themselves. In this the Studio 10 is something of a miracle worker, because it
created a stage with width, depth and
height of convincing and realistic dimensions. By comparison, the vista created by
my cherished IS3/5A's seems like a 3to
scale model.
Don't let my reference to the inability
to produce ' bags of bass' suggest that
these sound in any way ' light'. For a

The woofer also uses a vented pole
magnet like the tweeter and is fitted to a
10mm-thick diecast chassis. l'he crossover is a simple two- element design

when compared with much larger speakers but it compensates for this with

using a ceramic resistor to correct tweeter sensitivity. The main ingredients are
polyester

capacitors

and

custom-made

100- strand wire. The Studio 10 is supplied
ready- to- hi-wire, with the bass and treble
pairs of five- way binding posts linked by
short lengths of wire. The drivers are
fitted to a rear- ported cabinet fitshioned
throughout from 18mm Medite, veneered
inside and out and bitumenized', which is
Mo's way of saying that he's damped the
cabinet with the same stuff used to
deaden car body panels. The cabinets
measure 400 x 200 x240mm ( hwd), not

The news is in that which is down
below: a development which means that
Monitor Audio's new speaker sports two

that it's solidly built and packs a wallop

drivers made from the same material. The
170mm cone is formed from soft, pure

Studio 10 sells for afew pence less than a

FERRI ' ARV 1990

notion

speaker of this size, the Studio 1() is on a
par with the best and is not embarrassed

counting the removable grilles; they're
perfect for mounting on 24in stands of the

FI NEWS & RFC( lEDREVIENF

generators. As

lightest. Another feature of the cone is a
first breakup mode above 6kliz, well
beyond the 4kHz crossover point ( at
6dB/octave).

better cooling and improved damping, the
tweeter employs a vented coil former,
ferrofluid cooling and specially selected
surround material.

magnesium/aluminium sheet, anodized on

LOUDSPEAKERS

chunky variety.
The Studio 10 is typical of the breed in
not available from like- sized speakers at a
tenth the price. I'll tell you now that the
grand, and that it is not a rival for the
more substantial floor- standing bass

by champions like the much dearer Sonus
Ethers. The Studio 10 may lack extension

exceptional slam and control. And it's this
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JOIN THE CROWD
Join the crowd now going to Doug Brady
HiFi. An increasing number of people are
discovering that at Doug Brady HiFi you
can listen in comfort to a very wide range
of products from the inexpensive to the
esoteric.
The staff are as pleasant as they are
knowledgeable and will help you select
what is right for your system and your

budget.
Most of this month's most highly recommended products are to be found in our
London and Warrington stores, together
with all of the other leading brands and the
friendliest service around. Liverpool
Branch holds a good range too and can
obtain non-stock items from nearby Warrington with a day's notice.

DougIErcdIy Ji
Kingsway Studios,
Kingsway North,
Warrington, Cheshire.
(0925) 828009.
Open six days.
Fax: 0925 825773

401 Smithdown Road,
Liverpool L15 3lj,
Merseyside.
(051) 733 6859
Closed on Wednesdays.

o
11

IF

14/18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden,
London WC2H 9HB.
(01) 379 4010.
Open seven days.
Fax: 01-497 9205

BRADY'S THE MUSICAL EXPERIENCE!

JANUARY SALE
* Save over £ 1,000 on ex- Dam
Apogee Caliper speakers * also
available ex- Dam models from:
* Krell * Audio Research * Cello
* Magneplaner * Aragon
* Rowland * DNM *
* Musical Fidelity * B&W *
* Linn * Cambridge Audio *
* Meridian * KEF *
Phone or Fax for your copy of latest sale list

The Koss ICK-200
Wireless Headphones
Now you can enjoy all of the benefits of headphone listening with no
strings attached. Roam around the room, dance to aCD, listen in
bed. Or whatever else moves you.
Whilst the cord may be missing, the great
sound of Koss isn't. The1CK-200 comes complete
with soft pneumalite ear cushions that seal out
outside sounds to provide afull frequency
response with ultra-low distortion, yet they
weigh amere 10 ounces enabling you to enjoy
hours of comfortable. fatigue-free listening.
The system consists of atransmitter and
battery powered headphones. lb use it. just plug
the transmitter into the headphone jack on your
receiver, amplifier or VCR. switch on the
IcK-2oos
transmitter and the headphones. and you're
Wireless
ready to go wireless.
Headphones
lb appreciate this new Koss
technology, go to your nearest
Koss dealer and ask for an
audition. One listen and you'll
ICK-2(X)T
never sit still for ordinary
Pansmitter
headphones again.

KOSS

The word on everyone's ears

HW International Ltd. 3-5 Eden Grove, London, N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-607 2717
Please send me full details on the JCK-200 and the full range of Koss headphones plus the address of my nearest dealer:
Name

Address

Postcode

CD PLAYER
ansui has had arough ride over the
last year, yet this has not prevented
the company from introducing a
number of very interesting mid- market
products. These include a-' digital'
amplifier and this top-flight PWM CD
player, an extremely luxurious design
destined to retail for around £ 550.
Changes arc also afoot in the commercial
world, as Polly Peck Industries, a UK
company, now holds a controlling share
in Sansui Japan. Similarly, the distribution
of Sansui products has also been resolved
with Ejam, a broad- based TV/audio business which took over from Ili Fi Markets
last August.
The CD player itself heads a sevenstrong range of units which are similar in
style if not in technology. This is a
beautifully constructed and very heavy
machine designed to combat extraneous
vibration without compromising the slickness and efficiency of its transport system.
The CD- X711 surely has the swiftest
drawer mechanism of any player on the
market, and once loaded it offers almost a
surfeit of features.
A plethora of repeat modes are on offer
(including index repeat). with track and
index skipping, direct track- access, a full
tape-editing scheme, random-play, twosecond music-scan, and a 20- track ran-

With an all new UK distribution,

amplifiers such as those from Jeff Rowland
or, indeed, Sansui.

Sansui sports an impressive line-

Complementing the player's external
build, the internal design is also highly
specified. The two mains transformers
benefit from a degree of RF filtering and
feed a total of nine regulated supplies,

up including this PWM CD player.

by Paul Miller

isolating the digital and analogue domains.
Good quality components are in evidence, particularly in the final analogue

dom access memory. The majority of
these features are also accessible from
Sansui's matching RS- 1110 IR control,
including an ' off' command that blanks
the equally comprehensive fluorescent
display. This latter caters for every conceivable type of track, time and index
information, and adds a 20- track music
calendar for good measure.
Both coaxial and optical digital outputs
are included, though these can be
switched off when not required. A pair of
balanced XLR analogue outputs are also
provided alongside the conventional
single-ended phono socket. The former
are for use with differential- mode

stages which incorporate Sansui's proprietary feedforward compensation
scheme. As far as D/A conversion is
concerned, is built around a MASH/PWM
DAC ( Technics MN6471M/94 to be precise), yet Sansui's own literature refers to
this as aproprietary l -bit I.DCS or Linear
and Direct D/A Conversion System.

Technical details
Justification for a 1- bit tag is convoluted,
but hinges on one's definition of what
actually constitutes aD/A converter. Both
the PDM and PWM systems rely on the
services of a quantizer to truncate a
stream of resampled 16- bit words. into a
stream of sub- 16-bit words. Digital feedback in the form of noise-shaping is then
utilized to shift the noise and distortion
caused by this requantization into harmless regions. So the stream emerges as
3.5- bit words in the case of Technics'

'MASH' HIT
SANSUFS CDX-711
CD PLAYER
_

4

COMPACT DISC PLAYER

CD- X711
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SUB- WOOFERS AND OTHER ANIMALS
The ancient Greeks may have had aword for it ( Cerberus?) but, as far as we
are concerned, the notion that asub-woofer, used in association with small
but very precise front speakers, might provide the perfect answer to the
domestic problems of the majority of music- lovers first arose about a
decade ago. The fact is that such athree-way system — consisting of the
Audio Pro B 1-45 sub-woofer and a pair of Rogers/BBC LS3/5A monitor
speakers — produces the kinds of musical performance normally requiring
very bulky loudspeakers and does so, moreover, at afar more reasonable
cost ( f790 for the complete system). Only the small speakers need to be
visible; the sub-woofer, which measures 14 3/
4 in. square by 20 1
/ in. high,
4
can be placed anywhere in the room, either out of sight or covered by a
table-cloth, because even the very deepest sounds will be perceived as
emanating from the normal sound stage.
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We have STAX
od
Consult
our expert -

STAX EARSPEAKERS

THE ABOVE ENERGISERS ARE CONNECTED TO THE
SPEAKER TERMINALS OF INTEGRATED AMPS POWER AMPS
SR GAMMA PROlincluding SRD-X Pro Energis er ,
90
SR- LAMBDA PRO 1
including SRD-X Pro Energiser'
£r,04 90
SR- LAMBDA SIGNATURE 1iru hiding SIEDX
£ 709.90
THE ULTIMATE IN HEADPHONE LISTENING
£101995
SR- LAMBDA PRO including SRM-1 II l'ro Energiser
1095
SR- LAMBDA SIGNATURE lincludingi SRM-1 IEnergiser .
SR-SIGMA PRO 1
including SRM-E IEnergi ,cr
The above energisers are connected to any line level source. 1£.E14.491r9e5
amp output, tape recorder output. C.D. player, Tape deck, or tuner.
EXTENSION LEADS SRE I
5N
\TENSION LEADS SRE lb
EXTENSION LEADS SRE SIGNATURE
SRM-TI VACUUM TUBE ENERGISER
895.00

The fact that audio equipment is, for us, never an end in itself but simply
a means to a deeper understanding and enjoyment of great music is
further underlined by our truly comprehensive stock of classical Compact
Discs, which are available to those who have bought equipment from us at
a generous 20% discount. Nor do we neglect visual pleasures for, quite
apart from supplying selected TV sets and Hi Fi Video Recorders, we
demonstrate CD Video and stock a wide range of CDV recordings,
especially opera and ballet. So there is always plenty to see and hear at
MUSIC IN THE HOME!

AVAILABLE
IHE EXCELLENT STAX OUATER0 2C.D. MAYER
.
EDI EQUALIZE RFOR LAMBDA LAMBEM PRO
DAC-XI D
ONVERTOR VACUUM 1: us

— 01-637 8911

•

sub- bass drive units it achieves remarkable results from
an enclosure of only 673 x385 x432mm ( 26 1/
2 x15 x
17in.). The Super PP kit
includes drive units, high/
low pass crossovers,
grille fabric, reflex port,
binding post connectors,
Flatpack cabinet kit(inc.
stand) accurately
machined from smooth
MDF. Easy assembly - no
woodworking or
electronic skills required!
Suitable for amplifiers of
40 - 200 watts per
channel.
PRICE £ 199 inc. VAT
plus carr/ins £ 15
Other subwoofers available to match
LS3/5A, QUAD E.S., SL600, etc. etc.

Telephone credit card orders
WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD.
Wellington Close, Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 8DX Tel: 0565 50605
(Closed all day Mondays)

DIY Speaker Catalogue £ 1.50 post tree ( export $61

t,111o ,

(MIKE MEARS) 01-637-0371

Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to I: Fri. 9.30 to 71.

SPP SUBWOOFER

£ 100060
£7us

DEPT HFN,
7/245 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
LONDON W1P 9DP

MUSIC IN THE HOME

The Wilmslow Audio SUPER PUSH PULL subwoofer can
be connected directly into systems using medium/large
speakers (typically 89 - 91 dB sensitivity) and needs no
extra amplifier. Using two special 12" ( 18hz resonance)

.

£ 38.00
£67.00
£99.95
£

HI-FI CARE RETAIL LTD

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077

e

or write for further information.

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
SR- 34 including SRD4 Energisr
. 1144'95
SR-841including SRD4 Energiser ,
90
SR-GAMMA 1
including SRIDoSB Energiser
.
££710199.
95
SR- LAMBDA including SRD7SB1£489 90
SR- LAMBDA PRO 1
including SRD7S13 ,
£ 559 90

For those requiring greater power handling than the LS3/5A can
encompass, the Audio Pro sub-woofer also makes an ideal complement to
apair of Acoustic Energy AE1 speakers which, while closely resembling the
LS3/5As in tonal quality and only marginally larger, can cope with up to 200
watts. And, where neither space nor outlay are prime considerations, it is
our view that combining the QUAD ESL 63 loudspeakers with a B 1-45
sub-woofer will offer the finest, most truly musical sound that can be
achieved under domestic conditions.
At our studio you can listen at leisure to the Audio Pro sub-woofer in
association with the three above- mentioned speaker pairs, and you will be
astonished to discover how superb any of these combinations sound even
when fed from modestly- priced CD players and receivers. In addition to
such components by JVC, Denon or Yamaha, we are also demonstrating a
QUAD system that includes their new CD player and their 66 pre-amplifier,
complete with remote control panel.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd

Mike Mears

KIMBER KABLE
Dealers, Customers, reviewers and manufacturers have all been raving about the new Kimber
Silver cables.
We can arrange for your home audition of these
or any of the Kimber cables.
Silver Interconnect cables
KCAG £442.75 per metre pair inc VAT
KCTG £ 816.50 per metre pair inc VAT
Silver Speaker cables
4AG £410.50 per metre inc VAT
8AG £740.50 per metre inc VAT
Custom lengths are available.
New Product
The new Kimber RCA/Phono Plugs with a
specially developed Ultra Plate contact surface
rewrite the textbook! All other phono plugs
sound harsh and nasty in comparison.
£22.50 per pair inc VAT
Sole U.K. Distributor
Russ
Andrews

Russ Andrews Turntable Accessories Limited
Edge Bonk Howe. SkeUrnergh. Kendol. Cumbno EFE8 9R5
Telephone Sex* IOW 9631247
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MASH/PWM chip and 1- bit words in the
case of Philips' PDM chip. Noise-shaping
therefore covers the full 16-bit range in
the Philips system but only operates
between 16 and 3.5-bit in the Technics
scheme.
The argument relating to this was set
out in my Harman Kardon review last
month, and despite those 3.5-bit words it
can be said that the counting mechanism
employed to process them acts in such a
way that the data stream itself is reduced
to 1-bit status. By defining the DAC simply
as the final switch or modulator in the
process, one can therefore ( perhaps!)
justify the label of 1-bit or Bit Stream!

Lab report
The peak- level 3D plot ( Fig 1) is almost
identical to that of the above HK player,
both machines employ the same MASH/
PWM chip. The 2nd-order sampling image
is clearly revealed at — 81dB, while THD is
shown to increase slightly with frequency.
In fact, at 1kHz the THD is as low as
— 120dB, but deteriorates to — 75.5dB
(0.017%) at 20kHz and to — 787dB at
22.05kHz. Nevertheless, between — 10dB
and — 60dB the spuriae are composed
simply of noise and ( at the lowest levels)
sampling IM artefacts, there being no
harmonic products as such present!
Relative to the 2.02V peak output the
A-wtd noise of — 104dB barely altered
with the introduction of pre-emphasis, the
overall S/N ratio being largely determined
by 150Hz and 250liz hum components.
For example, the 500Hz-20kHz noisefloor reached a fabulous — 117dB, while
the ultrasonic noise-floor was pushed to
— 97.5dB
in the range 42-55kHz as a
function of the noise-shaper.
The frequency response was extremely
extended, showing arise of 0.18dB at 1Hz
and afall to — 3.46dB at 22.05kHz. Chan-

nel separation and balance were also
excellent, though 0.58dB of compression
was detected under dynamic conditions
between — 40dB and OdB. However.
under steady-state conditions the superb
linearity of this MASH/PWM converter
was not in doubt, yielding errors never
greater than 0.04dB right down to
—80dB, and a maximum of — 0.26dB at
—90dB ( dithered).
RF noise was detected at 51MHz
(9.06mV,,, Fig 2) on the single-ended
analogue outputs, while the 556mV p_,
coaxial digital output demonstrated a
5.05% overshoot into 75ohms. But as this
model is likely to be purchased on the
merits of the internal MASH/PWM converter, the prowess of its digital output is not
especially important.

Sound quality
should say at the outset that Iwas both
surprised and delighted with the sound of
this player. It portrayed the very positive
qualities of Technics' PWM D/A converter
while avoiding the colorations that persist
with some other players now using this
elegant technology. In particular, it shunned the glassy and occasionally edgy
character of the Harman players, while
benefiting from a tighter, more detailed
and better focused soundstage than warmer- sounding players like the Teac CDP400.
At the risk of embarrassing Technics. I
am bound to say that Sansui have made a
somewhat better job of implementing
Matsushita's own technology! Treble
details were generally assisted by a very
open and airy acoustic, but while there
was little or no smearing it still lacked the
ultimate precision of the PDM converter
that Iused at the last Penta Show.
Nevertheless, the opening aria of Bach's
Goldberg Variations sounded superbly

SANSUI

fresh and transparent. the delicate, fragile
timbre of the harpsichord untouched by
cold or metallic colorations. The sound of
plucked strings rose and fell in a N•ery
graceful and natural fashion, neither
exaggerated at the transient nor muted in
the decay. In fact there was no feeling of
strain or coercion, and this lent ageneral
feeling of ease and delicacy to the sound.
The CD- X711 could also reproduce
recorded richness and warmth when
required. The deep and well-rounded
tone of the guitar from Tracy Chapman's
This Time had a substance and tactility
about it that is missing as yet with many
other PWM players. This was realized as a
full-bodies roundness that successfully
counterpointed the more forward, though
no less impressive presence of her vocals.
Once again, compared with early PDMequipped players this PWM unit did lack
those last nuances of inner clarity and
detail resolution; yet the essential and
very positive character of both high-speed
conversion systems was readily apparent.
Compared with much of the multi- bit
competition, this player simply sounded
that much more fluid, less contrived and.
ultimately, more musical.

Conclusion
This is the finest-sounding MASH PWM
CD player I have heard to date, and
represents something of acoup for Sansui
who have been deprived of success in
recent times. Perhaps it represents a
turning point in their fortunes; it certainly
bodes well for the launch of their PWMbased integrated amplifier. Either way. the
CD- X711 remains exceptional value at
£550, offering every conceivable feature,
superb build quality, and aesthetics to
match. This, combined with an extremely
high standard of sound, ensures it apotent
place in domestic digital audio. +

CD- X711
Test results
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I: frequency response
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Frequency response, L ( - 3dB)
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IX: - 22.0kIlz.
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104dB
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2.01V/2.02V
Output level ( UR )
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De-emphasis ( error in dB)
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Track access time ( Tr 99)
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Fig 2Sansui CD-X7 II: RF noise at 5Intliz on analogue
outPuu
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Fig 4Sansui CD-X7 II: digital output at lOOmV per
division

Supplier:
Eljam Ltd, 73-75 Grove Road, South Woodford,
London E18. Tel: 01-530 6425.
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From a humble but distinguished design called " The
Preamp" which we first introduced, Musical Fidelity have
grown to become one of the
most respected of the British
amplifier makers. The reason is
easy to explain. It is athorough
research into what is required
to make the best product at any
price point, then an equally
uncompromising approach to
the challenge of production in
quantity.
The £ 269 Al Amplifier was a
turning point, and remains a
personal favourite, and aclassic
product. Perhaps we feel a little
bit responsible for its stunning
good looks, which were the
result of avery pukka, no doubt
costly, professional design
brief. But ho can deny that the
classy Al sounds as refined as it
looks? The A100 ( costing less
than £ 500) offers in an integrated amplifier also heavily
biased to class A operation,
more power still. And also
clearly derived from the Al is
the MA50 monoblock power
amplifiers which retail for £850
per pair.
The most recent product was
probably the hardest to bring to
fruition: it is the B1, and the
challenge lay in the standard
required for an amplifier which
would cost £ 199. We thought it
couldn't be done, but you can
hear and see it for yourself! It
will not take you long to decide
that an Al or aB1 could do alot
for your music.
Part of the secret of this dynamic company's success has
been in providing an extensive
but logical range of products —
in fact too numerous to mention
here in detail. For example,
"The Preamp" continues in
updated forms 3a or 3b, freestanding or rack- mounting formats, in further evidence of the
choice enjoyed by MF customers.
In Britain, you can now afford
to buy the very best power
amplifiers thanks to the P270
Mk II, the A-370 Mk II and the
SA-470, a £6,000 bargain amplifier; yes, a bargain thanks to its
95 kilos of magnificently etched
metalwork which delivers from
its ultimate- grade electronics a
truly remarkable sound stage,
naturalness and unforgettable
bass- slam, even at low volume
levels. We will shortly have a
very mint second-hand sample
for only £ 3,500 with partexchanges welcome. We also
have Mk. Iversions of the ' 270
and ' 370 at £600 and £ 1,100
It is not surprising that these
amplifiers work harmoniously
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with Musical Fidelity's range of
loudspeakers, from the £ 200
Reference 2's to the £ 500 pe•
pair MC-4's. The advance of
bi-wiring is gained without
compromise of untidy cables by
means of Lifeline which costs
£11.50 per metre, is blue, and
delivers the sound intact
through its 99.997% purity copper, if we are to believe the
brochure. Send for your MF
brochure now, because we are
going to tell you about one
more MF product only.
How can we fail to mention
the Digilog? While the Americans have the ',Nadia, and the
reviewers have their bitstream,
music lovers with a budget CD
player have the MF DigitalAnalogue- Convertor to deliver
what CD always promised.
Strong claim? Put us to the test.
Phone now for your demonstration, and feel free to bring your
own CD Player. We could save
you a lot of money.
If your player has an optic
fibre output, you must hear that
produced to the specification of
Scottish- based Quantum Audio
This company has a deeper
knowledge of cable technology
than any other in Britain, and
has been appointed European
distributor for the most advanced range of audio cable product, hitherto not available in
this part of the world. Costing
£69.90 for a set of semibalanced phone to phono 1m
sets, the Yfere lead is also available for SME tonearms. All
owners of series IV and V take
note and ask to try them at
home!
Quantum's cables are available for awide range of demanding audio applications and we

The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 3BN, 061-835 1366

are shortly to attend a conference in London to discuss the
lengthy research which has
resulted in these cables. If you
want a state-of-the-art canon,
balanced or unbalanced configuration, consult us if quality
is your objective. If you want
the best loudspeaker leads at
various price points, telephone
us for the details.
We don't want to deviate too
far from our general topic this
month which is amplifiers. We
have already drawn our customers' attention last month to
the Danish Primare amplifiers
which combine the soul- stirring
excellence of music with the
long-term advantages and
peace of mind of transistors.
Solid-state has only now
arrived at the very state-of-theacoustic- art.
But suppose you have £499 or
£799 as the upper limit to spend
on amplifiers; still asubstantial
investment. Can you make a
wise decision without listening
to an Audio Innovation integrated amplifier? I think not!
And from its distribution company come the Audio Note
range of silver cables and cult
phono cartridges, Snell loudspeakers and the Voyd and the
Valdi turntables.

SECOND-HAND NEWS
We have a mint Gyrodek, SME
V and super power- supply for
£1,299 and a Well-Tempered
Turntable ex-dem for the same
price; both guaranteed for two
years, and guaranteed to make
you wonder why CD caught on.
We have our winter ex-dem sale
which includes almost everything: make us an offer. A mag-
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nificent Beard P.35/CA.35 combination for £895 ( save £600); a
pair of Albarry 100 watt monoblock M1008 amplifiers for £ 650;
a second-hand KRELL PAM- 1
for only £650 ( this is not a
mis print, it is what we paid, so
phone quick!). And if you want
valve type mid- range with tight
bass, lots of power, enormous
three-dimensional soundstage,
bass slam and tightness then
you are an unreasonable customer in your expectations, but
we have a pair of ex-dem EAR
549's just for you. And you
presumably want them to be
100% reliable! Relax, the 549's
are daily abused and thrown
around by recording studios
and professional users who
require 200 watts plus accurate
sound down to the most awkward loads.
And that reminds me of the
APOGEE Duetta Signatures,
mint condition, in Manchester,
available for only £2,850, absolutely stunning speakers, as
new, in grey. We also have a
pair of AUDIOSTATIC Monolith
2's from Holland for a ludicrous
bargain of £990 because no-one
seems to want them in Britain.
The Music Room has always
recommended these brilliant
designs of Ben Peters for they
combine stunning realism with
total reliability. The 2's also
combine stunning bass, but if
that isn't enough for you, there
is an optional matching active
sub- woofer which we have
reduced from £990 to £350 to
reflect its scratches and dents.
Two of the best of British
traditional loudspeakers on special offer are the KEF 107 in
black ash for only £ 1,395 per
pair, and one pair of secondhand B & W 801's at only £595.
To recover a bygone age of
sound, we have a rare buy in a
pair of black QUAD ESL's at
only £375 in excellent condition.
And last but not least, a stunning bargain in the form of an
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-8 with
Audiophile Products MC- 3
transformer and D-70 power
amplifier, all for £2,250. Do not
delay.

MUSICAL EVENINGS
To hear the current range of
Mission products. including the
sensational 767 loudspeakers
featured in our December
Newsletter, ring our Manchester shop for the musical evening
with Mission on February 8th.
The following month will present the products from the
Audio by Design Group to justify our current enthusiasm.

The Music Room, 221 St. Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5QY , 041-248 7221
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Given Marantz's audiophile and
commercial credibility, could this
be aone-box reference unit foithe Nineties?
by Martin Colloms
'he CD94 has enjoyed along run —
an unspectacular but dependable
high-end machine which was later
augmented by the CDA94 matching
digital decoder. A subsequent Marantz
deck with similar styling and build
(including the polished wood sidepanels ) dethroned the 94 series and,
moreover, managed to do so at a much
lower price. This was the CD85, and for a
year or so it has occupied the £ 500
reference position. Obviously a new
affordable flagship was on the cards, since
the costly CD I2 two- unit player was
made as astrictly limited edition, and now

a fresh generation of Marantz models
includes the Mark II CD94 at £900, a
machine which must surpass the performance of the CD85 to take its rightful place
in the company's product sequence.
The full- width model is superbly
finished and well equipped in terms of
facilities, although at first glance the simple facia might suggest otherwise. Touch
the lower section, and an alloy flap gently
upfolds to reveal an array of buttons.
When closed, the controls still available
include power, open/close, FTS ( the
memory index for discs and their preferred track sequence), previous or next
track, play/replay, and the dual-function
pause/stop button.
A remote control is supplied with the
deck, which has all the usual facilities
including a 10- key array for rapid trackentry, index location and track programming, as well as six diverse play and
repeat modes. The remote buttons are
replicated beneath the facia flap, which
also conceals a timer switch ( auto-play
when a timer powers the unit) and a
headphone socket with accompanying
level control. A decently clear fluorescent
display is included, providing simultaneous data on track and index numbers,
plus timings. A lapse- remain button
exchanges the timings for elapsed and
remaining spans. The audio output has a
fixed level of 2V nominal, while digital
data are provided on both optical and
coaxial connections. In use, this player
operated with speed and precision, with
near-silent workings.
Marantz continues to use its fine (Breast
alloy chassis for the 94, and effectively
cxploits it as afoundation for the selected

CDMI laser transport. This design also
uses a diecast sub-chassis, which offers
considerable inertia and is decoupled via
resilient rubber bushes. Power-supplies
are generous, with a substantial mains
transformer and high-performance
6800µF main reservoir capacitors. Extensive use has been made of Japanese parts,
and once Ihad looked more carefully the
'Made in Japan' insignia was obvious.
Marantz-quality Japanese build is evident
in the redesigned drawer-loading mechanism, a superior double- motor affair with
stainless steel guide rails and an acoustically damped, magnetically clamped disc
hub. The enclosure lid is also acoustically
damped. While the leaflet proudly proclaims the use of gold-plated sockets, only
the outsides of the barrels are plated. and
from what Icould see the inner contacts
arc plain nickel.

Design and technology
An interesting mix of old and new technology was evident. For example, the
7210 Servo IC is used, but a section is
included which can sense the different
rotational inertias of the two disc sizes, 12
and 8cm, and adjust the servo-drive for
optimum performance on each. Too
often, the 8cm size (' singles') discs can
compromise the hub-servo transient
response, while the addition of surface
pads or damping discs or rings may also
upset the servo's design constants.
The player uses no less than eight PCBs
with the critical DAC section allocated its
own board and power-supply arrangements. Selected Cerafine decoupling capacitors are much in evidence. The circuit
design uses the standard 7220B 4- times
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CD PLAYERS
oversampled digital filter, employed in
conjunction with the 16- bit 'IDA 1541A

good. with excellent focus and width. In

type DAC. However, in contrast to the

Sony RI, yet, as with that model, this
performance has not been achieved without a trace of coldness, a steely quality
just set- back from apoint where it might

usual single- ended design using one
stereo 1541, the new CD94 II has two
such DACs. shared by each channel and
connected in differential mode. Using a
simple digital- data phase converter, the

this area its sheer precision rivalled the

he noticed as glare. Tonally. the mid was
lightened, a mite forward for some tastes
but with no loss of perspective. Front- to-

ing — 1l1dB at full level and — 101dB at
—10(113. At — 90d13 encode level the only
significant harmonic was third- order.
18d13 down, corresponding to a pretty
clean sinewave ( Fig 3).
Channel balance was excellent at typically 0.05dB mid- band, while excellent
results were seen for channel separation.

back ratios were nicely presented, the
stereo soundstage showing very good

approaching 120dB at Ikllz and exceeding 100dB at 20k1 I.. with interchannel
phase differences very minor. As regards

width and fine depth.
Transparency was to a standard now

frequency response. the treble output was
minutely depressed to — 0.23d13 at 20kIlz,

ing the separate liR signals. In addition to
an improvement in signal-to-noise ratio

demanded at this price level, with a
decent proportion of ambience recovery

and dynamic range, some DAC nonlinearities of slope and distortion are

to match. Sounding consistently clean and

and a little more with de- emphasis opera Ove. making the latter slightly dimmer
than the non- emphasised result.
The output was spot-on at 2V from a
low source impedance of 56ohms. Track-

second DAC is asked to generate phaseinverted audio channels. It is then possible to add these to the normal or noninverted signals to minimize distortion via
aspecial differential amplifier, so generat-

balanced out. The top ASI grade of DAC is

articulate, this player's character was considered to be more analytical than ' roman-

used and the implementation requires
four current- to- voltage converters, four
filter buffers and. finally, two differential

tic'. On conventional hi- ti aspects, the bass
was fine and crisp, with excellent I.F
extension, while the treble was detailed

output buffers. The term ' push-pull DA
conversion' could also be applied to the
system, also seen in the Philips Bit Stream
prototype. Intended as apurist design. the
94 II eschews bells and whistles such as a
volume control, while the outputs are

and essentially free from grain, sounding

direct- coupled, potentially offering superior bass definition.

Sound quality
Remembering the CD94/CDA94 combination, Ifound the CD94 II had no trouble at
all in lifting the performance well beyond
that level. Put against a CD85. the 94 II
was generally superior save on one count:
musical timing and drive. It is not easy to
rationalize this, since the latest 94 showed
so many other improvements over the 85.
Before

the

issue

becomes confused.

I

should state right away that the 94 II has
done well, virtually matching the memorable Meridian 206, which the reader may

well

integrated

and

matching a lively,

access was a rapid three seconds, mechanical noise was judged to be very low, and
the player showed very good immunity to
shock and vibration. Error-correction was
fine,

extending to

a 2.5mm

gap.

The

open mid- register.

output had linear phase and (‘

Lab report

hase correct. Spurious signals were well
rejected. with the spuriae shown above
20k1 lx in Fig 4 at — 107(113 or better. With

It might have been expected that the
differential DAC operation would generate high linearity, but in fact the CD94 II's
linearity is little different from that

absolute -

results like these, who needs to worry
about higher order filtering or better than
18- bit replay resolution?

achieved by agood 154IA used normally.
Very well matched between channels, the
plot ( Fig 1 ) is perfect down to — 80(113.

Conclusion

leading to a minor kink towards — 90dB,
where the measured level error was about
3.5dB in the negative direction

review, we have a similarly good and
similarly priced alternative. Of the two
machines, the Marantz is a little more

(seemingly only 2dB as plotted). By
— 110dB the curve is pulling back in line,
while the plot then makes abrave attempt

'electronic'

to go on, with — 120dB within reach,
thanks to the improved dynamic range

Hard on the heels of the Meridian 206

sounding,

yet

it

replays

recordings with excellent precision. On
the test bench, and in my listening system,
the 94 II was a fine performer — in an
obvious sense, the kind of one- box refer-

available from differential operation.

ence unit which Sony. Pioneer and others

With total distortion harmonics in the
—36.5dB region ( 1-4% ) at — 7 0(IB mod-

have failed to deliver so far in this sector.

remember went above our original
notional 100% ' Accuphase' reference
(Nov ' 89, p59). In my opinion this is the

ulation ( Fig 2). an effective dynamic range
of 107d11 was achieved. Distortion was

The build and finish were excellent, and
the player well endowed with facilities.
The up-to-date performance is com-

best Marantz yet.
Mid and treble definition was strikingly

negligible at OdB, and the 1W intermodulation results were state-of-the-art, an amaz-

mensurate with the asking price and the
result is a solid recommendation. +
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Fig 4, Marante CD94
spuriae up to 100kHz
associated with ¡ kHz tone at — 70dB

Supplier: Marantz Audio UK Ltd, 15 Saxon
Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, Hammondsworth, West Drayton, UB7 OLW. Tel: 01-897
6633.
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TURNTABLES

THORENS
2001
TURNTABLE
A new Continental heavyweight

from arespected name offers a

challenge to established British
models
by Trevor Butler
he Thorens agency in the UK has
just undergone aslight change, as
Peter Curry's new company
acquired the franchise when he left the
old Portfolio Marketing with the Proton
distribution rights in his hand. A brave
move, perhaps, in the light of the increasing competition from British turntable
manufacturers, but Thorens has a long
pedigree and areputation for quality it is
obviously anxious to maintain. The beltdrive 2001 is supplied with a TP90
tonearm at £ 599 — leaving the choice of
cartridge to the user.
An extremely quiet low- voltage 24-pole
synchronous motor drives the platter
through aflat belt, with electronic speed
change. An external ' in- line' power supply
is used to prevent mains disturbances
from affecting the turntable's operation.
The finish of this new model is excellent. The black plinth ( 440 x 360 x
150mm) has chamfered edges to relieve
what might otherwise be adaunting and
dull box- like appearance.

Setting up
Controls on the 2001 are typical of those
from this manufacturer with the addition
of a ' start' button alongside the 33/0/45
rotary speed control. The knob to the
right of the platter controls the tonearm
lift to allow it to be lowered at any point
on the record. The 3.1kg dynamicallybalanced zinc alloy two-piece platter is
well finished and supplied with a heavy
rubber mat. The Thorens TP90 tonearm
with TP95 plug-in shell are factory fitted.
The choice of a £99 tonearm might
seem surprising for a £600 turntable
package without cartridge, but the TP90
is the best currently available under the
Thorens banner. Indeed, Iwould not be
surprised to see this turntable appearing
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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soon without arm as there are bound to
be users who wish to fit something more
upmarket. Nevertheless, as Ken Kessler
wrote in HFN/RR, October 1989: ' the
TP90 has bearings which will defy the sort
who grabs and shakes the arm', and it is
capable of accommodating cartridges of
up to 9.5g.
The arm bearing and pillar housing are
metal, and the arm incorporates adial- in
anti-skating mechanism working via frictionless magnets. The counterweight provides an accurate playing force, but is
calibrated in only 0.5g steps. The cartridge platform is detachable with agood,
tight-fitting collar.
Cartridge fitting is adoddle thanks to a
unique foolproof alignment device provided. Vertical tracking angle, VTA ( or
more strictly stylus rake angle. SRA), is
adjusted by raising or lowering the whole
arm assembly. For this adjustment asmall
mirror and 2mm hexagonal wrench are
included.
A couple of convenient features were
quickly noted. Interrupting play couldn't
be easier, because turning the speed
control to ' off automatically raises the
tone arm and switches off the turntable.
The Thorens auto- arm lift at the end of a
record side is avery good idea and based
here on an optoelectronic sensor, which
also stops the turntable rotating. Should
adjustment of the chassis be required at
any time, aspecial tool is provided to raise
or lower the suspension.

Sound quality
The arm has obviously been designed
with higher-mass m-c cartridges in mind,
which was not the case with earlier
Thorens types; but Ifirst tried what has
been called ' the finest sounding movingmagnet ever': aShure Ultra 500. At £488
this may be thought too expensive a
model to partner a £ 100 arm, but it is one
of my favourite-sounding cartridges of all
time. Indeed, on the TD2001, the immediate sensation was of superb imaging
across a wide soundstage and an
altogether unmuddled sound. The bass
was quite solid, the mid- range smooth,
well detailed and uncluttered. l'he treble
registers were likewise smooth and articu-

late, with cymbals being reproduced with
extreme crispness, to give a convincing
and natural overall balance.
During Bach's Brandenburg Concerti
(Wurttemberg Chamber Orchestra/
Faerber) it was almost as if the record
wasn't there: a totally open sound, with
extremely realistic reproduction and pinpoint imaging confirmed by solo instruments. Solo voices were also found to be
very natural, and during Elgar's The
Dream of Gerontius (Ambrosian Singers/
McCarthy) I completely forgot I was
listening to arecord. Needless to say, the
Thorens/Shure combination worked very
well. So much so, it was possible to
increase the volume to high levels without encountering any fatigue.
This turntable is obviously priced in
Linn Sondek I.P12 territory, so a direct
comparison was made using a highcompliance moving-coil cartridge, more
suited to the needs of the Thorens arm, in
aMusical Fidelity Pre3'Pl40 and Ilarbeth
111.5 Monitor set-up. I selected a highoutput Dynavector 20A, quickly installed
thanks to the Thorens mounting guide.
While my faithful Linn with Japanese
Ittok and Troika presents itself admirably,
it was not until listening to the TD2001 in
comparison that the ageing I.P12 was
shown as having a slightly ' thick' and
muddled bass — an area noticeably clearer
and tighter with the 2001. The Thorens
also displayed . slightly better definition
and improved stereo imaging on Eric
Clapton's 461 Ocean Boulevard.

Conclusion
A very easy to use, easy to set-up turntable
which could only benefit from a higher
quality arm. At £600 including arm, the
TD2001 comes in just below the British
'super decks': but it is still in use at the
time of writing this review. Superb
Thorens engineering and finish are
demonstrated in aquality product, which
not only combines many and varied sonic
qualities for a wide range of musical
tastes, but represents value for money. A
real winner.
Supplier: Roster Case Ltd, 67 New Road, Little
Kingshill, Great Missenden, Bucks. HP16 OEU.
Tel: (0494) 890277
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THE BE AUDIO BI3100
VALVE AMPLIFIER
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tastes, CD has forever changed
g

the face of hi-fi, so all you're doing when
you mourn the passage of the phono stage
is increase the value of shares in sackcloth
and ashes. Instead, be thankful that the
companies in the high-end are intent on
making the best line stage amplifiers they
can design; what you use for a phono
section can be either your existing, preCD pre- amp or an outboard phono section. With this in mind, Bill Beard has
launched an all- valve, line- level- only integrated amplifier: the first product to bear
his new company's name.
Bill left Beard Audio ( which will continue under new ownership with the
existing range) to form British Built
Audiophile Products. Although the new
units will differ in many ways from the

Bill Beard's new company, British
Built Audiophile Products,
introduces anew concept: alinelevel only integrated
valve amplifier
by Ken Kessler
designs he produced over the past 12
years, all will continue in the tradition
established by such classics as the P100
amplifier. The amplifiers produced by
British Built Audiophile Products ( BBAP
for short) promise to offer superb sound
and build quality at sensible prices. If the
BB100 is indicative of what may follow,
we might at last see a full range of

real-world, UK-made tube electronics.
The BB100 is a hefty, single- chassis
item designed to bring out the hi-fi
casualty in all of us. With or without the
protective cage in place, the BB100
shouts ' valves!' because you can see all 18
glowing away. This conservatively- rated 2
by 50-watter derives its power from three
parallel ' push-pull' pairs of EL84s per
channel, presenting avery low ( 2.6kohm;
output impedance to the output transformer for easier driving conditions. The
valves are lined up like soldiers behind a
complement of four ECC 81s and two
ECC82s in the pre- amp section. Each
channel in the pre-amp employs one
ECC81 in the driver stage, another ' 81 as a
phase splitter and the '82 as a cathode
follower. The heaters for every valve in
the BB100 are fully DC regulated. To
prevent paranoia among those of you who
11111 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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AMPLIFIER
think that valves are arecipe for ensuring
your local repairman's fiscal health, the
BB100 has been designed to make valve
amp ownership aset-and-forget exercise.
The valves are common, inexpensive
and durable while aLED glows when the
boule ages, by measuring the amount of
current drawn by each valve. A brightlyglowing LED means that you remove
the valve and fit a replacement. The
BB100 operates with amix of grid and
cathode biasing to preclude the need
for bias adjustments.
On a personal note, Ifind all the
fear of adjusting bias to be excessive
and unnecessary. If I can do it,
anyone can. On the other hand, it's
been explained to me by more
than one manufacturer that no
matter how clear the instructions,
someone is bound to set the bias
incorrectly and destroy the odd
tube. The only reason Imention
this, since most would willingly
trade the inconvenience
of manual adjust for automatic
biasing, is the trade-off
between cathode and grid
bias. With cathode biasing
you get sweet ' old valve'
sound and automatic
biasing, whereas grid bias
produced atight, crisp bass, more appealing to modern ears while requiring
manual adjustment. BBAP has employed a
hybrid of the two which works beautifully, so Isuppose that in reality there's
little sonic justification left for grid-only
biasing.
The BB100 is pretty much dual-mono
throughout, with the only shared aspects
of the design being the single-piece, double-wound mains transformer and a master gain control. The latter, however, is a
double- track knob, so the `mono-ing' is
mechanical rather than electronic. With
the cage removed and the controls facing
you, the back third of the BB100's top
surface contains the mains transformer
flanked by the separate output transformers. These are wound and constructed
to 1per cent tolerance and are described
as a' 35 per cent ultralinear tap design',
understressed to require less feedback.
The output section also employs 1300 iLF
reservoir capacitors for each channel. The
driver stage is ahigh current design with
its own dedicated regulated DC power
supply of 4700 i.t.F per channel.
Despite its sensible pricing, the BB100
is brimming with designer goodies, of
which 80 per cent are purpose- made to
BBAP specifications. All capacitors are
either polypropylene types or low ESR
electrolytics, mounted on adoublesided
PCB employing 2oz copper tracks. For
easier servicing, the main tracks and
components are positioned on one side of
the board. Internal wiring consists of
computer data transmission cable, asolid
core type made from silver-plated copper,
with separate star earthing for each channel. At the back of the amplifier are
high- quality gold-plated input sockets for
CD, tape in and out, tuner, auxiliary and
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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'external phono', two fuse holders, the
on-off switch and Michell binding posts
which accept just about any connector
you'd care to employ short of a two-pin
DIN speaker plug! Crowded it may be, but
the front panel reaffirms the minimalism
of this design.
The first thing Ilearned is that most
sane individuals will have a hard time
finding any speakers ( of the sort likely to
be paired with a £995 integrated amplifier) which this animal can't drive. Indeed,
I'm so sure about the BB100's ability to
drive all manner of systems that I'm
looking forward to the arrival of the
Apogee Stage 'budget' model as a potential torture test. If ever there's been acase
of apower rating not indicating an amplifier's true prowess, then it's the 50 watts
accredited to the BB100. Even more
impressive for many will be its clear,
unmuddied, taut lower registers — probably the best I've heard from any modern
valve amplifier at this price point. The
extension proved far greater than the
capabilities of most of the speakers I
employed, hence the need to enlist the
JBLS119. Despite being unfamiliar with
this 'omni', Iwas able to explore its 8in
woofer and metrehigh cabinet to find out
what the BB100 would do with test tones,
synth-generated bass and organ notes.
All that the BB100 lacks in this area to
threaten the big ( solid-state or valve)
muthas which command far higher prices
is the kind of unbridled slam and absolute
dynamics which you'd expect to roll out
of aKilowatt's worth of Krell into something like a Duntech Sovereign. With
unnaturally bass-heavy, or more precisely
'bass-predominant' recordings, the BB100
reaches its limits in style, behaving in a
similar way to the Wilson WATI's by
acting like afilter rather than falling apart.
Instead of sounding squashed or compressed the BB100 simply stops,
gracefully and euphonically. This
behaviour is consistent throughout, and
it's especially beneficial when you reach
the uppermost frequencies. Amusingly,
it's here than the BB100 sounds most like
an all tube design, because the highs
positively shimmer. Many modern valve
amps seem to be conceived to ape the
sound of solid-state electronics, for the
simple reason that an entire generation plus grew up on the latter and would find
tube gear 'dull' or 'soft' rather than
'romantic' or 'sweet'. It may just be a
matter of rhetoric or conditioning, but it's
something which must be addressed, so I
can understand the approach. But the
BB100 is unashamedly a tube amplifier
where it counts, where tube characteristics are strengths rather than weaknesses.
And the results, should this amplifier find
its way into enough shops, could convert
anumber of people who think that valves
are plumbing fixtures.
How Beard got 18 off- the-shelf valves to
run so quietly I don't know, but the
silences are enough to confuse any who
believe that all valve amps are noisy. This
in itself makes the rite of pasage painless
for anyone born after 1958, and sales staff

will not have to resort to apologies while
explaining the pros and cons of valve
ownership. Talk about an easy sale: all that
BB100 requires of its owners is an understanding of the need for ventilation, and
anyone who's used solidstaters from Krell
knows where not to stack.
The midband of the BB100 is not a
transitional point, a crossover from firm
bass to shimmering highs. These characteristics are not as clearly delineated as
mere verbal descriptions imply. The midband, which is as precise and clear as is
required to produce accurate images,
realistic positioning and ambience and
smear free transparency, never
approaches a level of hygiene which
suggests the clinical or the over-etched. In
this respect it's alsmost as ' tubey' as
certain classics of yore, but there's no
added warmth to upset the overall
accuracy. Rather than showing concern
for modernists in their initial approaches
to valve gear, perhaps I should worry
more about traditionalists who dread the
thought of valve amps which are indistinguishable from solid-state. They should
know, then, that the midband of the
BB100 is one of the happiest compromises, more modern than, say, the Air-Tight,
but unlikely to be mistaken for anything
from Salisbury.
Where the BB100 most belies its price
and best illustrates its valve heritage is in
conveying air and openess. It's a bigsounding amplifier, one which pushes
back the walls and pretends that your
room can balloon at will. This is one of
those all-too-rare products that makes you
want to listen more and more because it's
just so convincing in so many ways.
I'm tempted to go mental over this
beauty, everything from its performance
to its price to the pride of ownership it
will confer upon BBAP customes. But I'm
also aware that I've yet to try it with what
might be natural partners, like the Celeslion 3000, the Apogee Stage, the Quad
'63, the Martin- Logan Sequel and a number of Maggies, and the company's own
outboard phono stage won't be launched
until this issue hits the stands.
Could this really be me talking, trying
to be cool, calm and collected while
witnessing what might be the birth of
affordable high-end equipment? Caution?
Restraint? Nope... Ijust don't know how
to describe the comic book image of a
mind being blown.4-
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BB100

Manufacturer's specification
Sensitivity ( all inputs)
Power output
Distortion:
(50W/8 ohms; ThD%
(25/8 ohms) THD%
(5W/8 ohms) THD%
(50W/4 ohms ) THD%
(25W/4 ohms ) THD%
(5W/8 ohms) THD%
Signal to noise Ratio
Dimensions ( Whd)
Typical ( incl VAT)

variable 0-200mV for 50W
50W/channel EMS al 8ohms
20Hz ' kHz
20kHz
1.5
0.4
1.8
0.6
0.1
0.8
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.7
0.6
1.8
0.2
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.2
0.3
> — 85dB at rated output
460x 160x 330mm
£995

Supplier
British BuiitAudiopbilePmducts 60 Curie
Stree4 Glasgow G14 ORR Tek 041-950 1191.
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Oxford Audio Consultants
HI-FI SPECIALISTS

REAPING
HI»FI

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.

CENTRE

Featured systems this month:
OXFORD ACOUSTICS CRYSTALETTE
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MKII

You can tell alot about Hi Fi dealers by
the products they sell and we sell only
the very best.

KRELL KSA80
SONUS FABER ELECTAS

Our helpful staff have sound product
knowledge and our comfortable demonstration rooms offer excellent conditions
for you to hear quality Hi Fi at its best.

MARANTZ CD 9411
and
THORENS TD 280

Listen to us and buy abetter system.

MARANTZ CD5OSE

Home demonstrations can be arranged in
most cases and when you have decided
on the right system, we will be happy to
install it to our own high standards.

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P50
ROGERS LS2a
Also on dem: NEW Aragon D2A
Nakamichi CR7 * Linx Theta
Cambridge CD3 * Marantz CD5OSE
SD Acoustics OBS * Wharfedale 505.2
Rogers LS4a * Audio Research Classic 30
Magneplanar 1.4 * Aragon 4004
Formal opening hours: 10am-6pm,
Tuesday to Saturday; closed Monday
Individual consultations bookable
Home demonstrations apleasure
Free delivery & installation
Custom Home Installations
Full service back-up
Part Exchange
Instant Credit
Major credit cards accepted

AIWA
•ARCAM
•AUDIOLAB • BEYER
CREEK • CELESTION • CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
CELEF • EPOS • EXPOSURE • GOLDRING
HEYBROOK • LINN PRODUCTS • MICHELL
MARANTZ • MUSICAL FIDELITY • MERIDIAN
NAKAMICHI • PRO-AC • PHILIPS • QUAD
Q.E.D. • RADFORD • ROTEL • REGA RESEARCH
REVCX • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER
S.M.E. • SONY E.S. • STA2S7-•"------TOWNSHEND
II

You'll find us in Queens Walk on

Agencies include: Oxford Acoustics, Audio Research, Apogee, Air Tangent,

Heal sRaeZ11ing's
Street
Broad
tell:alli:theetvleieeexralgon.

Counterpoint, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, PS Audio, Sonus Faber, Aragon, Audio
Tech nica, Cambridge Audio, Goldring, Li nx, Marantz, Micromega, Ortofon, Rogers, SD
Acoustics, Stax, Thorens, Wharfedale, Allsop, Discwasher, Foundation, Hunt EDA,
Kim ber, Lift, Sennheiser, Slate Audio, Target, That's Tape, QED, van den Hul, Tara, Shan
Acoustics, Nakamichi, Proton, SME, etc.
PART- EXCHANGE AND EX-DEM BARGAINS
Including: Krell PAM 7 £ 1150, Accuphase E205
£475, Orange preamp £ 350, Krell KC 100
£475, Cambridge CD2 £ 549 etc.
Audio Research SP9 £ 1150, Rogers LS71 £ 349, Quad Electrostatic, 1only
f95, Wharfedale 507.2 £ 169.

II

READING HI FI CENTRE
4Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall,
Reading RG1 7QF
Tel: (0734) 585463

PHONE FOR DETAILS OF CURRENT LIST

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865) — 790879 ( 24hr. service)

Opening Hours: Tuesday- Saturday: 10am-6pm
(Lunch 2to 3pm Except Saturday)
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
OPEN THURSDAY TILL 8PM
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISI D •
Erirl

Write or telephone for appointments or our comprehensive
information pack
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LOUDSPEAKERS

AGNEPAN MG1.4
Panel speakers sometimes look
like room-dividers, and they
certainly divide listening opinion
kv Steve Harris
any owners of panel speakers
would rather make do with a
. tranny radio than go back to box
speakers; on the other hand, there are
many users of conventional speakers who

banana plug or bare wire ( up

to

It)

gauge ).
Assembling the 1.4s for use is a simple
matter of slipping the L-shaped feet into
position and tightening the fixing bolts.

position just under -tin away. Thu speakers were still at least 2m away from the
back wall, and more than around I . 5m
from the sides. Initially, on connecting up,
the sound of the MC;1.-is had been just too
'different' from my usual boxes: because
of the dipole radiation and rather narrow

wouldn't have panels at any price. The
reason for this is that a pair of panel
speakers operating in any given room will

The feet are designed to give the speaker a

present the sound very differently to a

and as long as the floor is carpeted, the
feet make it extremely easy to slide them

but uniform dispersion pattern, the panels
drive the room in a completely different
way. For example. they will be sensitive to

around as desired. ( Ever mindful of
domestic realities. Magnepan suggests
that the speakers may be moved from
their optimum operating position to the

the proximity of the back wall, but are not
prone to unpredictable reflection effects
from the side walls and floor. Bass output
improves with running- in ( Magnepan says

sides of the room between listening sessions if necessary, also pointing out that

that you can expect an extra 511z of
extension after the first month ) as well as
with careful positioning.

pair of boxes. In some rooms, particularly
larger ones, the results can be magic; in
others, panel speakers simply won't work
well— except, perhaps, with some drastic
acoustic treatment.
'Panel' implies a loudspeaker in which
the moving element is alarge unenclosed
planar diaphragm, and is adipole; in other
words, it radiates equally to front and rear.
To this extent, all panel loudspeltkers have
similar characteristics, although the operating principle may vary. The moving

backward tilt of about 10 degrees from
the vertical. 'Ibe speakers are not heavy,

there they will still perform well enough
for background music purposes.)
All good loudspeakers will repay the
care spent in positioning them, but few

Sound quality
On classical music, the MG I.4s were ajoy.
Ifound myself putting on disc after disc.

element has to be very light, in order to
obtain the benefits of planar operation: in

more so in my experience than the
MG
To avoid room cancellation
effects in the bass, Magnepan suggests that

an

you should play something with a heavy

The stereo stage was deep, wide and
(more important than either of those
things) believable. Turning to my

repetitive bass line and move the speakers

favourite old pre-digital DGG recording of

until the bass output appears strong at the
listening position: the speakers also need

Beethoven's

careful positioning laterally, of course.
Although it took a while to find the right
spot, the process did not become the

lifelike in position and size, the treble
imbued with brilliance ( as opposed to

electrostatic

loudspeaker ( Quad,

Acoustat, Martin- Logan ) it is a thin membrane of plastic material ( mylar). In a
ribbon loudspeaker ( Apogee), the moving
element is a conductive sheet of metal
foil, sometimes plastic hacked, suspended
between rows of magnets.
Both electrostatic and ribbon loudspeakers can have practical disadvantages,
which Magnepan's patented drive principle seeks to avoid. In the Magneplanar
drive unit, the signal current flows
through a ' voice grid' of wire which is
bonded over the entire area of the mylar
diaphragm.

Close

to

one

face

of the

diaphragn is an array of many rows of
fixed small magnets, spaced to avoid

frustrating inch-by- inch, degree- by-degree
business which seems to be necessary
with, say Celcstion S1.700s. ' Ibis was
partly because sliding the Magnepans
gently across the carpet is alot easier and
less stressful than shifting a heavy stand
and speAer on its spikes. Not only do the
Magneplanars free you from the fear of
impaling your foot, but they seem to tell
you unequivocally when they are in the

blocking air movement. Unlike most ribbons or electrostatics, this design gives
good sensitivity and amplifier loading

right place. Until you do, the speakers may
well sound diffuse, slightly bright, thin

characteristics ( in the MG 1.4, 87dB for
1W and a 5ohm purely resistive load), is

the stereo image and dynamic qualities of
the speakers gel unmistakeably, and it is at

robust and will play loudly. In fact, Magne -

this point that ( assuming you had any)
your prejudices against panels are put

pan has now adopted pure- ribbon type
tweeters for its most expensive models,

and lacking in bass. But once optimized,

and its new top-of- the- range design has
ribbons operating down to 30011z.

aside.
Ilistened to the MG1.4s using Roksan
Xerxes/Artemiz/Shiraz and Linn/SME V

However, other models use Magneplanar
drivers throughout the frequency range.
In the two-way MG 1.4, which costs

vinyl- playing front ends, and a Marantz
CD85 CD player. For most of the time I
used my usual combination of Musical

£1190 in this country, the large-area bass
section and smaller tweeter are electri-

Fidelity MVT pre-amplifier and MASO
power amps ( with ME's single core

cally separate, being fed via a built-in

cable), but Iwas also fortunate in being

dividing network with crossover at Ildlz
and slopes of I2dB/octave. No provision is

stunning

made for hi-wiring, but the MG1.4 has a
new and extremely practical kind of
connector, which will accept and clamp,
by means of an Allen grub-screw, either a
III FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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able to try the M(i1.4s with the visuallySonus

Faber

stereo

power

amplifier. Ihad ended up with the speakers just over 2m apart ( to their inner
edges), with tweeter panels towards the
inside, directed straight at the listening

Leitner),

Emperor ( Kempff/BP( /

I found

the piano appearing

brightness) and with an effortless con si

The most extensive range of quality products in the south-east. Backed by our
service department and wide ranging delivery service. Please phone or call in
for ademonstration or a copy of our new in house magazine.

Demonstration Stock Bargains
at our Bournemouth branch
Normal
£299
£369
£299
£199
£159
£299
£299
£139
£1099
£699
£799
£749
£675
£139

Monitor Audio R 353md
SPEAKERS
Heybrook HB 200
SPEAKERS
Heybrook FIB 150
SPEAKERS
AR 132
SPEAKERS
Monitor Audio RI 00
SPEAKERS
Linn Kan
SPEAKERS
Proac Super Tablettes
SPEAKERS
Celestion DL 4
SPEAKERS
Audioplan Kontra Punkt
SPEAKERS
Naim 1BL
SPEAKERS
Monitor Audio R 1200
SPEAKERS
Proac Mini Tower
SPEAKERS
Magnaplanar SMGA
SPEAKERS
Roksan Hotcokes
SPEAKERS
SMGA and MAGI Feet s/h
SPEAKERS
Magnaplanar 2.5
SPEAKERS
Magnakilanar MGIC s/h
SPEAKERS
Aiwa
007
CASSETIE
C
Sony ES TCW 300
CASSETTE DECK
Sony ES TCK 700
CASSETTE DECK
Cello Etude
PASSIVE PRE-AMP
Sony ES TAF 400
AMPLIFIER
Sony ES TAF 700
AMPLIFIER
s/h Audiolob
PRE AMPLIFIER
s/h Audiolab
POWER AMPLIFIER
Naim 90
POWER AMPLIFIER
BEARD VALVE
PRE-AMP 8. POWER AMP
Musical Fidelity B 200 s/h
AMPLIFIER
Nairn NAT 01
TUNER
Nairn PST
TUNER POWER UNIT
Sony ES ST 100
TUNER
Sony ES ST 300
TUNER
Sony ES ST 500
TUNER
s/h Naim 32.5
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Quart 50
HEADPHONES
Alphason Sonata
TURNTABLE
Alphason HR100
PICK UP ARM
Linn Axis Turntable Inc K5
CARTRIDGE
SME 4 Arm
Krell KC 100
CARTRIDGE

£1897
£799
£399
£149
£499
£795
£199
£499
£317
£1598
£875
£387
£99
£139
£179
£60
£695
£412
£409
£700

Securicor Delivery Available

SEIttenS

18 Westover Road, Bournemouth

Tel: ( 0202) 25512

BOURNEMOUTH

Sale
£219
£ 269
£ 209
£ 139
£ 119
£ 199
£ 219
£ 99
£ 699
£ 459
£ 599
£ 549
£ 499
£ 99
£499
£ 1297
£ 599
£ 279
£ 119
£ 359
£ 495
£ 159
£ 399
£279
£279
£ 199
£ 899
£189
£ 499
£ 249
£ 79
£ 109
£ 149
£229
£ 39
£ 495
£ 292
£ 349
POA
£ 490
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Superb Charlotte Drawer-Chest for
480 compact discs!
£415 • f40 Delivery in UK. In Teak, Pine
or Mahogany Veneer ( extra for Oak,
Rosewood, Walnut or Black). Four 3Channel Drawers with cross-dividers. Eight
drawer cassette chest also available ( E495)

Special Offer
but made to Ian Edwards'
usual high standard
ALSO AVAILABLE IN GEORGIAN STYLE PLEASE ENQUIRE.
For our brochure showing some of
our other units write to
IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel,
282 Skipton Road, Harrogate.
Sizes 20J" wide, 32" high. 18 -Deep

0423 500442
please sena 3 14p stamps ,

'SHADOW' DE- MAGNETISER.
IF YOU ARE USING A MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE, ARE YOU GIVING IT THE PROPER
CARE AND ATTENTION FOR IT TO SING AT ITS BEST,”
High Quality cartridges require clean records, proper set, alignment and aclean stylus.
But are you aware that one of the most overlooked and degrading effects on cartridge
sound quality is residual magnetism built up in the cartridges component parts?
It is awell known phenomenon that the magnetically permeable components that make
up moving coil cartridges can become magnetised over ashort period of time. This is
especially true of the coil former or armature. When this occurs the magnetic circuit is
modified leading to areduction in apparent dynamics worsened image capabilities and
diminished soundstage. Stylus tracking can also be less secure. We have designed and
built the 'Shadow' de- magnetiser to solve this problem. It is remarkably easy to operate.
• Single touch operation. • Battery low indication. • Single battery used.
• Long battery life. • British designed and built. • Robust construction.
• LED indication of operation S Automatic timing and turn off.
• Uses latest analogue semiconductor technology.
Aspec

coo,:

Wry price in UKof only f75.00 inclusive of P & F, Cheques eid Ra's to:

AUDIO PROFILES, 44 ROMSLEY VIEW, ALVELEY, BRIDGNORTH,
SHROPSHIRE. VVV156PJ.
OVERSEAS ANQ TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME).
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SHORT REVIEWS

POT
THE ROKSAN RECORD
PLAYING SYSTEM
For the better part of six years, I've been
an Oracle Delphi devotee, primary LP
playback duties now being handled by a
Mk Ill fitted with an SME V tonearm. The
'sound of this front end is tailored to my
personal tastes, apreference for I ) accuracy but not at the expense of musicality,
2) utterly non- fatiguing sound, as Ioften
listen in eight- hour shifts, 3 ) the capability
to resolve sound in three dimensions, and
4 ) flawless handling of vocals - especially
the crystal-clear female variety. Through
no fault of my own, I have been manoeuvred into living with acomplete Roksan package ( Xerxes/Artemiz/Shiraz ); Editor Ilarris asked for this follow-up to Alvin
Gold's comprehensive reviews of its constituent parts ( July 1986, January and June
1989, which I'd suggest you re- read)
because the Roksan is emerging as the
'Finn Sondek of the 1990s'. Its importance
and the appearance of a new power
supply justify' a second look.
I didn't make the Finn remark to be
controversial. The Roksan Xerxes, after a
shaky start, has captivated reviewers to
the degree where even some Linn- OnThe- Brain

fanatics

have

ditched

their

1.I'12s. With the arrival of a fullydeveloped arm and cartridge, it's also led
to the ousting of Troikas and Ekoscs as
well in many Linn-ophile homes. If this
strikes you as no big deal. keep in mind
that Linn has had the lk audiophile
community by the short and curlics for
over adecade. Before Roksan came along,
a whole string of noble competitors.
ranging from Eons to Dunlop to Pink
Triangle to Alphason, had failed to cause
Linn any loss of sleep. And yet here was a
front-end system so positively freaky and
unconventional and un Linn- like that I'm
staggered it could have such impact ...
especially this far into the Age of Digital.
Iauditioned the Roksan as a complete
package, and my comments refer to it as a
whole rather than arm v arm or deck f
,
deck. After Roksan's John Watson took me
through the set-up procedure, simpler

POURRI
than an Oracle but hardly a ' straight out of
the box' exercise - we switched on and I

LP. Ifound that the otherwise gorgeous
optional black lacquer finish acted like a

knew within 10 seconds that here was a
system with which to reckon. I hadn't
spoken to anyone about the Roksan and

dust magnet. ( This doesn't apply to black

rarely pay any attention to other reviewers ( not out of disrespect, but to protect
myself from external influence); Ihad no
idea what to expect. After my introduction to the system, I referred back to
Alvin's articles and found myself in agreement with him on at least one key point:
the Roksan's performance in the lower
registers is nothing short of sensational.
And that's with the ' old' power supply.
The new one, which is a £ 150 retrofit,
adds even greater ' weight' to the sound,
while warming up the midband to nearOracle levels.
Bear in mind that I listen through a
pretty wide window - Apogee Divas in a
large room - and the system shows up
bass anomalies with remarkable efficacy.
While

the

Roksan's

bass

character

is

slightly drier than Iprefer, Ican only say
that its utter control and seemingly bottomless extension is enough to render the
package as the only choice for those who
listen primarily to large-scale, ' high mass'
works. Majestic orchestral pieces and
hard rock, despite the differences in ' type'
of bass, both benefitted from the %ice- like
grip that the Roksan exercises. Its way of
separating overlapping bass content is
unequalled at the price point: £ 1- 85
including the superlative new power
supply and worth every penny. And, more
intriguingly, it manages to do this without
ever

emulating

the

often- constipated

sound of CD- derived bass. Only the Townshend Rock offers tighter control, but I
don't recall the same extension.

CJ Walker, the JBE, the STD, the Logic ...
Ken Kessler

LINX NEBULA REVISITED
It is always unsatisfactory, both from the
reader's point of view and the maufacturer's, when a review has to end with a
statement that some failing discovered by
the reviewer will be rectified in future
production. When Chris Bryant reviewed
the Linx Nebula integrated amplifier
(IIFN/RR,

Sept '89) he

found

that

an

audibly poor signal-to-noise ratio on the
phono input spoiled any chance the
amplifier might have had of making a
really good impression, at least on vinyl
listening. Linx Audio informed us the
review sample was typical and that the
noise performance was being brought up
to scratch by a change of op- amp and
other detail improvements in the design,
and 1am glad to say that Iwas able to
confirm this improvement when the company asked me to listen to a later sample.
I.inx also claimed a marginal improvement in overall sound quality since Chris's
review.
The Nebula was now quiet enough for
the most .ffistidious vinyl user. My listening also confirmed that this unit really
does benefit from a very long warm-up
period: the sound at switch- on from cold
is not very good at all, with an apparently
small stereo image. abrittle quality to the
treble and a muddiness in the bass. An

on right through to the uppermost registers; it manifests itself by eliminating

hour after switch-on, the amplifier sounds
much better and continues to improve.
The Nebula is intended to be left switched

smearing on transients and by locking the
sonic images in their exact positions. The
beauty of this characteristic is that it
applies

to

both

sparse

and

crowded

on

in

its

standby

mode.

When ' con-

ditioned', the Nebula could produce abig
and open stereo stage, while bass- lines

ing' it to your friends.

became solid and convincing, with the
rhythmic- presentation shaking off the

Criticisms about the sound are few but,
in my own situation, predictable. Because

feeling of stiffness or sluggishness there
had been when cold. The treble was now

the Roksan is ruthless and uniiirgiving,

sweet and eminently listenable. Overall

hind that extended listening sessions open
up the likelihood of listener Litigue. Again.

the amplifier did now seem to give the
kind of refined and powerful performance
that has to be expected at the price;
however, the sound had adefinite charac-

works; you'll find it hard to resist 'demo-

this

is

a personal

observation

applied

treble. Any other complaints Ihave are
strictly ergonomic or aesthetic. I hated
the removable spindle, removable because Roksan reckons it sounds better
that way. Aside from not hearing any'
appreciable difiCrence, I learned that should you forget to remove it - nine
times out of ten it will go flying into some
unreachable cranny when you change the
FEBR('AR) ( PR)

ditioning. Other than that, it's a honey.
This article is dedicated to the Eons. the

The precision noted in the bass carries

specifically to my dread of too- sharp
edges in the upper midhand and lower
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ash, which is the basic finish.) Ithink the
lid is tacky. The Artemiz's swinging
counterweight jars my ( prejudiced ) con-

ter of its own, primarily a warmth and
slight thickening of the lower mid- range.
did not feel that it particularly excelled in
transparency or indeed in rhythmic drive;
yet the particular balance of the Linx will
appeal to some listeners who audition the
Nebula, as will

its styling and

unique

Perspex front panel. But make sure your
dealer gives it achance to warm up!
Steve Harris

SUGDEN
HAND CRAFTED

U

FAIT À LA MAIN

J. E. SUGDEN & CO. LTD.
VALLEY WORKS • STATION LANE • HECKMONDWIKE
WEST YORKSHIRE • WF16 ONF • ENGLAND
Telephone: Heckmondwike 0924 404088/9
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LOUDSPEAKERS
77 > isistency in runs from top to bottom of the
keyboard. Although the bottom end ( on
'this or similar recordings, at least ) could
hardly be described as weighty, this was
more than compensated for by the clean
and tmmucldied character of the bass, and
the speaker's general ability to preserve
subtle ambience clues. Orchestral groups
contributed with great naturalness in both
apparent 'size' of the instruments and in
their general tonal qualities, and could
provided the sensation that you really
were in the presence of agreat orchestra
playing together with unsurpassed precision and verve.
On recordings made with less dry
balances than that typical of DG, the
M(; 1.4s could start to sound alittle bright,
and as listening went on ( and Ibecame
accustomed to the absence of ' box' colorations) it was also possible to detect a
characteristic mild mid coloration, acertain very slight constriction which Ican
describe only as atiny hint of ' quackiness'.
It would be tempting to say that the treble
ranges do not display quite the ultimate
transparency of Magnepan's own ribbontweetered designs, but Iwas not able to
conduct a side- by-side comparison to
prove this.
On rock music, the MG1.4 sounded
fine, and it will not get ' caught out' by

rock mixes in the way that some 'classically- balanced' loudspeakers do, because
it always manages to present the different
strands in the music in away that allows
the ear to follow any desired line without
strain. However, those who want gutwrenching bass or searing treble attack
will probably not be considering Magneplanars anyway. ( Incidentally. Magne pan dismisses the idea of adding bass by
means of a subwoofer, pointing out that
this will tend to add quantity, not quality,
and almost certainly spoil the natural bass
of the main speaker.)

Conclusion
Magnepan has always attempted to make
speakers that meet high- end sonic criteria
but are also practical, reliable and above
all visually attractive or unobtrusive in the
home. The appearance is as simple as
possible, with a choice of off-white,
brown or black grille cloth: or, to match a
particular decor scheme, you can even
make arrangements to send your own
cloth to Magnepan. But domestic acceptability, ironically enough, is the one aspect
of the Maggies' appeal which has never
really crossed the Atlantic, simply because
these large panels do not tend to disappear very easily into the limited spaces
of typical IK living quarters. If this, and

the inevitably high imported prices, mean
that the big Magnepans tend to be thought
of here as expensive exotica, we are being
a little unfair on the manufacturer and
particularly unfair on the fine- sounding,
easy- to- drive, well-proportioned and
eminently domesticated MG1.4. This particular panel speaker is a design of
tremendous refinement, and is musically
so rewarding that it must be heard. I'm
converted. +

MAGNEPAN
MAGNEPLANAR
MG1. 4
Manufacturer's Specifications:
Driver:
Frequency response
Recommended power:
Sensitivity
Impedance
Weight
Dimensions ( hwd I
Typical price ( inc VAT)

2-way full- range planar
40Hz — 18kHz ±.1d8
50-200 watts
lWilm 87d13
5ohms
8511»
555x 1525 x50mm
£1190 per pair

Supplier:
Absolute Sounds Ltd, 318 Worple Road,
London SW20. Tel: 01-947 5047.

LOUDSPEAKERS
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characteristic, directly attributable to the
super-stiff metal bass driver, which gives
the Studio 10 its own special appeal in a
sector already crowded with numerous
fine products.
The bass performance tends toward the
'dry' or ' lean', in part because small
speakers can only ameliorate this characteristic with a minimum of weight as a
distraction. But this impressive control is
a desirable enough virtue to allow some
listeners to forgive the lack of extension.
Compared to true minis like the IS3/5A,
though, the Studio 10 is a headbanger's
dream and easily on apar with the more
ample minis of SL6-ish dimensions. The
only way you'll extract the maximum
from this speaker is to fix it to asubstantial
support. Iused Partington Dreadnaughts,
but Monitor Audio has released a dedicated stand at £ 299 per pair.
The upper registers, while easily recognizable to those familiar with other recent
Monitor Audio designs, improve on the
rest of the family because they integrate
far more smoothly with the lower registers. The transition from metal to metal is
far more homogeneous — as you'd expect
— than atransition from metal to plastics,
so the argument about using identical
materials for both drivers holds true. The
Studio 10 just might be the most coherent
and consistent of the high- end minimonitors when it comes to top- to- bottom
seamlessness. This is not to diminish the
achievements of the competition, most of
which are carefully crafted to allow for a
discontinuity in materials. It must be said.
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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however, that acritical listener can detect
the character differences ( however subtle) which help to identify the cone or
dome materials. If aperfect speaker would
incorporate a single, full range driver,
then the most readily apparent ' second
choice' would be a two-way employing
drivers of similar construction. That's why
multi-way electrostatics or ribbons seem
more'coherent than panel/cone hybrids:
the Studio 10 shows that it also applies to
speakers employing two dynamic drivers.
My penchant for crystal-clear female
vocals (Juice Newton, Connie Francis) or
soul which drips with emotion ( Aretha,
Howard Tate, Aretha, Sam & Dave.
Aretha) naturally forces me to focus on
mid- band performance. The Studio 10s,
while not amatch for my ' vocal reference'
LS3/5As, did a marvellous job with both
the textures of throaty male voices and
the burr-free sweeps of distaff country
warblers. Sibilance was tolerable rather
than undetectable; the absence of extra
'warmth' in the mid- band meant that the
Studio 1Os sounded more life- like with
valve amps than solid- staters for most
vocal material. Curiously, the Studio IOs'
lack of warmth was not apparent when
dealing with acoustic instruments, so I'd
suggest that you audition them with both
uncluttered vocal recordings and smallscale acoustic works before you decide
about this particular characteristic.
Intentionally or not, the Studio 10 lives
up to its name because the aforementioned dryness and bass precision combine to lend the speaker an analytical air —

just what you'd want when monitoring
recordings. Fortunately for music lovers.
this characteristic falls short of being
clinical. A good sense of decay. ambience
and smoothness keep the edges from
intruding, while the benefits of surgical
precision mean clear-cut images and
bull's-eye positioning.
Cautions are few and mainly concerned
with the choice of ancillaries. The Studio
10 is not aforgiving design: by comparison, the Sonus Faber is ' easy'. If you don't
choose carefully, the Studio 10 can spit
and produce agraininess which many will
find intolerable. With solid speaker stands
and a hefty amplifier. though, the Studio
10 is yet another dream solution for those
who want or can only house small systems. Ireckon that the Studio 10 is the
most complete product Monitor Audio
has produced since the MA6 over a
decade ago. Ijust hope that it's demonstrated with the care it demands+

MONITOR

AUDIO

STUDIO

10

Manufacturer's specification
Tweeter
Woofer
Crossover frequency
Frequency response
Sensitivity
Impedance
Recommended amplifier
Dimensions
Weight
Price

26mm gold-anodized metal dome
165mm metal cone
-4 8khz
40.30kIla ± 3c1B
88.5‘111 1W 1m
((ohm', nominal
20-200W rue, ch
400 x200 x240mm ( hwd
18kg per packed pair
£999.95 per pair

Supplier
Monitor Audio Ltd, Unit 34, Clifton Road,
Cambridge CBI 4ZW. Tel: (0223)242898.
81

PHONE
0474 5611521
FAX
0474133762

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD

SELECTRON HOUSE, SPR1NGHEAO ERITERPIRSE PARK
SPRMUSHEAD RD. GRAVESEND, KENT DAli arm

HI FI Valves

TELEX
966371
TOS-PM

Over 3million valves available from stock. Please
phone for acompetitive quote.
We offer: specially selected pre amp valves; awide
range of matched power valves; high quality CV
and ruggedised valves:

* Low-microphony

PHILIPS/MULLARD

specially selected valves

E8OCC

25.00

ECC81

E81CC
E82CC
E83CC
E88CC
E182CC
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
EL34
EL84
CV4024
CV4003
CV4004

4.50
4.50
4.50
5.50
7.50
2.50
1.95
1.95
9.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50

ECC82
ECC83 Super
ECC88 Super
EL34
EL84
EL86
GZ34
6L6GC
6550A
7025
KT88
PL519

2.50

1.85
3.50
3.35
4.50
1.95
2.75
4.50
4.50
9.95
3.50
16.00
5.95

TEONEX TESTED

SIEMENS

12AT7/ECC81
12AU7/ECC82
12AX7/ECC83
6DJ8/ECC88

1.50
0.85
0.95
1.35

6189
6201
E8OCC
E81CC

3.50
6.45
25.00
5.50

EF86
6CA7/E L34
6805/E L84
KT66

2.50
3.25
0.95
5.00

E280F
E288CC
ECC81
ECC82

1950
17.50
2.50
2.50

ECC83
ECC801 s
ECC802s
ECC803s

2.50
6.95
6.95
6.95

EL34

450

GEN. ELECTRIC/RCA
5U408
6CA7
6L6GC
5751
5814A
5881
6080
6550A
7027A
7189A
7868
8417
KT66

4.50
10.00
9.50
2.95
3.25
9.95
8.50
13.95
10.00
7.50
8.50
9.95
11.95

How to buy: You may phone our sales desk 0474
560521 124 hour answering service) and order by
credit card or send your order with cheque/postal
order and we will despatch all ex stock items the
same day

buom

UK orders p&p El 00 per order
Please add 15% VAT to prices shown
Expon orders welcome. carriage at cost
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QUALITY COMPONENTS FOR AUDIO AMPLIFIER
Vishay Bulk Foil Resistors
The ultimate choice of resistor for highest quality audio and used by some of
the very best manufacturers. For only £ 1t) apair to replace the cartridge loading
resistors ( up to 20K) in your preamp, you can enjoy abig improvement in sound
from your cartridge. Essential for cartridges over £ 100.

ON DEM IN KENT
SUPERB EQUIPMENT FROM:Michell, Voyd, Systemdek, Townshend, Kuzma, Rega
(arms only) Helius, SME Audionote, Goldring, Koetsu,
Kiseki, Milltek, Ortofon Decca, Audio Innovations, Rose
Industries, Audion, Audio Technica, Quicksilver, Kelvin
Labs, Albany, Sugden, Proac, TDL, Glastonbury, Snell,
Spica, JPW, Celef, Alexander, Ruark, Marantz, Alphason,
Supra, Kimber, Vecteur, QED, Target,
Pirates Cardas Cable.

ON DEM EXCLUSIVELY IN KENT
Conrad Johnson Valve and Solid State Amps and CD
Player, Raymond Lumley Valve Mono Blocks, Oakley Preamps and Cardas Cable.

ON DEM EXCLUSIVELY IN THE UK
Sound- Lab full electrostatic and Hybrid Loudspeakers

PROGRESSIVE
AUDIO

Situated 5minutes off the M2 near Rainham, Kent, we offer
first class no obligation Dems here or in the more realistic
environment of your own home

-

Phone: Dave on 0634-389004

neat hi•fi
NORTH EASTERN AUDIO TRADERS

Holco Presision Metal Film Resistors
The first choice of resistor for hifi amplifiers. Excellent sound and economically
priced. Available in 1
4 watt ( H8), V2 watt ( H4), and 1watt ( H2) versions.
/

BOUGHT/SOLD/EXCHANGED

IAR Wonder Caps
The first choice of capacitor for valve amplifier owners and manufacturers alike.
Send £ 1for full list and detailed application note.
Audiocable Cables
Silver plated copper cables insulated with PTFE stunning sonic improvements,
especially with our highly praised mains cable. Send £2for our technical note on
cables for " Audio Transmission" for details and prices of full range.
Audiocap Capacitors
High quality polypropylene capacitors made by leading to Audiokits
specifications.
LCR EXFS/RP Capacitors
Low voltage close tolerance capacitors for the highest sonic quality. Ideal for
RIAA networks.
Fast Recovery Diodes
For cleaner sounds and lower noise at high frequencies. High voltage types for
valve circuits.
Gold Plated Switches and Connectors

•
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Send now for your catalogue of audio grade components
and audio amplifier kits to:

kUDIND)M7e rFece9e5).
6 Mill Close, Borrowash, Derby DE7 3GU
Telephone: 0332 674929

BUY OUR USED

QUAD : LINN : PINK TRIANGLE : REVOX :
NAKAMICHI : MISSION : HEYBROOK : CELESTION : KEF
:TECHNICS : SONY : REGA: ETC.

WITH CONFIDENCE
ALL EQUIPMENT FULLY GUARANTEED °VISA ACCESS/MAIL ORDER FACILITIES
*EFFICIENT SERVICE DEPT
*SEPARATE DEMONSTRATION ROOM
(hear your chosen equipment in private)

62 HIGH NORTHGATE, DARLINGTON

(open till 8pm Thursday/Friday and between
10am and 3pm on Sundays for demonstrations)

TEL: 0325 460812

EONARD BERNSTEIN
The composer-conductor
in eleven new
live recordings for DG
by Christopher Breunig

I

n December, Leonard Bernstein was in
London to record and give concert performances of Candide with the LSO. To
coincide with this visit, DG had six new
releases — all taken from concert performances — in the shops, including arguably the
most powerful ( if controversial) accounts of
Mahler's Sixth Symphony and Shostakovich's
Seventh on records. The ' Leningrad', and
Shostakovich's early Symphony Op.10 provide the first Bernstein/Chicago 50 collaboration on DG.
All of the material is interesting, although
the coupling with Maisky is disappointing. At
first, Ithought the Dvorak was too laboured,
intense in the wrong way, with the Bloch far
more satisfying in its perfectly conventional
way. It has little of the imaginative finesse
and inwardness of the IsserlisNirgin Classics
version but, written originally for a Russian
cellist and played by the Israel Philharmonic
under Bernstein [ whose earlier recording
with Rostropovich involved the French Nat
Ora] it has all the ingredients for a 'definitive' Schelomo. The balances are more
forward than in the Dvorak Concerto,
though, and the dry acoustic of the Mann
Auditorium is unattractive. Good in its way,
this performance is rather drawn out and
unvaried. And Imust say that it underlines
just how well Richard Hickox and the LSO
acquitted themselves in the big, dazzling
orchestration. [13:1/21
The inflated opening of the Dvorak, aslow
and dreamily supported horn solo before
Maisky makes his explosive, extravagantly
phrased entry ( with much bow pressure)
establishes the overall character of this
reading. The slow movement is shaped
poetically by Maisky, but his approach is too
'soulful', and whilst there is some beautiful
phrasing in the finale it too is very slow and
episodic. DG's engineering focus is vague
here. [11:2/3]
There was little that Iremember of the
New York/CBS ' Unfinished' to suggest that
Bernstein and Schubert make agood match.
His Concertgebouw Eighth ( placed first on
the CD) is straightforward in ( i); the repeat
is observed. It is the Andante con moto,
exquisitely phrased at the outset, which
proves memorable in blending the masculine and heroic with feminine tenderness.
1A:1/11
The Fifth has attractively sprung rhythms
and phrase answering, with plenty of dramatic contrast in ( i). In the inner movements,
Günter Wand's ideally chosen tempi rather
show up the limitations of Bernstein's
approach. His romanticised softening of the
edges fogs the harmonic resolutions that
Wand makes so clear for his listeners.
Wand's quicker tempo better suits what the
music has to express, and in ( iii) he brings a
bracing 'country air' to the dance. Bernstein
HUE! NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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photo: Don Hunstein (DG)

is slower, heavier, yet with an appealing
sweetness. In the trio the bassoon part,
burbling along, tends to expose the unnatural slowness ( with rallentandi) — Bôhm was
a model of eloquence here, in his old
VPO/Decca Fifth. In the excellent finale ( no
exposition repeat: which is one of the
delights of the Hanover Band/Nimbus version) the texture is light. But, again Wand's
reading IBMGI is more felicitous in matters
of detail. [A:1/2]
Whereas Bernstein packed his VP()
Mozart symphony recordings with repeats,
in Schubert 9 he observes neither of the
outer- movement repeats. The very slow
horn call, and the 'wearied' expression at the
beginning of the Introduction lead one to
anticipate one of Bernstein's extremely
deliberate interpretations of a standard
work. In fact, his timing is within 2s of
Toscanini's 1953 NBC for ( i), the movement
developing as radiantly coloured, muscular.
The Andante, at a firm, quickish pace with
springy oboe solo, has its second subject
expressively moulded and introduced. The
rather brash fanfares and swirling opening to
the finale settle into a powerful, resolute
structural form.
What struck me here was the unflagging
energy of the playing — oboe as eloquently
fresh in ( iv) as in ( ii) — with everyone
working at their hardest for Bernstein. Headphone listening can expose alot that we take
for granted from orchestral musicians! [A:11

The unflagging strength of the playing is
one outstanding aspect of the Shostakovich
Seventh which must provoke thought for
anyone concerned with the Chicago SO —
especially when you compare it with the
Solti Eighth, also realized from live concerts.
One feature of Bernstein's earlier ( 1965)
NY/CBS Seventh may also disturb some here:
he takes the second movement Moderato far
slower than most conductors. Broadly
speaking, Bernstein's overall pacing feels not
dissimilar to Rozhdestvensky's — although
the manner of expression is very different.
Seconds quicker in ( iv), he nevertheless
adds 4m 13s/3m 56s/2m 21s to the Olympia
timings for ( i)—( iii). By contrast, Jârvi and
Jansons take sixteen minutes less over the
whole work.
Perhaps, because of Bernstein's Moderato
— poco allegretto (which Ido find plausible), the Járvi or Rozhdestvensky single CDs
make safer recommendations. But to forgo
the vast, and detailed canvas of this new DG
Seventh would be to miss an intense and
heartfelt expression.
First impressions, that the idiom didn't
come naturally to this orchestra ( which was
my conclusion, after their Decca 8th ), were
soon dispelled by the ravishing playing of
that tranquil section leading to the notorious
'invasion' theme. Attention inevitably
focuses on this extraordinary Soviet Boléro,
menacingly repetitive (?), which commentators have said depicted the strutting and
83
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MICHELL

Wishing your Company every success

DUAL • EXPOSURE

When Ifirst read the letter from asatisfied customer in your advert Ididn't think
it genuine. But after my experience Iknow just what he meant. Iecho him ir
commending you and your staff and Iwill not hesitate to recommend you, I.
once again, thank you for the help in choosing my system and the excellent
service and attention Ihave received at and since it's installation.

EPOS

Not too keen on the lecture, Iwas, none the less, taken up by what he said. and
decided to pay you a visit. This turned out to be Quite An Experience! After
listening to afew systems Ihad already decided Iwould be buying my own
combination and not the one recommended in the magazine. A MUSIC
SYSTEM SHOULD, INDEED, BE LISTENED TO, BEFORE PURCHASING. In
addition, the personal attention, friendly, untiring and "non pushy" attitude of
your sales assistant, Jas, turned the daunting prospect of choosing the right
hi-fi into A MOST PLEASANT EXPERIENCE.

DENON

A quick phone call to your Shop to find out whether you had them in stock and I
was lectured on how a Music System should be purchased . . . " HAVE YOU
LISTENED TO IT? HOW DO YOU KNOW YOU WILL LIKE ITS SOUND? It isn't
the same as buying awashing machine, when it has to be taken on faith that it
will do the job as you want it. It is more like buying amusical instrument, where
personal preference dictates. You do not need to be an expert, you only need
to listen to it and decide for yourself ..."

AUDIO LABS

Having embarked on the daunting task of looking for the right music system
Ivisited many Stores and purchased alot of literature. Iwas attracted by your
advertisement in What HiFi magazine. First class sound quality was my top
priority and from another article in the same magazine Ihad made up my mind
to purchase a system recommended therein.

ARISTON

The EXCELLENT service, personal attention and professionalism 1found
with your staff, compels me to write this letter.

AR

Dear Sir

A&R CAMBRIDGE

Wembley Park
Middlesex

ACOUSTIC ENERGY

Uxbridge
Audio

ii„

Mrs. F. Monteiro

Uxbridge Audio

LISTEN TO THE NEW

278 High Street, Uxbridge
Middlesex. 0895 30404 multi- line

CYRUS TUNER.
A QUALITY PRODUCT FROM

Open 10am till 6pm — 6 days aweek

MISSION ELECTRONICS LTD.

TWO DEMONSTRATION ROOMS • 7DAY EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE OR REFUND •
UNBIASED ADVICE • 2 YEARS GUARANTEE PARTS AND LABOUR •
FULL INSTALLATION SERVICE • 0% INTEREST FREE CREDIT • FULL REPAIR SERVICE
AND TURNTABLE SET-UP FACILITIES • MAIL ORDER ANYWHERE

•
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Masotti )
phOlO: Sib ill [ CM

grinding of the Nazi war- machine. Or was
that the intention? According to Volkov, the
composer was thinking about the enemies
of humanity... nothing to do with the
attack'. ( Isee it is now claimed that Shostakovich had already sketched the idea at a
time when Hitler and Stalin had apeace pact
together). And one wonders what motivated
Bernstein's extraordinary, sunny, apparently
optimistic reading. You might think, here,
that it was Shostakovich who had the laugh
on Bartok. ( It is, incidentally, a passage
where previously, on CBS. Bernstein made a
36 bar cut.)
The ' Leningrad' is a symphony whose
weak movement Ihave always held was its
finale; but Bernstein convinces that it has a
similar function to that in the Fifth. As its
energies die down, in mid- movement, the
strings have struck pizzicati: here the effect
is like being hit with a steel rod. He has
inspired the Chicago Orchestra to an exalted
level of concentration, musicianship, and
accomplishment. One can only hope they
will record more together. [
A/11:11 Some
rather obvious boosting of instrumentation
qualifies the technical rating.
Ithink the reading of the First Symphony
misses some of the essential gawkiness — to
be found in Kondrashin's or, to a lesser
degree, in Ormandy's recordings. The piece
was premiered when Shostakovich ( who
wrote it as a Leningrad Conservatory student) was only 19. With his composer's
instinct, Bernstein tends to smooth over
some of its disjointedness: for example, in
the careful spacing of string phrasing in ( i),
or in ( ii) where the assured virtuosity of the
Chicago SO dilutes the quirkiness of the
writing. It's smooth, warm — you may not
share the reservation. [
A/B:1/21
Ihad forgotten how Bernstein tears into
the first movement of Mahler's Sixth ( it is
now only 1m 41s broader than in the old
CBS recording); for all the flexibility, the
prevailing feeling is one of briskness. Everything is so dark, grotesque, scourging that
the lyrical episodes set within this harshness
become 'deceptive', unreal. As much is
confirmed by the nihilistic rush of the last
minutes. The wild and vehement scherzo
has to follow — not the Andante. as Rattle
would have it. Bernstein's second movement
may well cause problems, both at Fig.8 I—
very, very slow — and the rushing to Tempo I
subito. 82. then back to slow at 88/89. The
violent swings of these tempo changes will
strike some as unacceptably mannered in
treatment, even for so nightmarish a Mahlerian concept.
The shaping of the Andante moderato is
masterly, but it is a long vvay into the
movement 151: high long- held violinsiviolasi
flutes1 until it becomes ahaven of rest — and
even then, is it just illusory, a dream? 'Me
finale opens with adisarming luminous ppp.
until broken by the first shattering outburst.
which leads to the grimly frenzied march
with its fearful cries and fanfares ( treacherous encouragements). Iimagine the ff, two
bars from the last, would startle anyone
unfamiliar with the work — numbed and
pointless though the preceding brass writing
might appear. It's as gripping, as pessimistic
a rendering as one could imagine: the
realization, the detailing, are awesome. The
passage in the finale11041with chimes, harp,
celeste, glockenspiel together. sounding like
the bells of neighbouring villages, is projected with especial imagination by the DG
team. This instalment — and there's only the
Eighth still to come — is perhaps the high
point of the cycle. It also focuses the stature

of Bernstein's second cycle. IA/A*:11
In his two previous recordings of Kinderkeep-dialer, Bernstein has worked with mezzos (Jennie Tourd, Janet Baker); here he
accompanies Thomas Hampson — of whom
the 1)6 notes have nothing to say. DG's
engineers provide him with a large, open
stage sound, although in the stormy final
song the balances are ( like the tempi)
generously accommodating. Hampson has a
dark, bass- like voice; his articulation is clean.
He can float an appropriately cantabile line,
but the climax of ( i) brings some edge. and
waver; in ( ii) there is a certain stiffness as
the line expands uynamically, and in ( iii)
whilst the seriousness of his manner works
very well, the apex of the song brings this
same stiffness. He lacks the expressive range
and flexibility of Fischer-Dieskau. but in ( iv )
— which speaks of the illusion that the
children are merely out walking, and will
return — you sense the sorrow in his voice,
and this is affectingly done. There is a fine
turbulence in the prelude to the last song,
which is well controlled by Hampson. When
the voice falls silent, the orchestra is more
forward; more serious, the accommodating
speed tends to spoil the contrast for the
postlude. which is thereby compromised.
Still, it's agood nmeern account, the character of the VP() winds setting an authentic
atmosphere from the outset. [
A/A:1/2]
The Vienna Philharmonic is not an orchestra one might think suited to the music of
Sibelius. although Bernstein ( like Maazel
before him ) plans a complete cycle of the
symphonies with them. Their Symphony 2
for DG was severely criticized.
new disc
illustrates the perfect artistic rapport
between orchestraiconductor in 5( ). with
string articulation of a soft ethereal character that even Karajan and the BP() could not
surpass. However, in the Seventh ( disappointingly inconsistent), the acceleration
to Viracissimo '
Track 6] sounds stiffly
awkward: like hard and uncomprehending
work for the VPO. Nothing should disrupt
the line of this majestic work. right to the
final ' question mark' — which the Vienna
strings rather mar •)y sliding into it. Their
'espressivo' vibrato is very marked as the
opening section develops its hymn- like
theme ' Track 5. Adagio j. and Iwas equally
disturbed by the momentary slowing as the
basses play pizzicati before the first big
climax, and the mannered phrasing Bern-

stein imposes at the start of the Allegro
molto moderato '
Track 8]; this section
becomes loose, has unrelated gestures. The
tense strings' passage just before the dose
reveal agreat deal of podium noise from the
conductor, and the rather grandiose coda is
surely inappropriate to the Seventh. (A:2/3]
From the NY Sibelius cycle Ihave always
admired most the Symphony 51Pohjola's
Daughter coupling Ion MYK 44720, in the
States]. Bernstein's performance on DG is
now 2m longer in ( i)+(ii), and where the
opening pages were urged gently forward,
here there is a reluctance; the distant brass
sound like lost riders called in a blizzard,
whilst the Vienna strings ( bassoon over)
then suggest chilling winds eddying and
swirling. There's a Tapiola-like blackness
and grandeur. as the big brass/timpanidominated climax surges forward, at the end
of the Largamente. In ( iii), the Andante
mosso, where Bernstein in both gentle yet
insistent you feel that fabulous response he
draws in Vienna at its most magical. An
absorbing and treasurable Fifth. 1A:1/11
BLOCH: Schelomo/DVORAK: Cello
Concerto
Mischa Maisky ( vIc)/Israel PO/Bernstein
DG 427 347-2 (68m 19s) also MC
MAHLER: Kindertotenlieder CI Symphony 6
Thomas Hampson ( bar)/VPO/Bernstein
DG 427 697-2 (2CDs, 116m 06s) also
2LP/2MC
SCHUBERT: Symphonies 5 8c
'Unfinished'
ConcertgebouwIBernstein
DG 427 645-2 (56m 41s) also MC

8,

SCHUBERT: Symphony 9, Great
major'
Concertgebouw/Bernstein
DG 427 646-2 (50m 20s) also MC

C

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphonies 1 & 7,
'Leningrad'
Chicago SO/Bernstein
DG 427 632-2 (2CDs, 119m 53s)
SIBELIUS: Symphonies 5 8c 7
VPO/Bernstein
DG 427 647-2 (60m 45s) also MC
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We stock awide range of the world's best hi-fi,
please telephone, write or call in for acopy of our brochure fidelity.

13-1/136 CHWYS RD.. CARDIFF

.
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0222-228565
Iu' IS'FREET. SWANSEA
0792-474608
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0452 300046
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NOTES

The

Russian

baritone

Dmitri

Hvorostovsky is signed to Philips.
They will record him in three
recitals and, in complete operas, as
Rodrigo (Don Carlo), Eugene
Onegin, Alfio (Cavalleria Rusticana — with Norman/Carreras).
Hvorostovsky-, 27, studied exclusively at Krasnoyarsk; he has won
competitions in the USSR, France,
and last year the BBC Cardiff 'Singer of the World' award.
EMI will issue a 3CD (g Horowitz
Memorial Edition. It will include
the early ( ISO/Coates) Rachmaninov Third Concerto recording,
solo works by Scarlatti, Chopin,
Liszt ( incl the Sonata). Schumann
etc — mostly from the ' 30s.
Over athree-year period. EMI will
record the ( British) group Haus-

Cecilia Bartoli
As so often, the publicity images
tell only half the story The sultry,
leather- clad Carmen that stared
out from the cover of Cecilia
Barbus Wigmore Hall recital
programme, or the haughtily glamorous pose drau ,ing attention
to her debut album of Rossini
arias both belie the dark- eyed
vivacity and the youthful eagerness to communicate ubich grace
a lit.ely personality on stage and
off Bartoli seems to assume no
airs; she is a 23-year- old u,
ho
knou ,her age and is hardly likely
to let record companies or operahouse managements persuade her
into roles for ubich she feels
unprepared
The arias disc and the role of
Rosina on Decca's new Barbiere
might at first suggest otherwise a
gauntlet laid down, perhaps, to a
senior generation of Rossini mezzos. Yet Malibran was a mere 17
u,
ben she first created Rosina for
the London audiences of 1825
and, as Bartoli reasonably points
out, the fact that she herself is
closer to the age of Bartokr's
spirited ward than most interpreters makes it that much easier for
her to enter into the character. At
the same time, she freely admits
that Teresa Berganza, Marilyn
Horne, and Lucia ValentiniTerrani remain for her the torchbearers of a tradition, ideals
u,
hich she hopes she has managed
to fuse into a style of her own.
It is not mere imitation. Bartoli's coloratura has to be seen, as
u,ell as heard, in action — a
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

musik for their Reflexe label;
their chamber music repertoire
spans from Mozart to Brahms and
period instruments are used. They
will be joined by guest soloists Tan
and Hoeprich.

British composers are eligible, and
the work submitted must have
been premiered or broadcast during the last decade. All genres of
composition will be considered.
(Closing entry date 30 Jan.)

Paul Crossley has recorded a
3CD set of Poulenc's complete
solo piano music for CBS ICD
44921], alsú Stravinsky's three
works for piano/orchestra ( London Sinfonietta/Salonen).

Between 17 Feb/8 March. Alfred
Schnittke will be celebrated in six
concerts at the Barbican and Wigmore Halls. Artists taking part
include Kremer, Bashmet, the
Borodin Qt, LSO/Rostropovich and
the Moscow Soloists. Works by
Schnittke will be set in contexts of
music by composers who have
influenced him: as diverse as
Mozart. Bach, and Shostakovich.

In the summer, EMI will release
the first of six new recordings
made with Placido Domingo
(opera arias, with a Roman setting). Aria recitals of Mozart, German, French and bel canto repertoire are planned — also, apossible
duet album with Itzhak Perlman.

The Soviet cellist Natalia Gutman
is to record exclusively for EMI;
repertoire planned includes concertos by Haydn, Schnittke,
Brahms (Double), Beethoven ( Triple), and Dvorak ( with Philadelphia/Sawallisch ). Bach's Cello
Suites are also projected.

John Eliot Gardiner has completed Mozart's ' mature' symphonies for Philips. He has recorded
Tchaikovsky with Steven Isserlis
for Virgin Classics. This year he
starts his EBS/Monteverdi Choir
six-year Mozart opera project with
Idomoneo, and La Clemenzo di
Tito. This month, Haydn's Seasons
are scheduled for DG/Archiv, but
late in 1990 Gardiner turns to
Brahms (Requiem and choral
works — Philips) and the Schumann Piano Concerto. Early music
— Purcell's Dido and Aeneas, Bach
Cantatas — also figure, whilst for
Erato dates are to be confirmed for
Gluck (lphigenie en Aulide— Lyon
Opera Orch), Couperin, and Carissimi (kpbtha, Jonah ).

On 2January, Sir Michael Tippett
was 85. He is currently in the
States, where his new opera Neu ,
Year Suite has already been heard
at Houston ( the UK premiere will
be at Glyndeboume — IJuly); he
then travels to Australasia. In late
February, King Priam will be
given three performances at the
ROH [ now on Decca 414 241-2,
2CDs]. Books, scores and records
— some remaindered Knot Garden
LP sets — are available from The
Tippett Office, 01-439 2640.

Elliott Carter will attend the Royal
Academy of Music's seventh Festival — American Music in the
20th-century — and will work with
students there. On 12 March he
can be seen in conversation with
Bayan Northcott ( an ISCM joint
venture). Details: Roger Steptoe
01-935 5461.
The Britten-Pears Foundation
has announced an Award for composition: this will comprise a
£10,000 prize and a recording by
Virgin Classics of the successful
piece. The judges' decision will be
announced at Aldeburgh in June.

sparkling embodiment of Callas's
cry for expressiveness, not
fireworks That it flows with such
ease is a tribute to her operasinging mother's example in bel
canto, not least the emphasis laid
er and
in early days on the pou ,
evenness of the lower register
In spite of that impressive chest
voice, however, Bartoli remains
aware of a young voice's limitations Isabella, Rossini's Italian
girl, is a role she feels she has to
u,
ait for, although the tu ,
o arias
are included on the recital disc.
Rosina is just right for me — the
sparkle, the enthusiasm and the
humour, ubich of course _you find
in Isabella also. But she is really a
mature u,
oman, full of temperament and more complex. The
dramatic, fiery side is something I
have to develop. In many u,
ays.
Isabella is the Carmen of Rossini'
That leads us on, naturally
enough, to Bizet's gypsy. Could
Bartoli, u,ith youth on her side,
not bring something of her own
to the role? 'Dramatically % yes.
The problem ulth Carmen,
though, is that she needs to be
young but at the same time a
young singer doesn't have the
body of voice necessary to do
justice. So there are contradictions there. I couldn't be happy
succeeding in a role just dramatically u,
ben the years make so
much difference to the strength
and timbre of the voice'
She feels fortunate that as yet
there has been no pressure for her
to record roles u,
hich might be too
taxing. Rossini is due to be fol-
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lowed by Mozart, which in itself
is a challenge ' With Mozart. it's
the purity of the sound u,
hich
makes the demand Mozart is far,
far more complex than Rossini —
he asks even more in the way of
bel canto, the line so much more
molto legato e sostenuto. Rossini,
of course, ulth the display, helps
to keep the voice youthful Ifound
it a very curious experience in
Zurich, singing Cherubino and
Rosina back to back, as it u,
ere,
with only a feu , days between
performance. because they are
both about the same age — but
one is male, the other is female
and the music expresses that. It
wasn't easy!'
Bartoli's attitude towards pacing the voice, and the industry's
potential for guiding it in less
advisable directions, comes over

Nigel Lawson's first Desert Island
disc — Mozart's Clarinet Quintet —
was announced as 'with the Boston
SO conducted by Charles Munch'.
Inflationary measures?

most clearly in her response to a
meeting ulth Karajan who, before
his death, had auditioned and
approved her for the contralto
part in Bach's B- minor Mass ( that
was to have taken place in this
year's Salzburg Festival). 'He u,as
very kind to me After the audition he called me over and said in
a very paternal u,
ay that notuithstanding the colour of my voice.
and the comedy which came
across to him in the Rossini Iwas
singing be thought that I u,
as
possibly more dramatic than I
u,as willing to appear' Her own
verdict? 'Maybe the big dramatic
voice u,ill come in time But at the
moment Isimply WW1 sustain a
big dramatic_role. It's very much a
physical feeling: the body tells
.
you hou ,much you can do.' Long
may that good sense prevail. DN

leo nucci
cecilia bartoli
william matteuzzi
enrico fissore
paata burchuladze
orchestra ecoro del
teatro comunale di bologna
giuseppe patanè

3CDs 425 520 2
3MCs 425 520 4

DECCA

il barbiere di siviglia
rossini

Rossini arias

CD425 430 2
MC 425 430 4
The remarkable young mezzo
soprano Cecilia Bartoli may
also be heard in an exciting
new recital of arias from other
Rossini operas including
Ultaliana in Algeri, La Donna
del Lago, Tancredi, Otello,
La Pietra del Paragone and
La Cenerentola.

Decca Classics
PO Box 1420
1Sussex Place
London W6 9XS
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that the words and music
seem inseparable"
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.1alional Public Radio

"an extraordinary release . . .
very highly recommended"
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From the age oj three, Harvey Latan Cliburn's only teacher— until he uYin a
,luilliard scholarship at l7.to study under Rosina Lhevinne— was his
mother. Mrs Rilda Cliburn; herself apupil of one-time Liszt student Arthur
Friedheim. AtJuilliard Van Cliburn um? the Leveutritt competition, but few
engagements resulted With Kondrashin conducting, he made his Royal
Albert Hall debut in June
in the Tchaikovsky Concerto. Hisfirst public
appearance was with the Houston SO, at twelve.

Van Cliburn — first
Moscow prize-winner
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto
4 in G U 5 in E ' Emperor'
with Chicago Symphony
Orchestra/Reiner
RCA GD 87943 (72m 06s)
recordings from 1961, '63
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 2
11 Intermezzi — Op.117: 1 & 2
Op.119:1/3
with Chicago Symphony
Orchestra/Reiner
RCA GD 87942 (68m 50s)
recordings from 1970-75
CHOPIN: Piano Concerto 1in
e/RACHMANINOV: Rhapsody
on a Theme of Paganini
with Philadelphia Orchestra/
Ormandy
RCA GI) 87945 (6Óm 42s)
recordings from 1969-70
GRIEG: Piano Concerto in a/
LISZT: Piano Concertos 1 & 2.
with Philadelphia Orchestra/
Ormandy
RCA GD 87834 (69m 44s)
recordings from 1968, ' 70
RACHMANINOV: Piano Sonata
2 (original 1913 version) 11
Prelude in D, Op.23:4 111
Etude- tableaux in e Op.39:5
PROKOFIEV: Piano Sonata 6
RCA GD 87941 (64m 36s)
recordings from 1960. 1970-72
1958 was a red-letter year for
pianists. The first International
Tchaikovsky Piano Competition
took place in Moscow. and was
won unanimously, amid unprecedented publicity, by Van Cliburn of Texas. The Russians,
who had designed the competition as ashow-case for their own
imperial talent, were initially disgruntled; but dismay turned to
awe and affection as they listened to a virtuoso whose massive tone — worth its weight in
gold — and romantic, freewheeling temperament, swept
all before him. Today, in Moscow, the legend of those early
performances lingers on.
III FI NEWS & RF.( OR)) REVIEW

Back home, apolitical as well
as musical coup was celebrated
in all-American, all- stops- out
jubilation. There was a tickertape Broadway parade, and
record companies [ principally
RCA Victor and American Columbia' and managements
formed their own competition as
they battled for exclusive rights,
offered higher and higher fees —
RCA even gave Cliburn a contract to record anything he liked
¡with, it was reported, guarantees for ' long term security].
Meanwhile Time magazine
devoted a front-page spread to
their musical hero — describing
him as liberace and Horowitz
all rolled into one, a gangling,
blonde six-footer, and as Texan
as pecan pie'.
Soon after this brouhaha,
unknown since the days of Liszt,
Paganini and Paderewski, Kiril
Kondrashin ( Cliburn's partner in
the finals of the competition)
flew to America — less easy in
those protocol- ridden, preglasnost days — to collaborate in
performances and RCA recordings of his two ' star' Concertos,
Tchaikovsky 1and Rachmaninov
3. The Tchaikovsky ( unlike the
Rachmaninov, a studio recording) beat Elvis Presley in the
charts and became the biggestselling disc in the history of
classical I.Ps. Recently reissued
on CD it remains of classis status:
broadly paced, tonally effulgent
and — ironically considering the
surrounding circumstances — of
a pure, unsullied musicianship
[with Rachmaninov 2 ( Chicago
SO/Reiner): RCA RD 85912].
Today, 30 years or so later,
such hurly-burly and overkill
seem distant and destructive.
Cliburn survived for a few glorious years before amix of incessant activity, jealousy and adulation took their toll. His playing
lost its quality and within ashort
time he stopped performing
altogether. Later there was an
added irony when he lent his
name to a media- conscious,
high-profile competition, sup-
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posedly awinner-takes-all incentive to aspiring young pianists.
Not surprisingly, Cliburn
recorded extensively throughout those simultaneously
euphoric and distressing years —
though with very mixed results.
And this leads me to a personal
anecdote. During the late '60s a
friend sent me a collection of
'live' piano recordings from Moscow. These were by Richter,
Gilds, Berman, Sofronitsky, and
Cliburn. Attached was abrief
but telling note: ' trust aTexan to
walk into the pianist's lions' den
and show them what a real
virtuoso is.' The recording in
question was of Rachmaninov's
Second Sonata, played in its early
unabridged 1913 version — at
that time rarely performed —
though with a few entirely apt
textual alterations here and
there. Hearing this performance,
badly recorded and shoddily
presented, twas overwhelmed.
To put it frankly, I felt I was
listening to one of the greatest
pieces of romantic virtuosity
ever committed to disc. By a
strange twist of fate Ilater found
myself living in Texas where I
met Cliburn on several occasions. Wide-eyed and incredulous, he was unaware of the
existence of this, clearly 'pirated'
recording. We talked at some
length, and later the Rachmaninov Sonata duly appeared on LP
in America with greatly
improved sound. It has now
reached these shores, an unconscionable time later, on CD.
Today the impact of this performance remains undimmed
and Ilike to think that Rachmaninov, who could be implacably
severe where his own music was
concerned, would have melted
and wondered at such pianistic
opulence, at such luxuriant and
tumultuous advocacy of his Slavonic passion and poetry.
The coupling is Prokofiev's
Sixth Sonata — this time, astudio
performance — a work first
played in public by Sviatoslav
Richter and, so many years later,
a mainstay of Cliburn's repertoire ( it formed a major item in
his one and only London, Festival Hall, recital). But while this
is hardly in the same league as
the Rachmaninov performance,
Cliburn's instantly recognizable
way of stretching rhetoric to its
limit, his choice of tempi that
allow the music to expand with
an altogether novel sense of size
and magnificence, are a far cry
from conventional notions of
style. Here is no Richterian
enigma but arich and positively
glamorous alternative to whiplash sonority, to lean and
muscular hard-driven momentum. Such largesse will not be to
all tastes, yet it is surely prefer-
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able to the dull respectability
Cliburn accords the classics, at
any rate on record. 113/C:1*/1)
In Beethoven's Fourth and
Fifth Concertos his playing is
clear-sighted but ordinary,
wholesome and plain-speaking
yet without character or the sort
of chiaroscuro that can make
square- cut rhythms and a
general air of stolidity partially
forgiveable. His Brahms Second,
too, has insufficient sense of
occasion with a weak response
to the composer's appassionata
at the start of the second movement and an allegretto grazioso
(Tovey's ' great and childlike
finale') without vitality or
imagination. [And the pianoforte
gets badly out of tune! — Mus
Ed] 111:2/3] His Chopin and Liszt,
Grieg, and Rachmaninov, more
surprisingly, are also disappointing 113:2/3], with too little of that
charisma that endeared him to
the Russians, and too few of
those stylistic characteristics
that prompted so many questions and provoked so much
animated discussion during his
heyday. Why was his repertoire
so limited? Was it true he could
only play two Concertos? Did he
'make everything sound like
Rachmaninov' — my own
teacher's sniping retort.)
All these performances are too
comfortable, too benign to merit
detailed consideration. Indeed,
heard in retrospect, such playing
may well make younger listeners
query the nature and extent of
Cliburn's past celebrity. So, for
those who feel they are looking
for hidden gold, Iwould suggest
that the Rachmaninov and Prokofiev Sonatas are the only truly
representative performances in
the present offering. Hopefully
that
much
celebrated
Tchaikovsky Concerto will be
joined in this on-going collection by Rachmaninov 3, MacDowell 2, the Samuel Barber
Sonata, a richly idioyncratic
Debussy programme and a miscellaneous recital including
memorable and characteristic
readings of Rachmaninov and
Szymanowski Etudes ( 0p.39:5
and Op.4:3 respectively).
Meanwhile the Rachmaninov
Sonata stands apart, a performance of towering achievement
and temperamental affinity. Rare
alternative ' live' recordings from
Russia of Tchaikovsky 1, Rachmaninov 2, and Scriabin's Prelude and Nocturne for the left
hand — presented to me by
Stephen Heliotis from his private
collection in Chicago — are
hardly less treasurable or revelatory. If people wonder what all
the fuss was about, then these
surely offer incontrovertible evidence, the elusive quality one is
looking for.
Bryce Morrison
93

BACH: St Matthew Passion
Rolfe Johnson ( ten)/Schmidt ( bar)/Bon Hey
(sop)/Monoyios ( eip)1Von Otter ( alto)'
Chance ( c-ten)/Cronk ( ten )!Bar ( bar»
Hauptmann ( bass)/London Orator). Jun
ChlMonteverdi Ch/Eng Bar Soloists!
Gardiner
Archiv 427 648-2 ( 3CDs. 16"m)
Christopher Wolff, in his complex essay
which accompanies this new recording
describes the Passion as ' the very pinnacle
of the vocal works' from the composer's
Leipzig period; Wolff points Out that even
Baroquo opera ... cannot compare ... in its
range of forms.' John Eliot Gardiner, in his
short essay, sees the work as coming into
clearer perspective when its two parts are
thought of as being in 12 and 15 '
scenes'
respectively. The merits of such a philosophy cannot be discussed here, hut what can

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 4
RPO/Ashkenazy
Decca 425 693-2 ( 58m 28s) also MC
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 4
SNO/jeirvi
Chandos CHAN 8640 ( film 20s) also
I.P/MC
Baggy monster it may be, but there are
sounds and abysses in Shostakovich's
Fourth Symphony which he never dared
conjure again ( the percussion deathrattles at the end of the scherzo, resurrected in the Second Cello Concerto and
the Fifteenth Symphony, are an exception). You could perhaps see it as an
extension in Mahlerian manner in the
opposite direction from Berg and Webern,
though in his sparest moments here,
Shostakovich can be as superfine as
Webern. Even so, Iwonder if Mahler, for
all his prophetic powers, ever envisaged a
holocaust as relentless as that launched by
strings in frantic, fugueing semiquavers at
the heart of the first movement, leaving
skidmarks as it goes. Both these performances lay down their remarkable credentials most clearly at this point. lbeir
speeds are both fractionally above Shostakovich's presto metronome marking. Jarvi's Scottish National Orchestra, raising
the heavyweight sound of aSoviet orchestra to polished heights, rips up the earth in
an awesome display of elemental force;
Ashkenazy and the Royal Philharmonic —
strings less brilliant at the start — generate
a machine- like energy helped
tremendously by anaturally dry recording
which keeps even the thrashing brass at
the height of the chaos pitilessly clear.
Those impressions, terrifying both, hold
good for the rest of each reading. Ashkenazy, apparently more random in his
violence, counters with a precise etching
of every phrase, which suggests robotics
out of control and makes for the more
inexorable scherzo of the two. In the last
movement, however — areflection, surely,
of the composer's suicidal thoughts at the
time — Járvi's ruthless control of the
structure holds us the more anxious to
know the outcome of that nervy string of
dances. Sure enough, the SNO's brass
peroration is queasier than that of its RPO
counterparts, scaling new heights of nasti-

be is the way that this view clearly affects
Gardiner's interpretation of the music as a
drama.
Given such apredicate. Iwas immediately
struck by the gravity and solemnity of the
opening chorus — performed a semitone
lower than Ianticipated. This lower pitch ( at
which the whole St Matthew Passion is
performed ), gives the opening chorus more
of a brooding character than does E- minor,
particularly where the pulsating pedal notes
are concerned. l'he dynamic range of the
chorus is wide and the announcement of the
first entry is very impressive. One is surely
justified in treating this work in such a
dramatic way: there are so many clues in the
score where Bach deliberately colours the
words and fills some of the recitatives with a
realized orchestral accompaniment.
This strong sense of the drama of the
Passion is carried through the recitatives,

ness where Ashkenazy's programmed
leaders have only to fall back on old
rhetoric. Come the desolate C- minor coda
which this murderous display of strength
induces, and the involvement of both
conductors is never in doubt; Ashkenazy's
recording once again comes into its own.
though, to focus the faltering heartbeat of
double-basses, harp and, later, timpani
alone. When that finally gives way and
infinity steps in, the image is unmistakable.
The Chandos sound, on the other hand,
does suit the heavyweight SNO playing to
perfection, rich indeed throughout the
orchestral spectrum even if the ( added?)
reverberation works against the massive
ensembles. Still, that's aglowing improvement on the two available Soviet recordings [ Kondrashin/Chant du Monde. Rozhdestvensky/Olympia
In both performances, the instrumental solos are in clean
perspective, players responding with
quicksilver wit to each other in the many
sparsely-scored, quizzical moments of the
score: I'd single out Askenazy's trumpetlike oboes in the scherzo for special
praise. In short, neither recording would
carry the deadly earnestness it does without the sympathies for the work ( and for
good reason) of the conductors, and the
solid grounding of concert-hall experience. In his live performance, Járvi wrung
the soul as, by all accounts, Ashkenazy did
not; but his, too, remains an unforgettable
account on disc, just as chilling in its
resonances. No question of asingle choice
for a symphony like this. so Ashkenazy
1A*:1* J, Jârvi IA/A*:1*].
David Nice
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which Ifeel are brought to life in the most
thrilling way — as in Tnd er kam und fond sic
aber schlafene in the garden at Gethsemanae ( No. 26).
'hie line-up of soloists is also impressive.
Anthony Rolfe Johnson is a tremendous
Evangelist, with the clarity ( and power,
when required ) to perform this difficult role.
Andreas Schmidt is an excellent choice as
Bach's Jesus: a robust character. Anne Sotie
von Otter is the contralto soloist, giving fine
performances even-where. Iwas staggered
by Barbara Bonnes-'ssublime account of the
recitative ' Wie wohl mein Herz' and the aria
'Ich will dir mein Herse schenken' ( Nos. 12.
13). Bonney is joined by countertenor
Michael Chance in asmooth performance of
'So ist mein Jesus nun gefangen' (No. 24),
which includes some very tight choral singing. Iwas not quite at ease with his ' Ach
Golgotha' ( No. 59 ), hut perhaps this is more
to do with Bach's bizarre harmonic scheme
(designed to unease the listener ) than with
Chance's performance.
The Monteverdi choir sing vigorously.
with some exemplary feats of breath-control
in the well- paced chorales. Some of the
thrills can he found in the opening chorus
and the thunder and lightning of 'Sind Blitze.
sind Donner' ( No. 2"b). Hie English Baroque Soloists arc magnificent — although they
are recorded very close, catching breathing
and the clicking of reed- instrument keys.
Iwas occasionally worried by the relief in
which some of the instruments are set. Ifelt
Anne Sofie von Otter was slightly swamped
in her lower register by the strings in ' Ach!
nun ist mein Jesus him' ( No. 30); Iwondered whether the recorders in ' 0 Nlensch.
bewein' ( No. 29) should have been a little
more prominent, as could the viola do
gamba in ' Komm, süsses Krouz' ( No. 5")
which is slightly out of perspective. All
things considered, though, I felt I was
experiencing something special here. IA*/
A:11
William McVicker
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 7 & 8
AAM/Hogwood
Oiseau Lyre 425 695-2 ( 63m 2ts)
'Das kleine pikante Avid' was Beethoven's
description of his alteration to t
hu rhythm of
bar 3 in the trio of the minuet to symphony
No.8. The '
tiresome little witticism' under
discussion referred to the refashioning of the
melody so that the third phrase failed to
match the previous two, because its second
note had been elongated. Beethoven regretted having amended the regular pattern of
the original score, hut lbvey points out in
his Essays in Musical Analffis that although
we might willingly restore the original, ' the
brilliant cello accompaniment fits only the
second reading'. Tovey's reasoning is that
horn and cello would be in ( academically
forbidden) parallel octaves for a moment.
Clearly Ilogwood feels that Beethoven's
original melody line should be restored and
does so in this recording. Tlw reconstruction of the original rhythm of this one bar is
very startling — a melody fiimiliar to all for
years is entirely changed. In my memory the
only other recording to make this restoration was the eccentric ancient Polydor
version by Hans Pfitzner.
Such thoroughness typifies Hogwood's
approach to both symphonies. Beethoven's
metronome marks are respected and, especially in the finale, this makes for abreathtaking performance. The first movement gives a
one- in-a- bar impression: the tension created
before the repeat is gripping and rarely have
111•11 NEWS it RECORD REVIEW
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Iheard the horn figures in the last climax so
strikingly in focus. Hogwood's sense of
proportion is evident when he repeats both
halves of the flowing Minuet after, as well as
before, the trio. Proportion is the essence of
No." also: the dynamics are terraced firmly
and the underlying pulse of the music is
always evident. In the Vivace of ( i) and the
trio of ( iii) the conductor captures the lilt of
the music whilst pressing these sections a
little less than does Norrington in his lean,
urgent FMI version, which has similar tempi.
Hogwood's authentic doubling of winds in
tutti gives strength at critical moments, the
most striking of these being the overwhelming release of tension as the composer hurls
the listener into the development of ( i). The
finale is given with furious ruggedness. yet
Hogwood still leaves room for sensitivity in
the Allegretto and dark quietness in the
Introduction. The bold, immediate recording gives added weight to No.", although
there is ahint of hollowness in the bass. This
is more noticeable in its finale which gives a
slight ' ring' to the lower timpani, but the
forward sound is admirably suited to
these readings of uncompromising power.
IA:! * j
Antony Hodgson

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas — Pathétique El Moonlight D Appassionata
Gerhard Oppitz (/ no
DG 427 767-2 ( 60m 42s)
The scrupulous clarity and honesty of these
performances arc highly impressive; one sits
back aware that nothing can possibly go
wrong. Here are Beethoven's three most
popular Sonatas as one has always known
them, hardly re-experienced, yet shorn of all
facile idiosyncrasy or mannerism. In this
sense Oppitz ( who won first prize in the
Artur Rubinstein Competition in 197')
makes the popular appelations, blazoned on
the sleeve, oddly inappropriate, The C'
minor. Op. 13. is sturdy and as safe as houses.
and if poetry becomes prose there is compensation in atrue allegro finale, aspanking
alternative to the usual genteel allegretto.
Again. Op.2":2 is quite without sentimental
accretion, the second movement an ultra.
precise change from the limping progression
favoured by Horowitz, and any of his followers.
Oppitz is the least mischievous of pianists.
is formidably serious, articulate and intelligent. At the same time I found these
readings, for all their strong-minded virtues.

insufficiently imaginative: notably incomplete when it comes to terms such as dolce
or cantabile. The recordings are close hut
full- toned, the publicity handout crass and
commercial. ( ' Well-read and well-fed.
Oppitz is a sensitive and sensual person —
and amusician of distinction ... he is heavily
built but neither over- tall nor corpulent, has
fiery red- blond hair, a full facial beard, and
brilliant blue eyes. But Nisual characteristics
are not what makes aperson.' Liter. there is
a comparison with Wilhelm Kempff but, if
anything, Oppitz's performances are more in
line with Kempffs supreme opposite as a
Beethoven player, Wilhelm Backhaus. ) 1A:1/
2I
Bryce Morrison
BERLIOZ: Requiem
Keith Lewis ( ten)/Frankfurt RSOIChs Inbal
Denon CO-73205/6 ( 2CDs, 8Iin 49s )
BERLIOZ: Requiem D Roman Carnival
Ov
Benvenuto Cellini Ov El March for
death of Hamlet D Hungarian March,
Dance of Sylphs, Minuet of Will-o'- theWisps ( Damnation of Faust) fil Royal
Hunt & Storm ( Trojans) Cl Trojan March
Robert Tear ( ten)/CBSO & Ch/Frémaux
EMI CMS 769 9322 ( 2C1)s, 135m 5"s) C)
19 7 5
'Ibis next instalment of Inhal's Berlioz cycle
coincides with an enticing Frémaux reissue.
Each occupies two CDs. one meanly offering
just the Requiem, the other supplementing
that work with afurther eight Berlioz pieces
— three of which, incidentally. also appear as
fillers on Cluytens's Fantastic Sympholv.
Denon's Frankfurt recordings are being
made in the Alter ()per. which has sounded
adequate so far hut is not really reverberant
enough for this mighty work. The long
pauses between the opening orchestral
phrases immediately expose the problem,
for even- thing falls to silence too quickly.
But the choral forces seem to be tiered hack
behind the orchestra and thus provide a
reasonable sense of depth despite the short
decay time. They have clearly made the best
of adifficult location, but Ikept wishing for a
more church-like acoustic — especially with
the Fremaux to hand, set in the Great Hall of
Birmingham University. A Hailer rearspeaker set-up improves matters considerably, adding space and rounding off aslightly
assertive fortissimo tone quality; but the
Fremaux also benefits from such treatment.
The Frankfurt bass can seem alittle shallow,
hut there is atremendously powerful racket
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from massed timpani in the Dies irae — Tuba
mirum, while dynamics are very wide, the
divided brass is impressive, and choral placements are well judged.
The performance I found slightly disappointing. As we have come to expect from
Inhal, everything is carefully balanced,
cleanly played and meticulously sung. All
very accurate, but only occasionally catching tire. The Rex tremendae, for instance, is
excitingly dramatic, yet some of the slower,
more subdued sections almost border on the
tedious. So, 'good in parts' must be the
verdict — but it does offer some fine demonstration passages, while anyone hearing that
Rex (or perhaps the Sanctus) would he
impressed musically.
If Inhal's new Requiem is polished hut
uneven, Frémaux's 1975 version is rugged
yet inspired. It seems like one great act of
intense devotion, with the chorus somehow
managing to pour their very souls into the
occasion. Dynamics, though wide, are less
overwhelming in this more vocally centred
performance, but the Birmingham hall
imparts awonderful fullness to the bass and
much grandeur to the overall texture. Many
points could be discussed. hut suffice to say
here that if there were only one short piece
of Berlioz Iwere allowed to take to some
distant planet, it would he the Lacrymosa
from this performance, which Ihave always
found quite shattering, white for sheer calm
beautyI would commend the succeeding
Offertorium.
Most of the supporting programme
(Abbey Road No.1 ) is very well donc. Ifind
the Roman Carnival and Trojan March
slightly uneven, but it is good to have such a
powerfully effective Hamlet death- march on
CD. l'he Faust pieces are well shaped. while
the Benvenuto Cellini overture and Rqyal
Hunt & Storm (with chorus) are superb.
Inhal [
ATB:2/1], Frémaux IA:1*/1 I.
John Crabbe
BERLIOZ: L'Enfance du Christ', D La
Mort de Cléopâtre Cl La Mort d'Ophélie
D Sara la baigneuse D Méditation
religieuse
Pears/Morison/Cameron/Rouleau/Frost/
Fleet/Pashley1St Anthony Singers/
*Goldsbrough Orch/ECO Davis
Decca 425 445-2 ( 2C1)s, 1.42m Ois) C)
1961, '68
With the exception of Sara the bather,
everything here is also available in the
Philips Berlioz Cycle, so for admirers of
Colin Davis it's a matter of balancing this
'Ovation' package against various couplings
in the later series. The Childhood (y-Christ is
the major item, excellently remastered but
up against stiff competition from the Philips
set. However, that and the other CD versions
come without fillers, and if one can adapt to
Peter Pears's slightly uncomfortable Narrator, this 1961 version still seems very
creditable. The ageing tapes allowed the
flute/harp trio to verge on distortion at
peaks, and there is sometimes a rather
forward N'ocal balance, hut the sound is for
the most part astonishingly good.
The four 1968 makeweights include a
superb Death of Cleopatra, in which Sir
Colin's taut command of the ECO is matched
by a very compelling suicidal monologue
from Anne Pashley. The lusciously delicate
Sara is splendidly portrayed by a delightful
triple chorus, Ophelia drifts to her death
with proper dignity. and only in the Religious Meditation are we let down, by an
ugly sliding horn note at the end. As in the
95

Childhood, the orchestral sound has less
body than might he expected today, but
all- in-all this is an issue worth serious consid, eration by Berliozians on a budget. Now,
'Decca, what about Davis's 1963 Beatrice &
Benedict? [
A/B:1/1*/21
John Crabbe
BERLIOZ: Les Nuits d'Été/DUPARC:
Chanson triste CI Le Manoir de Rosemonde CI L'Invitation au voyage E
Soupir D Phidylé D La Vie antérieure D
Sérénade florentine
Bernadette Greety ( m-sop)/Ulster Orch/Yan
Pascal lonelier
Chandos CHAN 8735 (57m 56s) also
LP/MC
One can sense that Bernadette Greevy
devoted much care to this Nuits d'Été,
especially the brooding Au cimetière',
which was also notable in her 1983 Irish
recording. In general, though, I find her
reading too sedate, short on vitality and only
occasionally reaching the core of those
radiant and sad emotions so beautifully
encapsulated by Berlioz. Miss Greevy's
French lacks the piquancy which could have
sharpened the impact of Gautier's words,
but this would be aminor deficiency were it
not compounded by a recording which
allows the surrounding acoustic to swirl her
consonants into oblivion. The reverberance
of the Ulster Hall can be very impressive, but
here it obtrudes too much and obscures
communication with the music's vocal subtleties. Not that the soloist is underbalanced
vis-à-vis the orchestra — indeed on some
forte phrases her role is arguably too assertive. It is just that articulation becomes
shrouded by acoustic excess.
Yet even without this limitation it must be
said that while Tortelier moulds the accompaniments adequately ( if also in a setting
sometimes too swimmy for the orchestration's good), Greevy's singing still lacks the
word-by-word intensity of feeling one gets
from Crespin, Baker, von Stade, et al. As for
the seven Duparc songs, one has to be able
to follow the words in such intimately
sensuous music, yet Ifound it difficult to do
this even with the text in front of me.
Dubious miking in that Belfast acoustic has
much to answer for here. IC:2/31
John Crabbe
BLISS: String Quartets 1 & 2
Delmé Qt
Hyperion CDA 66178 (64m 41) C) 1985
'l'o my mind this was always a highlight of
the Hyperion catalogue, and it well deserves
its CD transfer. Both works are truly rewarding and beautifully written for the medium.
If the First Quartet is the more immediately
appealing, it is the 2nd which strikes more
resonance in the long run — indeed, Bliss
thought it his finest achievement. In each
case it is the deeply-felt slow movement
which provides the emotional heart, but
inspiration is high throughout. Superbly
disciplined, passionate playing from the
Mime; admirable sound. This remains an
outstanding disc. [
A:11 Andreu. Achenbach
BRUCH: Violin Concerto 1/SAINT-SAENS:
Violin Concerto 3
Xue Wei ( z
,
1n)IPhilharmonia/Bakels
ASV CD DCA 680 (51m 31s) also LP/MC
These are 'golden oldies of course, but none
the worse for that — particularly when
played by a fiddler who may turn out to be
the hottest recording property of the year.
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Those who look upon young Oriental
violinists as some sort of musical equivalent
to their car mass-production might well
have to eat their words. Xue Wei is perhaps
not yet ready for the ' another Heifetz' hype
which will surely be foisted on him before
too many more recordings are past. but he
certainly has a remarkable talent. Since
winning the Tchaikovsky Silver Medal in
1986 he has lived in Britain. and should be
touring with the Philharmonia over the next
couple of years.
Passionate, eloquent, yet deftly avoiding
the sort of Technicolor parody of expression
you find in the playing of so many young
violinists, he gives the Bruch the sort of
persuasive but never maudlin commitment
one would have scarcely thought possible
for such an old chestnut. He plays it as if it
were written yesterday, without forcing.
without mannerisms. yct with dazzling technical accomplishment. Pairings like Mutter
and Karajan sound pale and chaste by
comparison.
So it is all the more annoying to have to
find fault with the recording. The timpani
boom and tuttis are cloudy. Most depressing
of all, there is some slight peaking in the
louder moments towards the end of the first
movement of the Bruch. All right, it is not
the end of the world, and the problem
disappears in the Saint-Sacns — but it is
annoying on repetition, and ablemish on an
otherwise excellent issue. [
B/C:11
Simon Cmgil
BRUCKNER: Symphonies 1-9
BPO/Bavarian R.S0Jochum
DG 429 079-2 (9C1)s, 551m 53s)
® 1959-67
Much water has passed under the bridge
since the IP versions of this set dominated
the Bruckner catalogue. Karajan in particular, with his nobly broad readings, has
expanded the fine tradition of Germanic
Bruckner interpretation, and although
record companies sadly failed to capture the
art of Rudolf Kempe and have also ignored
Rafael Kubelik, they have at last recognized
the masterly interpretations of Gunter Wand
where power, drive and imagination are
everywhere evident.
Largely, Wand and Karajan employ the
excellent Haas editions whilst Eliahu Inbal's
set returns to the first unrevised editions.
Regrettably, Jochum uses the Nowak versions which incorporate some of Bruckner's
later ideas ( mostly cuts). These markedly
change the architecture of 2, 3and 8 and it is
difficult to accept them once one is familiar
with the Haas ( and in the case of No.3
Oeser ) scores. The Second is badly damaged
by the editor's excision of all repeats in the
Scherzo and trio, his replacement of the
magical horn solo at the end of ( ii) with a
prosaic clarinet, and the cut finale. One
might argue that the Third Symphony's finale
is so ramshackle that the alterations make
little real difference. Jochum's sensitivity
and his ability to build towering climaxes
certainly makes this one of the most
impressive of his interpretations. The Eighth
is not of this quality. Bruckner's cuts to ( iii)
and ( iv) assented to by Nowak are damaging
(Jochum once used the Haas edition in afine
old Heliodor recording) and the version
under review is very lightweight — especially
in the first movement which starts at afastish
pace and gets faster. The only other textual
problem surrounds the Seventh. Jochum has
a noble vision but it is hampered by obedience to the tempo changes marked in the

Nowak edition. Schalk and Nikisch may have
used them but it seems difficult to justify
printing what appears to be mere conductors' notions_ The impulse of the finale
suffers in particular. Though a little light in
touch. No.1 is given with all- through
impetus and Jochum's startling AUtica at the
start of the finale is extraordinarily effective.
In the Fourth, »chum uses the Haas
edition for the only time in the series. Here I
find the conuctor at his grandest and most
expressive. Eugen Jochum builds to the
moment which he believed to be the focal
point of the work: the emphatic climactic
chord of the first tutti in the Finale. Like
Karajan. Jochum uses a single cymbal clash
here to thrilling effect. Knowing its arguable
authenticity, Ionce ventured to suggest to
Jochum that, despite musicological doubts.
the cymbal clash sounded absolutely right
'Ibis brought forth the unequivocal response
from the conductor: ' It not only sounds
right, it is right!' 1"he listener's response to
No.5 must centre on the final Chorale
where, at the close of a powerful performance Jochum reinforces the brass, as Schalk
used to do. with an extra 4 horns, 3
trumpets, 3 trombones and abass tuba. 'Me
effect is striking, hut the huge broadening of
tempo at the Chorale destroys the impetus
of the music — a disappointing end to an
often noble reading.
Throughout these recordings the difference in orchestras is rarely obvious,
although there does seem to be a tendency
for the Bavarian brass to be more biting
Barvarian RS() in 2, 3. s. 61. 'Ibis catches the
ear particularly in No.6 which seems, in fact,
to be one of the finest of the recordings. I
have never subscribed to the critical opinion
that Jochum's Sixth is too swift, and find this
strong interpretation notable for its firm
shaping. The Ninth has a superbly atmospheric opening with horns calling magically
from afar, and the coda of the first movement
is overwhelming. The gigantic tread of the
Scherzo is challengingly grim and Jochum's
view of the Adagio touchingly valedictory.
In sum, 4,6 and 9 are major interpretations.
6 is excitingly convincing and 3 largely
overcomes the handicap of text. The refurbished sound quality often sutlers from
noticeable tape- hiss, and the handling of the
silences between movements is clumsy
because the engineers remove the hall
atmosphere with the hiss, leaving a 'deafening silence'. The boxed presentation, with a
sensible one symphon) to a disc is admirable, however — aformidable tribute to afine
Bruckner interpreter. IB/C:2 I
Antony Hodgson
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HANDEL: Arias
Robert White ( ten)/City of London Baroque
Sinf/Bolton
Virgin VC 790 7962 (70m 34s)
In an attractive recital of sixteen arias
familiar and rare, ranging over some 35 years
of Handel's career, Robert White offers
varied pleasures with his vigorous style and
forthright delivery. There are numbers from
Serse, Rinaldo and Amadigi, but the emphasis is firmly on Handel's English settings,
with arias from Acis and Galatea and nine
or ten other oratorios and odes. White has a
fine voice and impressive breath-control;
diction and ornamentation are fine, and the
programme has been well put together. All
the same, it would be wise not to listen to it
straight through — the singer is rather closely
recorded, so that held notes take on ahard
quality, with the good little orchestra clear
but in the background. Ivor Bolton directs
neat and stylish performances, and the obbligatos are well taken. [
A/B:1/2J
Peter Branscombe

instruments were used — are poorly focused.
This defect is especially apparent in ( of all
works) the Drum Roll Symphony. By contrast, No.93 is one of the strongest in the set,
HAYDN: Symphony 35 in B El 38 in C
with flowing tempi and good characteriza39 in g D 59 in A, 'Fire'
tion. Rustic upbeats spice the minuet: Ithink
English Concert/Pinnock
them effective, but some may find them
Archly 427 661-2 (71m 09s)
quirky. The most disappointing part of the
rather plain Surprise is the absence of the
HAYDN: Symphony 26 in d, 'Lamenta- shattering forte timpani solo from bar 233 of
done' D 49 in f, 'La passione' D 58 in F
the finale, which Eugen Jochum once
English Concert/Pinnock
described as ' the real surprise of the Surprise
Archly 427 662-2 (50m 30s)
Symphony'. Fischer reduces it to a tame
crescendo. The short grace-notes in the
`This edition in six volumes contains in
minuet fail to convince, too, and some
chronological order the symphonies which
strange singing is heard during its second
Haydn composed from 1766 to 1773, during
repeat. Symphony 95 realizes more dramatic
the first part of his tenure as Kapellmeister at
potential, but again the minuet has an oddity
Esterháza.' These first two CDs make one
with the forte at bar 48 delayed for five bars
impatient for the future issues — though at
where it is reached via aspurious crescendo.
the same time provoke regret that Derek
Symphony 96 is more sensitively shaped —
Solomons's Haydn series with L'Estro Armothough the dramatic exchanges between
nico has evidently been abandoned. ( Ironitrumpets and horns in the coda of ( i) go for
cally, To1.7' on CD has six of the seven
nothing because the horns are barely audisymphonies now presented by Trevor Pinble. The charming trio ( iii) makes amends
flock) Solomons was more generous with
however; here solo strings are used effecrepeats, often more relaxed in tempo, leadtively. Ninety-seven and 98 are among the
ing his fine, slightly smaller ensemble to
best performances: both have breadth, and
spirited, witty performances. Pinnock's band
the waltz-like elements of 97(i) are splenis even more assured in technique and style
didly underlined. The sensitive Adagio is the
— it contains several of the same players —
high point of No.98, but why is the harpmore brilliant in sound ( the CBS is almost
sichord used only for its 11-bar solo in the
veiled by comparison). Certainly the forfinale? Surely Haydn didn't sit doing nothing
ward, direct microphone placement of the
for the rest of the performance when he
Archiv discs, and the clear, by no means
directed? Ninety-nine rushes uncharacterisanaemic acoustic of the Henry Wood Hall
tically at each tutti of ( i); this is an underaid the impact of these vividly exciting
played performance with weak horns and
readings in which the slow movements are
drums, but in the lively surging Militaty,
expressive moments of repose. IA:!]
percussion is played with suitable force, and
Peter Branscombe
the two important timpani solos — end of ( ii)
and mid-( iv ) — come out clearly. The colHAYDN: Symphonies 93-104, 'London'
lapse of tempo after the latter example is
Austro-Hungarian CO/Fischer
bewildering, however, and the dominance of
Nimbus NI 5200-4 (5CDs, 316m 47s)
the violins throughout is wearing on the ear.
In the Clock the minuet plods, yet the
The instruments are modern, but the conAndante is finely poised with an underlying
cert-hall is ultra-authentic and the warmdance element always evident. No.102 is
toned Austro-Hungarian Haydn Orchestra is
somewhat understated with an undramatic
extremely responsive to its founderlead into the development of ( i) and not
conductor Adam Fischer. When, on his
much impact in the finale. To have used the
return from London, Haydn performed these
horns in the upper octave, as some other
symphonies in this very setting, the Grand
conductors have done, might have helped.
Hall of Eisenstadt Castle, they must have
No.103 is eccentric, with the timpanist
sounded splendid, so spacious are the surplaying his opening solo ' Intrada' with amild
roundings compared with venues used in
crescendo-diminuendo around mezzo-forte.
England. Iam far from convinced, however,
The minuet is extraordinarily wayward in
by the sonic viewpoint taken in these
tempo and, except for the last three strokes,
recordings: one seems to be in the front seat
it is difficult to know if the drums are playing
of the stalls and hears a strongly stringat all in their aggressive nine-bar-long forte
biased sound. Horns often lack impact, and
passage at the end of the work. No.104 gets a
timpani — partly, Isuspect, because modern
much stronger performance with an excepDUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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tionally well-poised Andante, and pace and
élan in the Finale which leaves the listener
with afeeling of well-being as the pilgrimage
through these glorious works comes to its
close.
It is unfortunate that so many of Haydn's
dramatically sudden changes of orchestral
colour go for so very little in these readings,
but the engineers cannot take the entire
blame since many forte passages are played
without their essential ruggedness. Iloved
the gorgeous acoustic, but it always seemed
difficult to get close to the music. B/C:21
Antony Hodgson
HAYDN: Miss Brevis Sancti Joannis de
Deo El Five Pieces for Flute Clock/
SCHUBERT: Salve Regina in A, D676 El
Mass 2 in G, D167
Linda Kitchen ( sop)/Lynton Atkinson
(ten)/Mark Glanville ( bass)/Ian Hare
(otg)/Haydn Society Ch and Orch/McCaldin
Duo CD 89003 (54m 35s)
This useful issue gives us not only some fine
music hitherto not available on CD, but does
so in very pleasing performances and acceptable recording quality. Following the ' Little
Organ Mass', in which brother Michael's
extension of the Gloria is used, Haydn's
original brief setting is presented as asupplement ( thus reversing Harrer's procedure on
the Philips version); and the record ends
with five of the compositions or adaptations
for flute clock ( delightfully played — there
could surely have been many more included
on what is a distinctly short disc). In the
middle come Schubert's sixth setting ( of
seven) of the Salve Regina, not otherwise
available, and his second Mass. Denis McCaldin directs his forces with vitality and
lyricism. Of the solo singers, I.inda Kitchen is
by far the busiest; she sings finely, if without
ideal radiance of tone. The recording, admirably crisp in the organ solos, is more opaque,
backward in the vocal works. 111:2
Peter Branscombe
HOIST: The Planets
Berlin Philharmonic/Davis
Philips 422 403-2 (49m 15s)
This is afine performance, steady in manner
yet resplendent in impact. Recorded in the
Phiharmonie, the BP() sounds very fullbodied, exhibiting the sort offf massiveness
and wide dynamics one might expect from a
close perspective, yet with asmooth rather
than analytical texture. This is not to say that
the sound lacks sparkle or space ( indeed,
much is of demonstration quality), but
Philips' sonic picture contrasts interestingly,
for instance, with Nimbus's Boughton version, where the orchestra is given a more
translucent but less overwhelming image,
set back in the RAH.
That Boughton Planets remains my
favourite — and throws in The Perfect Fool
for good measure [ as does anew Mackerras/
Virgin Classics CD: review next month —
Mus Ed] — but Davis does give us a more
potently sinister Mars here, plus a Venus
whose peace somehow carries an unusually
strong echo of the English pastoral idiom.
There is much else to admire, and Icould
happily live with this performance were it
not for an aberration right at the end, where
we get very short measure for the final
section of Neptune's mystic chorus. After
the instrumental accompaniment ceases, the
chorus usually continues with its repeating
phrases on a slow decrecendo for quite a
while before becoming inaudible. The per97
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MY FRIEND SAID THAT
YOU'D SORT ME OUT
(IN THE NICEST POSSIBLE VVAY!!)
Most of our customers come to us on the recommendation of
a friend. There are probably a number of reasons for this.
It may be because we stock the widest range of quality hi-fi in
the area. It may be because we provide proper demonstration
f
acilíties. Unbiased professional advice by staff who are
genuinely interested in music and hi-fi must be a large plus
point especially as they are not motivated by how much commission they might be earning (because none of our staff
receive any).
It could be the free delivery and proper in- home installation
and the 3year guarantee of systems (which means we have
confidence in the products that we recommend).
However, we'd like to think that there's also an extra factor.
We believe that every customer has individual musical needs
and we take a pride in trying to provide the best possible
solution to those needs. After all our reputation is important to
us for if we take enough care, perhaps you'll soon be recom mending us to your friends.
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rev i. e
ceived time-span will depend on replay
loudness, etc, but I tried several other
recordings and found nothing less than 30s,
whereas the die-away here cuts right off at
17s, which breaks the spell much too early.
My rating blames the engineers rather than
Sir Colin, who must surely be innocent of
such asolecism. [
A*/A (D):1] John Crabbe
KERN: Show Boat
SoloistslAmbrosian Ch/L Sinfonietta/
McGlinn
EMI CDC 749 8472 (75m 14s) C) 1988
This collection of eighteen numbers drawn
from the complete recording gives a good
impression of the whole. Richard Russell
Bennett's original orchestrations and
McGlinn's sparkling championship of the
piece restores its 1927 vigour, much overlaid since by soupy arrangements. A little
linking dialogue helps things along and a
splendid cast led by Von Stade, Stratas and
Jerry Hadley ensure the vocal excellence.
[A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MASCAGNI: Iris
TokodylDomingo/Pons/Giaiotti/Bavarian
Radio Ch/Munich Radio Orcb/Patanè
CBS CD 45526 (2CDs, 123m 53s)
Shed atear or two for poor old Mascagni. If
he'd had something really vital to say with
his gorgeous orchestration in Iris, then
Puccini would have had no right to ransack
the score for the greater dramatic health of
his unfortunate Butterfly. By the time sweet,
passive Iris is lying half dead in an open
sewer, we've ceased to feel for the fey
creature; the introduction, however, with
dark-hued clarinets in thirds and lower
strings painfully stalking down the whole.
tone scale, certainly plumbs the depths.
When Butterfly confronts Kate, to almost the
same music, the effect is devastating.
Elsewhere Mascagni, unlike Puccini, uses
all his own tunes decked outin an orchestration which, if hardly a consistent miracle,
does have its flashes of subtle delight and
watercolour impressions of an idealized
Japan. If the scoring and the harmonies seem
a far cry from Cavalleria Rusticana, the
pacing, alas, is not. A recording at least lets
us enjoy the delightful Act 1 episodes —
sunrise, maidens' chorus and puppet show,
complete with dances — at leisure, and
Giuseppe Patanè certainly makes his Müncheners revel in the rich textures, assisted
by a Bavarian Radio recording which no
longer betrays the reverberant, washy acoustics we have come to expect from this
source. Domingo and Pons strike astrangely
sympathetic, honeyed pair of villains; that's
the best they can do given the inappropriately good-natured and undercharacterized music Mascagni gives them.
Tokody as Butterfly would carry the secondact suffering, but as Iris she remains unyieldingly full and mature for the little innocent;
a lyric soprano ought to be enough for the
role. Even so, the cast is adistinguished one
and, despite my impatience at the time with
the plot, the stronger moments linger on.
[A:1/(2)]
David Nice
MAYERL: `
Loose Elbows' and other
pieces
Susan Tomes (pno)
Virgin Classics VC 790 7452 ( 59m 15s)
Reading through Wilfrid Mellers's provocative chapter, 'The Popular Piano' in The
Phaidon Book of the Piano, one comes
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across areference to Billy Mayerl's music as,
'... perfumed satchets of melodic mignonette and harmonic corn', evidence of
'the cult of vacuity', and proof that 'anaesthesia rules'. But many of us will turn from such
alarming severity to Susan Tomes's own
essay, included with her new recording —
also to Eric Parlcin's, part of his often
complementary Chandos selection. For all
their articulacy, both Tomes and Parkin are
essentially performers rather than
academics, and their comments are as
warmly affectionate as Mellers's are chillingly dismissive. Mayerl's deft style and lilt
(delightfully varied within a restricted
idiom) are hard to resist. The ultimate in
nostalgia, his wayward charm and syncopation evoke another time, another place,
where an artificial white- tie-and-tails elegance are of the essence, and where the
musical idiom is at once comfortable and
risqué. Miss Tomes's excellent selection — I
wish it had included ' Beetle in the Bottle'
with its odd echo of Borodin — ranges from
the Gershwin influenced ' Railroad Rhythm'
to the ' Loose Elbows' of the title. 'Sweet
William' is a gorgeously insinuating fellow,
even if he outstays his welcome, and the
oh-so-familiar 'Smoke gets in your eyes'
floats effortlessly from one register to
another. 'Jill all alone' is atouching tribute to
Jill Bernini, Mayerl's child-hood sweetheart,
and later wife, and there are many old
favourites such as ' The Harp of the Winds',
lazzaristrix' and the ever-golden ' Marigolds'.
Listeners will pick and mix, enchanted at
virtually every point by Susan Tomes's
beautifully fresh and idiomatic performances. Cool-headed but warm-hearted, she
has been excitingly recorded, even when
such music cries out for a mellowness and
warmth unknown to a modern Steinway.
Foreground rather than background music,
then, for those with a sweet tooth — and a
vital as well as roseate view of the ' 20s and
'30s. [
A/B:1]
Bryce Morrison
MOZART: Piano Concertos in c, K491 D
in 11
K595
Malcolm Bilson (f-pno)1Eng Baroque Sols/
Gardiner
Archiv 427 652-2 (62m 41s)
Does this mark the end of a marvellous
series, or are we still to be given the seven
keyboard concertos that Mozart arranged
from the works of contemporaries? Lovely
bonus as that would be, we should now
congratulate both these artists and Archiv's
team on a wonderful achievement. The
C-minor and final B-flat Concertos are a
glorious pairing: the one passionate and
dramatic, the other tinged with the melancholy that, whatever Mozart may have
thought, comes from our knowing it to be
the last. It is quite beautifully played, with
the combination of boldness and delicacy
that has characterized the series. Bilson
(here using a fortepiano by Derek Adlam
after Anton Walter, rather than his familiar
Belt model) is strong, supple and sensitive —
his imaginative insight nowhere more felicitous than in the second cadenza in the finale
of K595, into which he introduces the
closely related melody of Mozart's very next
composition, the song ' Komm, lieber Mai'.
John Eliot Gardiner obtains vivid and sensitive playing from his English Baroque
Soloists, with excellent balance, and fresh
clarity from the winds. The recorded quality
is again admirable: clean, spacious, precise.
And the elegant booklet, with Neal Zaslaw's
eminently readable and scholarly notes, also

deserves aword. The last, of warm gratitude,
must go to all who have shared in a
near-ideal realization of what may well be
the greatest of all musical cycles. [
A*:11
Peter Branscombe
MOZART: String Quintets in C, K515 D
in D, K593
Orlando Qt1Nobuko ¡mai ( via)
BIS CD-431 (71m 15s)
MOZART: String Quintets in g, K516 CI in
E
K614
Orlando Qt/Nobuko ¡mai ( via)
BIS CD-432 ( 71m)
It is uncertain whether the two earlier string
quintets will be added in athird volume, but
what we have here are four wonderful works
— rich, poignant, endlessly rewarding — in
committed, powerful readings. The trouble
is that the recording is uncomfortably close
and over- resonant, with a 'sibilant' ambience
to the upper string tone. It is hard to tell to
what extent the inappropriately romantic
quality of the whole enterprise is due to the
choice of location ( Old Catholic Church,
Delft), with its reverberant acoustic, or to
the vigour and bite of the Orlando Quartet
with their distinguished colleague. Generosity towards repeat- marks furthers the
impression of performances on a grander
scale than Iwould choose for this intimate
music. The old Grumiaux performances
have a defter, lighter touch that I find
preferable. [
B/C:2]
Peter Branscombe

MOZART: Flute
G, K285a D in
Philippa Davies
Virgin Classics

Quartet in D K285 D in,
C, K285b D in A, K298
(fte)/Nash Ens
VC 790 7402 (52m 23s)

A delightful new version of Mozart's four
flute quartets — Philippa Davies is now
blithe, now a touch soulful, always precise
and musicianly, in these superficially undemanding works, and the trio from The Nash
Ensemble provide far more than merely
dutiful accompaniment. The late William
Mann — some- time contributor to these
columns [ whose marvellous gifts for communicative music writing and broadcasting
will be sorely missed — Mus Ed] — provides
in what must have been one of his last
record notes valuable insight into provenance, dating and style of the quartets, and
Virgin match the style and insight of the
playing in a recording that is lively, not
brash, and beautifully in focus. A real challenge to the long supremacy of Bennett/
Grumiaux on Philips, and the periodinstrument Kuijkens on Accent. [
A:11
Peter Branscombe

RACHMANINOV: 13 Preludes, Op.32/
SHOSTAKOVICH: Piano Sonata 1
Lilya Zilberstein (pno)
DG 427 766-2 (52m 44s)
This imaginative coupling contrasts lyrical
and abrasive Russian virtuosity, the harddriven bravura of Rachmaninov's Preludes
Nos.1, 4, 6 and 8 notwithstanding. Lilya
Zilberstein, a 24 year old pianist, has swept
the board at various competitions, including
the 1987 Busoni, and her performances are
of an immense confidence and brio. Her
Shostakovich Sonata is more vivid and committed than Martin Jones's on his AVM
recording, and here she meets every daunting challenge with superb assurance and
aplomb. In the Rachmaninov, however, she
99

faces considerable competition, and her
performances are no match for the range
and variety of other more mature and stylish
pianists. Her più vivo in No.7 is too impulsive for coherence and in No. lo ( the one so
readily associated with Moiseiwitsch ) she is
too free and easy, too unconcentrated by
half. The more reflective Preludes in particular find Miss Zilberstein at sea, without the
classic poise of Moura tympany in her early
Decca set — long overdue on CD — and less
stylish than either Ashkenazy ( Decca) or
Howard Shelley ( Hyperion). The recordings
are impressive, but overall this seems to me
apremature debut on amajor label. Recommended for the Shostakovich only. [
A/13:2/3]
IA/B:1]
Bryce Morrison
REGER: Piano Concerto in f, Op.114
Gerhard Oppitz (pno)/Bamberg SO/Stein
Schwann 311 058 H1 (39m 04s)
Reger's star certainly seems to be in the
ascendancy at the moment; as well as this
excellent new issue there is an excitinglooking coupling of his Hiller Variations
and Boecklin Tone Pictures from Jârvi and
the Concertgebouw newly on Chandos. If
the Piano Concerto does rather lack the
fantasy and delicacy that one encounters in
both of those works, its muscular power is
undeniably involving, especially in a performance as persuasive as this one. Gerhard
Oppitz certainly has the prodigious technique required for Reger's massive piano
writing — his entry in ( i) is riveting — and he
is equally sensitive in the half- lights of ( ii)
whose pensive mood is well captured here.
Only the Finale lets things down somewhat
(its lumpy main theme does not find the
composer at his most inspired), but even
here there is much to savour, particularly in
the more contemplative episodes. This is not
a work which yields up its secrets at first.
and Ihave enjoyed grappling with it during
subsequent hearings. Exemplary accompaniment from the Bambergers under Horst
Stein, and naturally balanced sound from the
Bavarian Radio engineers ( with whom this
recording is a co-production). Short measure! [
A:11
Andrew Achenbach
ROSSINI: Il barbiere di Siviglia
Nucci/Bartoli/Matteuzzi/Fissore/
Burchuladze/Teatro Communale di
BolognalPatanè
Decca 425 520-2 (3CDs, 160m 39s)
It seems a shame to inaugurate the conspicuous arrival of Cecilia Bartoli on the
operatic scene with so stiff- jointed aBarber.
This was among Giuseppe Patanè's last
recording projects, and he seems to have
had a measure of fun as dozy Ambrogio
(Tipp() Ancpata') and, Iassume, the notary
(libero Arbace'). But there are better
memorials to his flair for bright colours and
sense of theatrical pace. The Bologna acoustic, with its tendency to recess the orchestra
as on the Chailly Macbeth, certainly doesn't
bring the ensembles into the kind of focus
they need; but then in an opera where so
much ( too much, perhaps) depends on
quicksilver recitative. Patanè's supervision
indulges the singers and sinks the comedy,
too. What we need here is less concern for
full- voiced honours and more crackling
repartee; the Bartolo. Enrico Fissore. is the
only principal to realize that, but then his
first aria goes to the other extreme with too
much off-the- note delivery. Still, the patter
enunciation is crystal clear. Was the tenor,
William Matteuzzi, really so hapless that
100

'Cessa diu piu resistere' ( theatrically speaking, an optional cut, but not on arecording)
had to be omitted? Thin tone. unevenly spun
lines and ungainly fioriture in his dawn
serenade suggest that he was. Burchuladze's
lead-weight bass, too, lacks the agility for
Bartoli.
Still, that leaves us with Leo Nucci — less
hectoring than for Chailly ( CBS), just as
secure in the high tessitura — and Bartoli.
Her Rosina, closest of all recent interpreters
to the girl's age, momentarily advertises the
viper in carefully- controlled chest register.
but she makes no unwise attempts to push
the youthful voice beyond its means, even if
that entails cautious tempi. Still, the sparkle
is decisively there already, and since neither
aria is reproduced on her Rossini recital
disc, you might like to acquire this set for
those alone. [A/B:3/11
David Nice
ROSSINI: Arias from L'Italiana in Algeri
0 La donna del lagoO Tancredi D Otello
111 Stabat Mater El La pietra del paragone
O La Cenerentola
Cecilia Bartoli ( m-sop)/Vienna Folk Opera
Orch/ Arnold Schoenberg Ch/Patanè
Decca 425 430-2 (64m 45s)
Developments between this recording and
Bartoli's Wigmore Hall debut well over a
year later suggest that all is going to plan for
the 23-year old mezzo. By then the fluent
legato line which seems pushed alittle here
had begun to settle — or was it audience
impetus which encouraged alittle more give
and take in Tancredi's ' Di tanti palpiti', more
limpid flexibility in Desdemona's Willow
Song? If those edits in the middle of phrases
on the disc were made to obviate aless than
secure breath control, they would have been
quite unnecessary at the Wigmore. Even so,
there are other tokens of the born artist here
— the coquettish nudging of ' sospiretto' in
Isabella's ' Cruda sorte', the hair-raising
heroic flourishes in larger-than- life recitative
of Malcolm and Tancredi, the clean break
from the top to the bottom of the register for
the second phrase of ' Fac ut portem ..And
the instrument, of course, is nothing short of
the phenomenon rumour has long suggested
— atouch of the Homes, certainly, in arichly
developed but by no means detached chestregister. fresher and more brilliant still in
alt, and all the coloratura linked directly to
an irresistible vitality. Decca's familiar recital
touch has the voice almost relentlessly
close-quartered, with the Vienna Volksoper
Orchestra swimming behind, though the
players manage to make more of amark — at
least in the Tancredi and Stabat Mater arias
— than their Bologna counterparts, also
under Patanè, on the new Barber. The
sequence is cleverly ordered, with choral
contributions properly in place where
necessary, though Icould have done without Taddeo's sniggers. [A113:1/11
David Nice
SCHMIDT: Symphony 2
Chicago SOleirvi
Chandos CHAN 8779 (46m
1.13/MC

55s)

also

Many readers aware of Neemi Jârvi's obsession with 'The Complete' will not be surprised to learn that this is the first release in
what Chandos hope will be aSchmidt cycle
with the Chicago Orchestra. The symphony
was recorded last April in Orchestra Hall, at
aseries of live concerts ( though you would
never guess it). The balance is not unlike
that obtained throughout the Inbal/Denon

Mahler set in its exciting, sometimes raw
effect; and if the large brass section ( who
play quite magnificiently) tend to swamp
their colleagues in the symphony's grandiloquent final pages, the sounds they make
elsewhere are often thrilling. In the face of
such technical superiority the rival Opus
performance now sounds distinctly boxy
and opaque and, for all the quiet authority of
the Bratislava RSO under I.'udovit Rajter
(who knew Schmidt personally ), the general
excellence of the CSO and Jârvi's convincing
direction must take precedence. I say
'general' because the Chicago violins do
have afew shaky moments ( the introduction
to the full score is not far off the mark when
it boldly claims '... as concerns the demands
made on the strings, this piece can be
considered the most difficult work in the
whole of the symphonic literature' );
however, this must not be allowed to detract
from what is aconsiderable achievement for
orchestra and conductor alike.
Dating from 1913, this is afine work and
one which I had previously underrated.
Doubts do remain about the last movement.
though ( i) certainly shows off Schmidt's
considerable command of the orchestra,
from the delicately spun filigree of the
opening theme ( progenitor of all that follows) to aStraussian swagger in the louder
music. Undoubtedly the best ideas are to be
found in ( ii) which is couched in an unusual
but satisfying form, being a Theme and
Variations with the last two of the ten
labelled Scherzo and Trio. The spirit of
Schubert seems to hover over the earlier
variations ( some wonderfully felicitous
wind writing) and, after the barcarolle- like
6th and scurrying 7th, the passionate, gypsyflavoured 8th really takes wing here under
Jârvi, who gets amemorable response from
the CSO. All too soon over, it happily
reappears in the Finale — as do many other
ideas from ( i) and ( ii) — but this somehow
fails to hang together despite many incidental beauties along the way. Don't be deterred, though. Schmidt deserves such enthusiastic and distinguished. advocacy as is
displayed here and Inow impatiently await
the remaining three symphonies: above all
the magnificent Fourth. IA/A*:1*/11
Andrew Achenbach
SCHUBERT: Symphony 3 in D O 5 in B
VP0iMuti
EMI CDC 749 8502 (53m 595)
This fresh, lively coupling of 3and 5takes us
beyond the halfway mark in what is developing into afull-scale Schubert cycle from Muti
and the VPO. As with the previously issued
symphonies there is assured, eloquent playing from the orchestra, but Ido not feel
much in the way of special insight or
conviction from the conductor. The fast
movements fare more happily than the slow
— the Allegretto of 3 is on the fast side even
for that tempo marking, and though Muti
gauges the Andante con moto of 5 more
conventionally, it is rather stolid by comparison with the recent Goodman version.
and totally without the magic of Beechm.
However. the clarity of detail and the
warmth of the recording ( Musikverein ) are
commendable, and if you like your early
Schubert symphonies large-scale and plain.
then you may well enjoy this issue. [
A:21
Peter Branscombe
SCHOENBERG: Chamber Symphony,
Op.9 O Three Pieces for Chamber Orch,
Op.Posth ( 1910) D Song of the Wood1
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fessional, clear recorded sound and stylistic
authenticity certainly compensating for the
rather mediocre standard of the programme.
Nevertheless, the obscurity of this corner of
our musical history and the rather short total

Dove (Gurrelieder) D Five Orchestral
Pieces, Op.16 (arr Greissle)
lard van Nes ( m-sop)/Schonberg Ens/de
Leeuu ,
Schwann 311009 (55m 27s) ( Koch)

playing time of the disc recommend this
release more to the early- music devotee
than to those seeking an introduction to the
period. [
B:1]
Helena Stoward

A record of rarities. Not only does Schoenberg's Chamber Symphony seldom get an
outing, but we have here the composer's
arrangement of the 'Song of the Wood- Dove'
from Gurrelieder and three chamber fragments from the beginning of his atonal
period. Greissle's arrangement for chamber
orchestra of the Five Orchestral Pieces
(which had the composer's blessing) adds to
the air of economy-size expressionism.
But even in this form, the music can boast
considerable authenticity, for Schoenberg's
activities with the Society for Private
Musical Performances from 1918-21 meant
that much of his music was most frequently
played in its reduced format. Indeed, the
composer profited from the exercise, for —
as he was the first to admit — the Chamber
Symphony of 1906 is pretty disastrous from
the point of view of balance. Some deft
microphone placement can, as here, solve
most of the problems; but one must inevitably accept the unnatural perspectives as a
consequence. Combined with Schoenberg's
often absurdly complex counterpoint, it can
add up to twenty minutes of near chaos.
The Sch0nberg-Ensemble fare better than
many, however. The playing is excellent,
and Reinbert de leeuw has areal feel for the
schizophrenic changes of mood that are
such afeature of the idiom. The Three Pieces
for Chamber Orchestra take this to the
logical extreme, and one occasionally longs
for the precision of gesture that someone
like Boulez could have revealed.
The arrangements of the op.16 are really
more of acuriosity than afind. Compromises
are obvious, and the changing colours of
'Farben' — which are, after all, the whole
substance of the piece — become dull and
prosaic. The same is true of the Gurrelieder
excerpt. One misses the sheer sensuality of
the original. But Jard van Nes makes of it
what she can, and the playing is, once again,
exemplary. If there were only just a little
more air around the sound, everything
would be ideal. [
B:1]
Simon Cargill

SHOSTAKOVICH: Violin Concerto 1/
GLAZUNOV: Violin Concerto, Op.82
ltzhak Perlman ( vin)/PO/Mehta
EMI CDC 749 8142 (55m 27s) also MC
Live recordings are always atricky business,
and one has to admit that Tel Aviv in July
seems hardly the ideal venue for bringing
out the cold vastness of the Shostakovich.
But if anyone can do it, it must be Perlman.
His commitment and technique are things to
wonder at, and indeed, on this occasion we
get rather too much of them. His violin is
placed unnaturally close; while this affords
us ample opportunity to sample the passionate delights of his playing, the resulting
orchestral dimness means that much of the
nuance and detail is left to our imaginations.
In the event this might be ablessing, for the
Israel Phil have their ragged moments and
internal balance is occasionally a little
askew. But if there is any music which
benefits from being caught on the wing, it is
surely Shostakovich's. Minor flaws can be
forgotten if the spirit is there. And it
certainly was on that occasion.
The opening Nocturne is by turns bleak
and bitter, the Scherzo acidic and energetic.
But, most of all, it is Perlman's towering
account of the extended cadenza that draws
admiration. Making light of its formidable
demands, he welds it into a sustained yet
pungent whole — even the orchestra's opening of the Passacaglia is forgiven.
Inevitably the Glazunov is something of an
anticlimax. The performance is agood one,
but one is less prepared to put up with the
minor fluffs. But the disc is worth it for
Perlman's account of the Shostakovich
alone. [
B:1 */3]
Simon Cargill
SMETANA: The Bartered Bride
Lorengar/Wlinderlich/Mercker/Frick/RIAS
Cham Ch/Bamberg SO/Kempe
EMI CDS 749 2792 (2CDs, 137m 20s) C)
1962

SHEPPARD: Media vita
Tullis Scholars/Phillips
Gimell CDGIM 016 (55m 10s) also
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Rudolf Kempe

The religious upheavals of the mid- 16thcentury which led to a considerable reappraisal of the liturgy and the role of music
within it, also offered composers a new
freedom to set more varied sacred texts, and
to move away from the domination of the
chants of the Sarum Rite and write with
greater imagination, individuality and purely
musical concern.
Sheppard's writing exudes such revelling
in the possibilities offered by vocal
polyphony; his use of characteristically
English false relations borders on the hedonistic and, throughout, the Tanis Scholars
support them with the technical assurance
which is vital in projecting their effect.
If the music never quite merits the
description inspired', it is certainly never
less than delightful, whether quiet and introspective ( as in the wonderfully elegant
Christe Redemptor omnium), or brisker ( as
in Verbo caro, with its fascinating syncopations and sprinkling of melodic peaks).
Altogether, this recording is securely pro-

This jewel might easily slip unnoticed in the
avalanche of CD reissues tumbling incontinently out of EMI, but the opera recordings
of the late, great Rudolf Kempe — when will
we get his glorious Ariadne and Meistersinger? — are too few and too precious to be
overlooked. This is, of course, ' Die vcrkaufte

Braut', not Smetana in the original Czech, so
the young Pilar Lorengar sings Marie and the
unforgettable Fritz Wunderlich is Hans,
rather than Marenka and Jenik.
Usually, the translation is more grievous
than a mere Teutonisation of names —
Smetana's ' national' folk opera is often
annexed by the Germans as a Bohemian
precursor of the ' folksy' operettas of lehar
and Kalman — but under Kempe's superb
direction ( listen to the sizzling overture),
the tragic undercurrents and serious moral
issues of Jenik's foul bargain receive due
weight. The tone is established from the
start as the audibly anguished Marenka — a
moving, radiantly sung account in expressive, only slightly accented German by the
generally underrated Lorengar — confronts
the smiling, golden- toned and sunny Jenik of
Wunderlich. Gottlob Frick is ripe and colourful as the professional match-maker,
Kecal, his tangy, oily bass obviously the
possession of a man on the make. Karl
Ernst-Mercker ( Wenzel/Vasek) is in the
time-honoured tradition of German character tenors: Ithink there is more psychological depth to the part. But it is Kempe's way
with the dance rhythms of Smetana's music
— the Polka and Furiant irresistably done —
and his acute ear for the glorious
instrumental detail that counts. The underlying melancholy which clouds even the
brightest numbers is instinctively felt. The
recording has worn well and those whose
old ' Everyman Opera Series' pressings have
seen better days will want to acquire the
new format without delay. Why full-price,
though? [
B:1*]
Hugh Canning

STRAVINSKY: Firebird Suite ( 1945)/
LYADOV: BabaYaga, Op.56 D Kikimora,
Op.63 O The Enchanted Lake, Op.62/
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Dubinushlka, Op.6
LSO/jcirvi
Chandos CHAN 8783 (54m 08s) also
LP/MC
A cleverly planned release that clearly aims
to put Stravinsky's Firebird in context,
rather shoots itself in the foot by opting for
the composer's 1945 rehash rather than the
1910 original. Thirty-five years had changed
Stravinsky, and it shows — particularly in the
taut, neo-classical reorchestration of the final
hymn. That said, it is good to have this
neglected version in a rich and sumptuous
recording — even though ( alas) Jârvi seldom
matches the composer's final CBS account
either in dramatic tension or, more importantly, rhythmic articulation. But this is one
of those occasions when Stravinsky's final
testament differed from his original intentions, so one cannot blame Jârvi for indulg.

Both Taverner releases of Tallis's Latin
Church Music ( Vol.11 reviewed Sept '89)
embrace the variety of forms and styles in
his output and provide abroad foundation of
his work. l'he group's scrupulous attention
to historical detail and musical demands
make definitive recordings out of these
well-balanced programmes.
Early- music enthusiasts have been lucky
in hearing the wealth of new' works uncovered by recent research so well performed
and, given such good publicity, it is easy to
see how pieces such as Candidi facti sunt —
with its wonderfully ornate, high upper parts
(so typical of early Tudor polyphony ) — gain
a place in our affections so quickly.
But. inevitably, the most outstanding masterpieces in the repertory will attract widespread attention and thus the listener is
faced with the sort of range of performances
which usually besiege recordings of music
from later periods. Spem in alium is just
such ajewel, and while the contours of the
motet are caressed with a richness far from
the turgidity of the old King's, Cambridge
version, there is not the same vitality here as
in the issue by the Tallis Scholars IGimellt
While the choir's tone is impelling, warm
in the lower voices and shining in the upper
ones, it thins out rather disappointingly in
the very top registers which Tanis uses for
moments of the utmost intensity. If this is being perfectionist, it is only because the
exquisite musicality and professionalism of
Parrott and Taverner demand it, and as a
whole their performance is impressive and
most enjoyable — excellent programme
notes too!
Although I found some of the gaps
between tracks irritatingly long, the
recorded sound quality was clear throughout, and overall this is an extremely enjoyable release. (
A/B:21
Helena Stozvard
TCHA1KOVSKY: Piano Concerto 1/
SCRLUHN: Four Pieces, Op.51 D Etude
In el, Op.42:5
Yevgeny Kissin (pno)/Berlin Philharmonic/
Karajan
DG 427 485-2 (52m 33s) also LP/MC
Eighteen-year old Yevgeny Kissin is not the
first pianist to find himself cabined, cribbed
and confined by Karajan's remorselessly
slow and lethargic beat in Tchaikovsky's
First Concerto, but he is certainly the
youngest. Indeed his youthful impulse and
brilliance ( the sort of qualities recently
102

posing emotion on the voice, but digging
more firmly into the notes as Renato's
revenge waxes furious. He, as much as
Barstow, helps lift Karajan's astutelyobserved swansong onto an altogether more
urgent level of involvement. (
B/C:1/21
David Nice

COLLECTIONS
THE SPIRIT OF ENGLAND
ELGAR: Cockaigne 0 Introduction &
Allegro D Sospiri/DELIUS: Summer
Evening/BUTTERWORTH: The Banks of
Green Willow D A Shropshire Lad/FINZI:
Suite from Love's Labour's Lost D Clarinet ConcertoNAUGHAN WILLIAMS: The
Lark Ascending Ell Oboe Concerto 171
Tallis Fantasia D Fantasia on Greensleeves/PARRY: Lady Radnor's Suite/
BRIDGE: Suite for Strings/HOIST: St
Paul's Suite/WARLOCK: Capriol Suite/
BRITTEN: Variations on a Theme of
Frank Bridge
Soloists/English SO/English String Orch/
Boughton
Nimbus NI 5210/13 (4CDs, 244m 14s )
1984-9
A distressingly limp Cockaigne gets this
anthology off to abad start; thereafter things
do improve, but hardly to any striking

VERDI: Un hallo in maschera
Dom ingo/Barstow/Nucci/Quivarljo/Simic/
Rydl/Vienna State Opera Ch/VPO/Karajan
DG 427 635-2 (2CDs, 135m 30s)
Much boosted by Günter Hermann's close
recording, the Vienna Philharmonic takes
centre-stage for aBailo which Karajan never
conducted in performance ( he died during
rehearsals at Salzburg, five months after DG
assembled the cast for the first time, and
Solti saw through the finished product).
Balances here make an objective assessment
difficult: characteristic VP0 string vibrato
caught at close quarters leaves some of the
more expansive phrases sounding like
Strauss family territory. Yet there's no doubt
that the dark undertow of the drama is finely
caught at the start of each scene — string
harmonics and spectral woodwind nagging
in the Prelude, dark forces at work in Ulrica's
hut — and the great outbursts of love-duet,
lot-casting and final ensemble certainly send
the requisite shiver down the spine. Most of
the principals, at one time or another, need
the orchestra to move with them rather
more flexibly ( only Karajan's first Otello and
second Tosca avoid that pitfall among his
Italian opera recordings); but instrumental
and vocal components fuse more surely as
the screw begins to turn.
That said, this is no mere studio performance. Opinions no doubt divide fiercely over
Barstow's Amelia. Like Florence Quivar, the
Ulrica, she makes no attempt to cut with any
of the top notes, accents can pass unmarked,
and first attempts at aportamento up to the
A-flat in ' Ma dáll'arido stelo' fall flat ( literally). But the fear she captures here is raw,
far from the stock Italianate quiver, and her
reactions at all points ring painfully true
(what a magnificent asset she would have
been to the probing Alden/Fielding ENO
production). I was much moved as her
performance progressed. Domingo's Gustavus Ill is as assured as ever, still the lilting
charmer of ` Dilti se fedele', but he could
afford softer scruples in the light of the
unremitting DG recording. Nucci offers a
study quite as interesting, and occasionally
as infuriating, as Barstow's — at first superim-

:Nimbus/Mar" Robert)

TALLIS: Latin Church Music (Von) —
Spem in Alium (à 40) El Complete
Responds
Taverner Consort & C,h/Parrott
EMI CDC 749 5552 (62m 24s)

celebrated by Stephen Bishop-Kovacevich in
an approving Observer magazine reference
to Kissin's Chopin E- minor Concerto recording) seem so straight- jacketed that it
becomes increasingly difficult to believe that
this is his Tchaikovsky, or even a joint
venture. With another more flexible, less
intimidating partner he would surely have
been truly con spirito at the start of the
Concerto proper, and allowed for afar more
natural, less stiff-jointed approach to the
central Andantino. Here, note follows note
with little sense of line or phrase and the
result is unforgivably stolid and pedestrian.
The performance was taken ' live' from Karajan's 1988 New Year's Eve concert with the
Berlin Philharmonic [ his last recording with
the orchestral, but it remains oddly inanimate for such an occasion. Out on his own
Kissin sounds more himself and, indeed, he
is finely sensitive to Scriabin's hallucinatory
and attenuated style in his four Op.51
Pieces. In the C-sharp- minor Etude he penetrates far below an outer turbulence to its
darkest and most poetic centre; a remarkable performance. The recordings, however,
are not outstanding, the accompanying
booklet fails to discuss the Scriabin and, on
reflection, the Tchaikovsky seems close to a
parody of seriousness. [13:3/41, Scriabin
113:1].
Bryce Morrison

William Boughton pho

ing his own fancy — however alien that might
be to the spirit of the pared-down 1945
score.
Technicolor exoticism rather than symphonic structure seems prvi's enthusiasm
throughout, and in this he is helped by a
characteristically full-blooded Chandos
sound. Perhaps he lacks the sheer inspiration
a master like Beecham would have brought
to the three Lyadov items — and this is music
which can fail if taken too literally — but prvi
and his band ( in excellent form ) are clearly
committed, so there is still much to enjoy.
For those who like novelties, Rimsky's
Dubinushka, with its apparent nods in the
direction of the Karelia Suite provides a
jolly, if not ideally jaunty, encore. [
A:1/21
Simon Cargill

degree. Of course, there are good things:
Finzi's rarely-heard suite and his inspired
Clarinet Concerto ( with the excellent Alan
Hacker) both receive fine performances, and
Ialso much admired the enthusiastic ( if not
perfectly disciplined ) account of the Britten
Variations. Elsewhere, though, the overriding impression is of frustratingly undercharacterized interpretations allied to an orchestral response which is not ideally polished
throughout. So, we find that in Elgar's
Introduction & Allegro, which is still a
challenge for any string band, the group
recorded here are found severely wanting,
and much the same goes for their Tullis
Fantasia — in both these works Barbirolli's
unique combination of spirituality and passion is still first choice after 27 years. The
other string pieces are given performances
which range from the bland — Parry's
delightful Lady Radnor's Suite (Hickox on
EMI is preferable) and Bridge's Suite for
Strings (no match for the imaginative ECO/
Garforth on Chandos) to the spirited — the
Hoist and Warlock are both decently played
NEWS & RF.(
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but no more than that. Swiftly passing over
the indifferent readings of the Butterworth
and Delius pieces, I had hoped for better
things in the other concertante works.
Unfortunately The Lark Ascending suffers
from avery cautious, thin- toned soloist, and
in the VW Oboe Concerto Maurice Bourgue's masterful playing is given such a
ludicrously forward balance that the accompaniment all but disappears into the vast
acoustic of the Great Hall at Birmingham
University. Indeed, the sound is a continual
problem: string tone is unpleasing and
orchestral tutti are consistently rough
(Cockaigne sounds just plain noisy). Even at
mid-price not really recommendable; far
better to pick and choose. Overall [ B/C:2/3/
4], but [
1] for the Finzi and Britten items.
Andreu. Achenbach
HOROWITZ ON RCA
SCRIABIN: Piano Sonatas 3 & 5 D 16
Preludes — Opp.11,15,16,27,48,51 & 59
D Etudes — Op.8:7 & 12 D Op.42:5
Vladimir Horowitz (pilo)
RCA GD 86215 (66m 0-is) C) various
RACHMANINOV: Piano Sonata 2 E
Moment Musical 2 in el, D Prelude in G,
Polka VR El Piano Concerto 3*
Vladimir Horowitz (pno)IRCA Victor SO/
Reiner
RCA GD 87754 (70m 34s) ® various * Cg
Much of Scriabin's dark ecstacy sounds as if
set down with Horowitz in mind, and RCA's
dazzling mix of ' live' and studio performances are from 1953-1982. The preludes
(first issued on HMV) are a fascinating
selection ranging from Chopin- inspired
lyricism to a cryptic and fragmented utterance. The Third and Fifth Sonatas, too,
contrast a relatively conventional poetry
with vivid, ricocheting syncopation, and
both are performed with all of Horowitz's
unique fire and intensity. His tempi in the
Third Sonata are often slower then, say,
Ashkenazy's ( Decca) or Gilels's ( Olympia).
yet paradoxically sound faster because of the
manic, white-hot nature of his pianism. The
fifth Sonata, a relatively late addition to
Horowitz's repertoire, while less deft or
mercurial than in Richter's famous account,
has adevilish brio all its own. Best of all are
the B-flat- minor and C-sharp- minor Etudes
taken from Horowitz's 1953 Carnegie Hall
recital, quivering with the sort of life and
colour that have caused other pianists to
pale and exclaim in wonder down the ages.
After hearing Horowitz play his Third
Concerto. Rachmaninov handed over the
crown saying, ' he is the only player in the
world of this piece'. And, listening once
again to Horowitz's 1951 account with
Reiner, that response is entirely understandable [ especially that finale! — Mus Edj. The
recording may seem dated ( though it has
been most carefully remastered) but
nothing can dim the blaze of Horowitz's
incandescence. He hurtles through the first
piz inosso like one possessed, happily oblivious to Rachmaninov's delicate pin- point
embroidery of the theme, and the electrifying change of pace at the start of the
development will make even the least receptive listener's nerves tingle and pulse race.
Throughout Horowitz's full arsenal of effects
dazzle and astound, his ' voicing' makes
themes come and go like rabbits out of ahat,
his hairpin phrasing and bitter-sweet lyricism distend, intensify and recharacterize
writing already rich to the point of opacity.
And all this is aided and abetted by that
111-1,1NEWS S RECORD REVIEV.
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curiously self-satified and conventionally
churchy. Indeed the same could be said of
Leighton's Let all the World in every Corner
Sing and Finzi's Lo, the Full, Final Sacrifice —
which will perhaps appeal more to lovers of
the Anglican choral tradition.
That said, there is no arguing with the
quality of the performances, or indeed the
recording, which stunningly captures the
rich St Matthew's acoustic — particularly in
the exhilaratingly dissonant two-piano writing of Gordon Crosse's The Covenant of the
Rainbow. Its setting of a fragment of text
from the miracle play which Britten made so
famous, `Noye's Fludde', exudes a sense of
exalted high spirits which makes the older
composer sound almost cosy.
An excellent issue. More please. [
A:11
Simon Cargill
extraordinary piano, its resonating bass,
splintering treble and ' honky-tonk' overtones. ( Horowitz's admirers will be intrigued to know that EMI are about to release
the still earlier recording of the Third
Concerto with Albert Coates.)
Sonata 2 is played in Horowitz's own
unsatisfactory amalgam of the 1913 and
1931 versions, and with a few further
changes. Despite the composer's approval
(always dubious: he could be lethargic and
gloomily indifferent regarding his own
scores) this frequently sounds chaotic with
so many teeming ideas, shorn of their
characteristic sequential treatment, crudely
bolted together. Still, Horowitz's cataclysmic
uproar and idiosyncrasy may well sweep
such considerations aside for many, and
aficionados will enjoy comparing this performance with the earlier ( 1968) CBS performance, also ' live'. On the other hand,
those who place musical integrity above
sensationalism will turn away from so much
relentless flamboyance. Absolutely nothing
is left alone and Horowitz rarely allows you
to forget that, for him, this Sonata is the
ultimate spring- board for the most tinted
and violent characterization.
Of the shorter works, the E- flat- minor
Moment Musical (heard in Rachmaninov's
more successful revised version) and G
major Prelude are given with ahypnotic mix
of intensity and tricksiness, and the Polka is
spun off with an outrageous whimsy and
glitter. So here, then, is a cross-section of
Horowitz's unique art, the ne plus ultra of
pianistic decadence and virtuosity. Even if
one can never know whether Horowitz was
the greatest pianist of all time, performances
like these certainly invite the question.
[B/H:1(*)]
Bryce Morrison
THE HUSSEY LEGACY
Choral music by Leighton, Britten,
Tavener, Howells, Crosse, Judge & Finzi
Finzi Singers/Spicer
Cantus CAN 301-2 ("m 39s)
Grouping together works commissioned by
Walter Hussey. vicar of St Matthew's Northampton. is a clever idea, and it produces a
fascinating disc. What alot we have to thank
him for. Britten's Rejoice in the Lamb is
perhaps the best known; but in many ways
the star of the recording is John Tavener's
The Call, written in 1988. Like much of the
composer's recent work, it is profoundly
moving in its simple meditative reverence.
and its conviction that religious supplication
has relevance in an agnostic age. The voices
rise and intertwine in three-part canons of
almost unbearable poignancy, making Herbert Howells' setting One Thing ham I
Desired of the Lord (which follows) sound

EARTH, SWEET EARTH
LEIGHTON: Earth, Sweet Earth/HENZE:
Three Auden Songs/WEIR: Scotch Minstrelsey
Neil Mackie ( ten)/John Blakey (Pno)
Abacus ABA 109-2 (56m 19s)
There is much that is interesting here, and
how nice to see that the late Kenneth
Leighton is finally getting more works in the
catalogue. A pity, then, that the effort is
slightly let down by a recording which
emphasizes the piano's middle frequencies
and deprives the voice of bloom. That said,
some of the music also sounds just a little
high for Mackie, and one sometimes gets the
impression of the search for note accuracy
taking priority over interpretation. Certainly
there is surely more that could be done to
increase the sense of ardour in the Leighton
and in the ' hermit's sensual ecstasy' of
Henze's exquisitely tender Auden settings.
Mackie is at its best in the pervasive irony
and deadpan humour of the Judith Weir;
though here again the slight lack of nuance
works against listener involvement. It would
be wrong to make too much of this — there is
much that is fine, and the intensity and
harmonic unity of the Leighton grows
impressively on acquaintance. Lovers of the
English song or, indeed, of Gerald Manley
Hopkins whose poetry and prose he sets so
sensitively, will not want to be without this
disc. But the slightly monochrome quality of
both the sound and the singing inevitably
detracts from the effect. [
B:2] Simon Cargill
RAWSTHORNE: Clarinet Concerto/
JACOB: Clarinet Concerto/COOKE: Clarinet Concerto
Thea King ( cIDINorthwest CO of Seattle/
Francis
Hyperion CDA 66031 ( 57 m 125) C) 1982
A welcome return for these three clarinet
rarities efficiently dispatched by Thea King.
The Rawsthorne, which dates from 19-48, is
dark- toned and introspective, and its occasional intricacies sometimes cause the
strings a few problems. The ebb and flow is
handled well, however, and the short but
charming ' mini-concerto' by Gordon Jacob
effectively lightens the mood. King is at her
best here, with plenty of opportunity to
display her infectiously bouncy approach to
rhythm. The Arnold Cooke concerto of
1956- vintage is by far the longest of the
three; and while in the long run it suffers
somewhat from a dearth of pithy melodic
material, it is nevertheless an interesting
contribution to the limited clarinet repertoire. Good resonant recording. [
A/B:1/2]
Simon Cargill
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BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto Isaac Stern
(vIn)/IVYPO/Barenboim CBS CD 42613
(42m 37s) C) 1976
The CD suggests the poor reception this
recording first received was undeserved.
The snag is the solo balance ( and Stern can
hardly be innocent of that), which distorts
the tonal qualities of the violin, picks up
extraneous finger and bow noise, and is
difficult to relate at all to the orchestral
image. As the opening tutti shows, the basic
orchestral spread is good: timpani pitches
are clear, as is inner detail. Certainly this
sounds like a real performance and, at least
in ( i), Stern responds with great thoughtfulness to his then young conductor. ( Will CBS
reissue Barenboim's NY Tchaikovsky
Fourth?) The slow movement pizzicato
accompaniment demonstrates their mutual
understanding, with soloist/orchestra in
tight rhythmic lock. Musically, this is
interesting; Stern's initial entry sounds
dreadful ( and the NY horns are baleful just
before his entry in the Larghetto) — it's a
shame about the production. [
B/D:1]
BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto
Romances, O.40 & 50 Arthur Grumiaux
(vIn)/NPOIGalliera/Concertgebouw1
Haitink Philips 426 064-2 (56m 58s) ®
1966, '60
Although he made two further recordings
for Philips in 1970, the Beethoven Concerto
was Alceo Galliera's last important project
with the ( New) Philharmonia. Legge took
him on in 1946, for his gifts as an orchestral
trainer, and he provided many staple items
for EMI with them ( most notably the Callas/
Barbieri, and concertos with Arrau). His
qualities can be judged by the wonderfully
unforced exposition, ( i) — indeed, by fine
support throughout for the patrician Grumiaux. This is the version of the concerto I
find the most satisfying of all. And it comes as
a budget CD! The two Romances are musically very thin, but difficult for violinists:
here Grumiaux's intonation makes up for the
poor ( dated) sound. 113:11 [D:1]
BEETHOVEN: String Quartets, Op.18
Quartetto Italiano Philips 426 046-2
(3CDs, 163m) C) 1972-5
Given the immaculate character of the
analogue originals, last available as ' Musica
da camera' LPs, these cannot count as
Philips' most successful CD transfers. The
bloom has been replaced by a dry, coarser
quality ( with some strain in fortes ): the pair
recorded last, 2 and 4, nevertheless rate [
A].
And with these works CD brings no real
handling/selection advantages. Still, the
highly polished yet musically involving style
of the ( disbanded) Quartet places this set at
the pinnacle: for my taste, more apt than the
Veghs' — admittedly disadvantaged by their
dulling acoustic — for Op.18. [
B/A:11
MAHLER: Symphony 4 Margaret Price
(sop)ILPOIHorenstein CHIEF CD2 (59m
27s) ® 1971
John Boyden's production — orchestra
beautifully balanced for the most part, with
voice-perspective equally natural — for OP.
remastered by Nimbus for Chief Records
[PO Box 6, Dereham, Norfolk NR I9 1UPI.
Horenstein's reading ( which, perhaps
because of its bluntness, has tended to
divide Mahlerians) is fairly close in style to
Bruno Walter's; sophistication is replaced by
a rather sober classicism. The structure is
Horenstein's real concern: even the soprano
part seems realized instrumentally. It is a
remarkable version, especially given Horenstein's infrequent London appearances —
though you won't find that smoothness of
10-1

conductor/orchestra rapport typified by the
Szell/Cleveland, or Haitink/Concertgebouw
Fourths, and Ithink even Horenstein's most
devoted admirers must concede that in ( ii),
at the Etwas gemitchlicher, the want of
charm is destructive, robbing the music of
an essential contrast. The recorded sound is
faintly hissy; and was the close focus on
Rodney Friend's tuned- up fiddle in ( ii) at the
conductor's insistence? [
B:1/31
MENDELSSOHN: Midsummer Night's
Dream/SCHUBERT: Rosamunde
(excerpts) Concertgebouw/Szell Philips
426 071-2 (59m 12s) recordings from 1957
A short suite from the MN!) — Overture/
Scherzo/Nocturne/Wedding March — but
both Entr'actes in the Schubert. Exciting
playing with drive, and crisp accents;
wonderful light textures at the main allegro
in the Schubert (
Zauberharfe) overture.
The sound reflects the character of Philips
tapes from that period: je far more agreeable
than the deplorable ' No- Noised' Beethoven/
Sibelius symphony CD. [
C:11
MOZART: Marriage of Figaro Siepi/
Gueden/Della Casa/Poe!! etc/VPO/Kleiber
Decca 417 315-2 (3CDs, 172m 06s) C)
1955
The merits of the EMI 2C1) Figaro under
Giulini were discussed at length by HC in
Dec. This classic Decca from 1955 ( the CDs
give the first stereo publication date ) comes
with synopsis and ( EngUltal) libretto; both
sets break Act 2 across CDs1/2 — here, as
Cherubino jumps from the window. Don't
judge the sound from the swimmy focus of
the overture, or the odd fluff ( Kleiber does
have his violins separated 1/R, but woodwinds have an odd Right bias). The orchestral balance is closer thereafter, and —
variously successful — voice/chorus plotting
shows that this was conceived as a true
stereo production. lbe later EMI is much
more sophisticated, though the orchestra —
the Philharmonia then somewhat marmoreal
in Mozart — is recessed. Making allowances
for age, it would be hard to judge on the
basis of the singing: Kleiber's cast is characterful and natural, where Giulini's work
much more selfconsciously ( more beautiful
singing, perhaps; acting with greater application to the emotions of the moment). But,
for me, the EMI Fero is too unsmiling: it's
the incomparable expressive warmth of the
VP() under Kleiber, his subtle pacing and
attention to detail that gives the Decca the
palm. Nothing illustrates the heady magic of
Kleiber's reading better than the scene near
the end of Act 2, when Figaro is interrogated
by the Count over the letter. My one
disappointment is that the Decca booklet is
so inferior to EMI's. [
C:11
MOZART: Symphony 40/SCHUBERT:
Symphony 8, ' Unfinished' D Rosamunde—Overture D Entr'acte 3 CI Ballet
2 VPOIFurtwiingler EMI CDH 763 1932
(67m 57s) (g recordings from 1948-51
These are studio recordings and in the case
of the ' Unfinished' the organic flow of
Furtwângler's concert performances is, I
believe, largely absent. ( ne character of his
Schubert — Rosamunde too — is certainly
here.) The important transfer is that of the
Mozart G- minor, performed without clarinets. Especially in the opening Allegro
molto, Furtwängler conveyed the troubled
nature of the writing more convincingly
than any of his great contemporaries: it was
the kind of expression he could identify with
profoundly as acomposer. The solemn close
of ( ii) will strike many listeners as out of
keeping, but then he contrasts the soulful

rallentando with aswift minuet — this is very
different from Walter's lingering in ( ii), or
Beecham's prewar quirkiness. Beecham's
tempi in ( iiiXiv) are very similar to those
here, but in ( i) he 'busies' avery slow speed
by exaggerating accompaniment figures, like
'saw teeth', and accordion- like dynamic
squeezes.
MOZART: Violin Concertos K207 & K209
III Adagio, K261 Itzhak Perlman ( yin)!
VPOILevine DG 427 813-2 (58m 07s) ®
1983, '86
High-gloss Mozart where the notes glide past
on asmooth production- line with very little
real musical consequence. Increasingly, it
seems, Perlman gives all violin music the
same 'added polyurethane' coating. His own
late- Romantic, if short, cadenzas except in
K219( ) (Joachim's). [B:3]
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concertos 1-4
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)ILSO/Previn
Decca 425 576-2 (2CDs, 135m 28s) 0
1972
Although DN was far from convinced by the
'Ovation' reissue of the C-minor, I'd say
these Kingsway Hall collaborations were
well worth having on CD, with the full-price
Concertgebouw/Haitink set a complementary rather than simply preferable
alternative. ( Maddeningly, neither includes
the Paganini Rhapsody.) In particular, the
Third Concerto recordings have documented a developing interpretation, from
his first ( Fistoulari) LP through the Philadelphia/RCA to the '85. Previn's accompaniments are more in the Stokowski/Ormandy
vein, textures are weightier, more lush than
under Haitink; Previn also more convincingly
floats the Rachmaninov 'line'. Also, the remastered Kingsway acoustic is distinctly reminscient of the composer at Philadelphia!
Just listen to the romantic melody in
l( iii), to the warmth with which Ashkenazy
responds to his accompanist there. ( His
passagework, too, is crisper in this ' 71
version.) Yes, the orchestral surges at the
beginning of 2(i) are overdone, the brooding weight contrived in manner, but even
here the soloist's phrasing is consistently
engaging, clearly heartfelt. And Ilove Preyin's swagger at the start of ( iii ), the way the
orchestral phrasing seems to grow out of the
soloist's. That is a consistently attractive
feature of this cycle. The reverse is also true,
but Ashkenazy is too individual a pianist to
succumb to Previn's over- romanticised blandishments. I am glad these reissues have
made me turn to this o— le again... [
11:1*/21
RAVEL: Daphnis an." -.hloe — Suite 2/
DEBUSSY: La Mer D Prelude à l'après
midi d'un faune Philadelphia & Ch/
Ormandy RCA VD 60133 (51m 04s) (D
1971
These recordings, first released in quadraphonic form, excited much admiration.
They don't now seem in any way remarkable. The playing is efficient, expressively
shaped, and Ormandy uses a chorus in the
Ravel. But, set against the similar Baudo/
'Eminence' or Karajan/DG mid-priced CDs,
and given the sound-quality, these Victrola
transfers disappoint. There is a cramped,
nasal character here, with tape background;
the multi-mic production throws up breath
intakes, yet the stereo image
,ague, with
massed strings dynamically
,,
mpressed.
After RCA's refurbished Reiner and Munch
recordings, this is poor. IC:21
TCHAIKOVSKY: Nutcracker — excerpts
Concertgebouw/Dorati Philips 426 177-2
(41m 15s) 0 1976
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of Pollini's very finest recordings with a
typical example from his late-Beethoven set
— makes atremendous bargain at under £ 5.
Only the rather disappointing piano sound
qualifies the recommendation. 1B/C:1/11

A cheaper Philips CD [ 422 265-2] offers 20m
(the Suite Op.71a) drawn from the older, and
sonically faded ISO/Dorati Nutcracker recording. They aren't exactly stretching themselves
here: Scene and Waltz of the Snowflakes ( Act
1), and five of the Act 2 Character Dances
separate finale — 14b, Tarantella, is cut — and
the opening Miniature Overture and March.
Short playing time and not aword about the
music. ( The CBS selection, Philhannonia/
Tilson Thomas, is almost 71m.) These extracts
are from Dorati's third complete set, which
uses apure-toned boys' choir in 9. Grumbles
aside, this version is, if less 'sweet' than the LSO
version, crisp, seemingly afresh adventure for
the Amsterdamers. [A:1*/2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata in A, Op.101/
SCHUBERT: ' Wanderer' Fantasy/
SCHUMANN: Fantasia in C Maurizio PolIfni (pno) DG 429 372-2 ( 72m 51s) C)
1973, '74, '77
From a Limited Edition series of ten DG
'artist portrait' CDs, this one — offering two

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC FROM ERATO
For many, the prospect of settling down to
listen to six CDs of recent avant-garde music
is doubtless akin to hearing that your dentist
has taken to using aBlack and Decker. This is
unfair. One of the problems which many
people experience on confronting contemporary music is its sheer diversity. There is
no one style with which to identify, no
lingua franca to become accustomed to.
Post-war, Post-modern, Post- tonal: whatever
jargon you use it comes down to much the
same thing — from the outsider's point of
view, anything seems to go. But rather than
dismiss the whole lot as simply the product
of an aesthetic world gone mad, it pays to
bear in mind that history has not yet had a
chance to sort it all out. Just as few of the
many thousands of works produced in the
18th-century are still played ( heard much
Ignaz Holzbauer lately?), so in two hundred
years the same will be true of music written
since the Second World War. But this is
hardly comforting. Even many professional
musicians still find the avant-garde perplexing. This is where recordings can help. And a
recording producer is in the frightening
position of having to mediate between the
composer and listener to an unprecedented
extent. Time has taught us what we need to
hear in Beethoven: but what about Berio?
With conducting honours divided
between Pierre Boulez and Peter EMveis,
and instrumentalists courtesy of the Ensemble InterContemporain, Erato have at least
assured us that, in terms of performing
experience, their team is second to none.
But one wonders whether their very anxiety
about ensuring that everything is heard to
maximum effect leads them into making
recordings that sound detailed but seldom
enticing.
Nowhere is this more apparent than on
their disc devoted to that remarkable
octogenarian, Elliott Carter I
ECD 75553,
62m 54s]. Comprising his major recent
works, including the 1987 Oboe Concerto,
with Heinz Holliger as soloist, this is music
which calls out for rich and colourful
treatment. True, the textures are dense and
some clarification is helpful; but Boulez
ensures that order is maintained, and so the
IRCAM studio simply sounds dead and claustrophobic. Holliger — never perhaps
endowed with the fullest of tones — occasionally sounds distinctly emaciated, and
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Antal Dorait (Lausanne 1979).

Philips

Phyllis Bryn-Julson who joins the group for
A Mirror on Which to Dwell is left without
her usual bloom. It is agreat pity, for, along
with the taut and tense Penthode of 1985,
this is in many ways the finest disc of the
batch. [B:1]
The same problems afflict another
excitingly played release of music by Kurtág, Birtwisde and Grisey [ ECD 88263,
71m 42s]. Originally released back in 1984 it
provides as good an introduction as any to
the pagan splendour of Birtwistle, here
represented by his 1979 ... agm.... This is
quite simply stunning. A ritualistic, dirge- like
processional, with thick chordal clusters
alternating with the sound of strange
mechanisms, it finds the John Aldiss Choir in
superb form. Awesome, gritty, profound — it
has about it agripping uncouthness so very
different from the facile flights of fancy that
make up so much of what passes for inspiration. Boulez directs with his customary
mastery, and Kurtág's Messages de Feu
Demoiselle R V Troussova (Adrienne
Csengery is the soprano) reveal themselves
as miniatures of quirky individuality. Beside
them the hypnotic world of chord changes
in Gérard Grisey's Modulations lacks personality, and his clever instrumental imitations
of electronics pall on repetition. [B:1]
In a series apparently largely devoted to
promoting things Gallic, the appearance of
composers from our side of the water might
seem surprising given the tradhional
Entente uncordiale. And Sir Harrison is not
alone: Brian Ferneyhough makes an
appearance, with Jonathan Harvey as an
unlikely bedfellow [ ECD 88261, 71m 47s].
Studio-ish sound is again the order of the
day; but this affects our boys rather less than
Hugues Dufourt, whose gorgeously textured Antipoysis of 1978 seems to call out
for acolourful environment — as indeed does
York Holler's Arcus, from the same year.
Harvey neatly avoids such problems with his
Stockhausenesque Mortuos Plango Vivos
Voco, this being for tape.
Built from the sound of achoirboy and a
massive bell which are processed by computer, it is one of the more successful and
accessible examples of electronic music to
have emerged from the IRCAM dungeons
and grows with each hearing. Ferneyhough
is afar niugher nut. Versions Iand II of his
Funerailles (they are complementary rather
than entirely separate) are almost wilfully
detailed and complex, and this is one of

LEONARD BERNSTEIN
BARBER: Adagio/BERNSTEIN: West Side
Story — Symphonic Dances O America**
Candide Overture D On the Town —
Three Dance Episodes*/GERSHWIN:
Rhapsody in Blue Troyanos, Edeiken/
**Orch & Ch/LAPO/Israel P0/Bernstein
(pno/dir) DG 427 806-2 ( 69m 21s) C)
1982-5
Yet another permutation from Bernstein's
recorded 'Americana' [
eg '
New York, New
York!' on Imago 7 — 423 198-2], live except
the vocal extract from the NY studio complete West Side Story. It comes in the ' 3D'
digital reissue series. Crude sound from the
Tel Aviv concert (On the Town) mitigated
by the swank of the performances. Gershwin
intro indulgent. 1A/C:1*/2]
Christopher Breunig

those occasions when the recording clarity
is a real boon. But the virtuosity of the
Ensemble InterContemporain is enough to
hold the attention. Boulez conducts these
and the Dufourt; Edstviis directs the Holler.
[B:1]
Etitviis appears as acomposer in his own
right on the fourth release [ ECD 75554,
66m 30s]. His Chinese Opera is not an opera
at all, but essentially an abstract ballet
designed for theatrical or cinematic production. Inevitably, much is lost without the
visual component, and it is only really its
final scene, with its references to the soundworld of Boulez's Rituel that seems to stand
up on its own. The remaining work Intervalles/Intérieurs, also from aitvées, is an often
fascinating study in the timbrai effects of
phase-distortion, and the results, far from
making gruelling listening, actually recall the
world of East European folk music — a
perennial source of fascination for the composer. Don't expect Bartok, however.
Another composer fascinated by distortion is Phillippe Manoury, whose Zeitlauf
makes up an entire CD [ ECD 75552, 67m].
This is by far the least appealing of the set,
not only with the constant ring- modulation
of the Groupe Vocal De France becoming
tiresome ( though lovers of Doctor Who's
Daleks will find much to enjoy) but the
recording quality occasionally collapsing
under the strain. Only for the addict. [C:3]
Last but by no means least is a disc
devoted to Lisbon born Emmanuel Nunes,
like Dufourt and Eütviis now in his mid- 40s
[ECD 75551, 54m 25s]. Unlike the rest of
these composers, he gets the benefit of big
and beefy sounds, and even though his
Musik Der Frühe lasts some 40m, it develops
logically from its cavernous opening. An
exercise in sustaining tension through texture and comparatively static harmony, it
generates a real sense of progression
through changing tonal areas. Perhaps in the
end there are some structural misjudgements ( the work reaches an excellent
finishing point ten minutes before everyone
stops playing), but it provides a fascinating
end to a generally intriguing series. The
Arditti Quartet round things off with a
characteristically virtuoso account of
Nunes's Esquisses. IA:1/2]
A final word: be wary of the liner notes.
They vary from the complex but vaguely
intelligible to mistranslated jargonese. Good
luck!.
Simon Cargill
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aspects of contemporary jazz,
like a glance at the past, and a
gaze into the future. There's a
deadly serious side too, these
people can swing hard. Inventive
players who make all the elements make sense and excitement. One for anyone who loves
the modern mainstream. (
A:11 Ken Hider

PANDIT NIICHIL BANEWEE:
RAGA PILLO
Audiorec ARCD 2005 (CD)
(54m 45s)
(Audiorec, Lynton House, 304
Bensham Lane, Thornton Heath,
Surrey CR4 7YR )
The music here is committed
and is played with the kind of
passionate virtuosity which is
the hallmark of Indian classical
music. More than most classical
music, the aesthetic priorities
are spirit and feeling. Bannerjee
plays sitar with a more hopeful,
upbeat style than some other
players, especially in the slower
opening sections. His tabla
player Anindo Chatterjee gets to
the heart of the groove without
clouding the issue with
pyrotechnics. There are a lot of
sitar recordings but Bannerjeee's
individual approach should
tempt you. [
A*:1]
Ken Hider

THE CARPENTERS:
LOVELEVES
A&M CDA 3931 ( 46m 39s) CD
Poignancy, always a key ingredient in Carpenters music, is an

BASS DRUM BONE:
WOOFERLO
Soul Note (CD) 121 187-2
(46m 56s)
The Bass is Mark Helias, The
Drum, Gerry Hemingway and
The Bone, Ray Anderson. This
trio brings together many

WORLD MUZAK
MACHANIC MANYERUICE
AND THE PURITANS:
MACHANIC MANYERUKE
AND THE PURITANS
Cooking Vinyl COOK 025
ABDEL GADIR SALIM:
STARS OF THE NIGHT
Globestyle ORB 039
D.O. MISIANI & SHIRATI
JAZZ: THE WORLD UPSIDE
DOWN
Globestyle ORB 046
ABDUL TEE-JAYS ROKOTO:
KANKA KURU
Rogue Records FMSL 2018
(PO Box 337, London N4 IBA )
VARIOUS: 1VYOTA
Globestyle CDORB 044
(44m 03s) CD
The western record industry
has found anew kind of muzak
and is pushing it hard — world
muzalc. It is offering sanitized
exotica for new age yuppies,
and for younger, less affluent
trendies there's exotic rock.
Slipping into the racks
inside this Trojan horse, is the
real thing. African music
played by African musicians.
Some of these musicians may
still be influenced by the outside world — and why not? —
but it's still essentially their
own thing. Take the Machanic
Manyeruke album. If you were
to listen to it blind, you'd pick
up a black gospel vibe. And
HUH NDX'S & REC( > RI)
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that's exactly what it is, except
instead of the US gospel music
we're used to, this is acheery
Zimbabwean gospel. The singers have that characteristic
joy and hope so common in
southern Africa. Machanic's
guitar is also typically jangly
and treble-laden in the local
style. And he uses a lot of
reverb. It's simple, clear and
engaging music. [
A:1] Abdel
Gadir Salim, is a singer and
oud player from Sudan.
Although there are other ideas
coming into the music, and his
band on this session includes
an alto saxophone player, the
music is essentially Sudanese.
There is a strong muslim
flavour throughout the album,
and the musical ties are closer
to Arabic music than the
polyrhythmic music many
associate with Africa. [
A:1/2]
The Shirati Jazz album is not a
jazz album at all. The style is
Benga, and applies to modern
dance music in Kenya. The
rhythm and style of the music
can remind you of Kanda
Bongo Man. The differences
are in the funkier vocals and
the way the bass guitars take a
more prominent line. There
are three guitars in there too,
spilling out harp- like lines.
There is also somebody
described in the lineup as
'gate master'. Is he amaster of
the noise gate, or does he lock
the rest of the band in the
studio till they get it right?
[A:2] For something homeproduced, you could go for
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unavoidable sensation when
listening to this final release.
Coming 2(1 years after their
debut and six years after Karen's
death, Imvelines is a multipurpose set acting as a commemorative and a catch-all as
well as afresh title. The material
could have been culled from any
period — the duo was consistent
throughout — with previously
unreleased material sharing
space with Karen's solo work.
Sure, the Carpenters were so
shmaltzy that they made Bread
seem like Zodiac Mindwarp, but

Karen's voice was something to
behold. Her treatment of awellcovered classic like ' When IFall
In Love' lets you know just what
we've lost. [A/B:1]
Ken Kessler

the Rokoto album. Tee-Jay
(full name, Tejan-Jalioh) lives
in London, but comes from
Sierra Leone. He's a stunning
guitarist, but the rhythms are
monotonous after a while.
(A:21 And finally, something
very odd. The Nyota album
features music from two clubs
in the town of Tanga in Tanzania. There is a strong muslim
influence in this music which
consists of local styles played

on western instruments. And
as the original recordings are
up to 20 years old, there are
strange Sooty-organ and Shadows noises on the tracks. The
singing is akind of east African
Swahili crooning. The songs
were all recorded straight to
one-track with one mike, so
we're not talking hi-fi, here.
But it's unique music, for
slow-drinking sessions. [
11:21
Ken Hyder

CATS IN BOOTS:
KICKED & KLAWED
EMI CDP 7911722 urn 28s )
CD
Guns & Roses, Skid Row. and
now Cats In Boots — these drum.
based metal bands are
mushrooming. Following Mütley
Crüe's lead in dynamic drums,

-

rock groups are beginning to
remember ' the man at the back'
and capitalize on the crowdpulling power of savage percussion. Drums and cymbals summon us to party, but they aren't
all. Vocals, backing, bass and lead
guitars all play their parts professionally, never fighting against
each other for more than a fair
share of the impeccable mix.
Cats In Boots' US vocalist (Joel
Ellis) and drummer ( Randii
Meers) found the ideal guitar/
bass combination in O'Hashi and
Hatae from Tokyo and the duo's
fame in their home country
helped the band to a top-selling
demo in Japan. Kicked And
Klawed deserves praise for
eleven great songs. Scream along
with ' Every Sunrise', boogie or
slamdance to 'Coast To Coast'
and rise to the Cats' rallying call
in ' Bad Boys Are Back'. Ithink
I'm their latest fan. [
A:1*]
prrrprrr
Karen Douthwaite
ERIC CLA1YMN:
JOURNEYMAN
Reprise 926 074-2 ( 57m )CD

plays all his instruments nicely
with the help of some nice
friends like Eric Clapton, Steve
Winwood, and David Crosby.
The Phoenix Horns provide a
good brass sound. But it's nearly
five years since the last album —
plenty of time, you might argue,
for him to think up some new
ideas, but he hasn't, or at least if
he has, they aren't featured very
highly here. If you loved the
other albums from Collins,
chances are you'll like this too.
But I'm beginning to think it's
too much of a moderately good
thing. [
A:21
Karen Douthwaite
DUKE ELLINGTON:
SWING 1930-38
BBC REB 686
Old familiar versions of ' Rockin'
in Rhythm' and ' It Don't Mean a
Thing' come out sharp and fresh
in these Robert Parker recreations, with Wellman Braud's
typical bass slapping showing up
better than on the old 78s. By
the end of the record, which
runs chronologically, the Ellington band, and its recording, was
already sounding ' modern', with
that rich sound typified by ' In a
Jam', one of the British Vocalion
releases which had some of Ben

Though not as remarkable as the
recent releases by other early
trailblazers as Dylan and Neil
Young, Journeyman, nevertheless, represents a considerable
return to form by the one-time
godlike one. In fact, what makes
this particular album so potent is
EC's willingness to return to the
roots, atask in which he is aided,
on several tracks, by fellow
bluesware merchant Robert
Cray. There are flashbacks via
Ray Charles's ' Hard Times', a
rumbato ' Hound Dog' and aspirited return to Bo Diddley's
'Before You Accuse Me' along
with fresh fillips of varying quality, designed by Jerry Williams,
E
who also appears in Clapton's
multi- faceted, name- Flaunting
back-up squad, amongst George
Harrison, Phil Collins, Greg Phillinganes, Daryl Hall, Chaka Khan,
Webster's earliest work with the
Gary Burton, Linda and Cecil
band. In between are such gems
Womack, David Sanborn, Pino
as 'Saddest Tale', underrated by
Palladino, The Washington Temmany Ellington analysts, in
ple Concert Choir and arranger
which the subtleties of orchesArif Mardin. And, this time
tration show what wonders
around, quality and quantity go
could be worked with only 14
hand in hand. [
A/B:1]
musicians. Apart from the final
Fred Dellur
track, a 'popular' tune called
'Stepping into Swing Society', the
PHIL COLLINS:
record provides apotted history
of Duke's development during
... BUT SERIOUSLY
Virgin CDV2620 ( 59m 48s ) CD
eight heyday years. Most fans
rate the 1940 band as the
Aptly titled, as Collins turns to
greatest, but the later tracks here
'important issues' for inspiration
run its close, already the full,
and the more personal, relarich Ellington sound. [
H:11
Denis Argent
tionship- breakdown numbers
fade into insignificance next to
FARAFINA: BOLOMAKOTE
'That's Just The Way It Is' ( about
Northern Ireland), 'Colours' ( S Verabra CD 26 ( 50m 19s ) CD
Distributed by Jaro/Fuego
Africa), and 'Another Day In
Paradise', the moving single
which will benefit the homeless.
The trouble is, it's a teeny bit
dull. Phil has anice voice, and he
writes quite nice songs, and
108

African music is now suffering in
the same way as South American
music did with frilly- skirted
'ethnic' posturing. But this band

is among the goodies. The West
African drumming which underpins this music has adeep, solid
swing to it. Grooves are set up
and interlaced. And just as you
sort it out in your mind, it subtly
transforms itself into anew variation with new accents. On top of
the polythythmic base is the
balafon — a kind of xylophone —
and relaxed group vocals. The
ensemble is well- recorded, making this an excellent introduction to West African music. [A:11
Ken Hyder
EDBERTO GISMONTI:
DANCA DOS ESCRAVOS
ECM 1387
He plays music rooted in his
country, but he's not a folk
musician; he improvizes, but is
not ajazz musician; and he plays
classical pieces, but is not a
classical musician. An accomplished Brazilian pianist and
guitarist, Gismonti has chosen to
concentrate on the guitar on this
album. Devotees of the acoustic
guitar will be thrilled to know
he's playing a variety of unusual
10, 12 and 14 string instruments.
Others will just sit back and hear
superbly recorded music. [
A*:11
Ken Hyder

PLUS ÇA CHANGE
GRATEFUL DEAD:
BUILT TO IAST
Arista 260326 ( 50m 07s) CD
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE:
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE

Epic 465659
Ah, wasn't San Francisco just
the place? Back in the late
sixties, the music appeared
from all directions, each group
and record weirder and more
wonderful than the last. Looking back, of course some of it
was unspeakable tosh, but
plenty' wasn't. The same is
true, now.
The Grateful Dead have
already proved themselves critically and commercially since
their long lay-off in the eighties and this new record strengthens their. From the opening

GOODBYE MR. MACKENZIE:
FISH HEADS AND TAILS
Capitol Records CAPS 2001
Scotland has to be the musical
centre of the world at the
moment. I'm amazed none of the
record companies have upped
sticks and headed for Glasgow.
Goodbye Mr. MacKenzie is
another Scottish export. More
than a little like an indic Neil
Diamond ( this is meant as a
compliment), Ta Ta Mack are
story telling minstrels with a
love of travel, sea shanties and a
lateral view of life. This second
album is quite excellent and far
more mature than the average
indic record. Apparently an
exciting live act, they prove
their ability in their live version
of ' Knockin' On Joe'. But it is
their adventurous use of complex instrumentation that raises
them above the crowd. This is
what we should listen to instead
of Kylie [A:1]
Neville Farmer

GRACEJONES:
BULLETPROOF HEART
Capitol CDP 91737-2 ( 59m )CD
Time was when Grace Jones
made albums that made you sit
up and grab for the superlatives,
creative chunks of vinyl masterminded by Chris Blackwell and
Alex Sadkin, who provided the
singer with something more
memorable than a square-cut
coiffure and the ability to thump
Russell Harty. These days, the
lady has become just another
slave to the rhythm, another
disco diva with an eye on the rap
race. Because she's a performer
of some attitude, Bulletproof
Heart cannot be written off with
a complete loser CV, but in a
competitive world, the album
offers less than it should and I
wouldn't want to employ it on
anything more than atemporary
basis.I.V:2/31
Fred 1) char
starburst of ' Foolish Heart', a
wonderful Garcia/Hunter
composition, you know you're
in good hands. There's also the
terrific title track, Bob Weir's
'Victim Or The Crime' and the
affecting ' Standing On The
Moon'. Naturally, the Dead
toss in a couple of duds, but
this is one for cold nights.
[A:11
Whereas much of the
Dead's effort was recorded at
George Lucas' Skywalker
Ranch, the newly- reformed
Airplane sound like they got
together in atime warp. Grace
Slick can still hold a note,
Kaukonen and Casady can still
play a bit, but the rest is a
shambles. Stuff like 'Common
Market Madrigal' and Marty
Balin's 'Summer Of Love' ( sic)
would be an embarrassment
in the bath let alone the outside world. [
B:4]
Pete Clark
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ALIAS RON KAVANA:
MINK LIKE A HERO
Chiswick/Ace CDWICK 88
(S im 24s)CD

„le

LIME RICHARD:
THE SPECIALTY SESSIONS
Ace ABOXLP 1 ( 8LPs )
Eight LPs ( or 6CDs) containing
140 tracks, packaged with style,
with a 32-page photo- enriched
booklet — this is rock'n'roll
heaven. Not purporting to be
everything Little Richard
recorded at Speciality the Ace
parcel contains only the cream.
The multiple takes are inserted
to show how the tracks were
assembled so you still get the
feeling of being there in the
studio. Every number is fully
annotated and the transfers are
good enough to make you want
to return to mono and there are
enough previously unissued rarities to dazzle even the most
knowledgeable fan. The build-up
to each ' master' take is fascinating and the music remains the
most fiery catalogue in all of
rock'n'roll. [A/A*:1** *]
Ken Kessler
BELLEMOU MESSAOUD:
LE PERE DU RAI
World Circuit WCD 011 ( 58m
03s ) CD ( Interchange Studios,
15 Willcin St, London NW5)
One of the fave raves in the
constantly changing fave raves of
world music fans is Rai — the
urban music of Algeria. This is a
strange music, concentrating as
it does on soppy songs about
women, and even more sodden
songs about drink. Some of the
111.Ft NEWS & RECORD RFNIE-W

particularly ' 20th Century
Youth Patrol'. Chances are
that Bonfire are agreat live act
and that the excitement that's
missing from the studio could
be found on stage. [A:1/2]
The 14 tracks on the Scorpions album ( 15 on CD) are
representative of the last
decade of their history. Yes,
there's that traditionallygermanic perfection to be
found on every track, superb
acoustic guitars on 'Holiday'
and Still Loving You' and
some heavy axe-wielding on
'Lovedrive' and ' rhe Zoo', in
fact the compilation is worth
acquiring for those few tracks
alone. But the Scorps are great
because they've been churning out good songs since the
beginning and this Best Of is
made better by the thought
that there must be at least
twice as many prime Scorpions tracks left off the album
as are on it. And that's why
Bonfire are not Germany's
new Scorpions [A:1]
Karen Douthwaite

NEW SCORPIONS
BONFIRE: POINT BLANK
BMG ZD 74249-7A ( 57m
50s) CD
76 74249
SCORPIONS: BEST OF
ROCKERS N' BALLADS
EMI CDP 566Y ( 68m 33s) CD

lyrics can be freely translated
along the following mes — ' I'm
well pissed off at the moment;
what Ineed is a drink: yes I'm
going to go out and get drunk;
yet I'm going to go our and get
absolutely plastered.' Fortunately for the European fans who
don't speak the language, the
attention is focused on the
music. Other music — all over
the place — has guitars as lead
instruments. Here it's the trumpet. The underlying basis for the
music is the loping rhythms of
North Africa, and on this record
at least, the bubbling chunkiness
of an accordion. Some Rai has
become very poppy with more
Western rhythms dominating
the music, but Bellemou is one
of the originals, and his music
retains the particularly distinctive flavour of the old Rai. [A:1,21
Ken Hyder
GILBERT O'SULLIVAN:
IN THE KEY OF G
Dover/Chrysalis ADD 11
He's back! Giblet is back and it is
as if he had never gone away.

Bonfire, a young band from
Germany hailed as the new
Scorpions — presumably for
geographical reasons and not
because their performance
approaches that of the Scorps,
it owes more to Jovi than to
Meine or Schenker. There are
some good acoustic numbers
on Point Blank, and ' Look Of
Love' stands out, but for the
most part the tracks are pretty
indistinguishable. Although
the production and guitar
work are competent the and
singing is tuneful, clichéd
lyrics and monotonous drumming make the CD ever so
slightly dull. However, I did
appreciate its extra tracks,

decline, mainly through illjudged and over- produced
attempts to crack the lucrative
American market. He managed a
decent comeback last year with
Mona Lisa Sister, returning to
the raw production and simple
backing which suits his husky
tonsils. The good news is that
Human Soul has got agreat first
side, simple songs with sweet
tunes and sharp, wistful lyrics.
The bad news, is the second side
is a concept song-sequence of
little consequence except
embarrassment. Why? [A:1/A:41
Pete Clark

gained the freedom to record
and licence this album independently. And we should be
pleased because however silly
he looked in that flat cap, he
wrote some good songs and now
he's writing more. His lyrics are
as quirky as ever, 'Just think how
easy it would be if we had — Not
just time on our hands but some
in a bag'. His melodies are as
catchy as ever and his voice
receives double tracking treatment as always. It is no great
adventure, just agood record of
real songs. [A:11 Neville Fariner

PHALANX: IN TOUCH
DIQ (CD) DIW-826 ( 53m 07s )
(Distributed by Impetus )

Little RIchard

Gritty voiced Kavana sounds like
too many people you know,
from Ky Cooder to Loudon
Wainwright to Christy Moore.
He writes interesting and witty
and poignant lyrics about every
place on the planet and appears
to have visited them all to add
their musical styles to his own
Irish traditions. Latin, Mexican,
country and rock all have their
place amidst the mandolas and
bodhrans. He even seems to
have visited some places not on
the planet — 'Well Ihad adream
the other night, Idreamed that I
was dead. Stood outside the
pearly gates and that St Peter
said, "So you've come to join the
house band, there's no room for
you in there. Sure you're the
atheist bastard who wrote the
sinner's prayer." At times his
rough voice becomes flat and
irritating and the recording is
crude and raw — not necessarily
a bad thing. But overall it is an
enjoyable collection of songs
with sparkling and boisterous
arrangements. I don't expect
there will be many instant converts but anyone with alove of a
good Irish folk tune should like
this. [B:1]
Neville Farmer
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Barring some very eighties production and arrangements and
synth sounds, he sounds just the
same, and why not? Gilbert
O'Sullivan has spent years
fighting fires so that he could get
back to the old business of writing and singing and playing one
of the nine upright pianos at his
home in Jersey. He has fought
and won his legal battles and has
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GRAHAM PARKER:
HUMAN SOUL
Demon FIEND CD163
(43m 52s)CD
This is the man who, in the
seventies introduced us to the
pleasures of bald-headed, ex petrol pump attendant soul. And
jolly good some of it was too.
Parker then went into a steep

Although George Adams, on
tenor, soprano and flute, has
done his share of posing in the
past, he has always been able to
deliver the real stuff of jazz. The
emotional intensity of his playing on this important CD is
never in doubt. Rashied Ali provides an unfashionable post Elvin Jones kind of drumming
which actually sounds fresher
and more appropriate than the
limp backbeat which marks time
during so many current jazz
releases. It's looser, freer and
more easily adaptable to subtle
changes in the course of the
music. It's interesting too, to
hear James Blood Ulmer on this
session. Ulmer all too often
pushes his guitar too much in an
effort to impress. But here he's
more relaxed, and more creative. The veteran avant-gardist.
Sirone plays bass in a simple,
open way which suits this music
down to the ground. This is
strong, stimulating music. [A*:11
Ken Hyder
109

fuzz effects. Try 'Shine', 'Torch'
or the title track for further
elucidation, but don't forget
your joke book. [A:2] Pete Clark

THE SMITHEREENS: H
Enigma EMV 1000
Oh dearie me! Once upon a
time, the Smithereens were satis-

DIANA ROSS:
GREATEST HITS LIVE
EMI EMDC 1001

POCO: LEGACY
RC.A PD 90395(43m 41s) CD
Poco has reformed with the original, pre-Pickin' Up The Pieces
line-up. What they've delivered,
however, is not PU7P-Revisited
but an amalgam of all that has
gone before, including stuff
which wouldn't have been out of
place on an Eagles LP. What
Legacy lacks is the humour and
wide-eyed innocence of that
classic debut two decades ago.
Even so, it's not jaded or cynical,
the harmonies are intact and the
level of refinement is par for
modern West Coast country
rock. But I sure would have
loved abit more country funk...
[A:1/2]
Ken Kessler

and the melodies strong. Do try
The Prunes will find that Nada
certainly doesn't mean nothing.
[B:1]
Nellie Farmer
THE PSYCHEDELIC FURS:
BOOK OF DAYS
CBS 465982
After Pretty In Pink The Furs at
last have the decency to present
their adoring public with a recognizable record. Book Of Days
contains nothing as immediately
compelling as ' Dumb Waiters',
'President Gas' or ' Forever Now',
but there's lashings of gloom for
the grateful listener. Richard
Butler's life- ravaged tonsils are in
fine nick and behind him, the
group wallow in a lovely pit of

I never could figure out why
certain performers spend eons in
studios, shaping records to their
exact requirements, then, after
producing numerous classics, go
onstage with interior bands and,
in circumstances hardly conducive to high- quality record- I
5
making, try to reshape everything they've ever done, in the
fylingly hot poop, especially as
course of a few hours. Greatest
found on their debut proper,
Hits Live is such an attempt.
Especially for You. A second LP
Maybe the crowd who witnessed
entitled Green Thoughts instilDi's performances at the Wembled afew doubts, tarnishing their
ley Arena back in June, 1989,
sparkling pop/rock in places
will cling to this double- helping
with distressing traces of leaden
as some sort of souvenir. But,
bluster. Now, they've gone the
right from the opening ' I'm Comwhole hog on this third outing
ing Out', it's blatantly apparent
by snuffing out the flame of their
that the average stay-at-home
Rickenbacker hey days in favour
punter would be far better off
of a naked appeal to paunchy
with compilations featuring all
rock dudes everywhere — this is
the original studio versions. 'I'he
at the same time heavy-handed
songs, needless to say, are great,
and wimpy. After the deceptive
and the spine still tingles at the
promise of the opening 'A Girl
merest hint of 'Ain't No MounLike You', the slide into
tain High Enough'. But, an
mediocrity is inexorable. And a
exquisite version of The Man I bit sad. [
B:4]
Pete Clark
Love' apart, there's nothing here
that Di hasn't performed with
STATUS QUO:
more potency in the past. (A:2/31
PERFECT REMEDY
Fred Del far
Vertigo 842 980-1

THE PRUNES: NADA
Baby Records/New Rose 13CD
(37m 47s ) CI) ( Dist by APT)

UPTOWN BOYS
BILLYJOEL: STORM FRONT
CBS 465658-1
NEIL DIAMOND:
THE BEST
YEARS OF OUR LIVES
CBS 463291-2 (46m 14s)CD
Singer- songwriters- superstars
both. Diamond was once considered pretty hip but has since
sunk to the level of acoach-party
puller whose appeal to the rock
generation is next to zilch. Joel,
on the other hand, probably can
pull a sizeable portion of the
stadium rock crowd, though his

10

Psychedelic Furs

New Rose Records in Paris is a
small label run from a record
shop. Hardly the hub of the
music industry but somehow
they find and sign sonie very
interesting acts. One of those
acts is The Prunes, an unusual
duo called Mary and Strongman
with additional guest vocalist,
Dave- ID. The press release is
right when it says the Prunes
sound like a gentler Syd Barrett
and that is sonic compliment.
The arrangements are simple but
effective, the lyrics are inventive
output has deteriorated too.
Forced to choose between this
brace of releases, I'd probably
come down on the side of the
Diamond, purely because Istill
have ears for his voice, which
has considerable charisma. But
several of the songs on Best
Years are yawn-provoking as are
most of those on Joel's Storm
Front, though Joel, whose album
was produced by Foreigner's
Mick Jones, makes his statements
in a noisier atmosphere. Certainly 'We Didn't Start The Fire'
is the stand-out track so, if you
have the single, you can safely
wait until a stronger album
becomes available. [
B:2] and
[A:2] respectively
Fred Dellar

SHAM 69: THE COLLECTION
Castle CLALP 153
The great glory that was James
Pursey and the Hersham Boys.
An uncontrollable mouth and
continuing odious fan problem
led to the rapid demise of Sham,
but they took their fifteen
minutes with some aplomb and
their hearts were most definitely
in the right place. Anyone who
doesn't raise a smile, wry or
otherwise, to the strains of ' If
The Kids Are United', Borstal
Breakout' and ' Hurry Up Harry'
is either dead boring, or just
plain dead. [
B:11
Pete Clark

There are few bands more likeable than the Quo. Along with
Slade, they represent the allessential British good time,
rock's answer to fish'n'chips.
Now, nearly a quarter of a century since they first headed our
way in the form of The Spectres
and Traffic Jam, they, not for the
first time, have decided to
change their image. Practically
gone are Quo the heads-down
boogie merchants. These days
they think in terms of songs,
melody lines, flowing keyboards
even. In some ways maybe this is
amistake. For they tend to amble
from style to style, going countryfied for such offerings as
'Going Down For The First Time'
and 'Address Book' and even
indulge in a mildly Celtic swirl
that answers to the name of
'Tommy's In Love'. Admirable
though such changes may be, it's
possible that long-term headbangers will look elsewhere for new
heroes. A pity really, for Francis
Rossi and Co have re-emerged as
a potent pop outfit, albeit one
with a penchant for sometimes
faceless sing-alongs. (A:1/21
Fred Dellar
RICHARD STOLTZMAN WITH
JUDY COLLINS:
INNER VOICES
RCA RD87888 ( 57m 20s) CD
Richard Stoltzman's album
sports the name Judy Collins and
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RANDY TRAVIS:
NO HOLDIN' BACK
Warner Bros WX 292

a photo of her with him on the
cover but it only includes her
crystal voice on two tracks. The
second of these is a beautiful
version of Joni Mitchell's For
Free' but the first is a distinctly
unimpressive piece of twaddle
and, as such, I can understand
anyone who feels cheated by the
record company. Richars Stoltzman is a fine clarinetist but this
collection of tunes from Saint
Saens and Mozart to Jarrett and
Wonder is uninspiring. New age
music is supposed to relax the
soul but when you are feeling
ripped off because you thought
you were getting aJudy Collins
record, relaxing is the last thing
on your mind. I wonder how
many purchasers of this disc will
demand their money back.
Nicely recorded, though. [A:31
Neville Farmer

No surprises here, but then,
who'd have expected much in
the way of new sensations? The
song samples come easy on the
ear and include a version of
Brook Benton's ' It's Just A Matter
Of Time' plus are-run of Melvin
Endsley's ' Singing The Blues'
allied to old-timey westernswing on 'Card Carryin' Fool'
and ' Have A Nice Rest Of Your
Life', featuring commendable
outbursts by fiddler Mark O'Connor and harmonica player Jelly
Roll Johnson respectively. The
tastiest ballad is 'Somewhere In
My Broken Heart', which shows
why Richard Leigh has remained
on top of Nashville's songwriting
heap for quite awhile now, and
'He Walked On Water' for those
with a handy box of Kleenex.
But it's been 10 years since
Randy Bruce Traywick first hit
the US Country charts, and
though he's since conquered
everything within shooting distance of the Opry, something
extra is required to bring his
brat- pack looks and George
Jones voice to the attention of
the K-Tel crowd. 1A*:1/21
Fred DeIlar

STRAITJACKET FITS: HAIL
Rough Trade ROUGH 147
It's taken time, but the sounds of
young New Zealand with guitars
is finally making an impact on
the UK market. The album has
tracks on it that were recorded
as long ago as 1987, but is
certainly not remotely dated.
Straitjacket Fits are in the fine
tradition of groups who have
sensibly opted to add abit to the
cause of good old rock music
from within, rather than beat it
about with unsuitable instruments and attitudes. You won't
find much here that REM haven't
already prepared the world for,
but the 'Jackets invest their
medium paced efforts with
flashes of steel and surprising
melody which makes repeated
listens mandatory. So if the
Straitjacket Fits, wear it. 113:21
Pete Clark

American feel, at times partly
thanks to Bob Clearmountain's
mixes and despite the selfproduction in Bath and
Denmark. Get this one. [A*:1]
Neville Farmer
WHITESNAICE:
SLIP OF THE TONGUE
EMI CDP 793537 2(47m 02s)
What was going on inside Steve
Vai's tousled head when he
accepted Coverdale's invitation
to join Whitesnake? The story is
that Adrian Vandenberg, guitarist
and co-composer ( with Coverdale ) of 9 of the ten albumtracks, injured his hand just as
recording was due to begin, so
Val stepped in and saved the day.

VARIOUS: LIKE A GIRL
IWANT YOU TO KEEP
COMING
World Service SERV 008
On this shamelessly seasonal
offering, various artists, more or
less connected with the art
world of New York, give you
their best party tricks. Debbie
Harry kicks off with a rousing
Haitian traditional stomp, to be
followed by New Order's spite.

BANDS OF JOY
JIMI HENDRIX:
LIVE & UNRELEASED —
THE RADIO SHOW
Band OfJoy HBCD 100
(58m 29s; 74m 36s; 65m) CD
QUEEN: AT THE BEEB 1973
Band OfJoy BOJLP 001
Band Of Joy is described as
the new label for 'classic' acts,
and if the two launch titles are
anything to go by, it'll mean
collectors' heaven.
The Queen set predates
their first EMI release and was
in fact recorded before they
even had acontract. The eight
songs in the package later
appeared on their first two
LPs, but it's interesting to note
just how 'professional' they
were at this early stage. Even
so, there's a rough quality
you'd never find in their
highly polished studio efforts
from later in their career. For
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ful version of the Velvet Underground's ' Sister Ray', notable
because it's the first officially
available live take by the group.
There's alull in the proceedings
while the wicked old uncle of
drugs, William Burroughs, goes
through one of his interminable
monologues, but the first side
finishes in style with David
Byrne delivering a tender ditty
while enmeshed in artiicial bug
noises. There's more fun and
games to be discovered on the
second side, with special honours here clearly going to Henry
Rollins for ' Hard'. Don't really
know what it's all about, hut as
nguthy yam-quaan Karen Finley
says, it's real ' Party Animal'. MA/
Pete Clark

the hardcore and the historians, and much better than
you'd expect from so young a
band. [13:1/21
The Hendrix triple CD ( SIP
set, HBLP 1) is a real treat,
containing most of the music
and much of the chat from a
six-hour American radio special not ( yet) broadcast in the
UK. Mixing familiar tracks
with loads of material never
issued commercially, all
linked by commentary, Live &
Unreleased is afeast of demos,
outtakes and jams covering
Hendrix's entire career, from
his days with the Isleys and
Little Richard right to the end.
Band Of Joy's offering, complete with fascinating interviews and abrief but informative booklet — if there were an
accompanying video and book
in the package, it would be the
ultimate Hendrix history. This
'sonic' biography is a must,
even if you've got all of the
100-plus bootlegs. IA/B/C:1*]
Ken Kessler
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WET WET WET:
HOLDING BACK THE RIVER
Precious Records/
Phonogram 842 011-2 ( 49m
4s ) CD
The initial image- building by
Phonograrn was unfortunate as
these Scottish soul boys arc
really very good. They write
jolly good little tunes and perform and record them very well.
This second album is a thoroughly enjoyable recording of
quality songs with adventurous
arrangements and more than
mere lip service paid to the great
soul classics. If they can overcome the stigma of being seen as
a teeny band, they should sit
alongside the Christians as a
respected act with along career
ahead of them. Marti Pellow is a
great young vocalist and the
band can play. This is a classically produced album with
waves of strings and bass,
chunky guitars and asurprisingly

Although the overall Whitesnake
sound is vastly improved by Vai's
guitar — which gives a definite
metal ' edge' — the poor lad is
playing the sort of tunes he
could have taught himself in the
nursery. l'he first single from the
album is ' Fool For Your Loving',
a safe bet re-recording of
Whitesnake's 1980 hit. David
Coverdale has done well
recovering from an illness which
threatened to end his singing
career and his voice is better
than ever. Shame the same can't
be said for his lyrics. EMI bills
'The Deeper The Love', 'Judgement Day' and 'Sailing Ships' as
containing Coverdale's ' most
intense and moving vocals', true
enough, the singing's great, but
the lyrics ... Aargh! Still, a new,
improved Whitesnake and the
gold stars go to the guest
keyboard players ( Airey/
Gaudette/Rosenthal) and to
Steve Val and his wonderous
guitar sound. IA*:1*1
Karen Douthwaite
Il
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CHET ATKINS: PICKIN' MYWAY/IN HOLLYWOOD/
ALONE
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 2-787
(46m 27s; 47m 26s) CD
Three of Chet's solos ( on two
CDs ) which show why he's considered the guitarist's guitarist.
Country pickin', show tunes,
standards — the man's a genius.
[A*:11
BECK BOGERT & APPICE:
BECK BOGERT & APPICE
Essential/Castle
Communications ESSCD 011
(37 m I8s ) CD
The debut release from apower
trio which could have been
Cream — indeed, they even
sound like them on one or two
tracks. Jeff Beck in his heaviest
phase, prior to surrendering to a
jazz muse. IA:1]
BLACK SABBATH:
BLACKEST SABBATH (19701987)
Vertigo 828 818-1
Verdgo 838 818-2 ( 7Im 37s)
CD
Their finest moments, probably
the cream of gothic metal. Ironically, it now sounds too much
like Spinal Tap to be taken
seriously, but audiophiles will
flip over the first 40 seconds.
[A/A*:1/21
GARY US' BONDS:
COLLECTION
Line/Conifer IMCD 9.00715
(69m 36s) CD
Spring,steen's hero represented
by 26 tracks which convey both
the perennial partying and the
oft- forgotten soulfulness. Like a
second- generation Little
Richard. [B/C:1/11
TIM BUCKLEY:
LOOK AT THE FOOL
Edsel ED294
TIM BUCKLEY: SEFRONIA
Edsel ED277
Edsel EDCD2'77 ( 38m 39s ) C1)
Two atypical reissues from a
tragic cult figure. Prime West
Coast singer-songwriter material, complete with ace musicians, head-scratching lyrics and
potent delivery. 'loo much soulfulness in these grooves to suggest the laid-back generation
which followed. Ranks with
Dylan, Newman, Prine, Ochs and
other troubadors. IA:1] per.
CARAVAN:
IN THE LAND OF GREY AND
PINK
Deram 820 520-2 ( 43m 22s)
CD
The Canterbury band's bigest
hit, ablend of East Kent whimsy
and arch psychedelia. For the
Ayers and Softs fans among you.
'Golf Girl', the opener, is asonic
delight. [A*:1/11
EDDIE COCHRAN:
THE EP COLLECTION
See For Miles SEE 271
111.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

20 tracks culled from his 12 UK
EPs, half of which would easily
serve well in any ' Best Of' compilation. Teen angst masterpieces from one of rock'n'roll's
true greats. IA:1/11
IAN DURY:
4000 WEEKS HOLIDAY
Great Expectations PIPCD 004
(39m -1
7 s ) C1)
IAN DURY: LORD UPMINSTER
Great Expectations PIPCD 005
(38m 34s ) CD ( Dist by Revolver )
Post-Stiff material in that unique
Duly genre: Cockney funk. Sure,
it's darker and more thoughtful
than the monster debut, but why
did it not continue the momentum? Britain's Tom Waits, only
you haven't yet realised it. [A:1/
2] per.
THE EASYBEATS:
COLLECTION
Line/Conifer IMCD 9.00823
(73m 27s ) CD
'Me standard set by their lone,
classic hit ' Friday On My Mind'
are matched 25 times on this
collection. Hard, eclectic yet
innovative pop from Australia's
first world-class band. 1A/B:1]
ESQUERITA: BELIEVE ME
WHEN ISAY ROCK7VILOLL
IS HERE TO STAY
Fan Club/New Rose FC 053 CD
(64m 57s ) CD
28 gems from a 1.ittle Richard
clone. Rollicking piano, skyscraper barnet, even the song
titles ( ' Hey Miss Lucy', ' Good
Golly, Annie May') suggest pastiche. Good fun, but nothing to
worry the Georgia Peach. [ B:2]
DON FARDON:
INDIAN RESERVATION — THE
BEST OF
C5 Records C5-540
A resurrection from See For
Miles. Late I960s/early 1970s
craftsmanship from the exSorrows vocalist, the styles running from rock to folk to R&B.
Another case of the public not
knowing a good thing. [A:21
BUTCH HANCOCK:
OWN & OWN
Demon D-FIEND 150
Double IP chronicling the
career of the Texas singersongwriter and Joe Ely protege.
BH sounds more like pre- 1970
Dylan than would otherwise be
advisable, but his material precludes a mistaken identity.
1A/B:1/2]
THE IMPRESSIONS:
DEFINITIVE IMPRESSIONS
Kent/Ace CDKEND 923
(72m 33s ) Cl)
28 heavenly, smooth and soulful
masterpieces from a group
featuring no less than Curtis
Mayfield and Jerry Butler. Too
influential for words. [AM*:1*I
JETHRO TULL: STAND UP
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 524

FEBRI ARV I9go

(37m 52s ) CD
The band's stunning second LP
now in 24k gold. Still breathtaking, Tull swimming somewhere
between metal and jazz. Essential listening includes ' Fat Man'
and ' Nothing Is Easy'. [A:11
EDDIE JEFFERSON:
HIPPER THAN THOU
Zu-Zazz ZCD 2015 ( 53m 47s)
CD ( Dist by Spartan )
Unbelievably smooth and sexy
jazz singing which must have
inspired Mose Allison and Mel
Torme. Swings around some
familiar standards ( including six
previously unavailable tracks ) in
a way which transcends the
period feel. [A/H:1*]
ROBIN LENT:
SCARECROW'S JOURNEY
See For Miles SEE 270
Another one of those tragic lostin- the-shuffle might-have-beens
buggered by fate. Read the liner
notes to find out why I.cnt
sounds like Apple- era James
Taylor. Fine stuff for fans of
sensitive balladeers. [A/B:1]
MARVIN WELCH & FARRAR:
STEP FROM THE SHADOWS
See For Miles SEE CD 78 ( 56m
24s ) CD
Underrated Shadows venture,
the band doing a helluva good
job masquerading as a crack
West Coast, Eaglesy outfit. A
pleasant surprise. [A:1]
GARY NUMAN:
THE COLLECTION
Castle Communications
CCSCD 229 ( 75m 56s ) CD
18 perfect examples of robotrock, Numan out-technoiding
the best of them. Inhuman,
perhaps, but still fascinating a
decade on. [A:1/2]
TED NUGENT:
CALL OF THE WILD
Edsel EDCD 278 ( 38m 25s) CD
The real wild man of rock's 1974
solo, axe- led riff-raunch which
makes most of the current practitioners seem limp-wristed.
Behind the savagery, some picking of noble proportions. [ B:1]
THE PERSUASIONS:
ACAPPELLA
Edsel ED296
The astounding, aptly- titled
1968 debut from the world's
best band-without- instruments.
Soul to rock to gospel, and all
without hardward. [A:1***]
THE PRETTY THINGS: 19671971
See For Miles SEE CD 103
( -18m 03s ) CD
13 tracks from the post bluesboom period. Highly inventive,
collectable stuff, however dated
some of it sounds. 1A/B:1/2]
THE SOFT MACHINE:JET
PROPELLED PHOTOGRAPHS
Decal CD CHA1RLY 197 ( 31m

I4s ) CD
A priceless artefact containing
demo quality tracks recorded
before the first official I.P. Patchy
but indicative of what was to
follow; recommended for those
au fait with the Softs. Newcomers should start with the eponymous debut. [B:1/2]
BIG MAMA THORNTON:
YOU OLE HOUN' DOG
Ace CHAD 277
15 rare R&B scorchers from the
early 1950s through the late
1960s, including the original
version of ' Hound Dog'. Worth
buying just for the amazing liner
notes. [ H:1]
BOB WEIR: KINGFISH
Grateful Dead/Ace GDV 4012
Long-unavailable solo LP for all
you Deadheads, guitarist Weir
caught in the down-home vein
which made Workingman's
Dead such a joy. IA:1/2]
BARRENCE WHITFIELD &
THE SAVAGES: BARRENCE
WHITHELD & THE SAVAGES
Fan Club FC 058
Fan Club FC 058 CD ( 29m 23s)
CD ( Dist by APT)
The ' long lost' debut, and a vivid
explanation of why this crack R&B
band started abuzz from Day I. An
absolute scorcher, less polished
than the recent efforts but just as
frenzied. [B:1]
BOBBY WOMACK:
1VOMACK IN MEMPHIS
Charly CDX 46
Charly CD CHARLY 198 ( 6-/m
20s ) CD
Two early solo I.Ps, Hy Me 7b ¡be
Moon and My Prescription, as one
CD or double IP. Mix of standards
and originals, plus odd covers
you'd never have expected. But a
soul deity like Womack can turn
even ' Everyone's Gone To The
Moon' into a palatable take. [A/
B:1/2]
ZIOR: ZIOR ... PLUS
See For Miles SEE 276
Oddball '70s progressive band of
the Grand Guignol variety, presaging the current Gothic posturing
with an HM/voodoo mix which
would today warrant a Kerrang!
cover keep. [A:1]
ALSO RECEIVED:
JOHN LENNON:
THE COLLECTION
EMI CDP 791516 2 ( 69ni 30s)
Finally on Cl), with extra tracks;
best overview yet. IA:1/11
ROSE-MARIE: THE ROSEMARIE PARTY ALBUM
Telstar STAR 2374
Medley singalong. IA:3]
VARIOUS: DEEP HEAT— FIGHT
THE FLAME
Telstar STAR 2380
32 track bumper pack dance
music survey. IA:!)
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Chandos
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Meridian
MAIL

NATURAL SOUND
RECORDINGS

ORDER CD's

BLUI NOTE/BLUE BIRD CD'S AT 0.50

RING MARK ON
01-807-6606 NOW

ON LP
Limited stocks of LPs are still available,
including the following:

FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE
OF OVER 3000 JAZZ & BLUES CDS
ALL AT CRAZY PRICES

E 77027

ANTHONY HOLBORNE
Extempore String Ensemble. [ A: 11
VIERNE: Symphony No.4.
David Sanger.[A:11
E 77040
ELGAR: " EVENING SCENE Part Songs.
Philharmonic Chamber Choir [ A: 1]
E 77044
HOW LOVELY ARE THY DWELLINGS
Salisbury Cathedral Choir. [A.: 1]
E77048
VIERNE: Symphony No.5.
David Sanger. [ A:11
E 77051
WALTHER: Transcriptions for Organ
Gerald Gifford.[A: 1)
E4577058 ALLEGRI: Misere Mei.
Choir of St. John's College, Cambridge. [
A*: 1]
E 77072
MORCEAUX DE SALON
Jeremy Polmear (ob.) / Diana Ambache ( pno)
[A:1./11
E4577076 MY MINSTREL LOVE
Ann Mackay ( sop) / Simon Wynberg ( gtr) [A.: 1]
E 77130
SCHOECK Notturno Op.47.
Ian Caddy ( b- bar) / Bochmann Gt. [ A: 1]
E 77033

78A Warwick Road, Edmonton, London N18 IR I

MUSIC & VIDE 0
EXCHANGE
56 NOTTING HILL GATE
LONDON W11
01 727 0424
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
HIFI

SUPERIOR SOUND
MAGNIFICENT MUSIC
PO Box 317, Elraam, London, SE9 4SF.
Send SAE for catalogue and details of
free LP offer.

Mordkovitch/SNO/Jarvi

CD: ABTD 1445 • Cassette. No LP

Debussy: Petite Suite/Children's Corner
Ravel: Tombeau de Couperin/
Valses nobles et sentimentales
Ulster Orchestra/ Tortelier
CHAN 8756 CD. ABTD 1395 Cassette, Nu LP
Dvoé'ák: String Quartets Op. 80 & Op. 34
Chilinginan String Quartet
CHAN 8755 CD: ABTD 1394 - Cassette: No LP
Dvoiák: Sextet / Martina: Sextet/Serenácla II
ASMF Chamber Ensemble
CHAN 8771 CD: ABTD 1409 Cassette: No LP
Rachmaninov: Symphony Na 3
Kalinnikov: Intermezzos Nos. 1 & 2
LSO / Jarvi
CHAN 8614 CD; ABTD 1303 - Cassette: No LP
Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto No. 1/
Suite No. 4 ' Mozartiana'
Orbehan IPhilharmonia / Jape
CHAN 8777 CD. ABTD 1413 Cassette. No LP
Berlioz: Symphonie fantastique
LSO/Skrowaczewski
CHAN 8727 CD: ABTD 1367 Cassette: No LP
Handel: Chandos Anthems Vol. IV ( Nos. 10 & 11)
Dawson/Partridge/The Sixteen Choir
Orchestra/Chnstophers
CHAN 0509 • CD FBRD/EBTD 0509 IP 5 CassettE ,

• CDs from £ 7.75, popular
£9.99, post paid, we specialise in
CD's. Phone or write for catalogue
Disc Wyse, 14 Thornhill Road.
Uxbridge U810 8SF 0895 633558

11101VE REFUSED!

Absolute Sounds
Absolute Sound & Video
Acoustic Arts Ltd
Acoustic Research
Aiwa Ltd
Alternative Audio
AR Jay Interiors
Arcam
Audio Excellence
Audio Profiles
Audio South
Audio T/AT Labs
Audio-Technica Ltd
Audiokits

6,22
112
42
IBC
10,11
58
50
46
88
78
46
52
50
82

Billy Vee Sound Systems
Brady & Son,W.A.

70
64

Cambridge Systems Technology
Chew & Osbourne
Classical Sounds
Cleartone
Covent Garden Records
Creative Audio

16
56
92
44
28
72

Datasound
David Stephens HiFi
Decca Record Co ltd

52
72
90

Ian Edwards

78

114

Shostakovich: Violin Concertos Nos. 18 2
CHAN 8820

DISC
WYSE!

Meridian Records

RECORDS
TAPES / CD'S
VIDEOS
WANTED FOR CASH
OR EXCHANGE

Shostakovich: Symphony No. 8
SNO/Jarvi
CHAN 8757 - CD; ABRD/ABTD 1396 - LP 8 Cassetu:

Goldring

22

Gordon Getty
Goldring

92

HW Shure (HW Int)
Hampshire Audio Ltd
Heinitz Ltd Thomas
Hi Fi Care Retail Ltd
Hi Fi Experience
K.J. Leisure Sound
KEF Electronics
Koss (I-1W Int)
Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd
Mike Manning
Monitor Audio
Monitor Sound Hi Fi Studio
Mordaunt Short
Music Room, The

22
106
48
66
66
40
34
12
64
4
76
OBC
20
68

Nakamichi B&W (UK) Ltd
Neat Audio

18
82

Oxford Audio Consultants

76

PM Components Ltd
Path Ltd
Paul Green Hi Fi
Pinewood Music

82
14,30
56
24

Progressive Audio
Radlett Audio
Rayleigh Hi Fi
Reading Hi Fi
Rogers
Ron Smith Aerials
Rotel (Gamepath)
Russ Andrews Turntable
Sansui
Sevenoaks HiFi Centre
Sony
Sounds Exclusive
Spalding Electrical Ltd
Steve Boxshall Audio
Sugdens
Sutton
Technics
Transducer Developments Ltd
Unilet
Uxbridge Audio
West Midlands Audio
Wilmslow Audio
Woodside Electronics
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82
60
98
76
58
22
IFC
66
36
86,87
26,27,29
46
78
60
80
78
54,55
32
8
84
106
66
62
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
VANESSA BELL ARMSTRONG:
WONDERFUL ONE
Jive HIP 78
'Quality disco' isn't an
oxymoron, especially when the
music comes from a gospel
legend. Most of the soul greats
started in church, so think of this
perfectly-titled set as a spiritual
dance. [A:1]
DAVID ARNOLD/PRO POPS:
POP GO THE BEATLES
Denon CD-73324 ( 65m 18s)
CD
More orchestral cover versions
of Beatles classics, but with two
strong selling points: stunning
sound quality and a couple of
thoughtful medleys. Muzak, to
be sure, but the material keeps
you awake. IA/A*:21
ASAP: SILVER AND GOLD
EMI CDP 793752 ( 46m 52s ) CD
Or Adrian Smith And Project',
the Iron Maiden guitarist killing
time between tours. Maiden fans
may not appreciate its lighter
feel, though it's still straight.
ahead hard rock. Without the IM
connection, it might have gotten
lost in the shuffle; even hardcore
Beatle fans won't give ahoot that
Ringo's kid is bashing the skins.
Funny thing, though: he's
damned good. [A:1/2]
THE BLUES BAND:
BACK FOR MORE
Ariola/BMG 210 095
Or Back For More Of The Same,
which is no bad thing. To be fair,
this venerable on-again-off-again
outfit is one of the best boogie
outfits in the land — and they've
spiced it up with some soulful
funk. They remain a cult object
to be savoured live, but this is
blessed relief from the sins of
Casio and Roland. [A:1]
JIM BROCK: TROPIC AFFAIR
Reference Recordings RR31CD ( 47m 48s)CD
A Don ( REM) Dixon-produced
delight featuring percussionist
Jim Brock in a tropical ( jazzy)
mood. Right up there with the
Chesky jazz titles, this beauty
doubles as both as an audiophile
torture test and an intro to the
delights of Latin seasonings.
[A*:11
THE MICK CLARICE BAND:
STEEL AND FIRE
Stomp/Line STCD 9.007970
(38m 07s) CD ( Dist by Conifer)
Ex- Killing Floor/Toefat guitarist
in a Mike Vernon- produced
release for those who mourned
the passing of early Savoy
Brown. British- style blues'n'boogie leaning more to metal
than, say, to the Blues Band's
reverence. For parties where the
beer flows freely. IA:1]
IAN CUSSICK:
LOVE IS THE SYSTEM
Line LICD 9.00589 ( 53m
55s) CD ( Dist by Conifer )
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Another highly melodic release
from the ex-patriate Brit, just the
kind of classy pop to please the
German audiences which keep
the Searchers filling their clubs.
The introductory hommage to
Neil Sedaka suggests more fluff
than substance, which just ain't
the case. [A:1/2]
DJ CHUCK CHILLOUT &
KOOL CHIP:
MASTERS OF THE RHYTHM
Mercury 838 406-1
Imagine what would have happened if Isaac Hayes had been
given acocktail of mescalin and
laxatives while scoring Shaft.
[AIB:31
D MOB: A LIME BIT OF THIS,
A L177IE BIT OF THAT
FFRR Records 828 159-1
This late in the game, one of the
prime acid house offenders still
has the lack of intellect or shame
to produce atrack titled 'We Call
It Acieed'. Wrong. We call it
'garbaaage'. [?:4]
TAYLOR DAYNE:
CANT FIGHT FATE
Arista 260 321 ( 43m 44s ) CD
Given the fact that most modern
dance records sound so much
like one another as to justify
Golden Arches logos, Dayne
stands out from the crowd
because of her distinctive voice
and sassy persona. If that's worth
£11, fine. IA:2]
THE FAMOUS POTATOES:
BORN INA BARN
Waterfront WF 046 ( 9Grove
End, Leigh-On-Sea, Essex)
Third LP from one of the
strangest of roots bands: aBritish
outfit that wishes it came from
West Virgina. Bluegrass, honky
tonk, C&W — and they do it so
well. What's next? A Cajun band
from Hull? [A:1/21
CONNIE FRANCIS:
AMONG MY SOUVENIRS
Telstar STAR 2393
Connie's first in 10 years, a 20track set containing rerecordings of 14 of her hits plus
six 'personal favourites'. The
voice is magnificent, and the
new versions are faithful
remakes to challenge the originals. An unexpected treat. [A:11
GARY GLITTER'S GANGSHOW:
THE GANG , THE BAND, ME
LEADER
Castle Communications
CCSCD 234 ( 73m 22s) CD
Fun live set recorded late in '88
featuring all of the hits. Sounds
exactly as Iremember from ' 74.
The best stomping music ever
released. [B:1]
THE GO-BETWEENS:
THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPS 074
Fine, early set ( October 1984)
containing moments both
deliberately Velvet y and retro.
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Coarse compared to more
recent efforts, but still intoxicating. 111:1/2]
GORICY PARK: GORKY PARK
Vertigo/Phonogram 842 035-1
More Russian rock courtesy of
glasnost, this time aheavy metal
band which must have had a
good source of contraband Zep
and Lep LPs. Metal of the weightiest sort with no concessions to
the pretty boy pop style of hard
rock. Big sound, big message,
including asavage cover of The
Who's ' My Generation'. [A:1],
and a [* 1 for the witty logo.
ROY ORBISON AND FRIENDS:
A BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT
Virgin CDV 2601 ( 57m 34s) CD
The soundtrack of the video,
sensible because the music
deserves separate release. We'd
like more of this, because there
are times when you just don't
want the visuals. The Big
performing his classics with support from an impressive cluster
of fans. 1A/13:11
OST: ERIK THE VIKING
Sonet SNTF 1023
Neil Imes, who mastered the art
of pastiche when creating the
Rutles, does the same again to
Wagner. Suitably leaden and
moody score for the Terry Jones
cinematic edda, complete with
snatches of dialogue to remind
you that neither Ernest Borgnine
nor Tony Curtis had anything to
do with it. [A/B:1]
OST:
LAST EXIT TO BROOKLYN
Vertigo 838 725-1
Vertigo 838 725-2 (4Im 34s)
CD
Music by Mark Knopfler, performed by Guy Fletcher —
who'd've expected anyone to
employ Dire Straits members to
create the score for afilm about
the gritty, dirty side of urban
America? Maybe Root Boy Slim
was too busy. [A/A*:21
PANDORA'S BOX:
ORIGINAL SIN
Virgin CDV 2605 ( 67m 21s) CD
Erstwhile Meatloaf protege Jim
Steinman wants to be Andrew
Lloyd Webber — how sad. Bombastic, stage y rock 'concept'
notable only for two weird cover
versions ( Twentieth Century
Fox' and ' My Little Red Book')
amidst his pedestrian stadium
fillers. [A:2/31
ANN PEEBLES: CALL ME
Waylo/Charly WAY 269509 2
(34m 16s)CD
A brilliant return to form from an
under- appreciated, underemployed soul heroine. Producer Willie Mitchell, who
always extracts the best from his
charges, twiddled the knobs and
penned most of the material;
rejoice if you welcome hearing a
distaff version of Al Green. Deli-

cious. IA:1/11
RED CLOUD:
DARK END OF THE STREET
Red Stripe/Sonet SNTF 1024
Absolutely gorgeous reggae,
accessible without losing any of
its bite. Heavy on melody, afact
which almost makes it sound
dated in this age of sampling
abuse. A refreshing retreat. [A:1]
VARIOUS: AR77S7S FOR
ANIMALS — THE LIBERATOR
Deltic DELT CD3 ( 66m 14s)
CD ( Dist by Pinnacle)
Fight cruelty to animals with this
superb 18- track collection,
featuring Robert Wyatt, Madness, Captain Sensible and
others. The messages are hardhitting, as they should be, but
the music stands alone. [A:1/11
VARIOUS: 771E DANCE
SOUND OF DETROIT (
4vo/s)
Object Enterprises DSDCD
01-04(45m 40s; 51m 59s; 46m
41s; 46m 28s) CD
Cheap'n'cheerful set of rerecordings from Motown's
Second Division: Mary Wells,
Martha & The Vandellas, Jimmy
Ruffin, Edwin Starr etc. Not bad
when you consider what this
practice usually produces. Think
of the 48 tracks as 'club remixes'
and you won't be disappointed.
[A/11:2]
SKIPPER WISE:
THE CLOCK AND THE MOON
Cypress/Sonet YL 0129
Music with vocals for those who
secretly want to give up New
Age. Good tunes, a voice with
character — like an operetta version of thirlysomething. Too
American for hard-bitten, jaded
Europeans, but we did, after all,
buy millions of copies of that
pina colada song. [A:1]
DON WILLIAMS:
AS LONG AS IHAVE YOU
RCA PL90393
RCA PD90393 ( 37m 13s) CD
Another heartwarmer from one
of country's giants, aman with a
gravelly voice somewhere inbetween Sonny Curtis' and Willie
Nelson's. Reminiscent of hot
dusty roads and rocking chairs
on porches and stuff like that,
but it will make you wistful even
if you've never watched The
Walton
[A:11
ALSO RECEIVED:
THE ASSOCIATES:
ME PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPS 075
Live at the Beeb in early 1981.
1A/11:2]
VARIOUS:
ROCKABLLLY PSYCHOSIS &
ME GARAGE DISEASE
Big Beat/Ace CDWIK 18 ( 40m
26s) CD
Brilliant intro to psychobilly,
from then to now. [A/B:1/21
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Aylesbury Hi- Fidelity

THE real HIFi specialists in Buckinghamshire
Aiwa. AKG. Alphason. Audio Technica ( CD Players also). ADC. Al ,.
A&R. Beard. Boston, BLQ. Castle. Celestion. Denon. Diesis.
Exposure. Gale Goldbug. GoIdling. Grado. Gyrodek. Fleybroof.
Hannon Kardon, KEF. Logic. Linn Arms. Monitor Audio. Michell
Magnum. Mantra. Musical Fidelity. Meridian. Mission. Mordautu
Short. Marantz, Monster. Myst. Nakamichi. Nagaoka. NAD. OnoIon
Paragon. Philips ( CD only). P.S. Audio. Proton. Quad. QED. Rata.
Rote). Revox. Revolver. Roksan. Scmnheiser. Something Solid. Sondes
Stand & Deliver. Spendor. Systemdek. Tannoy. Target. Teac
Thorens. Trio CD. Walker. Wharfedale. Yorkshire. Yamaha. Zeta

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790
OPEN 10am.bpm. Monday- Friday, 9..10am-5.30 Saturnay
ard la, dd., a,adahle

aston
audio

STOP PRESS
KEF MUSICAL
EVENING ON
WEDNESDAY
31ST JANUARY 1990
SHOWING THE
NEW KEF 105
REFERENCES SPEAKER
FREE TICKETS
AVAILABLE NOW

4WEST STREET
ALDERLEY EDGE
CHESHIRE
e 0625 582704
Closed Monday

ege.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

the
sound gallery
A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA,
B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION, CREEK,
DENON, DUAL, :_INN PRODUCTS, LOGIC,
HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK. REGA. REVOLVER,
NAKAMICHI, KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ,
NAIM AUDIO, ROTEL, YAMAHA, SONY,
QUAD, NAD.
FULL DEMONSTRATION AND
INSTALLATION SERVICE FOR
DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI-FI.
65 CASTLE STREET HIGH WYCOMBE
BUCKS
0494 31682

¡
L
ie
6Abbey Street, Carlisle
0228 46 756
Mission. Cyrus. Marantz, Dual. Linn. Aiwa.
AR, Creek. Allison. Technics, Denon. Kenwcod,
Pioneer, Philips. Creek. Acoustic Energy. Revolver. Aka,
DEMONSTRATION AND PART EXCHANGE
FACILITIES AVAILABLE

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

MARANTZ SPENDOR KEF
AUDIO-TECHNICA TANNOY
QUAD MUSICAL FIDELITY
REVOLVER YAMAHA STAX
MORDAUNT-SHORT SME
DENON CELESTION
MONITOR AUDIO ROGERS
B & W NAKAMICHI CELLO
MERIDIAN AUDIOLAB
AMADEUS ZARATHUSTRA
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO ROTEL

DISCOUNT CD &TAPE
EXTENDED GUARANTEE
INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Open 6days
LINN * NAIM * QUAD * CAMBRIDGE *
ARCAM * MERIDIAN * NAKAMICHI *
REVOX * KRELL * AUDIO RESEARCH *
ORACLE * SONY * DENON
also at - COVENT GARDEN AND 401
SMITHDOWN ROAD, LIVERPOOL 15.
Tel: 051-733-6859.
I

Closed Wednesday.

Sony ES. Technics, Denon, Aiwa,
I.T.L., Dual, Mordaunt Short, Gale, Castle
Large range of Accessores
23 Seamoor Road,
Westbourne, Bournemouth. Tel: (0202) 764965

CLONFY
at

II

—

MINERVA - ANALOGUE AUDIO

Write for details, no callers
Minerva Group, 2 Victoria Terrace, Corkickle,

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
0001-889449
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Aragon, Quad, Nakamichi,
Arcam, Tannoy.

Whitehaven, Cumbria CA28 8AB.

Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri open till 9pm

Revox, Neumann and Surrey Electronic s
Music by Wilfred Worden, Ltd edition record
available only from Minerva.

Yeziceicindint&diteeize
QUAD DEALER
"FREE OPEN DAYS"

Major credit cards welcome

N.IR

EL

AN.

Hear the new Quad CD Player and 66 control und
February 17th, 18th at 2.00pm
at " Fair Place", Watermillock-on-Ullswater,
Pen rith CAll OLR.
For details contact Ian Bewley 07684 86235
Also Agents for ATC Monitors, Townshend,
Glastonbury, Castle, Spendor, Sugden,
Ma rantz, Nakamichi, Kelvin Labs and Sumo.

Active
Audio

sound systems

ARCAMI ARISTON UCELESTION U DENON U HEYBROOK 9 KEF
REFERENCE UCYRUS U MUSICAL FIDELITY MARANTZ I MERIDIAN
REVOXU ROTaI ROGERS U ETC.
Demonstration And Home Trial Facdones. Account and Credit
Cards. Ring For Opening Times And FREE ' FACT PACK'

•
LYRIC HI-FI
163 STRANIIIIILLIS ROAD, BELFAST
(0232) 381296

Active Audio,
12, Omaston Road,
The Spot, Derby
e(
0332) 380385

COMPACT iffusyé

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
KINGSWAY STUDIOS,
KINGSWAY NORTH, WARRINGTON. WA1 3NU.
Tel: 0925-828009
FAX: 0925 825773

dawsons

SPECIALISTS IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT
FOR OVER 60 YEARS

THE HI-FI SPECIALISTS

Dorchester Hi ri Ltd

SPECIALISTS IN THE SOUND OF MUSIC.
STOCKISTS OF: ELITE ROCK, SYSTEMDEK.
THORENS, MAY WARE, DECCA, CROFT, EAR.,
SUGDEN, AMADEUS, LINX, CARVER, MARANTZ.
AIWA, NAKAMICHI. TDL, ROGERS, SPENDOR, ROYO,
JPW,
W.

17 Durngate Street, Dorchester,
Dorset DT1 1JP.
0305 64977.
We also stock classical LPs CD's Tapes.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY, AUDIO-TECHNICA,
ALEXANDER, AUDION, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO,
CASTLE, DENON, DUAL PINK TRIANGLE, KISEKI,
KUZMA, ROTEL, NAGAOKA, KENWOOD, GED,
SME, SD ACOUSTICS, SENNHEISER, SPICA,
SYSTEMDEK, TARGET, TANNOY, DELTEC,
THE MOD SQUAD, WHARFEDALE & MORE

27, Market Parade, Havant
Hampshire P09 1PY
Tel: ( 0705) 473952
Open 10-6 Tues Sat
LATE NIGHT DEMS. THURSDAY
BY APPOINTMENT.
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,NrAiofflimminew
01 I
ecoll
A & R Cambridge
MONITOR
B&O BB & W
sOuND .1
Castle 11 Celestion
I

Denon la Dual 11 Marantz
II Mission
Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short
Musicai Fidelity
Nakamichi
Pioneer
Philips CD
II Quad al Rogers
Rotel
Revox
Sony
Spendor • Tannoy
Technics
Thorens
Trio
Yamaha etc.
Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935

EMI)4`fri`r2-1-4MiWItWti

ILe.) «Mil"

BETTER HI-FI
16 COOK STREET
LIVERPOOL

ilea*

DOUG BRADY
HI-FI
18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON WC2H 9HB
Tel:01-379 4010. Fax 01-497 9205

OPEN 7DAYS
LINN • NAIM • QUAD •CAMBRIDGE •
ARCAM • MERIDIAN • NAKAMICHI • REVOX
• KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • ORACLE •
SONY e DENON
Also at Warrington and Liverpool (see Cheshire)

ANALOG AUDIO
itil-F1 Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 01 445 3267
Fincliey's Centre for Celestion, Denon, Dual, Marantz,
NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Rotel, Yamaha.
Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.

griffin AUDIO

Please phone for details.

BIRMINGHAM

1111-1/ MARKETS}
I

pl.0 e t, liere people t. are ahoul IS

i

051 - 227 - 5007
QUALIIY HI-FI SPECIALIST

1MM
Recording Playbac17- 1
& Monitoring Limited
2Burland Road
(Comer of Webbs Road)
London SW11 6SA

Garrott Microscanned Deccas Garrott P77,
Croft Acoustics, SD Acoustics, Klipsch
Iloen Speakers and Space 50 Speakers and
Space Deck, Esoteric Audio Research
Amplifiers, Mentor Turntable + Arm.
0, 73- 76294 ,

Tel: 01-5850274

R

ROYO, MORDAUNT SHORT ARCAM LINN. MONITOR
AUDIO. EPOS. NAIM. MISSION REGA

(Naar Clapham Junction, Om:4w,
South 6i South Circular Road)

PM

CYRUS.

CREEK,

NAKAMICHI.

DUAL. RO TEL.

DENON.

MARAN

rz,

RE VOX. QUAD

Open: TuesSat 1030arn-6.30prn

94
BRISTOL
ST.,
BIRMINGHAM
692
1 35 9,
TUE
SAT
lOarn
6prn

Authorised Stockists of: Linn, Haim, Rage, Creek, Ion,
Denon, Sony, Cambridge, Revox, Nakamichi,
Goodman,. Royd, Rustic, BLQ.
Accessories from: Chord Company, Audlotech, Sound
Organisation, Sound Factory, Audio Technica, Hunt
EDA, Sennheiser, Beyer.

PliandLto

2 Comfortable Single Speaker Dam Rooms
Informed Advice in a Relaxed Environment

•

0902
771774

0110•11.17,

Full Delivery & Installation Service
2 Year Warranty
Highly Experienced Turntable Service & Restoration
Facilities

L

Access, Visa & Instant Credit.

UDIOY E\UE
BM

AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS
24 CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE,
LONDON SE19 2ET — TEL: 01-771 7787
Stockists of. Linn Hi Fi, Naim Audio, Creek,

Audio Tech, Epos, Denon, Dual, Revolver, BLQ.
Yamaha, Marantz etc.
2single speaker demonstration rooms.
Instant Credit Facilities
All equipment delivered & installed.
Comprehensive turntable rebuilds etc
Interest Free Credit. 2year warranty
Open 10-6pm. — Closed all day Wednesday
c %ar
E
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1

FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY
A&R, ADC, AKG, Alphason, Audio-Technica, B&W,
Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Castle, Ceiestion,
Creek, Denon, Dual, Dynavector, Elite (Inc. Rock),
Glanz, Goldring, Hunt-EDA, KEF, Lowther, Meridian, MFSL, Michell, Monitor Audio Musical Fidelity, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Philips (C.D.
only), Quad, Revox, Rogers, Sennheiser, Shure
Sondex, Spendor, Tannoy, TDK, TDL, Thorens. Zen n.
Five Ways Hi-Fidelity Ltd.,
12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 1LD.
Telephone: 021455 0667.
Demonstrations by appointment

9.30-6.00
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Tuesday-Saturday

California Audio Lab.
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KELVIN LAB * DENON
•INFINITY eROLAND
RESEARCH • ORACLE
• ROTEL • QUAD •
SPENDOR • CROFT ACOUSTICS •
TIME WINDOW • TIME PANELS

Ha5tivig5 Hi fi

NO RECORD CLUB WOULD
HAVE ME AS A MEMBER

CO N SU LT .> N TS

(32 »ESTER» ROAM, ST.LEONAM16. ( 0424)442976)

Selected
from

Hours of Opening:
Mon, Tues Wed, Sat 10am-6pm
Thurs: Fri 10am-9pm
S4a Warstones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

g Krb Il P
CfassicalSounds

tre.

The largest selection of classical CD's/cassettes
in Northamptonshire
SPECIALISTS IN RECORDED CLASSICAL MUSIC AND
HIGH QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT
NEW SHOP SPECIAL OPENING AUDIO OFFERS
TEL 0327 359 588
84E Watling St East. Towcester, Northants

Ii i- fi

EXPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
QUAD, NAKAMICHI, HARMAN, ItAROo ,
MONITOR AUDIO, ROGERS, TANNOY, CYRUS,
NAD, MVOLVER, MANTICORE, GALE,
MARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORENS,
CELESTION, HEYBKOOK,
& Many more.

• OPEN MONSAT 9.00-6.00.
III FULL DEMOIYSTRATIONS - IN STORE & IN NOME

If you would like to know why, and why I
had to form my own CDclub to getthekind
of service no other CD club can offer you,
send your name and address to me,
Bill Wilson at

111111111

Audio Projects

WILSON STEREO LIBRARY
CD SERVICE

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.

Dept. HFN
Unit 4, Mercatoria Business Centre

Tel. 0532 304565.

100-102 Norman Road
St Leonards
East Sussex, TN38 OEJ

Open Tues. —Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat 2.50-5.30.

Send 2X 20p stamps for speedy reply

HiFi SPECIALISTS.

Active

‘Ele WILEY

Audio

CASTL F FOM

sound systems

ARCAM U ARISTON U ŒLESTION U DENON 3 HEYBROOK U KEF
3 CYRUS U MUSICAL FIDELITY U MARANTZ
REVOX 3 ROTELU ROGERS U ETC.
Demonstration And Home Trial Facilities. Account and Credit
Cards. Rinç For Opening Times And FREE ' FACT PACK'

Active Audio,
29, Market Street,
Tamworth, Oerby.
7: ( 0827) 53355

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE VVF 10 5BS

CIACIMESTILIP

Ill 41-1IFIRDIÉRTIFY
Retailers of quality audio equipment
7 St. Pancras, Chichester, West Sussex P019 1SJ
Closed Mondays
i Telephone 0243 776402

Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

The most respected names
in hi- fi are here
(BOWERS

W1LIKIn)

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road

IN TUNE - NATURALLY

Tel Worthing 64141

i
sio

Ltd.

KENW001) CENTRE
NIARANTZ • ROTEL • DENON • CAMBRIDGE •
MICHELL • A.R. • JBL • HECO • KEF • DUAL
• SUPRA • SENNHEISER • AKAI • TANNOY •
QE.D • INFINITY • HARMAN-KARDON • SONY
• ARISTON • JECKLIN • MONSTER • BEYER •
A.K.G. • CELEF • NIORDAUNT-SHORT
YAMAHA • WHARFDALE • AUDIO-TECHNICA •
PIONEER • TARGET • PARTINGTON •
DISCWASHER • G'OLDRING • T.D.V. • THAT'S etc

4ALBERT PARADE

GREEN STREET

DEMONSTRATION ROOM

69 LONDON ROAD

BRIGHTON 609431

CD,CDV STOCKIST

72 Terminus Road, Eastbourne
E.Sussex BN21 3LX Tel (0323) 640911
118
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3demonstration rooms at each shop
LATE NIGHT- WEDNESDAY- 8PM

TO
ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
CONTACT
SOPHIA
ON
01-686 2599
EXT.472

TIC ULTIMATE IN
SOUND AINICE

CLOSED MONDAYS
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Advertisements for this section must he pre paid. The rate is 50p per word ( private), minimum £ 13.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £. 00
extra. Trade rates 60p per word, minimum £ 16.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in April issue must reach these
offices by 14th February 1990 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.

Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

SONY DAT RECORDER DTC500, brand new boxed.
This DAT is better than any conventional tape recorder. Tel: ( Days) (0703) 255631 ( Eves) ( 0703) 813922
ask for Richard. ( B)
MAGNEPLANAR MGIle SPEAKERS, mint condition.
£750. Carver M400A amp, 200 wpc, £200. Tel: (0734)
343892 evenings. ( 13)
DENON DCD3300 BRAND NEW, unwanted gift.
Flagship CD Player. Amazing sound and build. Cost
£1200, accept £600- inc full 2yr guarantee. MARANTZ
CDA94. Ultimate DAC. Brand new, unwanted gift.
Amazing sound and craftsmanship. Cost £800. accept
£500 - inc full 2yr guarantee. Tel: 01-997-1417. ( B)
CROFT PREAMP SUPER A Black £400. Supermicro
£180, OTL Power Amp. Two months old £850. Snell
111 £550. AE2 £800, Roksan/Rega £550. Tel: ( 0284)
84456. ( C)
MARANTZ CD94 C9A94 UPRATED WITH Siderealkaps. Mint condition 10 months manufacturers guarantee left £ 1200. Yamaha CT7110 Tuner, recent re-aligned
boxed £450. Tel: ( 0924) 410487 day ( 0924) 451066
evening. ( B)
KRELL KSA-I00 £ 1800 - Sony Esprit SE- P900 Audio
Equaliser £500. Apogee Scintilla Ribbon Loudspeakers
£2500. Work well together Tel: 01-528-2072 day.
01-809-6668 Home & Answerphone after 27th January.
(B)
REVOX B794 RECORD PLAYER. first class condition
£185 o.n.o. Tel: Smith 111-998-2731. ( B)
REVOX B750 MK2 AMPLIFIER. first class condition.
Tel: Smith 01-998-2731. ( B)
SME SERIES IV MAGNESIUM TONEARM. boxed
with all accessories and instructions. £450 o.n.o. Tel:
Norwich (0603) 487136. ( B)
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE2 SPEAKERS. Excellent
condition, can demonstrate £585 o.n.o. Also Esoteric
Audio Research 802 Valve pre-amp perfect £525 o.n.o.
Tel: (079986) 498 after 8pm or weekends. ( B)
GALE 401 WALNUT SPEAKERS £250. PANASONIC
NV65 Hi Fi Video £350. Rotel RC870 pre-amplifier
£140. Sony 337ESD CD Player £325. Panasonic 33inch
Colour TV £ 1000. Tel: Derby ( 0332) 834270. ( B)
SUGDEN AU-51 POWERAMP. boxed, their finest
model. Cost £850. sell £299 - Lux C-12 Preamp, silver.
boxed, £ 120 - excellent sound from both. Together
£400 - N. Yorks ( 0423) 520432 evenings. ( B)
REVOX TAPE RECORDERS. E36 4-track valve
model, needs attention, offers. Also Revox A77
2-track, rewind faulty. offers. Also 10inch Agfa tapes.
Tel: (0865) 241985. ( B)
QUAD 44, £200 o.n.o. Technics SL- 100 with SME 3009
S2 ( fixed) and Shure V15 111. £ 100 o.n.o. Tel:
061-338-5302. ( B)
EXPOSURE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER. Moving
magnet input, little used, eleven months old as new
£280 o.n.o. JBL L8OT floor standing speakers three
years old, good condition £200 o.n.o. Tel: ( 0489)
783604 after 3pm. ( B)
KELVIN LABS M60 MK2 Class A Mono Block power
amplifiers, Absolute Zero preamplifer MC phono.
Retail £2190 accept £ 1275 brand new. Best sounding
combination. Tel: 01-952-4011. ( B)
HUH NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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STILL AVAILABLE. AUDIO TECHNICA cartridges.
new, AT OC7for £ 129 + VAT. AT OC9for £ 199 +
VAT. Send cheque ( ex VAT) and order to Mrs. P.
Gregarek. Kleine-Schwerter - Str.115, 4600 Dortmund
41. West Germany. VAT 1.5'7,- has to be paid in UK
after arrival of cartridge. Prices include postage and
handling. Delivery within 14 days. Exchange cartridges
available for above prices less 30%. C

HIGH QUALITY
VINYL PRESSINGS
WILL COMPLIMENT AND ENHANCE YOUR PLAYING
EQUIPMENT TO THE FULL!
AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM:BECKENHAM

_

LATEST CD PLAYER UPGRADES available for all
Philips- based 16- bit players. The new " Pro II" modification uses components of the highest quality plus an
additional circuit board for £ 149. For those seeking the
ultimate in quality there is the new " Reference"
upgrade. available for full-width machines only. This
incorporates apower supply unit of the highest quality
with the above upgrade. Discrete regulators and a
dedicated toroidal transformer are used to power the
D/A converter and analogue stages independently.
This produces amachine with the very finest sound for
£250. Owners of " Pro" modified machines may
upgrade to " Reference" standard for £ 149. Enquiries
to Geoff on 01-379 7427 x 126. Covent Garden
Records. 84 Charing Cross Road. London WC2.

HI-F1 WORKSHOP ( LEEDS), BUY/SELL QUALITY
USED EQUIPMENT, specialist repairs/alignment (most good makes). spares-current/vintage, replacement styli, cables, connectors. accessories ( latest bargain list £ 1). Hi Fi Workshop ( Leeds). IWest Grange
Green, Leeds, LS10-3BB. Tel: Leeds 705965. ( B)

NORFOLK/SUFFOLK STOCKIST OF DELTEC
AMPS and cables. Croft. Audio Innovations. Sugden.
Snell. Rogers. 15% off Moth arms and all cartridges.
Audible Difference, Diss ( 0379) 740227. Visa/Access.
(E)

KRELL KSA-80, ABSOLUTELY AS NEW. unrepeatable bargain at £2900; Krell KSA-200. 18 months old.
perfect condition, £3500. Pinewood Music, ' Martins',
Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford. Andover, Hants
SP11 7HL. Tel: ( 0264) 57536. ( B)

TEST CASSETTE. CHECKS: DOLBY LEVEL, AZIMUTH, frequency response. dolby B+C tracking,
speed. meter accuracy. Supplied with instructions and
specifications. £20 + 75p postage. " Everyone who's
serious about cassette playback and recording needs
this tape checking system" Hi Fi News, December
1989. Ian Harrison. 7 Mill Hill. Repton. Derby. Tel:
(0283) 702875 ( B)

M.P. INTERCONNECTS
Individually made high quality phono pairs using
special low noise double screened coaxial cable
and high quality gold or nickel plated phono plugs.
Prices For 1
2 m stereo pair
/
Nickel £15 Gold £23
Prices for 1
m stereo pair
Nickel £22 Gold £30
Other lengths can be supplied
Send cheque or p/o to:

M.P. INTERCONNECTS
288 Mill Road, Deal, Kent CT14 9BG
POST FREE RETURN

RECORD CENTRE
•

DIRECT CUT. ORIGINAL MASTERS. Y2 SPEED. JAPANESE ETC.
REFERENCE. PROPRIUS. OPUS 3. CHESKY.tIrp
El/LINN
SHEFFIELD LAB. MOBILE FIDELITY ETC. "SVCK
L OF . DLYR1TA

SEND Arx9" SAE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.
TRY 'JAZZ AT THE PAWN SHOP' DOUBLE LP £16.99
LIGHT GOOD-TIME JAll- THE FAMOUS ' YOU ARE THERE PRESSING
WE ARE SPECIALIST VINYL RETAILERS AND IN CONJUNCTION
WITH OUR SUPERCUT DEPARTMENT WE STOCK AND HAVE ACCESS
TOA FULL RANGE OF RECORDS COVERING- BLUES. FMB. UK AND
IRISH FOLK, ELECTRONIC. NEW AGE, JAll, FUSION, COUNTRY
ETC. ETC. AND BACK CATALOGUE OF ALL KINDS
IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT AGOOD LOCAL SHOP- WHY NOT TRY US?
•
WE ENDEAVOUR TO OFFER APROMPT AND HELPFUL MAIL ORDER SERVICE
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME BY PHONE CAREFUL PACKING

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS MOST WELCOME
POSTAGE RATES ON APPLICATION

WE ARE OPEN FOR BROWSING MON SAT
64 BECKENHAM RD, BECKENHAM, KENT, BR34LS
01-658-3464
FAX. 01-650-0374

FREE LISTS of our Special CD offers/Competitive
Price List. Updated every two months with new
releases. Overseas specialists. Europadisc. 91 North
Street, Sudbury. Suffolk C010 6RF. (C)

REGA RB300 / R6260-1
VAN DEN HUL
REWIRING
If you own one of these superb arms, why not
upgrade the performance by rewiring with Van
den Hut cable?
Our engineers will replace the internal wiring
with vdH MSS7 and leadout cable with 1m of
vdH MC- D502.
We will fit superb gold plated/Teflon insulated
phono plugs and gold plated shrink sleeved
cartridge tags.
Our price for this skilled conversion is just
£84.95. plus £3.75 p&p, and we will return your
arm within 21 days. Furthermore we will fully
guarantee our work for 12 months.
(Due to customer demand, we now offer the
following options: vdH phono plus £ 15.00
extra. 1.5m leadout f15.00 extra.)
Details sent on request, or simply package the
arm properly and send it to us by insured post
SOUND DEALS: 52-548 SHORTMEAD ST.
BIGGLESWADE BEDS SG18 OAP ENGLAND
TEL: 0767 312249
FAX 0767 315714

II')

YOYD TURNTABLE. Hclius Orion 2 ( silver wired)
£950. Matisse Reference pre/amplifier £ 1950. Quicksilver mono power amplifiers £950 ( pair). ProAc Studio
One/stands £350. Also SME 310 £300. Alphason
HR 100S. MCS £250. Tel: 01-789-2349 evenings. ( B)

STOP

If

are thinking about buying the 007
cartridge, or any other at around £250. why
dont you buy the better 0C9 at a cheaperj
prIce,2

the noise from domestic electrical equipment eg. flourescent
lights, televisions, fridges. etc, affecting your HiFi system
by fitting aLynwood Mains Conditioner.
.This result's in:* Huge increase in soundstage width, height and depth.
* More space around each now clearly distinct instrument.
* Much deeper. extended bass with better control and
focus.
* More natural, relaxed sound especially with CD.
* Cuts out RF interference.
This is the only unit we have found which accomplishes
these things without degrading the music in anyway. The
Lynwood Conditioner will supply over 500W of
power
and is fitted into an expanded mains plus to replace the
ordinary plug on your equipment leads or extension sockets.
Available on a sale or return basis for
f,49.95 incl P&P
send acheque or SAE for further information to

dean
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WENTWORTH
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Farm,

Rotherham

AUDIO
Wentworth,
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HI-FI NEWS is now available in Australia,

we ask for is a large S.A.E.

Please contact:
RESTORATIONS OF CLASSIC EQUIPMENT by
Electronics Engineer, suitably qualified ( Degree/
MAES) and nearly 40 years experience. Quad service
agent and specialist knowledge of Radford. Leak.
Rogers. Armstrong etc. Extensive workshop enables
original design standards, accompanied by detailed
reports. 7 days. Woodford. Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
(X)

fieGAI
•

CALL STU WEIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS,
4500 PIKE ROAD, HUNTINGTON VALLEY,
PA 19001 U.S.A
phone: 215-953-9222 FAX 215-953-0360

within 2 weeks of publication. Also back
issues are available.

(26p stamp) or $2 bill (air) overseas)

HIGH TECHNOLOGY

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI- El
DEALERS. HI Ft NEWS AND RECORD REVIEWIS
NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE. COPIES
ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF PUBLICATION
DATE. FOR INFORMATION

7SQ

for our FREE price list
end. ,PL18 & Focal data sheet,

LOUDSPEAKER UNITS

BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed- fellows, hut
they were both full of ideas and opinions which
influenced their music and helped to shape the Romantic Age. The thoughts, beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised hiographies-with-adifference by one-time HFNIRR editor John Crabbe.
Hector Berlioz - Rational Romantic and Beethoven's
Empire of the Mind are available from bookshops at
£5.95 each, and if your stockist doesn't have copies on
his shelves, tell him that each can he ordered from
Messrs Kahn & Averill. Or you could try your local
library. Either way. they make an intriguing read.
(XIS)

STUDIO ACOUSTICS Importers and Distributors of
specialist audio equipment for Lector Audio Pre +
Power Amplifiers ( tube) Discreet Technology Cables
and Vandersteen Speakers. For further details please
telephone (0626) 67060 - Trade enquiries welcome. ( F

KITS

Audio Q Imports, 64a Burwood Road,
Hawthorn 3122, Victoria, Australia.
Tel: (03) 813-3691

AUDIOPHILE PARTS at affordable prices! FEATURING: WonderCap. Rel-Cap, Solen. Wima, Holco,
Vishay. Resista. Cardas, van den Hul. MIT. Teflon,
WBT. Tiffany. Music Post. Gold Aero. Grado. etc.
Premium Tube Pre Amp and Power Amp KITS.
Call/Write/FAX for free catalogue. SONIC FRONTIERS. 181 Kenilworth Ave, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada. M4L 3S7. Tel: ( 416) 691-7877. FAX. (416)
338-2562. ( H)

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.

Dome tweeters with sensitivity of 95.5dB
Double voice coil units to give easier design,
lower phase shift and higher efficiency,
NEW KEVLAR cones for lower colouration.

CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD: GOLDRING: LENCO:
ORTOEON: SHURE: SME; THORENS.
All available. Genuine Spares. Service. Repairs. Overhauls
Cartridges & Specialist styli for Early Recordings - 78s & LP.
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.
FALCON ELECTRONICS

TECHNICAL & GENERAL PO BOX 53.
E.SUSSEX. TN62BY
TELEPHONE: 0892654534

CROWBOROUGH.

Tabor House, Norwich Road,

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS & CDs. Mobile Fidelity. Nautilus. Sweet
Thunder. Centon. Japanese; also Reference. Sheffield. Chesky.
Proprius. M & K Cr> oal Clear. Umbrella. Super Disk. Wilson.
Lyrita. EMI. Om, Opus Ill. RCA Living Stereo. Mercury Living
Presence. Casino Ros -alc. Linn. Odin. North Star. Super Analog.
Concord Jazz. Three ¡Mind Mice CD. Ultradist 24K Gold CI). Dealer
inquiries invited. One stop distributor prices for audio stores.
Accessories by AudiaCluest. record-cicaning machine by Nittv Gritty.
and Last record-care products. Chad Kassem. P.O. Box 2043. Salina.
KS 67402. USA. Tel: ( 9131 /11.5-8609.

Mulbarton, Norfolk NR14 8JT
(0508) 78272
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics

Ltd.)

F.QL IPMENT MODIFU•ATIONS
Readers should he aware that any modifications
to proprietary equipment, carried out without
the original manufacturer's knowledge or
AUDIOPHILE DUALITY COMPONENTS

•SiderealKaps The finest

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
• SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors Stunning

genNm

•KIMBER KABLE'"speaker
cable. Interconnects. Internal wiring. Clean open - transparent - smooth.
more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.

eLearn
•Write for NEW Price list for 1989.

ige

RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES LID
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, KENDAL,
CUMBRIA LA8 9AS TEL SELSIDE (053 98.3) 247

approval. will invalidate any warranty or
guarantee. Readers having equipment modified
by third parties do so entirely at their own risk
and while many companies offering
modifications do provide an excellent service.
neither the original manufacturers nor Hi Fi
News & Record Review will accept
responsibility for equipment so modified, should
it become unserviceable.
WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE 111FI
Amplifiers: Quad, Radford, Leak Stereo 50 & 60
Turntables: "%ens TD124 & TD224, Garrard 301 & 401.
Pickup Arms & Heads: Decca FFSS, SM13012 etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy 15' - Monitors and 1111.2. Axiom 80. Wharfedale
Airedale, Goodmans etc.
Illustrated 22 page "Wanted List" available upon request
Buyer collects in areas on aregular basis
% tau Wireless Company Lid., Tudor Houe, Coastline Street,
Alangotsfield, Bristol BS17 3EN. Telephone (0272) 545472 Anytime.

The

TO
ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
CONTACT
SOPHIA
01-686 2599
EXT.447

rPlease send me 12 monthly issues of

News & Record Review commencing with
the next available issue.
£20.40 UK and BFPO
£29.00 Overseas Surface, Europe and Eire
. £ 47.00 Overseas Air Mail
Ienclose acheque/postal order/
International money order payable to Link
House Magazines Ltd.
or debit my credit card

E VISA [Il] ACCESS/

n DINERS [I] AMEX
MASTERCARD

Credit card no.
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A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
REVIEW COSTS £20.40 ( POST FREE) FOR THE ( X. £29.00

Signature
(Please print in block capitals)

FOR EUROPE ( INCLUDING EIRE) AND OVERSEAS
SURFACE MAIL AND £47.00 FOR OVERSEAS AIR MAIL

Name:
Address'
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To: Hi Fi News II Record Review Subscription Department
Link House Magazines Ltd
120-126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP

TS

EVIEW

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

Iunderstand that Iam committed to one year's subscription and
should Iwish to cancel no refund will be made.
Registered in England and Wales No 1341560
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60p per word.
Min £ 15.00
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50p per word.
Min £ 12.00.

Box No's:
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(These rates are
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Debit my credit card account ( tick as appropriate)

Card Expiry Date

VISA

Credit Card No:

111111111111111
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To: HI-FI NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
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HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
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MAX HARRISON
CA's recent issue of Sidney Bechet:
the Complete Bluebird Sessions
1932-43 ( RCA N1.90317 — five LPs,
ND90317 — four CDs) follows closely on
the appearance of Mosaic's The Complete
Blue Note Recordings of Sidney Bechet
(US Mosaic MR6-110 — six LPs only ). The
latter covers 1939-53, but I() of its 13
sessions are from 1944-53, so these two
boxed sets complement one another
excellently. Both include a significant
number of hitherto unissued tracks, mostly alternative takes; everything has been
superbly remastered and placed in
chronological order of recording. Bechet
began as aclarinettist, and throughout his
career produced occasional masterpieces
with that instrument, for example ' Blues
in Thirds' on RCA and ' Blue Horizon' on
Mosaic. Such performances are enough to
confirm his status as amajor New Orleans
reedman, but he transcended that idiom
in three ways. First, the expression of
sheer lyrical ecstasy attained in his most
inspired moments, such as the last two
choruses of RCA's ' Really the Blues',
reaches beyond the limitations of any
style. Second, he in a more literal sense
broke out of the orthodoxies of New
Orleans ensemble procedures, and he did
this just alittle ahead of Louis Armstrong.
Bechet was probably the first great jazz
soloist, and for this the nature of his gifts
demanded the heavier- voiced soprano
saxophone.
Foremost among those gifts was his
capacity for melodic invention. We
scarcely ever find him, in these recordings, falling back on arpeggio formulae, or
the rhythmically activated tilling material
with which some players get through
ensembles ( and even solos). A part of this
melodic strength lies in an impressive
range of note- values, this in turn being
inseparable from the rhythmic variety of
Bechet's music. His break in the last
chorus of the Red Onion Jazz Babies' 1924
'Cake Walking Babies' is a convenient
miniature illustration of the rhythmic
character of his work. Though in melodic
construction he used mainly chord tones
and the usual passing and auxiliary notes
122

plus the common blue thirds and
sevenths, he was better orientated
harmonically than most jazzmen who, like
him, were horn in the 1890s. As early as
1923 his combination of melodic, rhythmic and harmonic skills resulted in performances such as ' Kansas City Man Blues'
and 'Wildcat Blues' by Clarence Williams's
Blue Seven, which Bechet dominates
throughout, not least because his statements are organic, constantly developing.
Ile had, then, much to build on from an
early stage in his career. Why did he not
become a major influence on jazz, like
Armstrong? Treat It Gentle (1960) must
be one of the finest autobiographies written by an American artist, but it contains
no evidence of any long-lasting musical or
personal relationships in Bechet's life, lie
was a restless, frequently bad-tempered,
man who never stayed long in any place
or band. When Armstrong, Bix Beiderbecke, Duke Ellington and others were
making important records in the late
1920s, Bechet was off on his very extensive wanderings. Ile even got as far as
Russia. The 1930s were not good times
for his kind of jazz, and it was only with
his intensive New York recording activities in the 1940s, so well documented
with these two issues, that his reputation
gained any solidity or permanence.
On looking through the personnels of
his sessions, especially those for RCA, one
is struck by the extremely diverse musicians he employed. On hearing the music
it becomes evident that Bechet often
produced his most impressive work not
with New Orleans men of his own generation but with somewhat younger swing
players. It was the same during his final
years in France, his best performances
being done not with one or other of the
dreadful French trad bands that usually
supported him but on the all too rare
occasions when he took time off to record
with modernists like Martial Sola! or
Kenny Clarke. This preference, then, for
working with styles of more recent origin

A restless, frequently bad
tempered man, Bechet's capacity
for melodic invention made him
probably the first great jazz soloist
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than his own was the third way in which
he transcended his New Orleans origins:
some of the most memorable recordings
here use themes that have nothing to do
with traditional jazz.
An obvious instance is the 1940 reading
of Ellington's ' Old Man Blues', much
admired by the Duke. However, there was
no question of Bechet, even at his most
adventurous, losing contact with his
roots, and this session also produced a
version of ' Wild Man Blues' that must be
the most inventive since the 1927 one by
Armstrong. These items had Sidney
deParis ( trumpet), Sandy Williams ( trombone), Sidney Catlett ( drums), and a1941
date, again using swingmen, was also
particularly successful. Most unusually, it
concentrated on themes by Bechet himself and, with Henry Allen ( trumpet), JC
Higginbotham ( trombone) and JC Heard
(drums) as his chief partners, on such
pieces as 'Coal Black Shine' and 'Slipping
and Sliding' jazz of uncommon intensity
was produced.
It must be added that music of that
degree of consistency was not often forthcoming, in part because of his employing
personnels of such mixed ability. Over at
Blue Note, a much smaller company run
by jazz enthusiasts, a more regular
framework was provided, or insisted
upon, and, less fortunately, there was
usually a far stronger emphasis on traditional repertoire. Despite which Bechet
recorded adelightful set of clarinet duets
with Albert Nicholas, easily outdistancing
those he did elsewhere with the incompetent Mczz Mezzrow. Of still greater
consequence was Bechet's final Blue Note
date, with the commandingly virtuosic
Jonah Jones on trumpet and a quite
modern rhythm section.
If the music in these two sets is highly
inconsistent, ranging from performances
that are among the classics of recorded
jazz to such embarrassments as a melodramatic and out of tune account of
'Strange Fruit', this is nearly always because of external factors like strangely
mixed personnels and stale old tunes like
'High Society'. These may have been
imposed on Bechet. So far as his own
contributions to the proceedings were
concerned, he was always sure of what he
wanted to do and this is proved by the
alternative takes. The truth is that these
have much less to tell us than do alternative takes by other major jazz figures.
Despite the passionate intensity of so
much of his playing, Bechet improvised
far less than he appeared to do. One take
differs from another only insofar as it is a
better or worse realization of the same
sequence of ideas. Even when he rerecords a piece with a entirely different
band some of the same basic melodic
shapes appear in his solos. This is, of
course, ablow to the myth that jazz must
always be improvised. As such it is very
welcome, because improvisation is only
one part of jazz. -it
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